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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Uncovering the Full Potential of Data Services

by

Nicola Dan Onose

Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science

University of California San Diego, 2009

Alin Deutsch, Chair

Making use of available services when building Web applications is a major

challenge for today’s developers. I address this challenge by using a declarative

interface for data-centric Web services (aka data services), which are published as

queries over a source schema. Programmers simply write queries over the source

schema and rely on the system to automatically translate them to calls to ex-

isting data services. Thus, programmers can focus on extracting the data they

need, without having to understand the definition or the implementation of each

individual service.

This dissertation discusses the main underlying technical problem, that of

deciding whether a query can be translated into service calls. We consider two

settings: when the system cannot do any post-processing and hence can issue only

one service call (I call that expressibility) and when it is able to issue several calls

and combine the results (I call it support). Expressibility and support are studied

both for services that are listed individually and for compactly represented services

(using grammar-like or Datalog formalisms).

I also present contributions to extending the underlying service infrastruc-

ture with new features, several of which were added to the Distributed XQuery

(DXQ) framework. DXQ is an XML query and scripting language with support for

side effects, distribution, parallelism, which I also used as implementation platform

for workflow languages.

xiv



Chapter 1

Data Services

ABSTRACT OF THE CHAPTER

Currently deployed (data-centric) Web Services publish only their input and

output types, without describing the data manipulation they perform. This makes

it hard for developers to find and compose services to answer their requests. I

propose adding to the service specification a description of their behavior in terms

of data manipulations performed on a public view of the source schema. I call

these services data services and I propose algorithms for automatically answering

user requests by one or a combination of data services.

1.1 Problem statement

Due to the arrival of the Web and the increasing number of programs built

from heterogeneous packages, the IT world is moving towards an architecture based

on services. The purpose of many of these services is to act as wrappers over data

sources that usually expose restricted query interfaces, because of performance,

business model or security reasons. For instance, a service allowing to track Fedex

packages asks for the tracking number of the package, instead of allowing unlimited

access to the status of all packages.

I refer to these services as data services and in my research I addressed

fundamental problems related to their large scale usage. The large number of

1
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available Web services and resources prevents developers from having a global

overview required to manually select and use the data services necessary for their

tasks. Moreover, Web data sources (from online communities to ultra large scale

systems) become more and more complex, and need to publish very large sets

of services. In this context, it is necessary to have an automated procedure for

deciding if a client request can be answered by the source. This procedure is

implemented by a module called adapter, which may reside either on the client or

on the server. If the request needs to be answered without post-processing, the

adapter checks if the user request is equivalent to one of the published services

and I call it expressibility [CDO09] (see Figure 1.1). If post-processing can be

done, then the adapter checks if the request is equivalent to a combination of

published services, as in Figure 1.2, and I call the corresponding decision problem

support [CDO09].

query

resultadapter
service call

result

published services 
(allowed queries)

Q
1

Q
2

...

Figure 1.1: Expressibility: answer a query using one service call

query
adapterresult

result 1
service call 1

result n

service call n
......

published services 
(allowed queries)

Q
1

Q
2

...

Figure 1.2: Support: rewrite a query using service calls
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Currently deployed Web Services publish only the input and output type

of the service, without describing the data manipulation performed. This makes

it hard or even impossible for the service publisher to specify what the purpose of

the service is at declaration/registration time or for a service registry to discover

services relevant for a given user query. Therefore, a lot of the data manipulation

logic in present systems is coded manually, based on additional expertise and

knowledge. This may lead to errors and it becomes unfeasible once the set of

published services becomes very large. The solution I propose is in the spirit of

classical database technologies–whose success was based on presenting to the user a

declarative interface (the query language), hiding the lower level implementation–

and provides automatic checking procedures for expressibility and support.

1.2 Proposed solution: declarative data services

The solution I propose is to adopt declarative data services, a type of data

services that specify their behavior in terms of data manipulation statements. I

have been working on extending their framework in order to respond to the ever

increasing demands of data-centric Web applications.

They generalize the concept of parameterized views [DLN07] from classical

database research, as their behavior is defined by queries and data update state-

ments with parameters bound at call time to arguments provided by the caller. A

declarative data service may access any data source (database, Web service, files)

for which there is an appropriate interface. I distinguish between declarative data

services, built essentially upon data management technologies, and the Semantic

Markup for Web Services [OWL], which is a Semantic Web framework.

Since declarative data services are known in literature as data services, from

now on I will refer to them simply as data services.

1.2.1 Service declaration

In general, any service, in order to be usable, needs to be able to interact and

make itself accessible to other services and applications. How to declare services
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is thus a key issue.

A service can be in general characterized in terms of its input/output signa-

ture σ = (τi : τo) and its behavior [BKM07], specified as a function with signature

σ.

In current applications, Web Services are typically described using Web

Service Description Language(WSDL) [CCMW], a W3C standard, which only ex-

poses the input/output signature (τi : τo) in terms of XML Schema types. WSDL

offers no information about the behavior of the service, which is then made avail-

able as a black box, with input type τi and output type τo, as in Figure 1.3(a).

Therefore implied knowledge and and a lot of individual expertise in dealing with

a data sources is needed on the developers side, making their task very complex.

(For convenience, I will call Web Services based on WSDL, WSDL services.)

f=?
(behavior is 

not described)

τ
i

τ
o

(a) Traditional (WSDL) Services

f = queries & 
data updates

τ
i

τ
o

(b) Data Services

Figure 1.3: Data services expose service behavior

In contrast, the behavior of a data service is not a black box anymore, but

it is specified in terms of data manipulation tasks over a public view of the source

schema, as suggested in Figure 1.3(b). This declarative characteristic simplifies

several tasks, such as finding and composing the services relevant for building a

Web application.

Section 6.1 shows how WSDL can be extended to publish the data manip-

ulations performed by data services. Thus, we can reuse the infrastructure offered

by the current standards.

Publishing information related to the schema may seem dangerous to some-
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one used to the idea that security should be enforced by unveiling as little informa-

tion as possible. However, the view that the data owner publishes may be different

from the physical input schema of the service, thus sensitive information can be

hidden. Traditional WSDL services were already exposing schemas, but only of

the service input and output. If we want to have automatic tests for expressibility

and support and to enable query optimizations, we also need to publish a schema

on which the service data manipulations can be defined. I argue that an intuitive

understanding of this schema was already part of the domain expertise that the

developers were using in order to understand what data a service was providing.

Since XML is the de facto standard for representing data on the Web,

XML query [CD99, BCF+] and update languages [CFM+08, GRS06, CFF+06]

represent the main means for specifying data services. This dissertation will focus

on data services that perform only queries (no side effects). The extension with

data updates is left as future work.

 find cars in local DB

 and at an associated rental
   agency

 store user quote

type=`Sedan'
getCarByType:

RentalAgent2

local DB of 
the agency

available 
Sedans

agency

quote

name make*

output
schema:

make*

quote

make*

Figure 1.4: Example of a car rental data service

Figure 1.4 contains a high-level description of a data service that returns all

cars available at a rental agency that have a given type (Sedan, in our example).

There is only one input argument, the type of the car, which is a string. The data
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service starts by finding a list of relevant cars in the local database. It also queries

the data of an associated rental agency, which groups the cars by quotes. It also

stores the user quote, thus performing a local data update. It then returns a result

conforming to an output schema in which each quote has an agency subelement,

specifying the name of the agent providing the cars and the makes of available

cars.

Data services have been used before, both in academic research [PDP03] and

in industrial research, in the context of the BEA AquaLogic Data Services Platform

(ALDSP) [Car06, BCL+06]. The BEA Data Services have many similarities with

ours: they are defined using XQuery [BCF+] queries and use data from local

data sources or provided by other services. However, ALDSP does not provide

mechanisms for expressibility and support, which are the main topic of this work.

Publishing a large (even infinite) number of services A requirement par-

ticular to data services comes from the fact that data sources sometimes want to

publish larger classes of parameterized queries than just a few fixed function calls.

This is currently done via Web Service API’s, targeted towards general purpose

programming languages, such as the API’s provided by Yahoo or Google for man-

aging one’s online data and services. Dealing with detailed API’s complicates the

application logic and the development process. And it can get even more com-

plex for data sources that integrate other data sources, because they may want to

publish even larger sets of queries.

EXAMPLE 1.2.1. Consider the example of a web portal, such as BarnesAndNo-

ble.com selling books that exposes six attributes: title, author, price range, format,

age, subject. Suppose that the data owner is interested in publishing services that

receive as input arguments a subset of the attributes and return the corresponding

values of another attribute. Such services could be specified by queries such as “find

the subject of the book, given the author and the format”. Or “find the title of the

book, given the age, the subject and the format”. We can see that even for such

simple services with unary output, there are 26−1 = 63 possible queries. Based on

business or performance goals, the data owner may choose to publish any subset of
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those queries. Hence the set of published services can be very large, exponential in

the size of the schema.

For data sources publishing very large number of services, listing the service

definitions as individual queries has major drawbacks both for the developers and

for the publishers. Developers cannot have an overview of all services and thus it

is difficult for them to find the services they need. Publishers need to specify each

service individually and then to maintain a large number of service specifications.

In the case when a source publishes an infinite number of services, as in the

example below, listing all services becomes even impossible.

EXAMPLE 1.2.2. A travel agency exports services defined by queries that return

trips, of unbounded length, such that Paris is reachable from the last visited point

either by train or by bus. Thus, the data source exports an infinite number of

services, corresponding to one of the two types of chains depicted in Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.7 gives examples of such queries: V1 looks for a trip covering three touristic

spots, such as from the last one there is a train connection to Paris. V2 is similar,

except that it checks the existence of a bus connection to Paris.

The solution I propose is to publish compact specifications of very large or

infinite sets of services. I will present such encodings, which are similar in spirit

to Datalog [AHV95] programs (which specify a union of conjunctive queries) or to

grammars [UH79] (which finitely specify a language).

In the remainder of this section, I discuss the main challenges for solving

expressibility and support, both for listed and compactly encoded services. I give

detailed explanations and present solutions in the chapters that follows.

1.2.2 Listed Data Services

I consider first the case in which the set of published services is listed as a

finite set of queries. The main challenge comes from the fact that we are using XML

queries, whose properties have not been fully studied, and which allow complex

language constructs.
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Expressibility For listed data services, checking expressibility means checking

equivalence between the user query and each of the queries from the published set.

XQuery [BCF+] is known to be Turing complete, hence there is no decision pro-

cedure for expressibility for the entire XQuery language. I will present algorithms

for expressibility (and support) that are complete for an important fragment of

XQuery, and become sound tests in general.

Support Since all services are explicitly given, support reduces to a classic prob-

lem in database research, that of rewriting queries using views (see [Hal01] for a

survey). In the following we will call the services published by a data source views.

query result

…

the query 
            Q

the rewriting
query R

docVndocV1

V1 Vn

Input XML data

?

Figure 1.5: Rewriting queries using views

Figure 1.5 gives a high-level description of rewriting queries using views in

the context of XML data sources. We are given a query Q, in a language LQ,

over some input XML data, and a set of views defined by queries V1, V2 . . . Vn,

in a language LV , over the same data. The results of V1, V2 . . . Vn are available

as doc(V1), doc(V2), . . . doc(Vn) (which can be either materialized or not). We are

asking whether we can formulate a query R, in a language LR, over the view

documents to obtain the same result as by running Q over the original input. If

such a query exists, we say that R is a rewriting of Q using the views V1, . . . Vn.
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Discussion Besides the equivalent rewritings discussed above, previous liter-

ature also studied rewritings that can approximate the user query, either from

below—called maximally contained rewritings [Hal01]—or from above—called min-

imally containing rewritings [DLN07]. Such approximation methods are outside

the scope of this dissertation, as I considered that the natural approach is to lay the

theoretical foundations for equivalent rewritings first. Therefore, in the following,

any usage of the term rewriting will implicitly mean equivalent rewriting.

While for expressibility, we only care about the language of the query LQ
and of the views LV , for support (aka rewriting queries using views) we also need

to take into account the language LR in which the rewriting R is expressed. One

important primitive that we would like to have in LR, besides navigation into XML

documents, is intersection, because it is one of the basic features of relational query

languages and has been traditionally used for rewriting relational queries using

views. In the case of XML queries, dealing with intersection is non-trivial, as a

non-empty intersection of two paths means that they both navigate to the same

node in the XML document, which in many cases may be hard to check statically.

I discuss in Chapter 3 the effect of intersection when rewriting several fragments

of the XPath [CD99] language.

1.2.3 Compactly Encoded Services

If the set of services is given by a compact encoding, instead of being listed,

new challenges are added to solving expressibility and support.

Expressibility for compactly encoded services consists in deciding whether

there is a service (defined by a query) in the published set that is equivalent to the

user query. The main challenge comes from the fact that one cannot enumerate all

services and check equivalence, since the set of services can be very large or even

infinite.

Support for compactly encoded services consists in deciding whether there

is a finite subset of services included in the (possibly infinite) published set that can
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be used to construct a rewriting. The same observations hold as for expressibility:

we cannot re-use the algorithms for the finite case (for rewriting queries using

views) because we don’t have explicitly all the published services/views.

Compactly Encoded Relational Services As a preliminary work on com-

pactly encoded services, I first looked at relational queries and views, because

their properties are better understood. Large sets of (conjunctive) queries can

be encoded compactly as expansions of Datalog programs, as it was noticed in

previous literature [LRU99, VP00].

A C C'next next ... Bnext next Paristrain

A C C'next next ... Bnext next Parisbus

an infinity 
of views

Figure 1.6: Example of an infinite set of services V

For instance, the set of views from Figure 1.6 can be encoded by the follow-

ing Datalog program P , which is similar to the one presented in Example 4.1.1:

ans(A,B) :− next(A,C), itin(C,B)

itin(C,B) :− next(C,C ′), ind(C ′, B)

itin(C,B) :− next(C,B), train(B, “Paris”)

itin(C,B) :− next(C,B), bus(B, “Paris”)

Consider now a user query asking for trips going through three touristic

spots, such as from the last one Paris can be reached by train, bus and shuttle:

q(A,B) :− next(A,C), next(C,B), train(B, “Paris”),

bus(B, “Paris”), shuttle(B, “Paris”)
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A Cnext Bnext ParistrainV1:

busA Cnext Bnext ParisV2:

Figure 1.7: Two views from the infinite set V

q cannot be answered using the expansions of P , as the rules of the programs

do not mention the shuttle. However, if we add a constraint saying that any stops

connected by train and by bus are also connected by shuttle, then q can be rewritten

as the conjunction of the views V1 and V2 from Figure 1.7. This example illustrates

how constraints can enable a large class of rewritings that were not possible in their

absence.

My work [CDO09] consisted in identifying restrictions under which express-

ibility and support become decidable in the presence of constraints (embedded

dependencies) on the data source, analyzing their complexity and presenting solu-

tions that are provably correct. Moreover, the solution I proposed for support runs

in EXPTIME, improving the algorithms from previous research, which reported

2-EXPTIME [LRU99] or NEXPTIME [VP00] upper bounds.

Compactly Encoded XML Services A natural follow-up was then to ana-

lyze the problem of answering XML queries using XML data services. This com-

bined the expertise acquired in the case of a finite number of views [ODPC06,

CDO08] and the intuition from studying expressibility and support for relational

queries [CDO09].

Since there was no previous work on expressibility and support for XML

queries, deciding how to encode the services was also an open problem. The final

choice was the Query Set Specification Language (QSS) [PDP03], a formalism for
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encoding families of XPath queries that is similar to context free grammars.

Consider the example of a tourism agency that allows looking for various

kinds of trips. Figure 1.8 gives an example of a QSS for this application that allows

searching for museums on tour trips or on guided trips. The trips can be nested,

meaning that the trip on a lower nesting level is a secondary trip of the trip on

the higher level.

f
1
   

$doc

reservation

f
2
   

f
2
   

trip

f
2
   

f
2
   

trip

guide

museum  (x)

f
2
   

trip

tour

museum  (x)

Figure 1.8: Example of Query Set Specification

A QSS has a set of rules, four in this case, similar to the rules of a grammar.

The patterns in the rules have two types of nodes: tree fragment nodes (f1 and

f2) and element nodes. f1 is the start node, as all expansions of the QSS start by

expanding f1 (by the first rule) and continue until a pattern having only element

nodes is obtained. Element nodes that have an output mark, drawn as “(x)”, will

become distinguished nodes in an expansion. (In Chapter 5 I use an equivalent

syntax for QSS that is more appropriate for describing algorithms and proofs.)

For instance, v1 from Figure 1.9 is obtained from the right hand side of the

first rule by expanding f2 using the second rule and then applying the third rule.

Suppose the user asks the query q from Figure 1.9 that looks for museums

visited as part of tours on guided secondary trips. The adapter verifying support

has to be able to find that, among the infinity of views generated by the QSS,
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$doc

reservation
trip
trip

guide
tour

museum

$doc

reservation
trip
trip

guide

museum

$doc

reservation
trip

tour

museum

(v1) (v2) (q = v1 ∩ v2) 

Figure 1.9: A query rewritten using two QSS generated views

there are also views v1 and v2 from Figure 1.9 such that q can be written as their

intersection. This in turn proves that q is the supported by the QSS.

When studying expressibility and support for XPath queries and QSS en-

coded XPath views, I focused on obtaining efficient algorithms, as real applications

need to compile user queries fast. In Chapter 5, I present the proofs of hardness

for expressibility and support in the general case. Then I introduce restrictions

that allow PTIME solutions for a large subset of the XPath language.

1.3 Outline

This dissertation studies expressibility and support both for listed and com-

pactly encoded sets of services.

For listed (finite) sets of services, expressibility reduces to query equiva-

lence, which has already been the object of several publications [MS04, DPX04].

Hence, for this case I focus on support and I analyze the problem of rewriting

XML queries using views in the following two chapters. Chapter 2 is dedicated

to rewriting nested XML queries using nested XML views. Chapter 3 studies the

effect of adding intersection into the rewriting language for queries that perform

only navigation (corresponding to the core of the XPath [CD99] language).
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Chapter 4 treats expressibility and support for relational queries and (pa-

rameterized) views encoded as expansions of (parameterized) Datalog programs,

under constraints on the data source. For a large class of queries, programs and

constraints, I show that the two problems are decidable and present an algorithm

that is in the same complexity class, EXPTIME, as the best algorithms for rewrit-

ing queries using a finite set of views.

Chapter 5 is dedicated to expressibility and support for XPath queries and

views encoded as expansions of query set specifications (QSS [PDP03]). For classes

of XPath queries defined in [CDO08], for which rewriting using views is tractable,

I present syntactic conditions under which support by a QSS is tractable. I also

show that relaxing these conditions leads to intractability.

Chapter 6 gives a brief overview of my work on building platforms that

allow implementing the data services themselves. This includes extending the

service infrastructure with XML update and scripting languages, integration with

work flow languages, support for WSDL and optimizations across function calls.



Chapter 2

Rewriting XML Queries Using a

Listed Set of XML Views

ABSTRACT OF THE CHAPTER

For listed sets of views, expressibility reduces to query equivalence, which

has already been studied in depth [MS04, DPX04]. Therefore, in this chapter

I will focus on support for listed views, which is traditionally called rewriting

queries using views. I present and analyze an algorithm (which I first described

in SIGMOD 2006 [ODPC06]) for equivalent rewriting of XQuery queries using

XQuery views. The algorithm is complete for a large class of XQueries featuring

nested FLWR blocks, XML construction and join equalities by value and identity.

These features pose significant challenges which lead to fundamental extension of

prior work on the problems of rewriting conjunctive and tree pattern queries. My

solution exploits the Nested XML Tableaux (NEXT) notation which enables a

logical foundation for specifying XQuery semantics. I present a tool which takes

as input XQuery queries and views and outputs an XQuery rewriting, thus being

usable on top of any of the existing XQuery processing engines. The experimental

evaluation shows that the tool scales well for large numbers of views and complex

queries.

Then I show how this algorithm can be extended to a sound procedure for

the entire XQuery language. Giving up completeness cannot be avoided, as, for

15
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arbitrary XQuery views and queries, the existence of a rewriting is undecidable.

2.1 Introduction

For a listed set of query-defined services, deciding if the user query is sup-

ported by the services is equivalent to deciding if the query has a rewriting using

the queries that define the services. The queries that define services are public

views [AHV95] over the data source. Thus, a solution for support in this setting is

equivalent to a classical database problem, that of rewriting queries using views.

The ability to rewrite a query using views is required by multiple data

management tasks. For example, a query processor can speed up the processing

of a query when part of the computation needed by the query has already been

performed by the materialized views or cached queries. Another application comes

from the field of privacy-preserving data publishing, in which a data source answers

only those client queries which can be rewritten using exclusively views the data

owner agrees to publish [RMSR04]. Finally, in data integration views have been

used to describe the source content (in Local-As-View architectures) and the source

capabilities. We point the reader to the survey [Hal01] for a comprehensive list of

applications of rewriting queries using views.

The XML data model emerges as equally important to the relational model

for many of the data management problems that require answering queries using

views. At the same time, solving the problem in the context of XML and XQuery

presents a set of novel challenges. First, data and queries are nested. Second,

XQuery has list semantics, which degenerates to bag semantics if the unordered

keyword is used, and to set semantics in the presence of the duplicate-eliminating

primitive distinct-values (as in Example 2.1.1 below). Any rewriting algorithm

must be equipped to uniformly test the equivalence of the produced rewriting to

the original query under any of these semantics. Contrast this with prior work

on XPath (and relational) rewriting, which use only set semantics. Third, XML

elements may be compared for equality on either their value or their identity; no

such distinction comes up in conjunctive queries and XPath. Finally, XQuery
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copies XML subtrees in the result construction phase, precluding the use of XML

node ids for assembling the view data into the query result.

We provide an algorithm which, given an XQuery Q and a set of XQuery

views V = {V1, . . . , Vn}, discovers a rewriting query RW of Q using V . We

follow the classic definition of rewriting query [Hal01]: RW is evaluated on the

views and for all possible database instances D its result RW(V1(D), . . . , Vn(D))

coincides with the result Q(D) of Q. The algorithm is sound for full XQuery

queries and views, and is complete for an expressive subset of XQuery called Opt-

XQuery [DPX04], which includes nesting, optional use of duplicate elimination

(using the distinct-values keyword), and allows in the where clause conjunctions

of id-based and value-based equality conditions, as well as existential quantification

(some clauses).

EXAMPLE 2.1.1. Consider the sample data of Figure 2.1 and the following

query Q that groups paper reviews by the papers’ authors; it is a minor variation

of query Q4 from W3C’s XMP use case [CFF+]. The distinct-values function

eliminates duplicates, comparing elements by value-based equality [BCF+]. 1 The

for loop binding $a (called the $a loop) has set semantics since the output list of

distinct-values has no duplicates and the order of its elements is non-deterministic.

The inner for loop has bag semantics i.e., duplicates are not removed but the order

is non-deterministic since the loop is in the context of the unordered $a loop.

let $doc := document(“DBLP.xml”)

for $a in distinct-values($doc//paper[review]/author)

return 〈evaluation〉{ $a, (Q)

for $p in $doc//paper

$r in $p/review

where some $a1 in $p/author

satisfies $a1 eq $a

return $r

1The query can be expressed in a shorter form by replacing its where
clause with “where $a eq $p/author” or by replacing the inner for with
“$doc//paper[author eq $a]/review”. It is well known [MFK01] how to reduce such syn-
tactic sugar (use of “eq ” or use of predicates in paths) to OptXQuery.
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}〈/evaluation〉

Consider now the following view V , which outputs a list of feedback ele-

ments, where each one contains a review and the list of authors of the corresponding

paper.

let $doc := document(’DBLP.xml’)

for $p in $doc//paper, $r in $p/review

return 〈feedback〉{ $r, (V )

〈authors〉{ $p/author }〈/authors〉
}〈/feedback〉

Since the view V returns all author and review information which is perti-

nent to the query Q, there is a rewriting RW of Q using V :2

let $doc := document(‘V ’)

for $a2 in distinct-values($doc/feedback[review]/authors/author)

return 〈evaluation〉{ $a, (RW )

for $f in $doc/feedback

$r in $f/review

where some $a1 in $f/authors/author

satisfies $a1 eq $a

return $r

}〈/evaluation〉

Our query processor discovers rewritings that use the views in order to

obtain the variable bindings generated by the query.

To the best of our knowledge this is the first work on rewriting using views

for XQuery, which also provides formal guarantees of completeness for a large

subset of XQuery.

2We support views which output a collection of XML elements, rather than a well-formed
document with a single root element (we generate an artificial root). For presentation simplicity,
we do not show the navigation to the root element.
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Prior work on rewriting using views for XML queries (reviewed in Sec-

tion 2.9) focused on the XPath language [BÖB+04, XÖ05]. The resulting algo-

rithms involve detecting query subexpressions subsumed by the view. The sub-

sumption test is enabled by a pattern-based representation of XPath expressions

called tree patterns [AYCLS02, MS04], which reduce the test to matching the view

pattern against the query pattern. The standard specification of XQuery seman-

tics does not support the extension of XPath rewriting techniques as it provides no

pattern-based query representation. We therefore adopted NEsted XML Tableaux

(NEXT) [DPX04], a pattern-based notation, which consolidates navigation in the

minimum number of tree patters and hence maximizes rewriting opportunities.

NEXT can represent a large subset of XQuery, called OptXQuery and introduced

in [DPX04]. OptXQuery is a natural boundary within which the rewriting al-

gorithm is guaranteed to find rewritings whenever they exist. The OptXQuery

subset includes the XPath language, and it fully subsumes the c-XQuery subset of

conjunctive, nested XQueries whose containment is studied in [DHT04a].

Our contributions are:

1. An algorithm for rewriting queries from the OptXQuery subset of

XQuery using exclusively views from the same sublanguage. The algorithm equiv-

alently rewrites the variable binding stage of the query, which is where the large

costs of navigations, joins and selections of data intensive applications are incurred.

If the document order of the query result is immaterial (due to the use of distinct-

values and unordered keywords), then the algorithm is complete, i.e., it always

finds an equivalent rewriting, if such exists (Theorem 2.4.1).

2. We analyze the complexity of checking the existence of a rewriting,

showing NP-completeness in the width of the query’s NEXT pattern representation.

This measure (defined in Section 2.4.5), is typically much smaller than the query

size, depending only on the number of variables shared across nested query blocks

and the number of variables involved in equality conditions. For instance, the

width of query Q in Example 2.1.1 is 3, while the query has 6 navigation steps.

Our rewriting algorithm is worst-case exponential in the query width, which is

optimal behavior: it runs in PTIME when the query is acyclic, (for which it turns
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out that the width is 1) its performance degrading gracefully with increasing query

width. The acyclic case includes XPath tree patterns.

3. We introduce a technique for extending the rewriting algorithm from

OptXQuery to arbitrary XQuery, by identifying and rewriting the OptXQuery

subexpressions. The technique is sound, in the sense that it creates only equivalent

rewritings. It is not complete, but this is an unavoidable consequence of the

undecidability of checking rewriting existence for (even slightly) more expressive

queries and views than OptXQuery. Indeed, even relational rewriting algorithms

perform a best-effort approach and are incomplete for full SQL. Our approach

combines the benefits of complete rewriting feasible for NEXT/OptXQuery with

the easy-to-engineer but incomplete techniques based on isomorphically matching

common sub-expressions between query and view [DFK+04].

4. We allow the user to specify properties of XQuery functions and expres-

sions such that more semantic information is captured and more rewritings are

enabled.

5. We provide a tool which inputs XQuery queries, views and user defined

function properties and outputs an XQuery rewriting, thus being usable on top of

any of the existing XQuery processing engines. A demo of the tool is available at

http://db.ucsd.edu/reform.

6. We report on our experimental evaluation, which measured rewriting

times of around 1 second for as many as 128 views, for queries of up to 16 nesting

levels, 48 variables per level.

Chapter outline. The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows.

Section 2.2 describes the system architecture, OptXQuery and its corresponding

NEXT notation. The translation of an OptXQuery/XQuery into a NEXT/NEXT+

form happens during normalization, described in Section 2.3. The normal form is

the input of the rewriting algorithm presented in Section 2.4, together with its

implementation and the complexity analysis. The extension of the rewriting algo-

rithm to arbitrary XQueries, taking into account additional semantic properties,

is given in Section 2.5. Section 2.6 explains additional changes needed to accom-

modate queries with ordered semantics. Optimizations that reduce the size of the
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〈nps; papers〉
〈np1; paper〉 〈np2; paper〉 〈np3; paper〉

〈na1; 〈na2; 〈nr1; 〈na3; 〈na4; 〈nr2; 〈nr3; 〈na5; 〈na6; 〈nr4;
author〉 author〉 review〉 author〉 author〉 review〉 review〉 author〉 author〉 review〉

〈nv1; 〈nv2; 〈nv3; 〈nv4; 〈nv5; 〈nv6; 〈nv7; 〈nv8; 〈nv9; 〈nv10;
Kevin〉 Mary〉 Review1〉 Alice〉 Kevin〉 Review2〉 Review3〉 Mary〉 Alice〉 Review4〉

Figure 2.1: Input XML data

rewritten query plan are discussed in Section 2.7. We report on the experimental

evaluation in Section 2.8. Related work is discussed in Section 2.9.

2.2 Architecture and Framework

XQuery 
parser

NEXT+ 
normalizer

NEXT 
optimizer

NEXT+2XQuery

XQuery XQuery
views

NEXT+
query

NEXT+
view definitions

NEXT rewriting

XQuery rewriting

NEXT
query block

NEXT
view blocks

context

function
properties

NEXT+ 
optimizer

NEXT+ 
rewriting

Figure 2.2: NEXT+ XQuery Processor Architecture

XML and Equivalence We model an XML document D as an ordered

labeled tree of nodes NXML, edges EXML, a function λ : NXML → Constants that

assigns a label to each node, and a function : NXML → IDs that assigns a unique
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id to each node.

Equivalent rewriting. We start from the classic definition of the equivalent

rewriting problem (taken from [Hal01]), adapting it for the XML case. Let Q be

a query and V = {V1, . . . , Vn} be a set of view definitions. The query RW is an

equivalent rewriting of Q using V if RW refers only to the views in V and for every

input document D, Q and RW return isomorphic XML results: Q(D) (the result

of Q on D) is isomorphic to RW (V1(D), . . . , Vn(D)). We consider two flavors of

isomorphism: unordered and ordered, leading to ordered, respectively unordered

rewritings. Unordered isomorphism disregards the sibling ordering within each

node, while ordered isomorphism preserves it. Unordered rewritings are appropri-

ate whenever an XQuery contains a distinct-values or an unordered keyword,

which cause the output XML tree to be non-deterministically ordered [BCF+].

The unordered keyword is typically used in data-centric applications of XQuery

(in which the document order is immaterial, and only the data contents matters).

The distinct-values keyword is unavoidable in XQueries performing duplicate

elimination or grouping by value, as illustrated in Example 2.1.1. When neither

keyword appears in the query and the ordering of its answer XML tree is relevant,

we resort to ordered rewritings.

Architecture The first stage in processing NEXT queries is represented

by the normalization module [DPX04], which inputs a query and views expressed

in XQuery, applies a series of normalization rules (described in detail in [DPX04]),

and produces Nested XML Tableaux (NEXT) of the query and the views (see

Figure 2.2). The NEXT representation consolidates all variable binding operations

regardless of whether they appear in the for or the where clause and regardless

of whether they are in the context of set (i.e., distinct-values) or bag semantics

in the in clause. This consolidation facilitates the match of the navigation of

the query with the navigation of the view. Not all XQuery expressions can be

normalized into a NEXT representation. According to [DPX04], this is possible

if the given XQuery follows the OptXQuery syntax of Figure 2.3 and refrains

from set/list/bag equality comparisons [BCF+]. We sketch in Section 2.5 how

arbitrary XQueries are handled. This involved extending the NEXT notation to
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XQ ::= 〈n〉{XQ1, . . . ,XQm}〈/n〉

| XQ1, XQ2

| for (V in XQ) + (where CList)? return XQ

| (document (“Constant′′)|Var) ((/|//)Constant) ∗

| Constant

| distinct-values(XQ)

| unordered (XQ)

CList ::= Cond (and Cond) ∗

Cond ::= Var1 eq (Var2|Constant)

| Var1is Var2

| some (Var in XQ) + satisfies CList

Figure 2.3: OptXQuery

accommodate all XQuery features, and detecting and rewriting only the maximal

OptXQuery subexpressions. Additional semantic information can be captured by

registering function properties, presented in Section 2.5.2, which can be used either

at normalization or at optimization time in order to enable more rewritings.

The syntax of NEXT (see Figure 2.4) uses only a subset of OptXQuery

features: (i) in clauses are (one-step) path expressions, (ii) where clause condi-

tions are conjunctions of equality conditions involving variables and constants and

(iii) there is no explicit distinct-values. These restrictions are compensated by a

duplicate-eliminating projection operator, which in its full-blown version [DPX04]

is a group-by construct. However, the grouping functionality is not needed by the

rewriting algorithm. We keep the name groupby for consistency with the NEXT

terminology and we advise the reader to think of groupby as duplicate-eliminating

projection, as described below.

The query Q and the view V from Example 2.1.1 are rewritten into the

NEXT normal forms below. NEXT extends FLWR expressions with a groupby
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XQ ::= 〈n〉{XQ1, . . . ,XQm}〈/n〉 (P1)

| Var (P2)

| for Var1 in Path1, . . . ,Varn in Pathn (P3)

(where CList)?

groupby (Var′1|[Var′1]) . . . (Var′k|[Var′k])

return XQ1

Path ::= (document (“Constant′′)|Var)((/|//)Constant) (P4)

CList ::= Cond (and Cond)∗ (P5)

Cond ::= Var eq (Var|Constant) (P6)

|Var is Var (P7)

Figure 2.4: NEXT Query Syntax

clause that consists of a list of group-by variables. A variable from the groupby

list is called groupby-id variable if it appears within brackets (e.g., variable $p1

of (NEXTQ)), and is called groupby-value variable otherwise (e.g, variable $a of

(NEXTQ)). A groupby construct inputs the tuples of variable bindings produced

by the preceding for and where clauses and projects the variables of the groupby

list, eliminating duplicates. To detect duplicates, tuples are compared component-

wise, looking for equal values on the bindings of the groupby-value variables and

for equal id’s for the groupby-id variables. The return clause is executed once for

each tuple in the output of the groupby clause.
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BQ
1



for $p in document(“DBLP.xml′′)//paper,

$r in $p/review, (NEXTQ)

$a in $p/author

groupby $a

return 〈evaluation〉{ $a,

BQ
2



for $p1 in document(“DBLP.xml′′)//paper,

$a1 in $p1/author,

$r1 in $p1/review

where $a1 eq $a

groupby [$p1], [$r1]

return $r1

}〈/evaluation〉

BV
1



for $p in document(“DBLP.xml′′)//paper,

$r in $p/review (NEXTV )

groupby [$r], [$p]

return 〈feedback〉{ $r,

〈authors〉{

BV
2


for $a in $p/author

groupby [$a]

return $a

}〈/authors〉
}〈/feedback〉

The tree of groupby blocks. We call groupby block a NEXT expression

described by Production (P3) of Figure 2.4. For example, NEXTQ contains blocks

BQ
1 and BQ

2 as illustrated above. If a block B′ is immediately (transitively) nested

within block B, we say that B′ is a child (descendant) of B and B a parent

(ancestor) of B′. The groupby blocks of a query are therefore organized in a tree

structure, called the groupby tree. The bound variables of a block B are those

variables $v appearing in a “$v in path” expression. All other variables are free in

B, but must be bound in some ancestor block of B. For instance, $a is bound in

BQ
1 and free in BQ

2 .

Pattern-based graphical representation of NEXT. NEXT queries have a
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graphical, pattern-based notation that extends the well-known tree patterns used in

XPath-related works. The representation depicts the tree of groupby blocks, label-

ing each block with a pattern, a list of groupby-value variables, a list of groupby-id

variables, and a return function. A NEXT pattern P = (F,EQval, EQid) consists

of a forest F of tree patterns, which capture navigation. As is common in tree

pattern notations, each node is labeled with (i) a variable and (ii) the label that

this node matches to. Edges are labeled with / or // depending on whether the

corresponding nodes are in a child or descendant relationship. EQval is the set

of value-based equalities, denoted by dotted lines, and EQid is the set of id-based

equalities (denoted by double dotted lines, though not needed in our example).

The bound variables of a NEXT pattern are precisely the variables which are the

target of some /- or //-edge. The return functions consist of element creation and

concatenation and take as parameters variables and nested blocks. In the latter

case, the meaning is that, upon instantiation, the parameter is replaced by the

result of the corresponding block.

EXAMPLE 2.2.1. Figure 2.5 shows the NEXT representation for Q and V , and

Figure 2.6 shows the same for RW . In each case, we see the tree of groupby

blocks on the left, followed by the corresponding NEXT patterns, and to their right,

the return functions. The second argument of the groupby blocks shows the list

of groupby-value variables ($a for BQ
1 , empty for BQ

2 , BV
1 and BV

2 ). The third

argument gives the list of groupby-id variables (empty for BQ
1 , $p1, $r1 for BQ

2 ).

Understanding of the rewriting algorithm is facilitated if one thinks of the

result of NEXT query Q on an XML document D as being computed in two

stages. First, the binding stage computes all variable bindings by matching the

NEXT patterns against the XML input. Bindings are organized in a nested re-

lation according to the nesting of groupby blocks. We call this nested table the

binding table. Next, the tagging stage operates on the binding table, constructing

an XML fragment for each tuple in the nested relation by calling the appropriate

return function. Denoting with Qbind the function (from XML documents to bind-

ing tables) implemented by the binding stage, and with Qtag the function (from

binding tables to XML documents) implemented by the tagging stage, we have
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doc(DBLP.xml)

review($r)

P 2
V

P 1
V

paper($p)

$p

author($a)

P
V

paper ($p)

review($r) author($a)

doc(DBLP.xml)

paper ($p1)

author($a1) review($r1)

doc(DBLP.xml)

P
Q

P 2
Q

P 1
Q

1
V

B 1 (P
V

; $r,$p; ; )f V
1

V
B 2 (P

V
2 ; $a; ; )f V

2

Q
B 1 (P

Q
1 ; $a ; ; )f Q

1

Q
B 2 (P

Q
2 ; $p1,$r1; ; )f Q

2

fQ
1 = 〈evaluation〉

$a,

BQ
2

〈/evaluation〉

fQ
2 = $r1

fV
1 = 〈feedback〉

$r,

〈authors〉 BV
2

〈/authors〉
〈/feedback〉

fV
2 = $a

Figure 2.5: NEXT for Q and V from Example 2.1.1

Qtag(Qbind(D)) = Q(D) for every XML document D and NEXT query Q.

EXAMPLE 2.2.2. For the sample input provided in Figure 2.1, NEXTQ’s binding

stage yields the nested relation of variable bindings shown in Table 2.1. Notice that

the binding table’s attribute names coincide with the variable names and the names

of the nested groupby blocks. For each tuple, the attributes named after variables

hold the corresponding bindings of groupby variables and the attributes named after

the nested groupby blocks recursively hold the corresponding set of bindings, which

is in turn a nested relation.
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doc(V.xml)

feedback($f2)

review($r2)

authors($as2)

author($a2)

doc(V.xml)

feedback($f3)

review($r3)

authors($as3)

author($a3)

P 2
RW

P 1
RW

P
RW

( )
RW

B 1 P
RW
1

f RW
1; $a2

( ; ; )
RW

B 2 P
RW
2

f RW
2; $r3

;;

fRW
1 = 〈evaluation〉

$a2,

BRW
2

〈/evaluation〉

fRW
2 = $r3

Figure 2.6: NEXT for RW from Example 2.1.1

Table 2.1: Result of NEXTQ’s binding stage

BQ
1

$a BQ
2

<author>
Kevin

</author>

[$p1] [$r1]
np1 nr1

np2 nr2

np2 nr3

<author>
Mary

</author>

[$p1] [$r1]
np1 nr1

np3 nr4

<author>
Alice

</author>

[$p1] [$r1]
np2 nr2

np2 nr3

np3 nr4

2.3 Normalization

The transition from the XQuery syntax, complex and hard to reason about,

to the NEXT form, simpler and more amenable to optimizations, is performed by
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a process of normalization based on rewriting rules3. Our normalizer comprises a

sequence of stages (See Figure 2.7) and a list of rules is associated to each stage.

Within the same stage, each rule from the list is repeatedly invoked until it is no

longer applicable, then the next rule is invoked. This execution process stops when

there is no rule applicable after trying the rules from beginning to end; otherwise,

the list of rules is run again. This process is necessary since a rule may create

rewriting opportunities for other rules previously tried and found not applicable.

Normalizer

XQuery

XQuery

Rule 1

Rule 2

XQuery

XQuery

...

XQuery

Rule I

Stage 1

Rule 1

Rule 2

XQuery

XQuery

...

XQuery

Rule J

Stage 2

Rule 1

Rule 2

XQuery

XQuery

...

XQuery

Rule K

...

XQuery

Stage n

XQuery

XQuery

Figure 2.7: Stage based normalization

Table 2.5 presents a set of rewrite rules which provably normalize any

XQuery to a NEXT query (as shown by Theorem 2.3.1). Some of these rules are

known simplification rules of XQuery; they are used extensively both in reducing

XQuery to its formal core [DFF+] and in query optimization [MFK01].

The normalization process is stratified in two stages. First, all standard

XQuery rewriting rules are applied in any order. Next, the groupby specific rules

are used. A special case is represented by rule (RG1) that may be applied in either

stage.

3Parts of the normalization of NEXT patterns appeared in [DPX04] and in Yu Xu’s PhD
dissertation [Xu05].
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EXAMPLE 2.3.1. Recall query Q from Example 2.1.1. In the first phase of

its normalization, rules (R18), (R12), (R13) and (R20) apply, yielding the query

below:

for $a in distinct-values($doc//paper[review]/author)

for $p in document(“DBLP.xml”)//paper

where ( for $r in $p/review return $r)

return ( for $a’ in $p/author return $a’)

return 〈evaluation〉{ $a,

for $p in document(“DBLP.xml”)//paper

return

for $r in $p/review

where some $a1 in $p/author

satisfies $a1 eq $a

return $r

}〈/evaluation〉

The second normalization phase applies groupby rewriting rules to this in-

termediate result. A rewrite step with Rule (G1) applied to the outermost for

replaces the distinct-values function with a groupby clause which groups by the

value of variable $a. Similarly, Rule (G4) turns the inner for expressions, which do

not involve distinct-values, into a for expression that involves grouping by identity.

By applying rule (G5) the some constructs are turned into for clauses whose bound

variables do not participate in the groupby variable lists. Rule (G7) inlines sub-

queries nested in in clauses and rule (G8) inlines unnecessary for clauses. (G11)

collapses groupby ’s. The final result is exactly the query NEXTQ.

In order to have a proper normal form, we have to guarantee that

• normalization always terminates

• we always obtain the same effect as in example 2.3.1, i.e. for any OptXQuery,

the normalization module finds an equivalent NEXT query.
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From the syntactic point of view, a query Q is not an OptXQuery if it

contains one of the following expressions which in general cannot be rewritten into

NEXT form (See Figure 2.4):

“some $V in (E1, E2) satisfies C”, “distinct-values(E1, E2)”, “〈e〉{E}〈/e〉//c”,

“〈e1〉{E1}〈/e1〉 eq ($V |〈e2〉{E2}〈/e2〉|Constant)”.

Although the last two types of expressions are not allowed in the grammar shown

in Figure 2.3, both of them could appear after application of some rewriting rules

in Figure 2.5 (R2 and R4).

However, syntactic constraints are not enough to enforce that only NEXT

queries are obtained after normalization. We need additional constraints and in or-

der to express them, we will introduce additional notations. The definition def ($V )

of a variable $V in “$V in E” is denoted def ($V ) = f(E) where f(E) = E if E

is 〈c〉{XQ}〈/c〉, or a path expression; f(E) = f(E1) if E is distinct-values(E1);

f(E1, E2) = f(E1), f(E2); f(E) = f(Er) if E is a FLWR expression and Er is the

return clause of E. Note the recursive definition in the case of FLWR expressions.

A variable $V directly depends on $V ′ if $V ′ appears in def ($V ). We say

that $V depends on $V ′ if it directly or indirectly (via other variables) depends

on $V ′. A variable $V is called a basic variable if the definition of $V and the

definition of any variable that $V depends on does not contain element constructor

or concatenation. An element constructor 〈e〉{E}〈/e〉 is called a simple element

constructor if the element 〈e〉 is created by the query via repeated application of

element constructors to constants, simple variables and simple element construc-

tors. Note the recursive definition and the fact that complex expressions such

as path expressions or for loops are disallowed. A variable $V is called a simply

constructed variable if def ($V ) is a simple element constructor.

A variable $V whose definition is “$X/c1/.../cn” is called a simple path

variable if all of the following conditions are met: $X is a simply constructed vari-

able; every navigation step in the path expression is “/”; the result of normalizing

def ($X)/c1/.../cn (Rule RG1) is a basic variable; and every intermediate result of

evaluating def ($X)/c1, def ($X)/c1/c2, . . ., def ($X)/c1/.../cn−1 is a basic variable

or a simple element constructor. Notice that a simple path variable binds to single
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elements from the input just like a basic variable. Therefore, we say that basic

variables and simple path variables together are input element variables.

We exemplify the different types of variables on query Q′ below that is

grouping papers by their titles and the conference in which they were published.

for $r in distinct-values(

for $p1 in $doc//paper,

$t1 in $p1/title, $c1 in $p1/conference

return 〈ref〉〈t〉{$t1}〈/t〉〈c〉{$c1}〈/c〉〈/ref〉),
$t in $r/t/title, $c in $r/c/conference (Q′)

return 〈result〉 {$t}{$c}
{ for $p′ in $doc//paper

where some $t′ in $p′/title,

$c′ in $p′/conference

satisfies $t′ eq $t and $c′ eq $c

return $p′/title}
〈/result〉

In Q′, $p1, $t1, $c1, $p′, $t′, $c′ are basic variables; $r is a simply constructed

variable; $t and $c are simple path variables, but not basic variables since they

depend on $r, a simply constructed variable, whose definition contains element

constructors.

Now we have all the infrastructure to formulate the constraints C , listed

in Table 2.2, under which normalization of OptXQuery is complete. The first four

constraints guarantee that none of the four types of non-NEXT expressions men-

tioned above would appear while applying the normalization rules. The purpose

of the last constraint is to rule out constructs that would simulate an if expression

(because if is not part of the NEXT grammar).

Lemma 2.3.1. The rewriting of an OptXQuery with the normalization rules in

Table 2.5 terminates.

Proof:
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Table 2.2: The C constraints for OptXQuery

(C1) for each $V defined by “$V in E” in a some clause, $V and

every variable $X in E and every variable that $X depends

on are basic variables.

(C2) For each distinct-values(E), if we define $V as

“$V in distinct-values(E)”, $V must be an input element

variable or simply constructed variable; for each path ex-

pression “$V (/|//)c1 . . . (/|//)cn” where $V depends on a

variable $X defined in “$X in distinct-values(E), if we de-

fine $Vi as “$Vi in $V (/|//)c1 . . . (/|//)ci”, $Vi must be a

simply constructed variable or an input element variable

(i = 1, . . . , n).

(C3) If a path contains a “//” step and starts from a variable

$V , then $V is an input element variable.

(C4) All variables appearing in equality conditions are input

element variables.

(C5) No “$V in $V ′” is allowed; at least one variable $Vi in

“for $V1 in E1, . . . , $Vn in En where C return E” must be

a basic variable.

Consider the first rewriting stage. We associate a vector τ ,

〈sp,mp, var , elm, con, vp, some, dis , dm〉, with each query Q, with sp being the

most significant part of τ . Intuitively each component of τ indicates the degree

the query violates the NEXT form in some aspect. We choose τ such that each rule

decreases its value, considering a lexicographic order of its components, and, as it

will become apparent from the definition, all components take positive values only.

Thus we will have a proof that the first stage of normalization always terminates.

Note that we need to pay special attention to certain rules when defining
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XQ ::=〈n〉{XQ1, . . . ,XQm}〈/n〉|FLWR|Constant

| XQ1, XQ2| distinct-values (FLWR)

FLWR ::= for (V in SP) + (where CList)? return XQ

SP ::= Path | distinct-values (FLWR)

Path ::= (document (“constant′′)|Var)(/|//)Constant

CList ::= Cond (and Cond)∗

Cond ::= Var1 eq (Var2|Constant)

| some V in Path satisfies CList

Figure 2.8: XQuery Normal Form

τ . Such a delicate case is, for instance, rule (R2), which substitutes $V with

〈e〉{E1}〈/e〉 inside another expression E2. E1 may not be in the NEXT normal

form, yet E2 might contain multiple occurrences of $V and be normalized. After

substitution, τ may increase if it is not properly designed.

To simplify the presentation, we require that input queries have no variable

defined more than once, which can easily be achieved by variable renaming. The

components of the vector τ of a query Q are defined as:

• sp, the number of “$V (/|//)c” expressions inQ, except for the ones appearing

inside in-clauses of the form “$X in $V (/|//)c”.

• mp, the number of expressions “$V (/|//)c1 . . . /|//cn”, n ≥ 2, in Q.

• var, the number of variables defined inside in-clauses in Q

• elm, the number of direct element variables. $V defined by “$V in E” is

a direct element variable in two cases. The first one is if E is an element

constructor or another direct element variable. The second case is when

E is a concatenation expression and one of its components is an element

constructor or another direct element variable.
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Table 2.3: The impact of rewriting rules (applicable for OptXQuery) on τ

sp mp var elm con vp some dis dm

R1 - ↓ - ↓ ↓ -↑ - ↓ - ↓ - - -
R2 - ↓ - ↓ - ↓ ↓ - ↓ ↑ - ↓↑ - ↓ ↑ - ↓ ↑ - ↓↑
R3 - - - ↓ - ↓ - ↓ - - -
R4 - ↓ - ↓ - ↓ ↓ - ↓ ↑ - ↓↑ - ↓ ↑ - ↓ ↑ - ↓↑
R5 - - - ↓ - ↓ - ↓ - - -
R6 - ↓ - - - ↓ - ↑ - ↑ - ↑ -↑
R7 - - - - - - ↓ - -
R8 -↓ - ↓ -↑ -↓ -↓ - - -
R9 -↓ -↓ - ↓ ↓ - ↓ ↑ -↓ ↑ -↓ ↑ -↓ ↑ -↓ ↑
R10 - - - ↓ - ↓ - ↓ - - -
R11 - - - - - - - ↓ -
R12 ↓ - -↑ - - - - - -
R13 - ↓ -↑ - - - - - -
R14 - - - - - - - ↓ -

RG 1 -↓ -↓ -↓ - ↓ -↓ -↓ -↓ - ↓ ↓

• con, the number of concatenations inside in-clauses in Q

• vp, the number of “$V in E” where E has not the form “$X(/|//)c”.

• some, the number of some clauses that define more than one variable any-

where in Q.

• dis, the number of occurrences of the distinct-values function anywhere in

Q.

• dm is the number of “〈e〉{E}〈/e〉/c” occurrences in Q.

For instance, for our examples, τ(Q′) = 〈1, 2, 3, 0, 3, 3, 1, 1, 0〉, τ(Q) =

〈1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0〉.
Table 2.3 shows how each rule in Table 2.5 may change τ where ↑ means

increase, ↓ decrease, - no change. As it can be seen, the application of any first

stage rule makes τ decrease.
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Table 2.4: The impact of rewriting rules (applicable for OptXQuery) on υ

dis wogb somec gbc invar gbvar

G1 ↓ ↓ - ↑ - ↑
G2 ↓ ↓ - ↑ - ↑
G3 ↓ - ↓ - ↑ - ↑
G4 - ↓ - ↑ - ↑
G5 - - ↓ - - ↓ -
G6 - ↓ - ↓ ↑ - - ↓ ↑ -
G7 - - - ↓ - ↑ ↓
G8 - - - ↓ ↓ ↓
G9 - - - ↓ ↓ ↓
G10 - - - - ↓ ↓ - ↓
G11 - - - ↓ - -
G12 - - - - - ↓

Similarly, we can prove that the second normalization stage terminates, by

associating to each query the vector υ = 〈dis,wogb, somec, gbc, invar, gbvar〉. The

meaning of each component is:

• dis, same as in τ

• wogb, number of FLWRs without any groupby clause

• somec, number of some clauses

• gbc, number of groupby clauses

• invar, number of in-clauses consisting in a variable reference (e.g. $V in $V ′)

• gbvar, number of groupby variables

Table 2.4 shows how the application of every second stage rule makes υ

decrease, when considering lexicographic order comparison.

Lemma 2.3.2. If the constraints C are satisfied, then the result of the normaliza-

tion of an OptXQuery with the rules in Table 2.5 is a NEXT query.
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Proof:

Lemma 2.3.2 guarantees that normalization terminates. We also show that

the final result is a NEXT query and in order to do this we will first show that

after the first normalization stage an OptXQuery Q is rewritten into Q′ which is

in the XNF form defined in Figure 2.8.

Syntactically, there are three differences between OptXQuery and XNF.

First, the some expressions in an OptXQuery may define more than one variable.

Second, path expressions in OptXQuery may have more than one step or appear

outside of variable definitions. Third, variables in an XNF query can only be

defined by single step path expressions or, in addition, by calls to distinct-values,

if bound by for loops.

We can prove, by contradiction, that Q′ must be in the XNF form. If the

first type of violation of XNF appeared, rule R7 would be applicable. If the sec-

ond type of violation of XNF form existed, rules R12 or R13 would be applicable.

If the third type of violation of XNF form existed, consider a variable defined

in “for $V in E” loop. If E is a FLWR expression, an element constructor, a

variable, a concatenation expression, a path expression of more than one step or

〈e〉{E1}〈/e〉/c, Rules R1, R2, R5, R3, R6, R13, RG1, are applicable, which contra-

dicts the assumption that the rewriting has terminated. Notice that 〈e〉{E1}〈/e〉/c
is not allowed to define variables in OptXQueries but may appear in the definition

of a variable after application of Rule R2, and it is the only type of expression that

may be introduced by rewriting as the definition of a variable because of Rule R2

and R4. Notice that 〈e〉{E1}〈/e〉//c cannot appear during rewriting because of the

constraint C3. Similarly we can show that if a variable is bound to an expression E

in an expression “some $V in E”, then E can only be a single step path expression

and it cannot be a call to the distinct-values function because of Rule R11. Since

variables in equality conditions are required to be input element variables, equality

conditions would not be affected (by Rules R2 and R4) and are still of the form

“$V eq $V ′” or “$V eq c” after rewriting.

The second normalization stage rewrites a query in XNF form into a NEXT

query. Syntactically, there are three differences between the XNF and the NEXT
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form. First, a query Q in XNF may have calls to distinct-values, but they are

eliminated by Rules G1 and G3. Second, Q does not have groupby clauses. Rules

G1-G4 add groupby clauses to all FLWR expressions from Q, turning them into

FLWGR expressions. Third, Q may have some clauses which Rules G5 and G6

eliminate. When the rewriting terminates, each E from an in clause “$V in E” can

only be a single step path expression, which again can be proven by contradiction.

If E were a FLWGR expression, an element constructor or a variable, Rules G7,

G8, G9, G10 would be applicable, which contradicts the assumption that the

rewriting terminated. And because (C5) holds, no conditional expression needs to

be introduced (as it can happen with non-OptXQuery expressions, for which rule

G13, defined in Appendix 2.A, would be applicable).

Now we are able to prove the main normalization result:

Theorem 2.3.1. The rewriting of any OptXQuery Q with the rules in Table 2.5

terminates regardless of the order in which rules are applied, i.e. a rewritten query

T is obtained for which no rewrite rule applies. If the constraints C are verified,

then T is guaranteed to be a NEXT query.

Proof: Follows from lemmas 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.

Table 2.5: OptXQuery Normalization Rules

Standard XQuery Rewriting Rules

(We use B (with or without subscript) to denote a list of for clauses.)

(R1)

for B1, $V1 in (for B2(where C1)? return E1),B3 (where C2)?

return E2

7→
for B1,B2, $V1 in E1,B3where C1 and C2 return E2
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(R2)

for B1, $V in 〈e〉{E1}〈/e〉,B2

(where C)? return E2

7→
for B1,B′2
(where C ′1)? return E′2

(* θ$V 7→E1 (E2) substitutes E1 for $V in E2 *)

C ′ = θ$V 7→〈e〉{E1}〈/e〉(C)

E′2 = θ$V 7→〈e〉{E1}〈/e〉(E2)

(R3)

for $V1 in $V2 return E

7→
θ$V1 7→$V2

(E) (*if $V2 is not defined by let *)

(R4)
for B return for $V in 〈e〉{E1}〈/e〉 where C return E2

7→ θ$V 7→〈e〉{E1}〈/e〉(for B where C return E2)

(R5)
for B return for $V1 in $V2 where C return E1

7→ θ$V1 7→$V2
(for B where C return E1) (*if $V2 is not defined by let *)

(R6)

for $V in (E1, E2) (where C)? return E

7→
θ$V 7→$V1

(for $V1 in E1(where C)? return E),

θ$V 7→$V2
(for $V2 in E2(where C)? return E)

(R7)

some $V1 in E1, . . . , $Vn in En satisfies C

7→
some $V1 in E1 satisfies

some $V2 in E2 satisfies

. . .

some $Vn in En satisfies C
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(R8)

some $V in (for $V1 in E1 return E2) satisfies C

7→
some $V1 in E1 satisfies some $V in E2 satisfies C

(R9)

some $V in 〈e〉{E1}〈/e〉 satisfies C

7→
θ$V 7→〈e〉{E1}〈/e〉(C)

(R10)

some $V1 in $V2 satisfies C

7→
θ$V1 7→$V2

(C) (* if $V2 is not defined by let *)

(R11)

some $V in distinct-values (E) satisfies C

7→
some $V in E satisfies C

(R12)
$V (/|//)C 7→ for $V1 in $V (/|//)C return $V1

(* if $V/C does not appear in “$X in $V/C”*)

(R13)

$V (/|//)C1 . . . (/|//)Cn
7→
for $V1 in $V (/|//)C1, . . . , $Vn in $Vn−1(/|//)Cn return $Vn

(* for n ≥ 2 *)

(R14)

distinct-values ($V |〈e〉{E1}〈/e〉|distinct-values (E))

7→
$V |〈e〉{E1}〈/e〉|distinct-values (E)

(*if $V is not defined by let *)
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(RG1)

〈e〉{E1, . . . , En}〈/e〉/c 7→ σc(E1), . . . , σc(En)

σc(〈c〉{E}〈/c〉) 7→ 〈c〉{E}〈/c〉
σc(〈a〉{E}〈/a〉) (∗a 6= c∗) 7→ ()

σc($V ) 7→ $V (∗if(node− name($V ) = c)∗) () (∗else∗)
σc(E(/|//)a) 7→ ()(∗a 6= c∗)
σc(for B (where C)? return E2)

7→
for B (where C)? return σc(E2)

σc(E(/|//)c) 7→ E(/|//)c
σc(E1, E2) 7→ σc(E1), σc(E2)

σc(distinct-values(E)) 7→ distinct-values(σc(E))

Groupby Rewriting Rules

(G1)

for $V in distinct-values(E1) (where C)? return E2

7→
for $V in E1 (where C)? groupby $V return E2

(G2)

for B1, $V in distinct-values(E1),B2(where C)? return E2

7→
for B1return

for $V in E1 groupby $V return

for B2(where C)? return E2

(G3)
distinct-values(E1) 7→ for $V in E1 groupby $V return $V

(*if distinct-values(E1) does not appear in “$X in distinct-values (E1)”*)

(G4)

for B (where C)? return E

7→
for B (where C)? groupby [ ~B]return E
(* If all variables in ~B are bound to sequences that have no duplicates by id. ~B is the list

of variables defined in B that are visible to E. In practice, these are checked by verifying

whether the expressions that variables in ~B bind to are one of the following types: path

expressions that include a“/” or“//” operator or an axis step; union, intersect, and except

expressions. *)
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(G5)

for B where ((C1 and )? (some $V in E1 satisfies C2) (and C3)?)

groupby G return E2

7→
for B, $V in E1 where C1 and C2 and C3 groupby G

return E3

(*if G contains only grouping-by-value expressions*)

(G6)

for B where ((C1 and )? (some $V in E1 satisfies C2) (and C3)?)

return E2

7→
for B, $V in E1 where C1 and C2 and C3 groupby [ ~B]

return E3

(* If all variables in ~B are bound to sequences that have no duplicates by id. ~B is the

list of variables defined in B that are visible to E2. Practically the conditions are checked

by verifying whether the expressions that variables in ~B bound to are one of the following

types: path expressions that include a“/” or“//” operator or an axis step; union, intersect,

and except expressions. *)

(G7)

for B1,

$V in (for B2 (where C1)? (groupby G1)?

return E1),

B3

(where C2)? groupby G2 return E2

7→
for B1,B2, $V in E′1,B3 where C1 and C2 groupby G2

return E2

(* if G2 contains only grouping by value expressions. E′1 = E1 when G1 is absent; otherwise

E′1 = θ$Xi 7→expi
(E1) for every “expri as $Xi” in G1. *)

(G8)

for $V in $V ′groupby G return E′

7→
θ$V 7→$V ′(E′)

(* if $V’ is not defined by let . E′ = θ$Xi 7→expi
(E) for every “expri as $Xi” in G. *)
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(G9)

for B groupby G1

return for X in X ′where C groupby G2

return Er

7→ θX 7→X′(for B where C groupby G1 return Er)

(G10)

for B1, $V in V ′,B2 groupby G return E

7→
for B1,B′2 groupby G′ return E′)(* if $V’ is not defined by let *)

B′2 = θ$V 7→$V ′(B2)

G′ = θ$V 7→$V ′(G)

E′ = θ$V 7→$V ′(E)

(G11)

for B1(where C1)? groupby G1 return

for B2(where C2)? groupby G2 return E

7→
for B1,B2 where C1 and C2 groupby G1, G2

return E

(* if G1 and G2 contain only grouping by value variables *)

(G12) groupby $V, $V 7→ groupby $V

Notice that although normalization introduces grouping into the trans-

formed queries, this does not involve any extra computational costs. The rea-

son is the following. We introduce two types of grouping. Grouping by value is

introduced by rules (G1), (G2), and (G3) in Table 2.5. These three rules just

replace distinct-values functions with the computationally equivalent groupby-

value clauses. groupby-id is introduced by rule (G4) for those variables bound to

sequences where no duplicates are present. Hence, the underlying execution engine

does not need to perform any grouping computation for groupby-id clauses, either.

Those FLWOR expressions for which one cannot introduce grouping clauses

(for example, a groupby-id clause cannot be introduced for variables defined by

functions which may return duplicate nodes) are the object of extensions presented

in section 2.5. In appendix 2.A, we present a set of sound normalization rules that
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apply to expressions going beyond pure NEXT.

2.4 The Rewriting Algorithm

Given a NEXT query Q and a set of NEXT views V̄ , algorithm Nex-

tRewrite equivalently rewrites the binding stage of Q to use solely the views.

Since Q’s tagging stage is independent of how the variable bindings were obtained,

it is reused. NextRewrite obtains a query RW , such that (i) RW tag is Qtag,

(ii) the binding stage of RW is expressed only in terms of the views and returns

the same bindings as the binding stage of Q for each XML document D (preserv-

ing their order if ordered rewritings are sought): Qbind(D) = RW bind(D). Since

RW = Qtag ◦RW bind and Q = Qtag ◦Qbind, it follows that RW is equivalent to Q.

To find RW bind, NextRewrite proceeds in three phases.

Phase 1 identifies all variables x of Q whose bindings are also produced by

some view V and can therefore be retrieved by navigation into V ’s output. This

navigation is called an alternate view access path towards x’s bindings. The view

access paths are (redundantly) added to Q. Call the resulting expanded query QE.

Phase 2 restricts the expanded query QE by dropping all original query

navigation and keeping only the view access paths added during the expansion.

Query variables in the tagging and groupby components are appropriately replaced.

Order-related checks are performed at this point when ordered rewritings are of

interest. The result is the candidate rewriting RW, which performs a join of the

alternate view access paths.

Finally, Phase 3 checks whether the candidate rewriting RW is truly equiv-

alent to Q. Equivalence may fail if the join of the view access paths is lossy,

i.e. returns too many bindings, or due to the loss of element identities caused

by XQuery’s copy semantics for result construction. This is not the case in our

example.
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2.4.1 Phase 1: Detecting View Access Paths

This phase detects alternate access paths through the views towards the

bindings of the query variables. The access paths are detected via mappings from

the views to the query and are implemented by navigation patterns which invert

the view return functions. We detail these concepts next.

View access paths. Given a vector x̄Q of Q’s variables and an equal-arity

vector x̄V of V ’s variables, we say that there is an access path through x̄V to x̄Q

iff (i) for all documents D, the bindings of x̄Q are a subset of the bindings of x̄V ,

and (ii) the bindings of x̄V are retrievable from the output of V .

Inverse of a return function. Views do not return their variable bindings

directly, but instead construct new XML output from them. The view’s return

functions must hence be inverted to retrieve the bindings. Given the return func-

tion f of a NEXT block, we denote the inverse of f with Inv(f). For each tuple

of variable bindings t, f(t) outputs an XML fragment x, while Inv(f)(x) retrieves

from x a copy of t. The reason only a copy of t (as opposed to t itself) is accessible

is that XQuery semantics specifies that a return function’s output is constructed by

copying the XML subtrees to which the view variables are bound, thus losing the

identities of element nodes [BCF+]. Phase 3 of the algorithm determines whether

these copies suffice for rewriting. We illustrate the inversion below.

EXAMPLE 2.4.1. In Example 2.1.1, there is an access path to Q’s variables

$r, $a through V ’s variables $r, $a, whose bindings are retrievable by navigating into

V ’s output. The navigation pattern of the access path is obtained from Inv(fV1 ) and

Inv(fV2 ) (shown in Figure 2.9 (a)), by adorning with fresh variables each internal

node of the tree corresponding to the return function’s XML constructors. To

capture the fact that the bindings of variable $a returned by fV2 are children of the

authors element constructed by fV1 , we add a /-edge from $as to $a. The resulting

inverse functions specify that, in order to navigate to an author element in the

view output, we need to first navigate to an authors element and then continue

with a nested navigation to its children.

Invertible NEXT views. In order to invert NEXT return functions, we some-

times need to go outside of the language and use navigation to certain positions
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in a list. Take for instance the query

for $p in doc(in.xml), $x in $p/c, $y in $p/c,

return 〈r〉〈a〉$x〈/a〉〈a〉$y〈/a〉〈/r〉

in which navigation to a children of the constructed r elements does not disam-

biguate between the bindings of $x and those of $y. However, we can do so with

an inverse function which navigates to the first a child for $x, and the second for

$y. Notice that if in the above query, $y was instead bound to $p/d, we could still

disambiguate by navigating along r/a/c for the bindings of $x and along r/a/d for

$y.

The return functions of arbitrary XQueries are not necessarily invertible

(consider aggregates for instance, where one cannot navigate into the aggregate

result to reconstruct the arguments). However, a sufficient condition for a NEXT

query to be invertible is that for each of its return functions f , (i) all nested

groupby block arguments B of f appear within an element constructor in f :

〈a〉B〈/a〉, or (ii) f has at most one nested groupby block argument.
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Figure 2.9: Phase 1 of NextRewrite for Q,V from Example 2.1.1 (continued on

next page)
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Figure 2.9: Phase 1 of NextRewrite for Q,V from Example 2.1.1 (continued

from previous page)

Detecting access paths using mappings. We now focus on how access paths

are detected. By definition, an access path through view variables x̄V towards the

query variables x̄Q means that the set of bindings of x̄Q is contained in the set of

bindings of x̄V . We adopt the containment test from [DPX04], which characterizes

containment by the existence of NEXT pattern mappings, which we shall henceforth

call simply mappings. It follows from [DPX04] that there is an access path to x̄Q

through x̄V if there is a mapping from V to Q which maps x̄V into x̄Q, and if V ’s

return functions are invertible.
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Definition 2.4.1. NEXT pattern mappings [DPX04] A mapping m from NEXT

pattern P1 to NEXT pattern P2 maps the variables of P1 into variables of P2 such

that

(i) variables map to variables of the same tag label,

(ii) the source and target variables of each /-edge in P1 map to the source,

respectively target variable of some /-edge in P2,

(iii) the source and target variables of each //-edge in P1 map to the source,

respectively target of a path of /- and //-edges in P2,

(iv) for each id-equality v is u in P1, the equality m(v) is m(u) is in the

closure of P2’s id-equalities under reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity, and

(v) for each value-equality v eq u in P1, the equality m(v) eq m(u) is in

the closure of P2’s value-equalities under reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity, and

the rule x is y ⇒ x eq y.

EXAMPLE 2.4.2. Figure 2.9 illustrates Phase 1 of algorithm NextRewrite

on the running example. For every view access path to its variables, the query is

expanded with the appropriate navigation given by the view inverses. Each snap-

shot shows the mapping (depicted by arrows) which detects an access path, and

the successor snapshot shows the query after adding this access path. The value

equality conditions (shown by dotted lines) record the correspondence between query

variables and the view variables providing their alternate access path. Snapshots

(a) and (b) show access paths detection for block BQ
1 , and similarly (c) and (d)

for block BQ
2 . The result of Phase 1 is shown in Snapshot (e) which contains,

besides the original query patterns, the NEXT pattern of the rewriting candidate

RW (compare to Figure 2.6).

Exploiting view block nesting for non-redundant mapping computation. Ac-

cording to XQuery semantics, when a nested block is correlated by shared variables

to an ancestor block, the bindings of the nested block’s free variables are provided

by the ancestor block. This means that whenever a view block BV provides an

access path, the access to the bindings of BV ’s free variables is provided by an-

cestor blocks of BV . Therefore, the access path through BV must be an extension

of an access path through BV ’s ancestors. Similarly, the mapping m witnessing
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an access path through BV must be an extension of a mapping mp witnessing an

access path through the ancestors. By extension, we mean that m and mp agree

on shared variables. To avoid redundant rediscovery of ancestor mappings, Phase

1 visits the view’s groupby tree in a top-down fashion, finding mappings mp from

ancestor blocks once, and recursively extending them to nested blocks if possible.

EXAMPLE 2.4.3. Snapshot (a) in Figure 2.9 shows the mapping m1 = {$p 7→
$p, $r 7→ $r} of P V

1 into PQ
1 . Mapping m2 in Snapshot (b) is the extension of m1

to P V
2 using {$a ∈ P V

2 7→ $a ∈ PQ
1 }. To avoid clutter, we only show the arrows

for the extension.

Congruence Closure. The congruence closure operation is needed to expose

implicit mapping opportunities. See for instance Figure 2.10 for patterns P V and

PQ. P V has no mapping into PQ, as the only way to map $u2 is into $x2, which

has no d-child to map $u4 into. However, from the value-equality of $x2 with $x4,

we can infer the existence of a d-child under $x2, call it $x6, which is value-equal

to $x5 (and, symmetrically, that of a c-child $x7 which is value-equal to $x3). $x6

can now serve as target for $u4. Procedure CongruenceClosure (shown in the

pseudocode below) makes this kind of inferences by exposing additional mapping

targets.

P
Q

P
V

a($u  )1

b($u  )2

c($u  )3 d($u  )4 c($x  )3

b($x  )2 b($x  )4

d($x  )5

b($x  )2

c($x  )3
c($x  )7d($x  )6

b($x  )4

d($x  )5

CongruenceClosure(      )P
Q

a($x  )1 a($x  )1

Figure 2.10: CongruenceClosure enables mappings

2.4.2 Phase 2: Candidate Rewriting

Phase 2 restricts the result of Phase 1, keeping only the view access paths.

To this end, it identifies all variables that can be dropped from the query’s group-

by lists, substituting the remaining ones with view variables as dictated by the
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view access patterns. If no appropriate view variables are found, the rewriting

fails. Additional failure cases apply when ordered rewritings are sought, or due

to the copy semantics of XQuery result construction (explained below). The new

return functions of the rewriting are obtained by applying the same substitution

to the query’s return functions.

Dropping groupby variables. To check whether a groupby variable x can

be dropped, we test that (i) x does not appear in any query return function, and

(ii) in the groupby list, x appears together with some other variable y which

determines x’s value or id (depending on whether x is a groupby-value of groupby-

id variable). This test is necessary to preserve the cardinality of the groups output

by the binding stage. For groupby-id variables, the bindings of x are determined

by those of y if y binds to children of x. 4

Replacing groupby variables. When replacing a groupby variable v of the

original query with a variable u of the view, we must make sure that the rewriting

generates the same groups of variable bindings as the query. To this end, the

bindings of both variables should ideally be identical (same value and identity).

This means that v can only be replaced with variables u which are at least value-

equal to v. In addition, if v is a groupby-value variable, it may be replaced with

u regardless of whether u is a groupby-value or groupby-id variable, since the id

of u does not contribute to the groupby result. But if v is a groupby-id variable,

it must be replaced only by a groupby-id variable u since groupby-value variables

lose the identity (and cardinality) of their bindings.

EXAMPLE 2.4.4. Figure 2.6 displays the NEXT form of the candidate rewriting

obtained for the query and view from Example 2.1.1 by restricting the Phase 1 result

from Snapshot (e). The groupby tree block is isomorphic to that of Q and the

patterns navigate exclusively into the views. The groupby-value variable $a has

been replaced by $a2, since author values can be obtained from the view as well, as

witnessed by the value-equality between $a and $a2. The groupby-id variable list

$p1, $r1 has been first restricted to $r1, since it determines $p1 which is not used in

4Other cases requiring XML Schema information are: (i) when x and y are siblings, both
non-optional, sharing their tag names with no sibling; (ii) when y binds to x’s parent, x shares
its tag with no siblings, and is not optional; (iii) in the presence of an XML key constraint.
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the return function and the nested blocks. Then $r1 is substituted by $r3 according

to the value-equality. All these replacements generate fRW1 and fRW2 in Figure 2.6,

obtained from fQ1 and fQ2 in Figure 2.5 (by replacing variables $a with $a1 and $r1

with $r3).

Issues of copy semantics. The copy semantics of XQuery views adds an

additional technical problem: since the view’s output elements are copies of in-

put elements, they lose the original identities and there is no hope to find a view

groupby-id variable u whose bindings have the same identities as those of v. For-

tunately, it is sufficient if the identities of u’s bindings are in one-to-one corre-

spondence with those of v’s bindings. This ensures the same number of groups

regardless of whether we group by v or u, and the same outcome of is tests if we

substitute v for u in them. If V ’s output extracted by u was created by copying

the same elements as v binds to, then this one-to-one correspondence is guaran-

teed by the XQuery copy semantics. The above restrictions for groupby-variable

replacement are only necessary, not sufficient for preserving the number of groups

produced by the binding stage. The final check is performed in Phase 3.

2.4.3 Phase 3: Equivalence Check

Since the views may be under-conditioned, the candidate rewriting may

contain the bindings of the query, but is not guaranteed to be equivalent. The

equivalence check is similar to the relational case [LMSS95a]: First, unfold the

views in the rewriting (for us, this means substituting for each inverse function the

pattern corresponding to the same view block) so that the rewriting is expressed in

terms of source documents. Next, check equivalence between Q and the unfolding

of RW . The equivalence check was handled in detail in [DPX04], where it was

employed in minimization of NEXT queries. Its key point is that equivalence

of nested blocks has to be judged in the context of their ancestor blocks, since

ancestor blocks provide the bindings for the variables which are free in descendant

blocks.

EXAMPLE 2.4.5. The unfolding of RW is shown in Figure 2.11.
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doc(DBLP.xml)

paper($p4)

review($r4) author($a4)

doc(DBLP.xml)

paper($p5)

review($r5) author($a5)

P
UNFOLD(RW,V)

paper ($p)

review($r) author($a)

doc(DBLP.xml)

paper ($p1)

author($a1) review($r1)

doc(DBLP.xml)

P 1
Q

P 2
Q

P
Q

1P
UNFOLD(RW,V)

P 2
UNFOLD(RW,V)

Figure 2.11: Sample mapping used in checking equivalence of Q with

Unfold(RW,V )

2.4.4 Details and Formal Guarantees

The pseudocode of algorithm NextRewrite is shown in Figures 2.12, 2.13

and 2.15. For a given query Q and view V , ExpandAllBlocks visits Q’s tree

of groupby blocks in a top-down manner, invoking ExpandBlock at each block

BQ.

Given a query block BQ with pattern PQ and a view block BV with pattern

P V , ExpandBlock searches for a subset of PQ’s variables to which P V provides

an alternate access path. They are detected via mappings (m′p in line 4). Once a

view access path is found, it is recorded by calling procedure AddViewAccess

(line 5). The search continues recursively for access paths provided by blocks

nested within BV (lines 6–7). To avoid redundant computation of mappings from

BV during the visit of nested blocks, m′p is passed as argument.

Detecting access paths within the query’s ancestor context. Since a nested

query block BQ may have free variables correlating it with its ancestors, an access

path may become possible only once we consider the extra constraints on the

bindings of free variables, as provided by the patterns of BQ’s ancestors. Procedure

ExpandBlock takes this into account by mapping the view pattern P V not just

into PQ, but into the merged pattern MQ. MQ is obtained by unioning together
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NextRewrite(Q, V̄ )

� Phase 1: expand Q with alternate view access paths:

1 for each V ∈ V̄
2 do let BQ, BV be the root groupby blocks of Q, V

3 X = ExpandAllBlocks(BQ, BV )

� Phase 2: construct candidate rewriting using only view access:

4 RW = KeepViewsOnly(X, V̄ )

� Phase 3: check if candidate rewriting is equivalent to Q:

5 if Unfold(RW, V̄ ) is not equivalent to Q

6 then report “no rewriting exists”

7 else minimize redundant access paths in RW and return result

Figure 2.12: Main Steps of Algorithm NextRewrite

the edges and equalities of PQ with those of its ancestor patterns, and inferring

any additional implied equalities according to procedure CongruenceClosure

(lines 2–3).

Expanding PQ with view access. Whenever P V provides an access path to

variables in PQ, AddViewAccess expands PQ with a copy of the navigation

pattern corresponding to the inverse of the view return function, Inv(f) (line 2).

Inv(f) may contain variables v which occur in P V or in the ancestor patterns of P V

and are thus already mapped bymp. These are the variables in domain(mp)∩Inv(f)

referred to in line 3. The image under mp of each such v identifies a query variable

mp(v) with an access path through v. This is recorded in line 4 by the value-

equality between mp(v) and vc, the access path variable introduced in line 2 to

retrieve the v bindings for this access path.

EXAMPLE 2.4.6. The mapping m1 in Snapshot (a) witnesses the access path to

$r ∈ PQ
1 through the inverse of fV1 . Snapshot (b) shows the extension of PQ

1 with

a copy of Inv(fV1 ). Line 3 of AddViewAccess computes {$r} = domain(m1) ∩
Inv(fV1 ). Line 4 adds the equality between the copy of variable $r (which is $r2)

and m1($r) (which is $r ∈ PQ
1 ).
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ExpandAllBlocks(BQ, BV )

1 ExpandBlock(BQ, BV ,m∅,m∅) � m∅: empty mapping

2 for each child BQ
c of BQ do ExpandAllBlocks(BQ

c , BV )

ExpandBlock(BQ, BV ,mp,mr)

� mp: mapping of pattern vars. from BV ’s ancestors into BQ

� mr: mapping of inverse function vars. from BV ’s ancestors

into access path vars in expansion of BQ and ancestors

1 let PQ, P V be the patterns of BQ, BV

2 let MQ denote the pattern obtained by merging PQ

with the patterns of all ancestor blocks of BQ

3 CongruenceClosure(MQ)

4 for each mapping m′p : P V →MQ which extends mp

5 do m′r = AddViewAccess(PQ, BV ,m′p,mr)

6 for each child BV
c of BV do ExpandBlock(BQ, BV

c ,m
′
p,m

′
r)

7 CongruenceClosure(PQ)

AddViewAccess(PQ, BV ,mp,mr)

� adds to PQ the inverse of BV ’s return function

1 let f be the return function of BV , and Inv(f) its inverse (Inv(f) is a tree pattern)

2 add to PQ a copy of the edges in Inv(f)

(for each variable v ∈ vars(Inv(f)) denote its copy with vc)

� record equality between query vars. and their corresponding view access path vars.:

3 for each v ∈ vars(Inv(f)) ∩ domain(mp),

4 do add to PQ the value-equality mp(v) eq vc

� link free variables in the copy of Inv(f) to

� their bound occurrence in ancestor (from mr):

5 for each v ∈ vars(Inv(f)) ∩ domain(mr), do replace vc with mr(v) in PQ

6 construct extension m′r of mr that maps each v ∈ vars(Inv(f)) \ domain(mr) into vc

7 return m′r

Figure 2.13: Phase 1 of Algorithm NextRewrite
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CongruenceClosure(P ) � side-effects P

1 extend P with the symmetric, transitive closure of its equalities

2 for each value-equality v eq u ∈ P and each child v′ of v

3 do if u has no child u′ with v′eq u′

4 then add a copy of the subtree rooted at v′ as a child of u

5 add a value-equality between each copied variable and its copy

6 analogous to lines 2–5 for id-equalities v is u ∈ P

Figure 2.14: Congruence Closure used in Algorithm NextRewrite

Correlating view access paths. The argument mr of AddViewAccess is

used to handle free root variables $va in Inv(f). These variables also occur in the

inverse function Inv(fa) of some ancestor block BV
a of BV , thus correlating Inv(f)

and Inv(fa). By the time AddViewAccess is invoked for BV , it has already

executed on BV
a and has introduced a copy of $va into BV

a . Upon reaching BV ,

AddViewAccess must preserve the correlation by using the same copy of $va.

To this end, it consults the mapping mr which records the correspondence between

correlation variables in Inv(f) and their copies in Inv(fa) (lines 5–6). mr is then

extended to m′r (line 7) to record the new correspondences between correlation

variables in Inv(f) which appear in nested blocks of BV (line 8).

EXAMPLE 2.4.7. In Figure 2.9, Snapshot (a) mr = m∅, and Inv(fV1 ) has no

free variables. According to line 7 in procedure AddViewAccess, m′r = {$f 7→
$f2, $r 7→ $r2, $as 7→ $as2} is constructed to record the actual names of the vari-

ables introduced as copies of those in Inv(fV1 ). In Snapshot (b) AddViewAccess

is called with m′r. AddViewAccess now extends PQ with a copy of Inv(fV2 ),

yielding the pattern from Snapshot (c). Notice that this copy is added below the

$as2 variable due to lines 5–6 in AddViewAccess; m′r has recorded that $as2 is

the copy of the occurrence of $as in Inv(fV1 ), and the same copy is consistently

used for the occurrence of $as in Inv(fV2 ).
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KeepViewsOnly(X, V̄ )

1 for each block BX in query X, let PX be its pattern

2 Replace PX with the restricted pattern PRW which keeps from PX only variables

reachable along paths of /- and //- edges from roots mentioning view names.

Keep the edges and equalities involving them.

3 Drop from BX ’s groupby list all variables which are:

– uniquely determined by other variables in the list

(due to parent-child relationship), and

– do not appear free in nested blocks

4 Replace the remaining variables v in BX ’s groupby list with variables u ∈ PRW s.t.:

5 v eq u ∈ PX ;

6 if v is a groupby-id variable, u was introduced during Phase 1

as the correspondent of a view’s groupby-id variable;

7 if v is a groupby-value variable, u was introduced due to

either a view’s groupby-value or groupby-id variable;

8 if not all groupby variables can be replaced, then report “no rewriting found”

9 if an ordered rewriting is sought and no ordering of the view pattern roots

preserves the pre-replacement ordering of groupby variables

then report “no ordered rewriting found”

Unfold(RW, V̄ )

1 let BRW be the root groupby block of RW

2 return UnfoldBlock(BRW, V̄ )

UnfoldBlock(BRW, V̄ )

1 for each view access path in BRW introduced based on

the mapping m defined on the view pattern PV

2 do add to BRW a copy PU of PV (replacing all variables with fresh variables)

3 record value equalities between variables from PU and the

corresponding variables in the initial BRW

4 CongruenceClosure(BRW)

5 for each child BRW
C of BRW

6 do UnfoldBlock(BRW
C , V̄ )

Figure 2.15: Phase 2 of Algorithm NextRewrite
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Theorem 2.4.1. Let the input to NextRewrite be a NEXT query Q and a set

V̄ of invertible NEXT views.

1. (Soundness) The NEXT query RW output by NextRewrite (if any) is an

equivalent rewriting of Q.

2. (Unordered Completeness) If Q’s binding stage Qbind has some equivalent

unordered NEXT rewriting using only V̄ , then NextRewrite is guaranteed

to find an equivalent rewriting RW of Q using only V̄ .

Lemma 2.4.1. Q ≡ Qext , where Qext is the result of Phase 1.

Proof:

For a mapping m : P V → PQ, the bindings for the nodes x̄ from m(BV )

can be alternatively obtained by running the pattern of the view, BV . This can be

proven by induction over the nested trees of patterns. Mappings for the base case

are similar to mappings between simple tree patterns. Mappings for descendant

groupby blocks are computed in ExpandBlock by merging the pattern with the

pattern of the ancestor blocks. (Thus, we can re-use techniques based on pattern

mappings that led to sound and complete algorithms for rewriting using views and

containment of XPath [XÖ05] [MS04].)

Hence, the variables appearing in the return function of the view are a

subset ū ⊆ m−1(x̄) and their bindings include the bindings for the corresponding

subset of x̄.

The bindings for ū can be reached by inverting the return function f(ū) of

the view and thus building the new access paths from Qext . Adding the pattern of

Inv(f) does not change the semantics of the query, as all conditions checked by the

navigation of Inv(f) are already fulfilled by the navigation of the query pattern.

Neither do the inferred equalities between query and view access paths variables,

as the bindings of the latter include the bindings of the former. Thus, at the end

of Phase 1 we obtain a query extension which is equivalent to the original query,

but contains additional navigation into the output of the views.
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Lemma 2.4.2. RWbind (resulting after Phase 2) outputs a superset of the bindings

of Q.

Proof: This is a consequence of the fact that the view access paths provide a

superset of the bindings for the query access paths and that all output (groupby)

nodes of the query can be replaced by nodes from view access paths. Restrictions

on the patterns of view access paths, imposed after CongruenceClosure, must

also be taken into account. But they only add equalities and navigation conditions

that were already true on the corresponding fragments from the pattern of Q ,

because Q ≡ Qext (lemma 2.4.1). Therefore the containment still holds.

Proof: [Proof of Theorem 2.4.1]

Since the return functions are the same up to a renaming of variables, we

only need to prove that the binding stage outputs the same tables of variable

bindings for both Q and RW.

Phase 3 verifies that RWbind(D) ≡ Qbind(D) for any instance D, that is it

checks the soundness of the rewriting. It cannot do it directly, as RW is written on

the view schema, that is why unfold is called to obtain U = unfold(RW, V̄ ). U

is just an extension of RW with the navigation from the view bodies corresponding

to the mappings used when constructing RW. Hence, this additional navigation

does not impose any additional constraint, as the bindings for variables in RW

were obtained by running these fragments of U . Thus, we have that U ≡ RW,

and checking that Q ≡ U is equivalent to checking that Q ≡ RW.

For the completeness part, suppose that Q has some equivalent rewriting

R′ using only V̄ .

By theorem 2.4.2, NextRewrite computes all the mappings view-query,

while building the candidate rewriting RW. Suppose now that NextRewrite

fails with the message “no rewriting found”, implying that there is at least one

groupby variable y of Q whose variables cannot be retrieved using any view access

paths. This gives a contradiction with the existence of R′, because there is an

access path for y in R′, obtained using V̄ .

If RW is indeed a rewriting, from lemma 2.4.2, R′ ≡ Q ⊆ RW, hence R′ is

also contained in RW. Both RW and R′ provide access paths towards the bindings
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of Q ’s groupby variables and the bindings produced by R′ are subsumed by those

produced by RW. But since RW has only child navigation, it follows that the access

paths of R′ are equivalent to a subset of the paths of RW. On the other hand,

all equality conditions in RW were imposed starting from equality conditions from

Q , and these conditions are also reflected by the variables of R′, because Q ≡ R′.

Hence RW is more restrictive than R′ and RW ⊆ R′. We can thus conclude that

RW ≡ R′ if such an R′ exists.

It should not be surprising that we cannot guarantee completeness for or-

dered rewritings: in this case, even the equivalence of ordered NEXT queries is

undecidable (this is a corollary of results in [Van05]). Our approach performs a best

effort in that case, remaining sound (the equivalence check is now only sufficient,

not necessary) and in practice still finding ordered rewritings in many cases.

2.4.5 Finding Mappings Efficiently

We specify next how the algorithm NextRewriting finds mappings. This

is the most crucial step for the performance of the algorithm since (i) it is expensive

(indeed, it is the only step that is not of polynomial-time complexity) and (ii) is

invoked repeatedly.

We first present the prior work on finding mappings. For relational con-

junctive queries, checking the existence of a mapping from V to Q is NP-complete

in the number of variables of V [CM77]. The NP-hardness lower bound transfers

to finding mappings from a NEXT pattern P V into a NEXT pattern PQ.5 How-

ever, checking containment mappings between simple tree patterns without value

equalities used in prior XPath works is performed in polynomial time in the size of

the source pattern [AYCLS02, Ram02, MS04, GKP03]. Notice that the differences

between simple tree patterns and NEXT patterns are (i) the number of distin-

guished variables, i.e., variables that are projected in the output (tree patterns

5Sketch of Proof: Given a relational mapping problem, assume that the relations are encoded
in XML using, for instance, the default encoding of [CKS+00]. Then encode the relational
conjunctive queries as single-block (i.e. non-nested) NEXT queries over the default encoding. It
follows that finding NEXT mappings is as hard as finding conjunctive query mappings.
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have only one, NEXT patterns have as many as there are groupby variables) and

(ii) the number of variable equalities (tree patterns have none). It is therefore

natural to seek an algorithm that runs in PTIME on tree patterns (no equalities,

one distinguished variable) and whose performance degrades only with increasing

number of groupby variables and/or equalities.

a($x1) a($x2) a($x3) b($x4) a($x5)

e($x8)

d($x7)c($x6)

Figure 2.16: A NEXT Pattern ($x5 is the groupby-value variable)

We start by analyzing the complexity of computing mappings from a pat-

tern P . For each (node and corresponding) variable v ∈ P , define gVars(v) to be

the set of grouping variables among the proper descendants of v in P . For the ex-

ample pattern in Figure 2.16, assuming that $x5 is the only groupby-value variable,

gVars($x7) = {$x5}. Also, let e(v) be all of v’s proper descendants in P which are

involved (directly or transitively) in equalities with variables who are not v’s de-

scendants. For instance, e($x7) = {$x3, $x5}. The symmetric, transitive closure of

the equality conditions in P partitions its variables into equality equivalence classes.

Given a set of variables V denote with #eqCls(V) the number of distinct equality

equivalence classes represented in V . For instance, #eqCls({$x7, $x3, $x5}) = 2,

since $x3 and $x5 are in the same equivalence class.

Define the width of v as

width(v) =

{
#eqCls(gVars(v)), if v is root

#eqCls({v} ∪ gVars(v) ∪ e(v)), otherwise

and define width(P ) as the maximum width of a variable in P . For example,

width($x7) = 2 and width($x8) = #eqCls({$x5}) = 1.
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Note: width(P ) is related to the tree width [CR97, FFG01] of P when

regarded as a graph GP whose edges consist of the /-, //-edges and the closure of

equalities. We can obtain a tree decomposition of GP by considering the navigation

tree N of /- and //-edges and by propagating groupby variables up to the root

and variables in the same equivalence class up to the lowest common ancestor in

N . At each node, only one node from the same equivalence class is kept. We

can prove that the width of this decomposition is exactly our notion of width of a

variable.

For queries with bounded tree width, previous work [CR97, FFG01] presents

polynomial-time evaluation algorithms corresponding to the generalization of Yan-

nakakis’ algorithm [AHV95] from acyclic queries to bounded-tree-width queries.

Our algorithm for computing mappings adapts these ideas. It is based on two key

ideas. First, instead of computing mappings from P V to PQ one-at-a-time, we

take a set-at-a-time approach by interpreting P V as a query evaluated over the

tree structure of PQ.6 P V is compiled into a query execution plan in which we

adapt from Yannakakis’ algorithm [AHV95] the idea of pushing projections before

the join in the bottom-up evaluation of the plan. Our experiments show that the

plan compilation and subsequent optimization require negligible time. In addition,

this time is not critical as these tasks are performed off-line, before query arrival.

The operators used in the mapping computation plan output flat relational

tables. We use relational join, selection, and projection operators, as well as two

special operators that are evaluated over the structure of PQ. First, scanl 7→v()

returns the nodes in PQ whose label is l. The result is a set of unary tuples whose

attribute is called v. Second, parentsl,c7→p(R) takes as input a set of tuples R and

extends each of them with a new attribute p. Given a tuple r with r.c = n, where

n is a node of PQ, the new value r.p is the l-labeled parent n′ of n, assuming n′

and n are connected via an /-edge in PQ. If no such parent exists, the tuple is

dropped. Similarly for ancestorsl,d7→a, d is the attribute holding the descendant and

a is the extension attribute holding an ancestor with label l.

6This perspective stems from relational theory, in which mappings (homomorphisms) from a
query V to a query Q are computed by regarding Q as a symbolic database and evaluating V
over it [CM77].
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The plan for a pattern P is obtained by using scan operators for the leaves

of P , and join operators for its internal nodes. Moreover, for each operator o

corresponding to a pattern variable v, add on top of o a projection operator whose

projection list contains precisely the variables contributing to width(v).
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Figure 2.17: Algebraic plan for pattern in Figure 2.16

EXAMPLE 2.4.8. We illustrate the translation into a plan on the pattern P from

Figure 2.16. Given a pattern PQ, the plan shown in Figure 2.17 finds all images

of $x5 under mappings from P into PQ. Each plan operator o is adorned with a

schema S, whose overlined attributes A specify the projection list. The invariant

maintained by the plan is that the sub-plan rooted at o computes the images of the

A variables under all partial mappings of the S variables into PQ. For instance,

the topmost join operator finds the images of x5 under the mappings of all eight

variables of P .

The join operators enforce the equality conditions, as well as the structural

constraint requiring two variables to have the same parent variable. A condition

x = y evaluates to true on two tuples tl (from the left join operand) and tr (from

the right join operand) if tl.x is equal to tr.y in PQ; equality may be transitively

implied by PQ’s equality conditions. The reader can check that in Figure 2.17, the

number of overlined attributes for each operator o corresponds to the width of v.
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Theorem 2.4.2. Let P V , PQ be NEXT patterns. Then the evaluation over PQ of

the plan for P V produces the images of the output nodes of P V for all the mappings

m : P V → PQ and runs in time polynomial in the size of PQ and exponential in

width(P V ).

Proof: The evaluation plan for a pattern P corresponds to the efficient

evaluation of a tree decomposition of the graph GP defined above. To each node

n, corresponding to variable v, from P V we associate a table t(n) having width(v)

fields from the projection list. Each internal node joins its children and projects

the result on the variables from its table.

The completeness part can be proven by induction on the structure of the

query plan. The leaf/scan nodes can map to any nodes in PQ having the same

label. In a bottom-up evaluation, an internal node n computes, for the subtree

P V
n rooted at n, the images of the variables in its projection list for all mappings

of P V
n that satisfy equality conditions involving only P V

n . From definition 2.4.1

it follows that to preserve the images for the current node, the output nodes and

nodes involved in equalities, it is enough to check at an upper level, by joins, that

the resulting tuples correspond to projections of valid mappings.

The join and the projection associated to the node n corresponding to a

variable v run in PTIME in the size In of its input and outputs O(I
width(v)
n ) ≤ O(Iwn )

tuples, where w = width(P V ). We start from the leaves, which are scan operators,

running in O(|PQ|) time. By induction, each step is polynomial in |PQ|w and there

are only |P V | such steps.

Corollary 2.4.1. For any fixed k ≥ 1 such that width(P V ) ≤ k, checking the

existence of a mapping m : P V → PQ can be done in polynomial time.

Since pure tree patterns contain no equalities and only one distinguished

variable (corresponding in NEXT to one groupby-id variable), simple tree patterns

have width 1, and the result on polynomial-time computability of tree pattern

mappings [AYCLS02] follows as a consequence of Corollary 2.4.1.
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2.5 Beyond NEXT Rewriting

We now extend the applicability of the NEXT rewriting algorithm to arbi-

trary XQueries. This involves (i) extending the NEXT notation to accommodate

arbitrary XQueries and (ii) extending the rewriting algorithm accordingly. We

sketch the required extensions in this section. We preserve the approach used for

NEXT rewriting: represent queries using patterns and find view access paths by

matching the view patterns against the query patterns.

This extension leads to an algorithm which may not be complete: for queries

going beyond NEXT, it might not find a rewriting, even if there is one. We show

how its applicability can be improved by incorporating more information about

the meaning of the XQuery expressions, captured as function properties.

We also prove below that we cannot hope for a complete algorithm, as the

problem in general is undecidable.

For that we first introduce the problem of emptiness. Deciding the empti-

ness of a query means deciding whether the query returns the empty sequence

for all possible input instances. Vansummeren [Van05] gives a small fragment of

XQuery (only seven constructs) for which emptiness is already undecidable. Van

den Bussche, Van Gucht and Vansummeren [dBGV05] present another XQuery

fragment, with an unordered semantics, for which equivalence, and hence empti-

ness, is undecidable.

Theorem 2.5.1. Let X be a sublanguage of XQuery for which emptiness is un-

decidable. Let X ′ be a sublanguage of XQuery that includes X and also downward

navigation and predicates. Then the existence of an XQuery rewriting for an XPath

query using views from X is also undecidable.

Proof: Let Q1 be a query from X and let $doc be a variable bound to the

document node of the input instance. Adapting an idea from [SV05], we build

the view V and the query Q below, where step is an element name that is not

mentioned in Q1:

V : $doc[Q1]//step

Q : $doc//step
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Q has an XQuery rewriting using V if and only if Q1 never returns empty. Hence

if the complement of emptiness is undecidable for X , then rewriting queries using

views is also undecidable for the languages defined in the statement of the theorem.

Observation The test of emptiness in the view language can be equivalently

replaced by logical quantifiers.

Corollary 2.5.1. The existence of an XQuery rewriting for an XQuery query

using XQuery views is undecidable, both under set and list semantics.

When choosing X to be the XQuery fragment from [Van05] or from [dBGV05],

we obtain again undecidability for the existence of a rewriting.

2.5.1 Treating the Full XQuery

Extending NEXT: NEXT+. The solution we adopt for (i) is to abstract

the non-NEXT subexpressions as uninterpreted functions, i.e. functions about

whose semantics we make no assumptions. This allows us to uniformly capture all

XQuery primitives which are ruled out by the OptXQuery syntax: aggregate func-

tions, built-in predicates other than equality, universal quantification, negation,

disjunction, user-defined functions, etc. Each of these are treated as some function

F whose arguments are in turn NEXT expressions extended with uninterpreted

function calls. We call this notation NEXT+. Its syntax corresponds to extending

the NEXT grammar in Figure 2.4 with the productions

FC ::= F (XQ1, . . . ,XQl)

XQ ::= for Var1in (FC1 | Path1), . . . ,Varnin (FCn | Pathn)

(where CList)?

groupby (FC′1|[FC′1]|{FC′1}), . . . , (FC′k|[FC′k]|{FC′k})

return FC′′

Cond ::= FC - - where the function F is (coercible to) boolean
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In the syntax of groupby clauses above, {FC′j} indicates grouping by the

position in the sequence of bindings. This new type of distinguished expressions

was needed in order to handle sequences of bindings that may contain duplicates,

as well as values that have no node ids. NEXT+ contains NEXT as a particular

case when only paths appear in the in clauses, FC′1, . . . ,FC′k are calls of the

identity function with variables as arguments, there is no grouping by position,

and the function in FC′′ consists only of element construction and concatenation.

The NEXT+ notation features additional nested block occurrences, where blocks

are now not only circumscribed by groupby blocks, but also by the arguments

of function calls. For instance, in the above production for XQ, the arguments

of FC1, . . . ,FCn,FC’1, . . . ,FC’k,FC” are function blocks nested within the block

given by the outer for –where –groupby –return expression. Just like NEXT

blocks, nested NEXT+ blocks may have free variables bound in their ancestor

blocks. For example, consider the following query Q′ which returns the reviews of

multi-author conference papers that are available on the Web:

for $p in web-available($doc), $r in $p/review

where count($p[conference]/author) > 1 return $r

where the web-available() function may be implemented by concatenating the list

of papers that have an electronic edition (ee) citation page with those appearing

in a table of contents HTML page (url), as in the expression: $doc//paper[ee],

$doc//paper[url]. However, we suppose that the implementation of the function is

not available, hence it cannot be inlined.

Normalization into NEXT+ yields three blocks B1, B2, B3:

B1



for $p in web-available($doc︸︷︷︸
B2

), $r in $p/review

where F


for $a in $p/author

for $c in $p/conference

groupby [$a]

return $a


︸ ︷︷ ︸

B3

groupby {$p}, [$r]

return $r
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where F is the boolean function λN. count(N) > 1 (in lambda notation). Note that

web-available() may return duplicates, as the set of papers having an electronic

edition is not necessarily disjoint from the the set of papers appearing in tables of

contents.

In order to support duplicates and grouping-by-position, we need to modify

accordingly the binding stage presented in Section 2.2 and Table 2.1. The block

attributes in the nested binding tables may in general also contain bags and not

only sets of bindings, as it was the case for pure NEXT. Besides group-by variables,

the table may also contain hidden variables, bound in NEXT+ for- or some-clauses

but not appearing in the groupby list.

〈nps; papers〉

〈np1; paper〉 . . .

〈na1; author〉〈na2; author〉 〈nr1; review〉 〈nc1; conference〉 . . .

〈nv1; Kevin〉 〈nv2; Mary〉 〈nv3; Review1〉 〈nv4; SIGMOD〉 . . .

Figure 2.18: Input XML data for the NEXT+ query Q′

Figure 2.18 shows a modified version of the data from Figure 2.1 in which

the first paper element also has a conference subelement. Suppose that the call to

web-available in Q′ returns np1 followed by a duplicate of np1. Table 2.6 shows the

result of the binding stage. The table for block B1 from Q′ contains all bindings for

the groupby-position $p variable, duplicates allowed, and for each such binding,

all the distinct bindings for $r. The sub-table for B3 includes bindings for the

groupby-value variable $a, but also for the hidden variable $c.

Hidden variables do not contribute to the output of a block, but they must

be taken into account in order to check that the conditions tested by the cor-

responding clauses hold. Hidden variables do not change the cardinality of the

output, as their bindings are nested after all groupby-variables.

When grouping only by value, the semantics was similar to unordered re-

lational algebra with nesting. However, the other forms of grouping, when used
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Table 2.6: Result of binding stage for NEXT+ blocks B1 and B3

B1

{$p} [$r] B3

np1 nr1

[$a] $c
nv1 nc1

nv2 nc1

np1 nr1

[$a] $c
nv1 nc1

nv2 nc1

in queries with ordered semantics, require that the output sequence respect a cer-

tain order: groupby-id sorts in document order and groupby-position sorts by the

position in the original sequence.

Grouping by position (and by id also) could be implemented as in [RSF06],

by introducing new indices for all ordered sequences. In this case, we can keep

using regular sets instead of bags, using the index for disambiguation.

Rewriting NEXT+ Queries Our goals are similar as in the case of pure

NEXT: given a NEXT+ query Q and a set of NEXT+ views V , find a rewriting

R of the Q using V such that the output of R and Q is the same for a given

input XML document. This is an undecidable problem, even for a restriction

of NEXT+ to NEXT queries with function calls, as these can perform arbitrary

complex computations. However, we will restrict ourselves to a weaker notion

of equivalence, in which all functions, including the ones we introduce for non-

NEXT XQuery constructs, are uninterpreted. In this case, to obtain an equivalent

rewriting over all XML instances, function calls have to be matched by exactly

the same function names, only the arguments may differ. It is likely that we could

guarantee completeness under this weaker equivalence, based on the completeness

of our algorithm for NEXT queries.

Increased Complexity Another consequence is that we have to open the

rewriting procedure to be able to deal with free variables, bound in upper blocks,
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as in the example above, in which the variable $p defined in B1 is used in B2. This

extension is not trivial, because, as shown in [DHT04b], verifying equivalence and

containment of XML queries in general may also necessitate comparing tagging

stages that build the output and not only the navigational part, as for NEXT

rewritings using views. And even if we succeed in proving that it is enough to

look at the navigational stages, the increased complexity of the language leads

to an increased worst case time complexity of the rewriting problem and an in-

creased space complexity of the output. That is why optimizations such as the

ones described in section 2.7 can have a significant impact. In addition, by going

to XQuery, we need to guarantee soundness in the presence of list semantics or a

mixture of list and set semantics, order-by clauses and other sorts of expressions

that affect order.

Extending NextRewrite. Since algorithm NextRewrite operates on

nested blocks regardless of how these were created during normalization, only

minimal changes are required. We still use mappings to detect access paths, still

considering ancestor blocks to provide the context for the free variables. However,

we must extend mappings to account for function calls. Our treating functions

as uninterpreted requires extending the definition of mappings in [ODPC06] such

that function calls F (a1, . . . , an) match only against calls of the same function

F (b1, . . . , bn), and only if, recursively, ai is equivalent to bi for each i.

Suppose there exists a view W , a modified version of the view from exam-

ple 2.1.1, which only iterates over the web-available papers:

let $doc := document(‘DBLP.xml’)

for $p in web-available($doc), $r in $p/review

return 〈feedback〉{ $r, (W )

〈authors〉{ $p/author }〈/authors〉
}〈/feedback〉

with the NEXT+ form
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BW
1



for $p in web-available(document(‘DBLP.xml’)︸ ︷︷ ︸
B2

W

),

$r in $p/review

groupby {$p}, [$r]
return 〈feedback〉{ $r,

〈authors〉{

BW
3


for $a in $p/author (NEXTW )

groupby [$a]

return $a

}〈/authors〉
}〈/feedback〉

In our example, the algorithm generates the following candidate rewriting

using the view W :

for $f in document (‘W’)/feedback, $r in $f/review

where count($f/authors/author) > 1 groupby [$r] return $r

Clearly, the more of the query is abstracted to functions, the less mappings

will be discovered, resulting in fewer rewriting opportunities. We take particular

care to maximize these opportunities by abstracting only the truly non-NEXT

query primitives.

The advantage of our approach is twofold. First, we do not reject non-

NEXT queries flat out, performing a best rewriting effort instead. Our approach

combines the benefits of complete rewriting feasible for NEXT and the easy-to-

engineer but incomplete techniques based on isomorphically matching common

sub-expressions between query and view [DFK+04]. Second we enable an extensible

rewriting module, described in Section 2.5.2, which can be incrementally enhanced

by adding partial information about the uninterpreted functions (thus interpreting

them partially).

We also allow for function calls not to be covered by views, as long as the

blocks inside the arguments of these calls are covered. Consider a modified version

of the query from the beginning of this section that returns the entire content of
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web available documents with more than one author:
for $doc in document (“collection′′)/docs/doc

for $p in web-available($doc)

where count($p/author) > 1

return $p
We can rewrite this query with the view document (“collection′′)/docs/doc

that is used to provide bindings for the $doc variable and letting the query perform

the call to the web-available function.

This type of rewritings are especially useful for function calls that are not

expensive [CS99]. A discussion of the cost of user defined functions is beyond the

scope of this dissertation.

There is one more technical detail to deal with when going beyond NEXT:

the topmost expression in a query or a view may not always be a FLWR, hence we

cannot compile it into a tree of groupby -blocks. For the queries, this is easy to

deal with: provided there are no variables bound in the prolog, we can just rewrite

each of the top-most groupby -blocks and then assemble them back in the enclosing

expression. For the views, if the expression enclosing the blocks is invertible, we

can deconstruct it (by applying the inverse) and use each upper block as a separate

view. If it is not invertible, then the view can only be used as a cached function

call, i.e. it can only be used when rewriting a call to the same function and such

that the arguments are equivalent, via mappings, to the arguments of the cached

call.

The soundness of the rewriting algorithm for NEXT+ sketched above fol-

lows from the correctness of the NextRewrite procedure, as each NEXT frag-

ment is treated separate. One consequence of having two levels of nesting is that

the top groupby block of a NEXT fragment may have free variables, whose bind-

ings come from the parent fragment. But this only means that the initial call to

ExpandBlock should not take the empty mapping as argument, but the map-

ping of the variables bound in the upper fragment, similar to how blocks nested

in the return clause get bindings for their free variables. When mapping blocks of

the NEXT fragment, the only thing that changes is that some nodes may repre-

sent function calls. Those nodes need either to be matched recursively by similar
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function calls from the views, or at least their arguments need to be equivalent to

NEXT fragments of the views.

2.5.2 Exploiting Function Properties

As XQuery is a Turing complete language, there is no hope for a rewriting

algorithm with completeness guarantees. The existence of a rewriting is undecid-

ability even for fragments of the language (see Corollary 2.5.1). But the applica-

bility of our tool can be ameliorated by incorporating more information about the

semantics of the functions used in the queries. Capturing semantic properties can

help both to find out new views that could potentially be used in a rewriting (by

inferring new matches) and to deconstruct the output of the views in cases when

they return results of function calls (which is equivalent to inverting the return of

the view).

Extended Matching We propose to introduce function properties through

user-defined equivalences between XQuery expressions. The intended meaning of

such a property is that any subexpression of a query which matches syntactically

one of the sides of the equivalence can be replaced by the other side, keeping the

same bindings for the free variables. From the semantic point of view, function

properties are axioms that delimit classes of functions. Thus, certain rewritings

that were not correct under the assumption of uninterpreted functions may become

valid when additional axioms are considered.

In general, equivalences can be interpreted as encoding transformations

in both directions, left to right and right to left. To avoid rewriting into non

well-formed expressions, we do not allow transformations that introduce new free

variables: for instance in a left to right transformation, all the variables on the

right side must have appeared on the left side.

The following example provides a flavor of how information regarding func-

tions can be captured and used. Consider the query

for $a in document (“G.xml”)/a

for $b in uppercase($a/b) return expr($b)

where exp is some expression depending on $b. If uppercase is treated as uninter-
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preted, then the view

U := document (“G.xml”)/a/b

is dismissed as unusable since there is no match from the view to the query (U

outputs b nodes, while the first loop of the query needs to extract a nodes that

are passed to the expression inside the uppercase function call). Now assume that

we extend the rewriter with the following rule stating that uppercase is applied

independently to all members of its argument:

uppercase(E) ≡ for $v in E return uppercase($v) (2.1)

The simple application of this rule and of the rules in our normalizer trans-

forms the query into

for $a in document (“G.xml”)/a

for $x in $a/b

for $b in uppercase($x) return expr($b)

thus exposing the match with the view pattern and leading to the rewriting

for $a in document (“U”)/b

for $b in uppercase($a) return expr($b)

Equivalence (2.1) expresses the property that applying the uppercase func-

tion to a sequence is the same as concatenating the results of the function on each

item in the sequence, similar to using map plus flatten in a functional programming

language. Other functions such as lowercase, normalize-space etc. may exhibit

similar properties.

Consider now a view defined by a NEXT+ query

W := for $y in document (“G.xml”)/a/b, $z in uppercase($y)

return 〈r〉{$y, $z}〈/r〉
In this case, the $z variable is bound to results returned by the function

and then used in the return clause. If uppercase does not return elements or if the

label of the elements returned by uppercase is not known, then we are not able to

build the navigation into the view output using only tree patterns. As we noticed

in section 2.4.1, inverting return functions may require using additional XQuery

constructs, such as positional expressions. Assuming that a call to uppercase($y)

returns only one item, a possible rewriting using W is:
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for $u in document (“W”)/r[2]

return expr($u)

that uses a positional predicate in order to select the second node from the output

In general, we can easily invert return functions in which variables are

bound either to path expressions or to functions returning singletons and all other

expressions are enclosed in tags, such as a view of the form:

for $x in uppercase(document (“G.xml”)/a)

return 〈r〉{$x}〈q〉{expr($x)}〈q/〉〈/r〉
We may need positional expressions to invert such views in two cases. One

is when the same label appears twice in the same return clause, either in tags of

element constructors (as in the example from section 2.4.1 ) or because there are

variables bound to the same tag. The second case is when variables are bound to

results of function calls, as in the view W above.

Other examples of functional equivalences that appear in practice involve

properties of arithmetic operators. For instance, commutativity of multiplication

$x ∗ $y ≡ $y ∗ $x (2.2)

is needed to enable using the view

for $p in $doc/papers/sigmod/paper, $t in $doc/papers/taxpercentage

return 〈taxes〉{$p, $t ∗ $p/price}〈/taxes〉
for rewriting the query

for $p in $doc/papers/sigmod/paper, $t in $doc/papers/taxpercentage

return 〈total〉{$p/price ∗ $t}〈/total〉
Other common properties such as associativity, symmetry, antisymmetry

and others could be easily expressed by such equivalences.

It is thus natural for the user to specify a set of equivalences that may

interact in a complex way and that could even trigger each other recursively. This

leads to a common problem in rule based system, that of deciding when to stop

a potentially infinite sequence of rewritings or of imposing syntactic restrictions

that would guarantee termination. Choosing between these approaches would

require studying typical use cases, and finding the best trade-off between increasing

expressivity and maintaining rewriting time within acceptable bounds.
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Inverting the Return Functions In NEXT, we only allow return functions

that can be inverted by path navigation. By adding functional equivalences, we

can cover a wider range of inverse functions, similar to the ones implemented in

the BEA AquaLogic DSP [BCL+06, BEA]. As an example, consider a function

mkname with arity 2, building a full-name out of the last-name and first-name of

a person. Suppose there is also a function lname which can retrieve the last-name

from the full-name:

lname(mkname($ln, $fn)) ≡ $ln (2.3)

Then one could use a view that outputs full-names

for $l in $p/lastname/text()

for $f in $p/firstname/text()

return 〈fullname〉{mkname($l, $f)}〈/fullname〉
in order to rewrite the query asking for last-names

for $l in $p[firstname]/lastname/text() return $l

by deconstructing the full-names

for $n in $docV/fullname/text() return lname($n)

Theorem 2.5.2. It is undecidable whether, for a given set of function properties,

there is a mapping from a NEXT+ expression into another.

Proof: The proof follows by reduction from the Post Correspondence Problem

which is known to be undecidable [UH79] for a vocabulary Σ with at least two

symbols.

For a given PCP instance ({ui}1≤i≤n, {wi}1≤i≤n) over Σ, we create the func-

tions u() and w() satisfying the equivalences
u() ≡ u()/α1

i / . . . /α
j
i ui = α1

i . . . α
j
i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n

u() ≡ α1
i / . . . /α

j
i ui = α1

i . . . α
j
i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n

w() ≡ w()/β1
i . . . /β

k
i wi = β1

i . . . β
k
i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n

w() ≡ β1
i / . . . /β

k
i wi = β1

i . . . β
k
i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n

Restrictions Because the general problem is undecidable, we restricted our

attention to common use cases, such as the ones in the examples above, in order
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to be able to match the custom rewriting rules more efficiently. In our optimizer,

equivalences are interpreted as rewriting rules applied from left to right and we

require that the left part be an expression tree rooted at a function or operator

call.

Classification We identified two major classes of equivalences that are useful

in practice, each of them corresponding to a different optimization stage. To all

these equivalences, the restrictions mentioned above apply.

1. normalizer extensions: we allow the user to register extensions to the nor-

malizer, such as Equivalence (2.1), each of them accompanied by a counter.

Starting from the original expression, we run the rewriting rules for a maxi-

mum number of times bounded by each rule’s counter. This style of rewrit-

ings suits optimizers on a mediator that has no cost information concerning

the data sources. For cases in which cost information would be available, with

small changes in the implementation, we could generate equivalent NEXT+

subplans, grouped as alternative choice branches, and choose the one with

the best cost.

2. extended pattern matching: Same properties that are common to many func-

tions, such as the commutativity from Equivalence 2.2 can be built in the

module that matches NEXT+ patterns. Care must be taken to guaran-

tee termination, and not to deteriorate performance. One simple restriction

would be to include only properties described by expressions that do not

bind variables and have only a small number of free variables, the same on

both sides of the equivalence.

3. inverse functions: user-defined inverses are used, when compiling the views,

to generate equivalent choice branches for the patterns of the inverses. For

instance, in the example for Equivalence (2.3) there will be a choice between

two patterns. One is an inverse pattern that simply navigates down a fullname

and can only be matched by a query performing a call to mkname. The second

one, as in the example, navigates down a fullname child, followed by a call to

lname, producing the bindings for $l.
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Implementation We implemented normalizer extensions with associated coun-

ters by adding a pre-normalization stage. This is similar to the stages of our

normalizer, but runs before them, and looks for syntactic matches of user de-

fined rewriting rules against the query plan. A user defined rule has the form

P (free)→ C(free), where P and C are XQuery expressions and free is a set of free

variables. For more clarity and ease of implementation, the free variables have to

be declared in a reserved namespace, http://db.ucsd.edu/freevars, for which there is

a default reserved prefix, free. The rewriter tries to map all variables of P , both

free and bound, into the query, and if such a mapping m exists, it replaces the

matching subexpression with an instantiation of C in which free are replaced by

m(free). And in order to avoid the capture of variables, bound variables from C

are replaced by fresh new ones. The user defined normalization rules can be tested

in our online demo at http://db.ucsd.edu/reform

We are currently studying the usage of inverse functions in data integration

scenarios, and plan to include this type of optimizations into our rewriting engine.

2.6 Taking Order into Account

We know from Corollary 2.5.1 that the rewriting problem is undecidable for

XQuery with list semantics, due to the undecidability of query emptiness [Van05].

This comes to no surprise, as an additional consequence of results from [Van05] is

that query containment for XQuery with ordered semantics is undecidable.

We extended our algorithm to produce rewritings that take order into ac-

count, giving out completeness.

The order of an XQuery’s result corresponds to the order in which variable

bindings are generated in the binding stage. Normalization preserves ordering:

a clause groupby $x, $y, $z can only be obtained if, before normalization, the

for loop binding $x appears before the $y loop, which in turn appears before

the $z loop. Consequently, the order of the variable bindings is induced by the

lexicographic ordering of the variables in the groupby lists. For instance, clause

groupby $x, $y, $z orders the triples of bindings first by the document order of
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the bindings of $x, breaking ties by the order of $y bindings, whose ties are broken

by the order of the $z bindings.

When ordered rewritings are sought, we must preserve the initial ordering

of the query’s groupby variable list x̄Q when replacing them with view variables

x̄V . To this end, we search for an ordering of the view access paths which imposes

on x̄V the order desired for x̄Q. This is not always possible, as illustrated by

Example 2.6.1, which shows a case with an unordered but no ordered rewriting.

EXAMPLE 2.6.1. View V1 below provides an access path for variables $x, $z

of query Q, and V2 an access path for variable $y. Q has no ordered rewriting

using V1 and V2, since the two possible orderings of the view access paths yield the

groupby lists $x, $z, $y and $y, $x, $z, but not the desired $x, $y, $z.

Q: for $x in path1/x, V1: for $x in path1/x, $z in path3/z

$y in path2/y, groupby $x,$z return 〈a〉{$x,$z}〈/a〉
$z in path3/z

groupby $x,$y,$z V2: for $y in path2/y

return E($x,$y,$z) groupby $y return 〈b〉${y}〈/b〉

However, if we change the order in Q’s groupby clause to be ($x,$z,$y), then

a rewriting respecting order is:

R: for $x in document (“V1”)/a/x

$z in document (“V1”)/a/z

$y in document (“V2”)/b/y

groupby $x,$z,$y

return E($x,$y,$z)

Order preservation is considered with respect to the document order in

the input of the original query. More precisely, let us consider the query Q,

with groupby-list [x1 . . . xn] which is rewritten using the views {Vi} with (in-

vertible) return functions {fi}, into R with groupby-list [y1 . . . yn]. The map

copied(yj) = (Vk, v) records that variable yj was created by copying variable v

from the view Vk. Then we ask that the bindings for [x1 . . . xn] be the same as

those for [gi(y1) . . . gi(yn)], where, for copied(yj) = (Vk, v), gi(yj) = f−1
k (v).
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Order can be enforced by modifying the phase 2 of the algorithm (2.4.2)

such that it searches for a rewriting that respects the way group-by lists should be

assembled. If none is found, the algorithm fails.

Theorem 2.6.1. (Soundness of ordered rewritings) The modified algorithm that

enforces an ordering of the view access paths produces an equivalent rewriting under

the ordered semantics or it fails.

Proof: If the ordering is required, groupby-expressions corresponding to the

same access path are adjacent and form a partition of the groupby-list of the

rewriting R, hence also a partition of the columns of the binding table.

To each component, we associate a list of fragments obtained by grouping

each column by the value of the immediately previous field and then keeping only

the values for the fields of the component. We can prove the conclusion of the

theorem by induction on the number of components of R’s table. Inside the first

fragment, binding values are obtained as in the original query Q, because they are

all produced by the same access path (which has a mapping into Q). The same

argument applies for the kth component, supposing the first k − 1 preserved the

order of the binding table of Q.

Let us also note that an unordered rewriting that respects the constraints

upon assembling group-by lists is always a valid ordered rewriting. Phase 3 of

the algorithm does not perform any test for enforcing order and any rewriting

produced by phase 2 that passes the equivalence check is accepted.

2.7 Optimizations

The NEXT rewriting algorithm tries to exploit as much information as

possible by looking at all the ways the views match into the query. This may

lead to rewritings that contain redundancies, some of which can be eliminated

by employing the minimization techniques from [DPX04]. However, that type of

minimization can only treat the rewritten query in isolation. It misses redundancies

across view queries used in the same rewriting.
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One useful optimization is to discard navigation paths that are present both

in the view and in the query and do not have any output expressions. The argument

for the soundness of this transformation is that all the data in the view output

conforms to the navigation conditions in the view query, hence it is redundant to

check them again.

As a simple example, consider the query

let $doc := document (“DBLP.xml′′)

for $a in distinct-values($doc//paper[review]/author)

return $a

over the view V from section 2.5.1

The obtained rewriting would be

for $a2 in distinct-values($docV/feedback[review]/authors/author)

return $a

However, by looking at query V , we notice that the review predicate is

always true, because, by construction, any feedback element contains a review.

Therefore, one can produce the potentially more efficient query

for $a2 in distinct-values($docV/feedback/authors/author)

return $a

Another, more ambitious optimization is to detect redundant navigational

predicates that appear because of redundant paths across views. Suppose that, in

addition to the view V , there is also a view V ′ available:

let $doc := document(’DBLP.xml’)

for $r in $doc//paper/review (V ′)

return 〈feedback〉{ $r }〈/feedback〉

The rewriting of the query from section 2.5.1 using V and V ′ is:

for $f in document (V )/feedback, $r in $f/review

for $f ′ in document (V ′)/feedback, $r′ in $f ′/review

where count($f/authors/author) > 1 groupby [$r] return $r
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But the second for-clause, ranging over the output of V ′ can be discarded, as

the reviews in document (V ′) are exactly the same as the ones in document (V ).

2.8 Experimental Evaluation

As shown in Section 2.4.5, the complexity of our algorithm is determined

by the pattern width, a measure which is typically much smaller than the query

size. Our experiments show that other factors such as query size and number

of views do not affect the rewriting performance significantly, allowing algorithm

NextRewrite to scale up to large numbers of views and large queries.

We implemented a generator of synthetic queries and views which enables us

to control the following parameters: the nesting depth d of the query, the breadth

b (see below) of the patterns in each groupby block, and the number of views.

P l
Q

P l+1
Q

a

doc(input.xml)

  m l

a

doc(input.xml)

  m l
...

a

doc(input.xml)

  m l

a
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  m l+1

a

doc(input.xml)

  m l+1
...
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  m l+1
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  c 2($c1)1  c
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〈/entry〉
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$c1’,$cb’,

BQ
l+2

〈/entry〉

Figure 2.19: General form of synthetic queries and views

The queries. For a given value of d and b, the generator outputs a query

Qd,b as follows. Qd,b has d groupby blocks BQ
1 . . . B

Q
d , such that BQ

l+1 is nested

within BQ
l for each l ∈ [1 . . . d − 1]. The patterns PQ

l and PQ
l+1 of blocks BQ

l ,
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respectively BQ
l+1 are shown in Figure 2.19, using the NEXT notation. They consist

of b basic patterns, where the jth basic pattern navigates from the document root

to an ml child, from there to an a and a cj child. In the figure, we only show

the variable $cj bound to this latter child. We call the breadth of a block the

number of basic patterns it contains. The basic patterns are chained via value-

equalities between the variables binding to a elements. Variables $c1 and $cb are

the groupby-value variables of block BQ
l , and are also output by the return function

fQl . These variables also appear as free variables in block BQ
l+1, which performs

a value-equality join between them and its own groupby-value variables, $c′1 and

$c′b.

The views. We note that the detection of views which are irrelevant to the

query can be done very fast, by establishing the absence of mappings from view into

query. This can be detected early, as soon as some internal operator of the view

pattern plan returns an empty answer. Hence an evaluation of how the algorithm

scales with the number of irrelevant views would produce excellent results but

would not test the real challenges. We avoid irrelevant views by generating views

exclusively from subpatterns of Qb,d.

We start with a view that is identical to the query, and we recursively split

it into smaller views by alternatively halving its depth (the depth of the groupby

tree) and breadth (the number of basic patterns in each groupby block). At each

recursive step, the pattern of the views at each level corresponds to a subpattern

of the original query. Towards a realistic scenario, we force the patterns of the

views to overlap: when obtaining two new blocks B1 and B2 by halving a view

block on its breadth (B1 is the left half), we extend B1’s pattern with a copy of

the leftmost basic pattern of B2.

By construction of the views, the query always has a rewriting.

The platform. Our experiments were all run on a Pentium 4 2.80GHz

running Windows XP with 1GB RAM. The algorithm was implemented in Java.

The measurements. Our experiments show very encouraging results.

Figure 2.20 shows the results of running experiments on patterns as described

above for a number of views between 1 and 128. We display the results for four
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Figure 2.20: Rewriting times for increasing number of views.

configurations, corresponding to the queries Q8,8, Q8,16, Q16,8, Q16,16. In particular,

Q16,16 contains 16 nested blocks, each of whose patterns contains 16 value-equality

conditions and binds 48 variables of which 2 are groupby-value variables. In each

configuration, we measure the rewriting time when increasing the number of views

by successive splits as described above. For 128 views, the test runs in 594 ms for

a query with 16 nested levels and a breadth of 8 basic patterns per level. For the

query of depth 16 and breadth 16 and the same number of views, we measure a

rewriting time of 1250 ms.

Conclusions. While we intend to conduct experiments on real-life queries

and views (the challenge there is to collect query and view specimens actually de-

ployed in applications), our preliminary experiments are quite encouraging. They

show that the algorithm performs well for large queries and large numbers of

overlapping views. The reasons for this performance is the exploitation of the

underlying tree structure for quickly finding mappings. By not considering irrel-

evant views, we generated the worst case scenario for our algorithm in order to

“stress-test” it. In practice, we expect much better behavior, as many views will
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be irrelevant and ruled out immediately.

2.9 Related Work

In XQuery stream processing, [DFK+04] identifies common XQuery subex-

pressions and memoizes in a cache to avoid redundant evaluation. This can be seen

as rewriting the original XQuery using the views in the cache. The test for pattern

equivalence is based on expression isomorphism and thus trades rewriting oppor-

tunities for engineering simplicity. As we discussed, one can maximize rewriting

opportunities within the NEXT/OptXQuery set, while retaining syntactic isomor-

phism for NEXT+/XQuery. NEXT rewriting allows us to match query and view

navigation across XPath sub-expressions, regardless of whether it appears in the

for or the where clause of a query, or as distinct-values argument. None of these

matches are supported by pure syntactic isomorphism.

[BÖB+04, XÖ05] rewrite only the XPath subexpressions of XQueries using

materialized XPath indexes and thus do not face the problems caused by nesting,

equalities, XML construction in the view output, all of which we address in this

chapter.

The type of nesting we address here corresponds in the SQL relational case

to the illegal nesting in the SELECT clause, and was therefore not a focus of

SQL optimization. While this nesting is allowed in OQL, the development of com-

plete algorithms for rewriting OQL queries using views is precluded by the fact

that checking equivalence of nested OQL queries is an open problem even for the

idealized conjunctive OQL sublanguage of [LS97]. We are aware of only one partic-

ular case of view-based OQL rewriting (which however does not involve nesting),

namely rewriting OQL paths using path indexes [Val87, KM90]. Note that other

kinds of XQuery or OQL nesting (within the FOR and WHERE clauses) are eas-

ier to deal with, as it is in most cases translated away using normalization rules

such as in Agora [MFK01] (adopted in our work as well), and the normalization

from [DPX04] for moving nested some loops from the where clause into the for

clause (see NEXTQ).
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[PV99] rewrites semistructured queries using semistructured views in the

context of the semistructured OEM data model. The copy semantics of XQuery’s

construction operators rule out the use of database id’s for assembling the view

data into the query result, as done in [PV99].

In the context of data integration, [YP04] rewrites XQueries under open-

world, “certain answer” semantics using source-to-target constraints. The work

does not address equivalent rewritings in a closed world, which is our setting. The

two settings requires very different algorithms even in the relational case.

In XML publishing, the Agora [MFK01] and MARS [DT03a] systems both

rewrite XQueries using publishing views, but indirectly via a reduction to rewriting

relational queries using relational views (Agora) or constraints (MARS). Conse-

quently, they do not address list and bag semantics. The strength of the two ap-

proaches is to allow mixing of relational and XML models by reducing the XQuery

treatment to a relational one. A benefit of our NEXT-based approach is that, by

exploiting the underlying tree pattern structure, we achieve faster algorithms for

pattern matching. The relational reduction misses this opportunity. Moreover,

Agora and MARS first decorrelate queries into unnested queries. Each unnested

query is then individually rewritten and evaluated using relational techniques and

the results are put together using an outer join. Hence the solution forces the

processor to use decorrelation and outer joins at the physical level. In contrast, we

provide a tool which inputs XQuery and outputs an XQuery rewriting, thus impos-

ing no requirements on the underlying engine, with obvious benefits of portability

and of allowing the cost-based optimizer to subsequently choose a physical level

plan.

The equivalence checker is a basic building block for any rewriting algo-

rithm. There is a significant body of work on equivalence of XPath (tree patterns)

([MS04, AYCLS02, Ram02, DT03b, Woo03, NS03, FFM03]). The only work we

are aware of on equivalence of nested XML queries was reported in [DPX04] and

adopted in this dissertation. While not complete for checking equivalence of entire

queries, the algorithm of [DPX04] is complete for checking equivalence of bind-

ing stages, which is ultimately what we want to rewrite. [DHT04a] completely
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solves checking containment for a class of nested XML queries subsumed by ours.

However, it addresses a containment flavor based on homomorphic embedding

of the resulting XML trees. Unfortunately, equivalence is not reducible to this

kind of containment (two queries may be contained in each other without being

equivalent). Moreover, the test for this containment flavor has inherently higher

complexity (Πp
2-complete if applied to NEXT patterns) than for the binding stage

containment we use (NP-complete in the pattern width). One may wonder how

we check binding stage equivalence under bag semantics, given that containment

under bag semantics is open for conjunctive queries (but Πp
2-hard) and undecidable

for unions thereof [CV93]. Fortunately, in XML nodes have unique identities, and

for a NEXT query, a bag of element values corresponds to a set of their identities,

which allows us to reduce the test to set containment of tuples consisting of values

and identities. Finally, we do not inherit the open problem of checking equivalence

for OQL [LS97]. As shown in [LS97], equivalence and containment are not inter-

reducible, except for OQL queries yielding VERSO relations [AHV95]. These are

essentially obtained as the result of grouping, and therefore are produced by the

bind stage of NEXT queries.

Previous work on containment and minimization of tree patterns has shown

that, if wildcard child navigation is ruled out, then containment is characterized

by a tree pattern mapping from the containing to the contained pattern [MS04,

AYCLS02, Ram02]. Subsequent work on minimization of NEXT queries [DPX04],

extended this result to NEXT patterns. We use the NEXT containment mappings

in our rewriting work for deciding query equivalence.

APPENDIX TO THE CHAPTER

2.A Normalization Rules Beyond OptXQuery
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(R15)

for B1, $V1 in (for B2(where C1)? return E1),B3

(where C2)?

return E2

7→
for B1,B2, $V1 in E1,B3 where C1 and C2 return E2

(R16)

for B1, $V1 in (for B2(where C1)? return E1),B3

(where C2)? return E2

7→
for B1return

for B2, $V1 in E1(where C1)? return

for B3(where C2)? return E2

(R17)

for $V in 〈e〉{E1}〈/e〉where C return E2

7→
if C ′ then (E′2) else ()

C ′ = θ$V 7→〈e〉{E1}〈/e〉(C)

E′2 = θ$V 7→〈e〉{E1}〈/e〉(E2)

(R18)

for B1, let $V := E1,B2

(where C)? return E2

7→
for B1,B′2
(where C ′)? return (E′2)

(* θ$V 7→E1 (E2) substitutes E1 for $V in E2 *)

C′ = θ$V 7→E1 (C)

O′ = θ$V 7→E1 (O)

B′2 = θ$V 7→E1 (B2)

E′2 = θ$V 7→E1 (E2)

(R19)

for $V1 in 〈e〉{E1}〈/e〉 return E2

7→
θ$V1 7→〈e〉{E1}〈/e〉(E2)
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(R20)

for B1, $X in E1/b[P1][P2] . . . [Pn],B2

(where C)?

return E2

7→
for B1, $X in E1/b[P2] . . . [Pn],B2

where bool(P ′1) and C return E2

(* If P1 returns a boolean value. P ′1 is the result of replacing every contextual path expres-

sion p in P1 with $X/p. A contextual path expression p in P1 is a path expression anywhere

in P1 that starts with a QName and is not inside any predicate. bool(P ) = not empty(P )

if P is a single XPath expression; otherwise bool(P ) = P *)

(R21)

for B1, $X in E1/b[P1][P2] . . . [Pn],B2

(where C)? return E2

7→
for B1, $X in E1/b[P2] . . . [Pn],B2

where position ($X) = P ′1 and Creturn E2
(* If P1 returns a numeric value. position ($X) returns the position in the sequence where

the value of $X is bound. P ′1 is the result of replacing every contextual path expression p

in P1 with $X/p. A contextual path expression p in P1 is a path expression anywhere in

P1 that starts with a QName and is not inside any predicate *)

(R22)

PathExpr op Expr

7→
some $V in PathExpr satisfies $V op Expr

op is one of =, ! =, <, <=, >, and >= that are existentially quantified comparisons.

(G13)

for $V in ($V ′ | 〈c〉{E}〈/c〉)where C groupby G

return E

7→
θ$V 7→($V ′ | 〈c〉{E}〈/c〉)(if C then (E′) else ())

(* if $V’ is not defined by let . E′ = θ$Xi 7→expi
(E) for every “expri as $Xi” in G. *)

Chapter 2 is currently being prepared for submission for publication of the

material. Onose, Nicola; Deutsch, Alin; Papakonstantinou, Yannis; Curtmola,
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Emiran; Xu, Yu. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author

of this material.

Chapter 2, in part, is a revised reprint of the material published in SIGMOD

2006. Onose, Nicola; Deutsch, Alin; Papakonstantinou, Yannis; Curtmola, Emiran.

The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of this paper.



Chapter 3

Rewriting XPath Using an

Intersection of XPath Views

ABSTRACT OF THE CHAPTER

In this chapter we consider views and user queries that perform navigation

(XPath) and study the impact of introducing the intersection operator in the

language of the query LQ, of the views LV and of the rewriting LR.

The standard approach for rewriting XPath queries using views consists

in navigating inside a view’s output, thus allowing the usage of only one view in

the rewritten query. Algorithms for richer classes of XPath rewritings, using in-

tersection or joins on node identifiers, have been proposed, but they either lack

completeness guarantees, or require additional information about the data. I iden-

tify the tightest restrictions under which an XPath can be rewritten in polynomial

time using an intersection of views and propose an algorithm that works for any

documents or type of identifiers. As an additional contribution, I analyze the com-

plexity of the related problem of deciding if an XPath with intersection can be

equivalently rewritten as one without intersection or union.

91
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3.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2, all XQuery constructs that are not NEXT primitives are

treated as uninterpreted functions. However, intersecting views to obtain a rewrit-

ing has been heavily used in previous work on relational queries. Initially, inter-

secting XML views was not possible, due to semantics issues, but it was enabled

by recent developments. Hence it is a natural extension to study intersection as a

primitive operation.

In this chapter we study the problem of rewriting queries using views (i.e.,

support for listed sets of services) for queries and views that perform navigation

(corresponding to the XPath fragment of XQuery) and rewritings that can addi-

tionally perform intersection. Then we go further and allow intersection in the

queries and views also. The problem of rewriting queries using an intersection of

views for the entire XQuery is left as future work.

XPath [CD99] is the standard for navigational queries over XML data and

is widely used, either directly, or as part of more complex languages (such as

XQuery [BCF+]). Early research [XÖ05, MS05, TZ05, YLH03] studied the problem

of equivalently rewriting an XPath by navigating inside a single materialized XPath

view. This is the only kind of rewritings supported when the query cache can only

store or can only obtain copies of the XML elements in the query answer, and so

the original node identities are lost.

We have recently witnessed an industrial trend towards enhancing XPath

queries with the ability to expose node identifiers and exploit them using intersec-

tion of node sets (via identity-based equality). This trend is supported by such sys-

tems as [BÖB+04] and has culminated in the new XPath 2.0 standard [BBC+07],

which adds intersection as a first-class primitive. In a more general setting, in-

tersection between collections of nodes can be based not only on physical node

identifiers, but also on logical ids or keys. Research on keys for XML, such as the

ones proposed in [BDF+01], led to the introduction of a special key construct in

the XML Schema [FW04] standard, which allows to uniquely identify a node based

on the result of an XPath expression.

This development enables for the first time multiple-view rewritings ob-
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tained by intersecting several materialized view results. The single-view rewritings

considered in early XPath research have only limited benefit, as many queries with

no single-view rewriting can be rewritten using multiple views.

Our work is the first to characterize the complexity of the intersection-aware

rewriting problem. We identify tight restrictions under which sound and complete

rewriting can be performed efficiently, i.e. in polynomial time, and beyond which

the problem becomes intractable (coNP hard). These restrictions are practically

interesting as they permit expressive queries and views with descendant navigation

and path filter predicates.

As a side-effect of our study of rewriting, we analyze the complexity of the

problem of deciding if an XPath with intersection can be equivalently rewritten

as one without intersection or union, case in which we say it is union-free. We

also study the effect of intersection on the complexity of containment of XPath 2.0

queries.

Prior work on XPath containment derived coNP lower bounds in the pres-

ence of wildcard child navigation, yet showed PTIME for tree patterns without

wildcard [MS04]. In contrast, we show that extending wildcard-free tree patterns

with intersection already leads to intractability.

Running Example. Throughout this chapter we will consider an example

based on XPath queries over a digital library, which consists in a large number of

publications, including scientific papers. A paper is organized into a hierarchy

of sections, which may include, among other things, figures and images, usually

related to the theorems and other results stated in the papers.

Let us assume that there has already been a query v1, that retrieved all

images appearing in sections with theorem statements:

v1 : doc(“L”)//paper//section[theorem]//image

The result of v1 is stored in the cache as a materialized view, rooted at an

element named v1. Later, the query processor had to answer another XPath v2

looking for images inside (floating) figures that can be referenced:

v2 : doc(“L”)/lib/paper//section//figure[caption//label]/image
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The result of v2 is not contained in that of v1, so it was also executed and its

answer cached.

Let us first look at an incoming query q1, asking for all postscript images

that appear in sections with theorems:

q1 : doc(“L”)//paper//section[theorem]//image[ps]

q1 can be easily answered by navigating inside the view v1, using the following

XPath query:

r1 : doc(“v1”)/v1/image[ps]

Now, consider a query q2 looking for the files corresponding to images inside labeled

figures from sections stating theorems:

q2 : doc(“L”)/lib/paper//section[theorem]//figure[caption//label]/image/file

It is easy to see that q2 cannot be answered in isolation using only v1 or only v2,

because, for instance, there is no way to enforce that an image is both in a section

having theorems and inside a labeled figure. However, by intersecting the results

of the two views (assuming they both preserve the identities of the original image

elements), one can build a rewriting equivalent to q2:

r2 : (doc(“v1”)/v1/image ∩ doc(“v2”)/v2/image)/file

Chapter outline. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We

discuss related work in Section 3.5. Section 3.2 introduces general notions and the

rewriting problem. Section 3.3 presents our rewriting algorithm for tree pattern

queries and views, when the rewriting allows an intersection of compensated views,

followed by compensation. Section 3.4 extends the rewriting algorithm to queries,

views and rewritings that can freely mix navigation and intersection. The proofs

of completeness are in Appendix 3.A. Proofs of hardness for cases going beyond

our PTIME fragments are presented in Appendix 3.B.
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3.2 Preliminaries

We consider an XML document as an unranked, unordered rooted tree t

modeled by a set of edges EDGES(t), a set of nodes NODES(t), a distinguished

root node ROOT(t) and a labeling function λt, assigning to each node a label from

an infinite alphabet Σ. Every node n of a tree has a text value text(n), possibly

empty.

We consider XPath queries with child / and descendant // navigation,

without wildcards. We call the resulting language XP , and define its grammar as:

apath ::= doc(“name”)/rpath | doc(“name”)//rpath

rpath ::= step | rpath/rpath | rpath//rpath

step ::= label pred

pred ::= ε | [rpath] | [rpath = C] | [.//rpath]

[.//rpath = C] | pred pred

The sub-expressions inside brackets are called predicates. C terminals stand for

text constants.

Definition 3.2.1 (XP Semantics). The result of evaluating XP expression q over

an XML tree t is defined as a binary relation over NODES(t):

1. [[label]]t = {(n, n′)|(n, n′) ∈ EDGES(t), λT (n′) = label}

2. [[pred]]t = {n|n ∈ NODES(t), pred(n) = true}

Let pred be defined as [rq] or [.//rq] and let tn denote the subtree rooted at n

in t. We say that pred(n) = true iff [[λt(n)/rq]]tn 6= � ( [[λt(n)//rq]]tn 6= �,

resp.). If pred is of the form [rq = C] (or [.//rq = C]) then pred(n) = true iff

text
(
[[λt(n)/rq]]tn

)
= C (or text

(
[[λt(n)//rq]]tn

)
= C, resp.).

3. [[label pred]]t = {(n, n′)|(n, n′) ∈ [[label]]t, n
′ ∈ [[pred]]t}

4. [[rpath1/rpath2]]t = {(n, n′)|(n, n′) ∈ [[rpath1]]t ◦ [[rpath2]]t}

5. [[rpath1//rpath2]]t = {(n, n′)|(n, n′) ∈ [[rpath1]]t ◦EDGES∗(t) ◦ [[rpath2]]t}
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6. [[doc(“name”)/rpath]]t = {(ROOT(t), n) | (ROOT(t), n) ∈ [[rpath]]t}

7. [[doc(“name”)//rpath]]t = {(ROOT(t), n′) | (ROOT(t), n′) ∈ EDGES∗(t) ◦
[[rpath]]t}.

(We suppose that doc(“name”) gives access to the document storing t.)

In the following, we will prefer an alternative representation widely used in

literature, the unary tree patterns [MS04]:

Definition 3.2.2. A tree pattern p is a non empty rooted tree, with a set of nodes

NODES(p) labeled with symbols from Σ, a distinguished node called the output

node OUT(p), and two types of edges: child edges, labeled by / and descendant

edges, labeled by //. The root of p is denoted ROOT(p).

Every node n in p has a test of equality test(n) that is either the empty word ε, or

a constant C. If n is on a path between ROOT(p) and OUT(p), then test(n) is ε.

Any XP expression can be translated into a tree pattern query and vice

versa (see, for instance [MS04]). For a given XP expression q, by pattern(q) we de-

note the associated tree pattern p and by xpath(p) ≡ q the reverse transformation.

The semantics of a tree pattern can be given using embeddings:

Definition 3.2.3. An embedding of a tree pattern p into a tree t over Σ is

a function e from NODES(p) to NODES(t) that has the following properties:

(1) e(ROOT(p)) = ROOT(t); (2) for any n ∈ NODES(p), LABEL(e(n)) =

LABEL(n); (3) for any n ∈ NODES(p), if test(n) = C then text (e(n)) = C;

(4) for any /-edge (n1, n2) in p, (e(n1), e(n2)) is an edge in t; (5) for any //-edge

(n1, n2) in p, there is a path from e(n1) to e(n2) in t.

The result of applying a tree pattern p to an XML tree t is the set:

{(ROOT(t), e(OUT(p))) | e is an embedding of p into t }

Let XP∩ be the extension of XP with respect to intersection, having a

straightforward semantics. The grammar of XP∩ is obtained from that of XP by

adding the rules:

ipath ::= cpath | (cpath)| (cpath)/rpath | (cpath)//rpath

cpath ::= apath | apath ∩ cpath
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Definition 3.2.4 (XP∩ Semantics). XP∩ has the semantics:

• cpath ∩ apath = [[cpath]]t ∩ [[apath]]t

• [[cpath/rpath]]t = {(n, n′)|(n, n′) ∈ [[cpath]]t ◦ [[rpath]]t}

• [[cpath//rpath]]t = {(n, n′)|(n, n′) ∈ [[cpath]]t ◦EDGES∗(t) ◦ [[rpath]]t}

By XP∩ expressions over a set of documents D we denote those that use

only apath expressions that navigate inside the documents D. For a fragment

L ⊆ XP , by L∩ ⊆ XP∩ we denote the XP∩ expressions that use only apath

expressions from L.

Similar to the XP - tree pattern duality, we can represent XP∩ expressions

using the more general DAG patterns :

Definition 3.2.5. A DAG pattern d is a directed acyclic graph, with a set of nodes

NODES(d) labeled with symbols from Σ, a distinguished node called the output

node OUT(d), and two types of edges: child edges, labeled by / and descendant

edges, labeled by //. d has to satisfy the property that any n ∈ NODES(d) is

accessible via a path starting from a special node ROOT(d). In addition, all the

nodes that are not on a path from ROOT(d) to OUT(d) (denoted predicate nodes)

have only one incoming edge.

Every node n in d has a test of equality test(n) that is either the empty word ε, or

a constant C. If n is on a path between ROOT(d) and OUT(d), then test(n) is

always ε.

Figure 3.1(a) gives an example of a DAG pattern. ROOT(d) is the doc(L)

node and OUT(d) is the image node indicated by a square.

Representing XP∩ by DAG patterns. For a query q in XP∩ , we

construct the associated pattern dag(q) as follows:

1. for every apath (XP path with no ∩), dag(apath) is the tree pattern corre-

sponding to the apath .

2. dag(p1 ∩ p2) is obtained from dag(p1) and dag(p2) as follows: (i) provided

there are no labeling conflicts and both p1 and p2 are not empty, by coalescing

ROOT(dag(p1)) with ROOT(dag(p2)) and OUT(dag(p1)) with OUT(dag(p2))

respectively, (ii) otherwise, as the empty pattern.
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Figure 3.1: Running the rules on the example of Section 3.1

3. dag(x/rpath ) and dag(x//rpath ) are obtained as follows: (i) for non-empty

x, by appending the pattern corresponding to rpath to OUT(dag(x)) with a

/- and a //-edge respectively, (ii) as x, if x is the empty pattern.

We state the following theorem, for which the proof is straightforward.

Theorem 3.2.1. For any q ∈ XP∩ and any tree t, q(t) = dag(q)(t).

By a pattern from language L we denote any pattern built as dag(q), for

q ∈ L. Note that a tree pattern is a DAG pattern as well. The notion of embedding

and the semantics of a pattern can be extended in straightforward manner from

trees to DAGs. In the following, unless stated otherwise, all patterns are DAG

patterns.

We say that two tree patterns p1 and p2 are incomparable iff there is no

containment mapping between them.

By the main branch nodes of a pattern d, MBN(d), we denote the set of

nodes found on paths starting with ROOT(d) and ending with OUT(d). We refer

to main branch paths between ROOT(d) and OUT(d) as main branches of d. The

(unique) main branch of a tree pattern p is denoted MB(p). A /-pattern is a tree

pattern that has only /-edges in the main branch. We call predicate subtree of a

pattern p any subtree of p rooted at a non-main branch node.

A prefix p of a tree pattern q is any tree pattern with ROOT(p) = ROOT(q),

m = MB(p) a subpath of MB(q) and having all the predicates attached to the nodes

of m in q. For instance, the pattern shown in Figure 3.1(c) is a prefix of the pattern

of q2, since it has all the nodes of q2, except for the output one.
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A lossless prefix p of a tree pattern q is any tree pattern obtained from q

by setting the output node to some other main branch node (i.e., an ancestor of

OUT(q)). Note that this means that the rest of the main branch becomes a side

branch, hence a predicate.

Definition 3.2.6. A pattern d1 is contained in another pattern d2 iff for any input

tree t, d1(t) ⊆ d2(t). We write this shortly as d1 v d2. We say that d1 is equivalent

to d2, and write d1 ≡ d2, iff d1(t) = d2(t) for any input tree t.

We say that a pattern p is minimal [AYCLS02] if there is no other pattern

p′ ≡ p having less nodes than p.

Definition 3.2.7. A mapping between two patterns d1 and d2 is a function h :

NODES(d1) → NODES(d2) that satisfies the properties 2,5 of an embedding (al-

lowing the target to be a pattern) plus three others: (6) for any n ∈ MBN(d1),

h(n) ∈ MBN(d2); (7) for any /-edge (n1, n2) in d1, (e(n1), e(n2)) is a /-edge in d2.

(8) for any n ∈ NODES(d1), if test(n) = C then test(h(n)) = C;

A root-mapping is a mapping that satisfies (1). An output-mapping is a

mapping h such that h(OUT(p1)) = OUT(p2). A containment mapping denotes a

mapping that is simultaneously a root-mapping and an output-mapping.

Lemma 3.2.1. If there is a containment mapping from d1 into d2 then d2 v d1.

We will also consider the extension XP∪ of XP with respect to union,

having a straightforward semantics. The grammar of XP∪ is obtained from that

of XP by adding the rule:

upath ::= apath ∪ apath.

The semantics of XP∪ is: apath ∪ apath = [[apath]]t ∪ [[apath]]t.

Definition 3.2.8. Given an XP∪ query q corresponding to a union of tree patterns

u = p1∪· · ·∪pn, by the normal form of q (in short, nf(q)) we denote the equivalent

query u′ = pi1∪· · ·∪pik , obtained from u by keeping only the incomparable patterns.

We next prove that one can always reformulate a DAG pattern as a (possibly

empty) union of tree patterns. As in [BFK05], a code is a string of symbols from

Σ, alternating with either / or //.
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Definition 3.2.9 (Interleaving). By the interleavings of a pattern d we denote any

tree pattern pi produced as follows:

1. choose a code i and a total onto function fi that maps MBN(d) into Σ-

positions of i such that:

(a) for any n ∈ MBN(d),LABEL(fi(n)) = LABEL(n)

(b) for any /-edge (n1, n2) in d, the code i is of the form

. . . fi(n1)/fi(n2) . . . ,

(c) for any //-edge (n1, n2) in d, the code i is of the form

. . . fi(n1) . . . fi(n2) . . . .

2. build the smallest pattern pi such that:

(a) i is a code for the main branch MB(pi),

(b) for any n ∈ MBN(d) and its image n′ in pi (via fi), if a predicate

subtree st appears below n then a copy of st appears below n′, connected

by same kind of edge.

Two nodes n1, n2 from MBN(d) are said to be collapsed if fi(n1) = fi(n2), with fi

as above. The tree patterns pi thus obtained are called interleavings of d and we

denote their set by interleave(d).

We say that a pattern d is satisfiable if it is non-empty and the set interleave(d)

is non-empty. By definition, there is always a containment mapping from a satis-

fiable pattern into each of its interleavings. Then, by Lemma 3.2.1, a pattern will

always contain its interleavings. Similar to a result from [BFK05], it also holds

that:

Lemma 3.2.2. A tree pattern p is contained into a rooted DAG pattern d iff there

is a containment mapping from d into p.

Proof Idea. Consider the model mod′p of p in which // edges are replaced

by a sequence /z/ (two child edges), where z is a fresh new label. If p ⊆ d, then

in particular d(mod′p) 6= ∅. Since z is a new label, d can only embed a // edge in

a path fragment containing z.

We will now prove one of the lemmas that lays the theoretical ground for

our study:
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Lemma 3.2.3. Any DAG pattern is equivalent to the union of its interleavings.

Proof: We have to prove containment in both directions. The fact that
⋃
pi ,

for all pi ∈ interleaved, is contained in d follows easily from the way interleavings

are defined. For each pi, defined by a code i = xpath(MB(pi)), function fi, from

the one-to-one mapping φ of i-positions into main branch nodes of pi we can

built a containment mapping ψ from d into pi as follows: for every n ∈ MBN(d),

ψ = φ(fi(n)). By definition, all the predicate subtrees of each n will have an copy

image in pi at node ψ(n). Hence this allows us to define ψ on the predicate subtrees

as well. Moreover, fi preserves all the child/descendant relationships between main

branch nodes. Finally, since pi is a minimal pattern satisfying the conditions of

Definition 3.2.9, it follows easily that the image of ROOT(d) must be the first

position in i. Similarly, the image of OUT(()d) must be the last position of i. This

allows us to conclude that ψ is a containment mapping, and thus by Lemma 3.2.1

we have that
⋃
i pi v d.

We now consider the other inclusion, from d into
⋃
pi. We show that for

any XML tree t and any node n ∈ t such that (ROOT(t), n) ∈ e(t), for some

embedding e of d into t (so e(OUT(d)) = n), we can always find an interleaving pi

and embedding ei of pi in t such that (ROOT(t), n) ∈ ei(t). This would be enough

to conclude the proof of inclusion (and equivalence).

Let p denote the linear path from ROOT(t) to n (endpoints included) and

let c denote the code of p. Let id denote the one-to-one mapping from p to c. Note

that e gives us a mapping id ◦ e from MBN(d) to c, such that all the child/descen-

dant relationships between main branch nodes are accordingly translated in the

ordering of c. Let c′ denote the code obtained from c by: Step 1) replacing by the

empty string all the positions that are not the image of some node n′ ∈ MBN(d)

under e ◦ id, Step 2) replacing any sequence of consecutive /-characters of length

more than 2 (i.e.,“///. . . ”) by the slash-slash sequence (i.e, “//”).

We are now ready to construct the interleaving pi and its embedding ei,

such that (ROOT(t), n) ∈ ei(t).
Let us book keep by a partial function fc the correspondence between used

c positions and c′ positions. Let pi be defined by the code i = c′, and let fi be
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defined by fc ◦ id ◦ e on all the nodes in MBN(d). It is easy to see that i and fi

give indeed an interleaving pi, as it obeys all the conditions and pi is minimal. Let

id′′ denote the one-to-one mapping from MB(pi) into c′. Now, we can define its

embedding ei into t as follows: for all main branch nodes n′ ∈ MB(pi) we have

ei(n
′) = id−1 ◦ f−1

c ◦ id′′. It is easy to see that for any node n′′ ∈ MBN(d) such

that n′i = id′′−1(fi(n
′′)), we have e(n′′) = ei(n

′) so all the predicate subtrees in pi

can be mapped at ei(n
′) for all n′.

Since t and n were chosen at random, this concludes the proof of contain-

ment for d v
⋃
i pi.

For instance, one of the seven interleavings of d in Figure 3.1(a) is the

pattern in Figure 3.1(c) and another one corresponds to the XPath

doc(L)/lib/paper//paper//section[theorem]//figure[caption[.//label]]/image

The following also holds:

Lemma 3.2.4. If a tree pattern is equivalent to a union of tree patterns, then it

is equivalent to a member of the union.

Definition 3.2.10. Given a DAG pattern p, by the normal form of p we denote

the union nf(
⋃
i pi|pi ∈ interleave(p)).

Note that the set of interleavings pi of a DAG pattern p can be exponentially

larger than p. Indeed, it was shown that the XP∩ fragment is not included in XP

(i.e, the union of its interleavings cannot always be reduced to one XP query by

eliminating interleavings contained in others) and that a DAG pattern may only

be translatable into a union of exponentially many tree patterns (see [BFK05]).

Definition 3.2.11. We say that a DAG pattern is union-free iff it is equivalent

to a single tree pattern.

By Lemmas 3.2.3 and 3.2.4, a satisfiable pattern is union-free iff it has an

interleaving that contains all other possible interleavings.

The rewriting problem. Given a set of views V , defined by XP queries

over a document D, by DV we denote the set of view documents {doc(“V ”)|V ∈ V},
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in which the topmost element is labeled with the view name. Given a query

r ∈ XP∩ over the view documents DV , we define unfold(r) as the XP∩ query

obtained by replacing in r each doc(“V ”)/V with the definition of V .

We are now ready to describe the view-based rewriting problem. Given a

query q and a finite set of views V over D in a language L ⊆ XP , we look for

an alternative plan r, called a rewriting, that can be used to answer q. We define

rewritings as follows:

Definition 3.2.12. For a given document D, an XP query q and XP views V over

D, a rewrite plan of q using V is a query r ∈ XP∩ over DV . If unfold(r) ≡ q,

then we also say r is a rewriting.

According to the definition above and the definition of XP∩ , a rewriting r is

of the form I = (
⋂
i,j uij), I/rpath or I//rpath, with uij of the form doc(“Vj”)/Vj/pi

or doc(“Vj”)/Vj//pi. We say a rewriting r is minimal if all pi and all rpath ’s are

minimal.

Lemma 3.2.5. A rewrite plan can be evaluated over a set of view documents DV

in polynomial time in the size of DV .

Proof: We will just sketch the main idea of the proof. Consider a rewrite plan

r over a set of view documents DV . The plan itself gives an evaluation strategy that

is polynomial. We start from the document nodes and navigate from each of them

down to the closest intersection node. All navigations can be done in PTIME, as

they can be seen equivalently as tree patterns. We can prove, by induction on the

structure of r, that the input of each intersection node is polynomial, hence its

input is also polynomial, because the result is always a set (arity equals 1), and it

has at most as many elements as the largest of its inputs. Hence the size of each

intermediate result is bounded by the size of the largest view. Since the number

of steps, navigation and intersections, is constant w.r.t. t (it is proportional to the

size of |r|), the overall computation is polynomial in DV .

Completeness. In the following, by saying that an algorithm is complete

for rewriting L ⊆ XP , we mean that it solves the rewriting problem for queries

and views in L.
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3.3 Rewriting Algorithm

Our approach for testing the existence of a rewriting (algorithm Rewrite)

is the following: for each rewrite plan r using views that satisfies certain conditions

w.r.t the query q, we test whether its unfolding is equivalent to q. We show that the

number of plans to be considered depends only on the size of (the main branch)

of q, and is thus linear. Testing equivalence between the tree pattern q and a

DAG pattern d corresponding to the unfolding of r will be the central task in

our algorithm. As the plans/DAGs to be considered will always contain q, testing

equivalence will amount to testing the opposite containment, of d into q.

However, Lemmas 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 imply that equivalence holds iff d has an

interleaving pi such that d ≡ pi ≡ q. From this observation, a näıve approach for

the rewrite test would be to simply compute the interleavings of unfold(r) (a union

of interleavings), check that this union reduces by containments to one interleaving

pi (union-freedom), and that pi is equivalent to q. We devise an algorithm for com-

puting the interleavings and testing union-freedom that avoids the näıve approach.

It is based on a set of rewrite rules R1-R8 that simulate transformation steps of

d (algorithm Apply-Rules). Each rule application will produce an equivalent

pattern that is one step closer to an interleaving that contains all others, if such a

one exists. This rule-based algorithm is sound and becomes a decision procedure

for union-freedom under practically relevant restrictions.

Apply-Rules is then used in the Rewrite algorithm. While the sound-

ness of Rewrite will follow from the soundness of Apply-Rules, we show that

it is also a decision procedure.

We next detail the algorithm that rewrites q using views V :
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Rewrite(q,V)

1 Prefs ← {(p, {(vi, bi)}) | vi ∈ V , p a lossless prefix of q, bi ∈ MB(p),

∃ a mapping h from ui=pattern(vi) into p, h(OUT(ui)) = bi}
2 for (p,W ) ∈ Prefs

3 do let V ′ ← {compensate(v, p, b) | (v, b) ∈ W}
4 let r be the XP∩ query

(⋂
vj∈V ′ vj

)
5 let d be the DAG corresponding to unfold(r)

6 Apply-Rules(d)

7 if d v p

8 then return compensate(r, q,OUT(p))

9 return fail

Apply-Rules(d)

1 repeat

2 repeat apply R1 to d

3 until no change

4 repeat apply R2-R8 to d, in arbitrary order

5 until no change

6 until no change

For a pattern d and node n ∈ MBN(d), by SPd(n) we denote the subpattern

rooted at n in d. The compensate function generalizes the concatenation operation

from [XÖ05], by copying extra navigation from the query into the rewrite plan.

For r ∈ XP∩ and a tree pattern p, compensate(r, p, n) returns the query obtained

by deleting the first symbol from x=xpath(SPp(n)) and concatenating the rest to

r. For instance, the result of compensating r = a/b with x = b[c][d]/e is the con-

catenation of a/b and [c][d]/e, i.e. a/b[c][d]/e. At line 8, if p is q itself, compensate

returns just r, because all needed navigation had already been added at 3.

We also consider two modified versions of Rewrite :

All-Rewrites – same code as Rewrite with the modifications: (i) re-

place line 2 with: (2′) for (p, U) ∈ Prefs for W ⊆ U (ii) remove line 9 and (iii)

continue to run even when the return at line 8 is reached.
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Efficient-Rw – same code as Rewrite , except line 7, which becomes:

(7′) if d is a tree then if d v p.

We mention that at line 3 in the code, some elements of V ′ may be redundant

and can be discarded. For space reasons, we do not discuss such optimizations.

We will prove that the result of Apply-Rules is always equivalent to the

original DAG. This implies that Rewrite gives a sound algorithm for the rewriting

problem, and we will show it is also a decision procedure.

3.3.1 The Rewrite Rules.

We present the rules R1-R8 as pairs formed by a test condition, which

checks if the rule is applicable, and a graphical description, which shows how the

rule transforms the DAG. The left-hand side of the rule description will match

main branch nodes and paths in the DAG. If the matching nodes and paths verify

the test conditions, then the consequent transformation is applied on them. Each

transformation either (i) collapses two main branch nodes n1, n2 into a new node

n1,2 (which inherits the predicate subtrees, incoming and outgoing main branch

edges), (ii) removes some redundant main branch nodes and edges, or (iii) appends

a new predicate subtree below an existing main branch node.

Notation. We use the following notation in the graphical illustration of our

rewrite rules: linear paths corresponding to part of a main branch are designated

in italic by the letter p, nodes are designated by the letter n, the result of collapsing

two nodes ni, nj will be denoted ni,j, simple lines represent /-edges, double lines

represent //-edges, simple dotted lines represent /-paths, and double dotted lines

represent arbitrary paths (may have both / and //). We only represent main

branch nodes or paths in the graphical description of rules (predicates are omitted).

An exception is rule R5, where we refer to a subtree predicate by its XP expression

[Q]. We refer to the tree pattern containing just a main branch path p simply by

p, and to the tree pattern having p as main branch by TPd(p). We represent by

a rhombus main branch paths that are not followed by any / (main branch) edge.

Paths include their end points.

Test Conditions. In the test conditions, we say that a pattern d is imme-
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diately unsatisfiable if by applying to saturation Rule R1 on it we reach a pattern

in which either there are two /-paths of different lengths but with the same start

and end node, or there is a node with two incoming /-edges λ1/λ and λ2/λ, such

that λ1 6= λ2. Note that the test of immediate unsatisfiability is just a sufficient

condition for the unsatisfiability of the entire DAG.

For a main branch path p in d, given by a sequence of nodes (n1, . . . , nk),

we define TPd(p) as the tree pattern having p as main branch, n1 as root and nk

as output, plus all the predicate subtrees (from d) of the nodes of p.

Definition 3.3.1. We say that two /-patterns p1, p2 are similar if (a) their main

branches have the same code, and (b) both have root mappings into any /-pattern

p12 built from p1, p2 as follows:

1. choose a code i12 and a total onto function f12 that maps the nodes of m12 =

MBN(p1) ∪MBN(p2) into i12 such that:

(a) for any node n in m12, LABEL(f12(n)) = LABEL(n)

(b) for any /-edge (n1, n2) in the main branch of p1 or p2, the code i12

contains f12(n1)/f12(n2)

2. build the minimal pattern p12 such that:

(a) i12 is a code for the main branch MB(p12),

(b) for each node n in MBN(p1) ∪ MBN(p2) and its image n′ in MB(p12)

(via f12), if a predicate subtree st appears below n then a copy of st

appears below n′, connected by the same kind of edge.

Two /-patterns that are not similar are said to be dissimilar. We can test

whether two /-patterns are similar in linear time, since there are at most |p1|× |p2|
such p12 constructs.

For two nodes n1, n2 ∈ MBN(d), such that λd(n1) = λd(n2) = λ, by

collapsed(n1, n2) we denote the DAG obtained from d by replacing n1 and n2 with

a λ-labeled node n1,2 that inherits the incoming and outgoing edges of both n1 and

n2. We say that two nodes n1, n2 are collapsible iff they have the same label and

the DAG pattern collapsed(n1, n2) is not immediately unsatisfiable.

We have now all the ingredients to present the rewrite rules:

R1 This rule triggers when λd(n1) = λd(n2)
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n1,2

(R1.ii)

n1,2

(R1.i)

n1
n2

n1 n2

R2 This rule triggers if n1 and n2 are not collapsible and n2 is not reachable

from n1 (resp. n1 is not reachable from n2, in the case of R2.ii).

n1

n1

n2n2

n1
n1

n2

n2

(R2.ii)

(R2.i)

R3 i) This rule triggers if the following conditions hold:

• p1 ≡ p2,

• p2’s nodes have only one incoming main branch edge,

• TPd(p2) root-maps into TPd(p1).

p2p
1

n1 n2 n1,2

p
1

p2

R3 ii) This rule triggers if the following conditions hold:

• p1 ≡ p2,

• p2’s nodes have only one outgoing main branch edge,

• TPd(p2) root-maps into TPd(p1).

p2 p
1

n1n2
n1,2

p
1

p2

R4 i) The rule triggers if the following conditions hold for all nodes n4:

• n3 has one incoming main branch edge, all other nodes of p2 have one

incoming and one outgoing main branch edge,

• there exists a mapping from TPd(p2) into SPd(n1), mapping all the

nodes of p2 into nodes of p1.
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• the path p2//n4 does not map into p1.

p2p
1

{n4}

p
1

{n4}

n1

n3

n1 n2

R4 ii) This rule triggers if the following conditions hold for all nodes n4:

• n3 has only one outgoing main branch edge, all the other nodes of p2

have one incoming and one outgoing main branch edge,

• there exists a mapping from TPd(p2) into TPd(p1), mapping all the

nodes of p2 into nodes of p1.

• the path n4//p2 does not map into p1.

p2 p
1

n1
n2

{n4}

p
1

{n4}

n1

n3

R5 This rule triggers if the following conditions hold:

• n2 and n3 are collapsible and p1 ≡ p3,

• pattern(λd(n2)[Q]) does not have a root-mapping into SPd(n2),

• for any node n4 in p2 such that d′ = collapsed(n4, n3) is not immediately

unsatisfiable, pattern(λd(n2)[Q]) has a root mapping into SPd′(n2),

• if there is no path from n3 to a node of p2, there has to be a root-mapping

from pattern(λd(n2)[Q]) into the pattern obtained from TPd(p2) by ap-

pending [Q]’s pattern, via a //-edge, below the node OUT(TPd(p2)).

(Special case: p1 and p3 empty.)

n2 n3[Q]

p2

p1
p3

n2 [Q] n3[Q]

p2

p1 p3

R6 This rule triggers if the following conditions hold
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• n3, n4 have only one incoming main branch edge, all other nodes of p1

and p2 have one incoming and one outgoing main branch edge,

• TPd(p1) and TPd(p2) are similar.

p2p1

n1 n2 n1,2

p1 p2

n3 n4
n3

n4

R7 This rule triggers if the following holds:

• the nodes of p2 have only one incoming and one outgoing main branch

edge,

• there exists a mapping from TPd(p2) into TPd(p1), such that the nodes

of p2 are mapped into nodes of p1.

(Special case: p2 is a //-edge in parallel with p1.)

p2p1 p1

R8 This rule triggers if in any possible mapping of p2 into p1 the image of n2 is

n1.

p2n1p1 n2 n1,2

Some of the rules, such as R3 and R6, could safely collapse more than one

node, without changing any of the results in Section 3.3.2. We opted for the current

version for ease of presentation.

We illustrate in Figure 3.1 how we take the unfolding of the intersection of

the views v1 and v2 from the example in Section 3.1 and rewrite it into a prefix of

q2 (see Figure 3.1.(c)). Then, line 8 in algorithm Rewrite adds the navigation

/file and the rewriting r2 that we intuitively discovered is computed.

3.3.2 Formal Guarantees

Using Lemma 3.3.1, we first show that algorithm Rewrite (and Efficient-

Rw and All-Rewrites ) is sound, i.e. it gives no false positives.
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Theorem 3.3.1. If algorithm Rewrite (or Efficient-Rw or All-Rewrites)

returns a DAG pattern r, then unfold(r) ≡ q.

To prove the theorem, we will use a few intermediary results.

Lemma 3.3.1. The application of any of the rules from the set R1-R8 on a DAG

d produces another DAG d′ ≡ d.

Proof: Each rule r in our set has an associated function fr that takes a DAG

d as input and outputs another DAG fr(d) that is the result of applying r to d.

We divided the proof in two parts: Lemma 3.3.2 gives the containment fr(d) v d

and Lemma 3.3.3 d v fr(d).

Lemma 3.3.2. For every rule r, fr is a containment mapping.

Lemma 3.3.3. For a rule r, a DAG d and a document t, if d has an embedding e

in t and r is applicable to d, then fr(d) has also an embedding e′ into t such that

e(OUT(d)) = e′(OUT(fr(d))).

Proof: R1.i, R1.ii: n1 and n2 belong to two different main branches, but

they have a common parent n. (Remember that all paths depicted in the rules are

part of main branches.) Remember also that, by the definition of a main branch,

the branches of n/n1 and n/n2 have at least one common node below n: OUT(d).

Then, in any embedding e of d into a tree t, n/n1 and n/n2 need to map in the

same path of t and it must be true that e(n1) = e(n2) = x, where x ∈ NODES(t).

Thus there is also an embedding e′ from fR1(d) into t that maps n1,2 into x and is

equal to e on all the other nodes.

R2.i: Let n0 be the parent of n1 and n2. From the condition that n1 and

n2 are not collapsible, we infer that either they have different labels, or the pattern

obtained by trying to collapse n1 and n2 is immediately unsatisfiable. Both cases

imply that, for an embedding e into t, we cannot have e(n1) = e(n2). The former

case is obvious. For the latter, supposing that e(n1) = e(n2) = x, we observe that

the beginning of main branches under n1 and n2, formed only by /-edges, call them

pn1 and pn2 respectively, need to map into the same nodes under x (as all main

branches have at least one common ending point, OUT(d), and we are mapping
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them into a tree). Then the pattern obtained by collapsing n1 and n2 would also

have an embedding into t, that can be computed from e by equating nodes n1 and

n2. But this contradicts the assumption that the pattern obtained by trying to

collapse n1 and n2 is immediately unsatisfiable. Hence, for an embedding e into t,

e(n1) 6= e(n2), and, since e(n1) has to be a child of e(n0), e(n2) has to be a strict

descendant of e(n1). This guarantees that n0/n1//n2 will also map into t if d does.

R2.ii: The proof is very similar to the one for R2.i

R3.i: Let n0 be the parent of n1 and n2. For convenience, let us first rename

n1 by n′1 and n2 by n′′1, let p1 be defined by the sequence of nodes (n′1, . . . , n
′
k) and let

p2 be defined by the sequence of nodes (n′′1, . . . , n
′′
k). We know that λd(n

′
i) = λd(n

′′
i ),

for each i = 1, k.

Note that by applying R1 to saturation (after R3.i) all the pairs (n′i, n
′′
i )

will be collapsed. By fR3i(d) we denote directly the result of R3i followed by these

R1 steps. Let nii ∈ MBN(fR3i(d)) denote the node that results from the collapsing

of the (n′i, n
′′
i ) pair.

First, if the two main branches n1/p1 and n1//p2 contain the output node,

for any embedding e, e(n′1) needs to be equal to e(n′′1) and likewise, for each i the

image of n′i needs to be equal to the one of n′′i . The reason is that the two branches

have the same endpoints (n0 and OUT(d)), the same length and, since p1 has no

//-edge, n0/p1 needs to be isomorphic to the path from e(n0) to e(OUT(d)). Thus,

it is obvious that by merging each n′i and n′′i we obtain a pattern that also has an

embedding, if d does, and it maps OUT(d) into the same node.

Let us now assume that p2 ends above OUT(d). Let m be the function from

d into d that maps TPd(p2) into SPd(n2) and is the identity everywhere else (in

particular, m(p2) = p1). We can show that e ◦m is another embedding of d into

t, one that takes each pair n′i, n
′′
i into the same image and preserves the image of

the output. The main reason is that p1 and p2 contain only /-edges, hence they

can map only into a sequence of /-edges in t. And since the branches containing

p1 and p2 respectively both start at n1 and meet at OUT(d) or at some other node

above it, they have to map into the same path p of t, from e(n0) to e(OUT(d)).

So e(n′1) is either above or equal to e(n′′1), because n′1 is connected by a /-edge to
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its parent n0). But then all the nodes on p1 map above or in the same place in

p as the nodes of p2; in particular e(n′k) is above the image of any main branch

node n that is //-child of n′′k. Therefore e ◦m satisfies the condition imposed by

the //-edge between n′′k and n. All the other conditions for showing e ◦ m is an

embedding follow directly from the fact e is an embedding. The image of OUT(d)

is the same in e ◦m and e, since OUT(d) is not part of p2.

We argue now that e ◦ m is also an embedding for the DAG d′ obtained

from d as follows: (a) for each i, append the predicate subtrees of n′′i below n′i, (b)

remove the edge n0/n
′′
1 and the tree pattern SPd(p2), and (c) connect the dangling

incoming //-edges of children of n′′k to nk. (By the test conditions these must be

the only dangling edges.)

But fR3i(d) has a straightforward mapping h into d′, as h = {nii 7→
n′i;x 7→ x elsewhere }, hence we obtain the desired embedding e′ as h ◦ e ◦ m,

with e′(OUT(fR3i(d))) = e(OUT(d)).

R3.ii: We can use the same idea as for R3.i.

R4.i: Let n0 be the parent of n1 and n2. Suppose that d has an embedding

e into a tree t. p1 and p2 are parts of main branches starting from n0 and ending

in a common node, at or above OUT(d). Hence, if d has an embedding e into a

tree t, the nodes of p1, of p2 and each n4 must all map into the same path p of t.

Moreover, since n0/p1 has only /-edges, it is necessarily isomorphic to the fragment

of p starting at n0 and of length |p1|+ 1.

Let n5 be the end node of p1 and n6 the end node of p2. With necessity,

either there is a node n′ ∈ p1 such that e(n6) = e(n′) or e(n6) is below e(n5). In

the former case, we can show that for any n4 there is no node n′′ of p1 such that

e(n′′) = e(n4). For a given n4, let us assume that such a node n′′ exists. Since p1

is isomorphic to e(p1), and the mapping of p2//n4 through e would imply also a

mapping of p2//n4 into a suffix of p1, this leads to a contradiction. Since n0/p1 is

isomorphic to the beginning of p, it means that e(n4) is below e(n5). But then we

can also map all nodes of fR4i(d) exactly following e because e verifies the condition

imposed by the //-edge between p1 and n4 and the part that was removed (p2) was

not connected to other main branches. Moreover, the image of the output is the
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same, because OUT(d) is below p1 and fR4i(d) keeps all nodes under p1 unchanged.

If e(n6) is below e(n5) in t, then, following the same reasoning, we can argue

that e can be reused to map the nodes of fR4i(d) into t.

R4.ii: Proof similar to R4.i: here the rule’s test condition guarantees that,

in any embedding, the beginning of p1 is mapped below n4.

R5: Let st denote the subtree predicate introduced by fR5(d) on n2, and

let st′ denote its copy under n3. Given the embedding e of d in t, there are three

possible cases:

• the image of n3 is the same with the image of n2,

• the image of n3 is the same with the image of some other node n4 from p2,

• the image of n3 is below the image of any node from p2.

In the first case, e gives immediately an embedding e′ of fR5(d) in t, since

st′ has already an image in the subtree rooted at e(n3).

In the second case, we can first conclude that the DAG pattern d′ =

collapsed(n4, n3) must not be immediately unsatisfiable. This is because e gives

also an embedding e′′ from d′ in t, one that maps the node n3,4 into e(n3) = e(n4).

Let us now consider the tree pattern p = pattern(λd(n2)[Q]), which modulo renam-

ing is the pattern formed by the main branch node n2 and the predicate subtree

st. Since we know that p maps into SPd′(n2), by some mapping f , we can also

build a containment mapping f̃ from fR5(d) into d′, defined as follows: (a) n3 and

n4 have the same image, n3,4, (b) f̃ = f(n) for all the nodes n of st and (c) f̃ is

the identity mapping for all the other nodes. Finally, we obtain the embedding e′

as the composition e′′ ◦ f̃ .

In the third case, let us consider the DAG pattern d′ obtained from d by

appending the pattern of Q below OUT(TPd(p2)), via a //-edge (as described in

the rule condition). Note that since the image of n3 under e is below the image of

any node from p2, we can easily obtain from e an embedding e′′ from d′ into t.

Moreover, by the test condition, we have a root-mapping f from

pattern(λd(n2)[Q]) into the modified pattern, TPd′(p2). From f we will construct

a mapping f̃ from fR5(d) in d′.
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Let st be new subtree predicate in fR5(d), corresponding to [Q] at node n2.

We define f̃ from fR5(d) in d′as follows: (a) f̃ is the identity function for nodes

outside st and (b) f̃(n) = f(n) for all the nodes n ∈ st.

Finally, by the composition e′′ ◦ f̃ we obtain an embedding of fR5(d) into t.

R6: Let n0 be the parent of n1 and n2. For convenience, let us first rename

n1 by n′1 and n2 by n′′1, let p1 be defined by the sequence of nodes (n′1, . . . , n
′
k) and let

p2 be defined by the sequence of nodes (n′′1, . . . , n
′′
k). We know that λd(n

′
i) = λd(n

′′
i ),

for each i = 1, k.

As mentioned, our rule-rewriting algorithm would behave in the same way

if R6 collapsed the entire p1 and p2 paths. To simplify the presentation of the rules,

we delegated to R1 this task. However, to simplify the presentation of the proof,

we will consider the pattern d′′, representing the result of applying R6 followed

by these R1 steps. Let nii ∈ MBN(d′′) denote the node that results from the

collapsing of the (n′i, n
′′
i ) pairs. It is easy to see that there is always a mapping h

from fR6(d) into d′′, given by the composition of the applications of fR1 that merge

all these (n′i, n
′′
i ) pairs. Hence, it is sufficient to show that for any embedding e of

d into a tree t, there is an embedding e′ of d′′ into t, which guarantees that h ◦ e′

is an embedding of fR6(d) into t.

Let us consider any embedding e of d in a tree t. We have three possible

cases:

• the image of n′1 is the same with the image of n′′1,

• the image of n′1 is above the image of n′′1,

• the image of n′′1 is above the image of n′1.

In the first case, e gives immediately an embedding e′ of d′′ into t, since the

nodes of p1 and p2 have the same images.

In the second case, let e(p1) denote the image of p1 in t. We show that the

function e′ from d′′ into t which: (a) for each i maps nii into e(n′i), and (b) maps

n into e(n) for all the nodes n outside TPd(n11/ . . . /nkk), can be extended to a

full embedding of d′′ into t. For that, we must show that all the predicate subtrees

rooted at nii nodes can be mapped in the subtree rooted at e(n′i). Since predicate
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subtrees from n′i obviously have an image at e(n′i), e
′ is defined by e on these nodes.

What remains is to describe e′ over the predicates subtrees that originate at n′′i

nodes.

Since TPd(p1) and TPd(p2) are similar, we always have a root-mapping from

both /-patterns into any p12, as given in Definition 3.3.1. Note that the embedding

e (as any other embedding of d in general) imposes an order on the nodes of p1

and p2, consistent with their /-edges. We can thus always find an associated p12

/-pattern that has an embedding in the subtree rooted at e(n′1) in t. Let the /-

pattern fixed in this way be p and let his embedding into the subtree rooted at

e(n′1) be e′′. Let f2 be the root-mapping of TPd(p2) into p (by definition, we can

always find such an f2).

Finally, we can define e′ over the predicates subtrees of nii’s that originate

at n′′i ’s using the composition e′′ ◦ f2.

Since predicate subtrees from n′i obviously have an image at e(n′i), e
′ is

defined by e on these nodes. Moreover, since TPd(p1) and TPd(p2) are similar, by

definition it means that we can also map

By symmetry, the third case can be handled in the same manner.

R7: Let n3 and n4 denote the end points of p2, let n1 denote the common

parent of p1 and p2 and let n2 denote the image of n3 under the mapping from

TPd(p2) into SPd(p1).

Since n3, n4 and p2 are not connected to any other parts of the DAG, for

any embedding e into a tree t, the restrictions e′ of e to NODES(d) \ {n|n ∈ p2} is

a partial embedding into t (because n3, n4, p2 do not affect the conditions needed

to embed the other nodes of d are still satisfied). But e′ is a total embedding for

fR7(d) and e′(OUT(fR7(d))) = e′(OUT(d)) = e(OUT(d)).

R8: Let n0 denote the common parent of the two branches in parallel, and

let n3 denote their common child node. As the branches of p1 and p2 are fragments

of main branches between the nodes n0 and n3, and n0/p1/n3 has only /-edges,

we can argue, as for R7, that for any embedding e into a tree t, p1 and e(p1) are

isomorphic. Also, e(p2) ⊆ e(p1), as the nodes of e(p2) must lie on the same path

fragment, between e(n0) and e(n3). Since p1 → e(p1) is an isomorphism, there is an
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inverse mapping i from e(p1) into p1 which is surjective. But e(p1) ⊃ e(p2), hence

g = i ◦ e is a mapping from p2 into a suffix of p1. As we assumed the conditions of

R8 to be satisfied, it follows that g(n2) = n1 ⇔ e(n2) = e(n1), for any embedding

e. But then, if we take

e′(x) =

{
e(n1)(= e(n2)), if x = n1,2

e(x), otherwise

e′ will be an embedding for fR8(d) with e′(OUT(fR8(d))) = e(OUT(d)).

Proof: (Lemma 3.3.1) Lemma 3.3.2 implies that, for every rule r and DAG

d, fr(d) v d and 3.3.3 that d v fr(d). Hence d ≡ fr(d).

Proof: (Theorem 3.3.1) By construction d = dag(unfold(r)) is such that it

maps into pattern(q), hence, by Lemma 3.2.1, q′ v d, where q′ is q modified to

have its output at the last main branch node of the prefix p.

By Lemma 3.3.1, every rule application preserves equivalence. Hence the

final d is equivalent to the d initially built. Let r′ be the rewriting returned at

line 8. Since r′ is just r with, possibly, some more navigation, and navigation is

monotonic, then d v p guarantees that unfold(r′) v q. We already knew that d

had a containment mapping into q′. Then, the last compensation just “moves”

the output node lower, and guarantees that q v unfold(r′). Hence unfold(r′) ≡
pattern(q).

Moreover, it is also complete, in the sense described in Section 3.2.

Theorem 3.3.2. (1) Algorithm Rewrite is complete for rewriting XP . (2) If

the input query q is minimal, All-Rewrites finds all minimal rewritings.

Rewrite runs in worst-case exponential time as it uses a containment

check (line 7) that is inherently hard:

Theorem 3.3.3. Containment of a query d ∈ XP∩ into a query p ∈ XP is

coNP-complete in |d| and |p|.

Proof: To show that our problem is in coNP we can use an argument similar

to the one used in [NS06] for the case of XPath with disjunction. We know that
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nf(d) = U , where U is a union of queries from XP . A non-deterministic algorithm

that decides d 6⊆ p guesses u ∈ U (without computing U), making a certain choice

at each step of interleaving. Then, it checks that u 6⊆ p, which can be done in

PTIME as u, p ∈ XP .

The hardness part is proven by reduction from the 3DNF-tautology prob-

lem [GJ79], which is known to be coNP-complete. We start from a 3DNF formula

φ(x̄) = C1(x̄)∨C2(x̄)∨ . . . Cm(x̄) over the boolean variables x̄ = (x1, . . . xn), where

Ci(x̄) are conjunctions of literals.

Out of φ we build d ∈ XP ∩,∪ and p ∈ XP over

Σ = {x1, . . . , xn, b, v, true, false, yes} such that φ is a tautology iff d ⊆ p.

Intuitively, d will encode all possible truth assignments for φ.

We build d by intersecting two branches, based on the following gadgets

(illustrated in Figure 3.2):

1. the pattern x1[yes]//x2[yes]//...//xn[yes] (denoted T )

2. the pattern x1[true]/x1[false]/x2[true]/x2[false]/ . . . /xn[true]/xn[false] (de-

noted S)

3. for each clause Ci, the pattern obtained from x1/a/x1/a/x2/a/ . . . /xn/a/xn/a

by putting the [yes] predicate below each of the 3 nodes corresponding to

the literals of Ci (this pattern is denoted PCi ). For instance, for Ci =

(x1 ∧ x̄2 ∧ x3), we have the pattern

PCi = x1/a[yes]/x1/a/x2/a/x2/a[yes]/x3/a[yes]/x3/a . . . /xn/a/xn/a.

4. for each clause Ci, QCi denotes the predicate [c/c/c/ . . . /c/v[.//PCi ]], with

m− i+ 1 c-nodes,

5. for each Ci, the predicate Qi = [QC1 , . . . QCi−1
, QCi+1

, . . . , QCm ], that is the

list of all QCj predicates for j 6= i.

6. the pattern c[Q1]/c[Q2]/c[Q3]/ . . . c[Qm]/c (denoted U)

Now, we define d as

d = (doc(A)//T//out) ∩ (doc(A)/U/v/S/out).
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DAG pattern d Tree pattern p

Figure 3.2: The patterns used in the reduction of TAUTOLOGY to DAG contain-

ment

An important observation is that QCi predicates are not inherited at c-

nodes. This is ensured by the v node we introduced in QCis and in U (for inheri-

tance, the last c-node of QCi ’s branch would have to match with a v-node).

Next, when interleaving the two branches in d , xk in the left branch can

either be coalesced with the first xk (having predicate true) in the second branch

(having predicate false), corresponding to the case xk = true, or with the sec-

ond xk, corresponding to xk = false. Hence interleavings correspond to truth

assignments for the variables of φ.

Note also that when some clause Ci is made true by a truth assignment

(i.e., all its literals are true), then the predicate PCi will hold at the last c node

in the U part, or, put otherwise, the QCi predicate will now hold at the ith c node

in U .

Finally, let p be the pattern

p = doc(a)//c[QC1 , QC2 , QC3 , . . . , QCm ]//out.

We can now argue that d v p iff φ is a tautology. The if direction is

immediate since in this case each truth assignment makes at least one Ci true.
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This means that the QCi predicate will now hold at the ith c-node in d and, since

all other QCj predicates, for j 6= i, were already explicitly present at this node, it

is now easy to see that there exist now a containment mapping from p into d that

takes p’s c-node into d’s ith c-node.

The only if direction is similar. If for some truth assignment, none of the

clauses is true (in the case φ is not a tautology), then it is easy to check that p

will not have a containment mapping into the interleaving corresponding to that

truth assignment.

One might hope there is an alternative polynomial time solution. We prove

this is not the case.

Theorem 3.3.4. Deciding the rewriting problem of a query q using a set of views

V is coNP-complete.

However, our rule rewriting procedure is polynomial:

Lemma 3.3.4. The rewriting of a DAG d using Apply-Rules always terminates,

in O(|NODES(d)|2) steps.

Proof: First, let us notice that none of the rules increases the number of main

branch nodes, and in fact R1, R3, R4, R6, R7, R8 always decrease it, hence the

number of times they are applied is less than |MBN(d)| = O(|NODES(d)|). R5

can also fire only a finite number of times, as the number of predicates to be

introduced is bound by the initial number of predicates in the pattern d, which is

in O(|NODES(d)|).
R2 leaves the number of nodes unchanged and may decrease the number

of edges by one or leave it the same. R2.i always progresses down main branches,

and R2.ii always up, respectively. The only possibility of going into a loop would

come from the interaction of R2.i and R2.ii.

Consider the generic case depicted in Figure 3.3(a), in which R2.ii would

apply for nodes n1, n2, n3. (The case in which we apply an R2.i step is symmet-

rical). Suppose that n3 also has a /-edge towards a node n4. There would be a

danger of looping if R2.i had been previously applied to nodes n3, n2, n4, and

now it would apply again because n2//n3 would be re-introduced. But then, R2.i
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Figure 3.3: Interaction between R2.i and R2.ii

applied to those nodes would have introduced an edge n4//n2 and any later appli-

cations of R2 (or of any other rule) would have maintained n2 reachable from n3,

as in Figure 3.3(b). In this case, R2.ii would not introduce any //-edge between

n3 and n2, as it is explicitly specified in the rule.

Thus, R2 can fire at most |MBN(d)|2 times, because at each step it infers

the order, in all interleavings, of a pair of nodes from MBN(d) whose ordering

was unknown before. So, rewriting with R1-R8 always terminates in at most

O(|NODES(d)|2) steps.

Corollary 3.3.1. Efficient-Rw always runs in PTIME.

PTIME Completeness. We consider next restrictions by which Efficient-

Rw becomes also complete, thus turning into a complete and efficient rewriting

algorithm. Note that one may impose restrictions on either the XP fragment used

by the query and views, or on the rewrite plans that Rewrite deals with. We

consider both cases, charting a tight tractability frontier for this problem.

Case 1: XP fragment for PTIME. By a //-subpredicate st we denote

a predicate subtree whose root is connected by a //-edge to a /-path p that comes

from the main branch node n to which st is associated (as in n[. . . [.//st]]). p is

called the incoming /-path of st and can be empty.

By extended skeletons (XPes) we denote patterns having the following prop-

erty: for any main branch node n and //-subpredicate st of n, there is no mapping

(in either direction) between the code of the incoming /-path of st and the one of

the /-path following n in the main branch (where the empty code is assumed to
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map in any other code). Note that all the paths given in the running example are

from this fragment. We can prove the following:

Theorem 3.3.5. For any pattern d in XP∩es, d is union-free iff the algorithm Apply-

Rules rewrites d into a tree.

Corollary 3.3.2 (XPes). Algorithm Efficient-Rw is complete for rewriting XPes.

Case 2: Rewrite-plans for PTIME. We also identify a large class of

rewrite plans that lead to PTIME completeness. Let us first introduce the notion

of /-tokens of a tree pattern. More specifically, the main branch of a tree pattern p

can be partitioned by its sub-sequences separated by //-edges, and each /-pattern

from this partitioning is called a token. We can thus see a pattern p as a sequence

of tokens (/-patterns) p = t1//t2// . . . //tk. We call t1, the token starting with

ROOT(p), the root token of p. The token tk, which ends by OUT(p), is called the

result token of p.

We say that two (or several) tree patterns are akin if their root tokens have

the same main branch codes. For instance, while the views v1 and v2 from our

example are not akin, v1 is akin to:

v′2 : doc(“L”)//figure[.//caption//label]//subfigure/image[ps].

In this setting, we can relax the syntactic restrictions and accept the class of

patterns XP//, obtained from extended skeletons by freely allowing //-edges in

the predicates that are connected by a //-edge to the main branch (such as in v′2).

We can prove the following:

Theorem 3.3.6. For DAGs of the form d =
⋂
j pj, where all pj are in XP// and

akin, d is union-free iff the algorithm Apply-Rules rewrites d into a tree.

Corollary 3.3.3 (XP//). Efficient-Rw always finds a rewriting for XP//, pro-

vided there is at least a rewriting r such that the patterns intersected in unfold(r)

are akin.

Tractability Frontier. We show next that relaxing any of these restric-

tions leads to hardness for rewriting and union-freedom:
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Theorem 3.3.7. (1) For a pattern d in XP∩//, deciding if d is union-free is coNP-

complete. (2) For a pattern d =
⋂
j pj, where all pj are in XP and akin, deciding

if d is union-free is coNP-hard.

Please note that the rewriting problem can be solved using an oracle for

union-freedom, but this does not provide any easy map reduction. This is why we

prove the following result independently:

Theorem 3.3.8. (1) Deciding the existence of a rewriting for a query and views

from XP// is coNP-complete. (2) For a query and views from XP, deciding the

existence of a rewriting r such that the patterns intersected in unfold(r) are akin

is coNP-complete.

Proofs for theorems 3.3.2, 3.3.5, 3.3.6 are in Appendix 3.A. The proofs

of theorems 3.3.7 and 3.3.8 are in Appendix 3.B. Theorem 3.3.4 is a direct conse-

quence of Theorem 3.3.7 (or alternatively of Theorem 3.3.8).

3.4 Nested Intersection

In the following, we will consider an extension XPint of XP with respect

to intersection, which includes XP∩ . The grammar of XPint is obtained from that

of XP by adding the rule:

jpath ::= apath | (jpath)| jpath ∩ jpath|

(jpath)/rpath | (jpath)//rpath

The semantics is similar to the one given in Definition 3.2.4, to which we

add the one for intersection:

[[rpath1 ∩ rpath2]]t = {(n, n′)|(n, n′) ∈ [[rpath1]]t ∩ [[rpath2]]t}

Let us notice that XPint queries can also be represented by DAG patterns

having the property that if there are two distinct main branches from a node n1

to another node n2, then n1 must be the root of the DAG.
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We start by extending the definition of an unfolding. Given a query r ∈
XPint over the view documents DV , we define unfold(r) as the XPint query

obtained by replacing in r each doc(“V ”)/V with the definition of V .

The notion of rewriting also extends naturally.

Definition 3.4.1. For a given XML document D, an XPint query q and XPint views

V over D, an XPint -rewrite plan of q using V is a query r ∈ XPint over DV .

If unfold(r) ≡ q, then we also say r is an XPint -rewriting.

Lemma 3.4.1. An XPint -rewrite plan can be evaluated over a set of view docu-

ments DV in polynomial time in the size of DV .

The interesting result is that the rewriting problem stays in the same com-

plexity class, even if the expressivity of the rewriting language increases:

Theorem 3.4.1. Deciding the existence of an XPint -rewriting for a query and

views from XP// is coNP-complete.

Proof: It is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.3.8.

3.4.1 Rewritings Having Nested Intersection

We introduce the notion of graph pattern which is similar to a DAG pattern,

but

• does not have a ROOT,

• it has view nodes with labels of the form doc(V ) where V is a symbol from

a set of views V

In the same way build a DAG †q for a query q ∈ XP∩ , we also build a graph

pattern graph(q′) for a query q ∈ XPint . We omit the details.

We also generalize the function unfold(r) to operate on graphs. unfold()

returns the XPint query that corresponds to replacing every doc(V )/V with the

query that defines V .

We can easily extend Theorem 3.2.1 to XPint :
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Theorem 3.4.2. For any q ∈ XPint and any tree t, q(t) = graph(q)(t).

Starting from the pattern of the input query q and the views V we build, step

by step, a graph candRW (q,V) that we call the rewriting candidate. We then prove

that the obtained candidate is minimally containing w.r.t. q, i.e. candRW (q,V) is

contained in any query that contains q. This guarantees completeness in the sense

that if an XPint rewriting exists, xpath(candRW (q,V)) is also a rewriting.

For a DAG pattern p, we designate by ∪ipi = p the union of all its inter-

leavings.

Algorithm BuildRewriteCandidate

input: query q ∈ XPint with p = pattern(q), set of views V defined by XPint queries

output: candidate rewriting candRW (q,V)

1. set r to p

2. let S ← {(Vi, oi,k) | if di = dag(unfold(Vi)) = ∪jdij and p = ∪tpt,
there is a mapping hij from every dij into some pt,

oi,k = hj(OUT(dij)),∀j}

3. foreach (V, o) in S

add to r a new view-node nV,o labeled doc(V ) and an edge labeled V from

nV,o to o

4. keep in r only paths accessible starting from view-nodes V ∈ V

5. if OUT(p) is not in r, then fail

6. set OUT(r) to OUT(p)

7. return xpath(r) `� (this is candRW (q,V) )

Algorithm NestedRewrite

1. candRW (q,V) ← BuildRewriteCandidate(q,V)
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2. if candRW (q,V) ≡ q then output candRW (q,V)

else fail

The equivalence test at step (2) uses Lemma 3.2.3 and of the following

result:

Lemma 3.4.2. Let p = ∪ipi and q = ∪jqj be two (finite) unions of tree patterns.

Then p v q iff ∀i, ∃j s.t. pi v qj.

Proof: The proof is similar to the one for checking containment of unions of

conjunctive queries [SY80].

The if direction is trivial. For the only if part, let pi be one of the in-

terleavings of p. Build a model mp for p as in Lemma 3.2.2, by replacing each

//-edge with two /-edges separated by a node having labeled z, where z is a fresh

new label. Let n′ be the node in mp corresponding to OUT(p) in p. Since p ⊆ q,

there must be an interleaving qj of q such that n′ ∈ qj(mp). But this implies the

existence of a mapping from qj into pi, as qj has no z labeled nodes.

Thus there is a simple (albeit EXPTIME) way to test containment or equiv-

alence between two graphs: write the two graphs as the unions of their interleavings

and then use Lemma 3.4.2 to check containment.

What we can guarantee for our algorithm is that it always produces the

minimally containing rewriting, in the following sense.

Lemma 3.4.3. For q ∈ XPint , V a set of XPint views and r′ a graph, if q v
unfold(r′), then unfold(candRW (q,V)) v unfold(r′).

Proof: Let d be dag(unfold(candRW (q,V))), d′ be dag(unfold(r′)) and p be

dag(q). As q v unfold(r′). We can write d = ∪idi, d′ = ∪jd′j and p = ∪kpk as the

union of their interleavings. By Lemma 3.4.2, there are containment mappings hi

from each di into some pk and h′j from every d′j into some pk.

We will prove by structural induction that there is a containment mapping

from every d′j into some di.

(1) Suppose r′ is of the form doc(V )/V , where V ∈ V . Since every d′j maps

into some pk and candRW (q,V) is built using all possible mappings of the views,
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there is at least one occurence of V in d connected to a node o. Moreover, since

q v unfold(r′), there must be such an occurrence in which o actually corresponds

to OUT(p). Hence there is trivially a containment mapping from every d′j into

some di.

(2) Consider now the case in which r′ corresponds to a query of the form

α/x, where every interleaving αj of the pattern unfold(α) has a mapping m1
j into

some di and x is a relative path. Let nα be the last node on the main branches of

unfold(α). Let d′j be αj/x. By construction, the subgraph of di accessible starting

from m1
j(nα), call it tij is a tree that is isomorphic to a subtree st of h′j(d

′
j), where

h′j is the mapping from d′j into some interleaving pk. Hence the identity function

id is a mapping from st into tij, therefore m1
j can be extended to a mapping m2

j

from d′j into di. If OUT(d′) is in the pattern of α, then from the containment

of q into α/x we can also infer the containment of q into α and the induction

hypothesis guarantees thatm1 can be chosen such that it is a containment mapping.

Otherwise, OUT(d′) is part of the pattern of x and h′j(OUT(d′)) = OUT(p).

But then m2
j(OUT(d′)) = h′j(id(OUT(d′))) = OUT(d) and m2

j is a containment

mapping.

(3) Suppose that r′ is of the form (α ∩ doc(V )/V ), where every interleaving

αj of the pattern of unfold(α) has a mapping m1
j into some di. Let nα be the last

node in the main branches of dag(unfold(α)) and n′α = m1
j(nα), unique for all j.

Then again we can find doc(V )/V in d that was added to candRW (q,V) by a set

of mappings {m′l} into p that agree with h′j on unfold(doc(V )/V ) and such that

m′l(n
′
α) = OUT(p), ∀l. Hence n′α is the output node of d and m1

j can be extended

to a mapping m2
j from d′j into di such that m2

j(OUT(d′)) = n′α = OUT(d).

Then by Lemma 3.2.1, d v d′.

Theorem 3.4.3. For any query q ∈ XPint and any XPint rewriting r′ such that

unfold(r′) w q, unfold(candRW (q,V)) v unfold(r′).

Proof: Follows from Theorem 3.4.2 and Lemma 3.4.3.

The soundness and completeness of the algorithm come as a corollary:

Corollary 3.4.1. For any query q ∈ XPint and set of views V ⊂ XPint , if q has

an XPint rewriting using V, then candRW (q,V) is a rewriting.
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Running time The algorithm BuildRewriteCandidate runs in PTIME in

the size of the query and of the views. However, NestedRewrite is exponential in

the worst case, which is the best we can hope for, given the hardness result of

Theorem 3.4.1.

3.5 Related Work

XPath rewriting using only one view (no intersection) was the target of sev-

eral studies [XÖ05, MS05, TZ05, YLH03]. Previously proposed join-based rewrit-

ing methods either give no completeness guarantees [BÖB+04, TYO+08] or can do

so only if the query engine has extra knowledge about the structure and nesting

depth of the XML document [ABMP07]. Others [TYO+08] can only be used if

the node ids are in a special encoding, containing structural information. Our

algorithm works for any documents and type of identifiers, including application

level ids, such as the id attributes defined in the XML standard [BPSM+06] or

XML Schema keys [FW04].

In [LWZ06] and [GWY07], the authors look at a different problem, that of

finding maximally contained rewritings of XPath queries using views. Rewriting

more expressive XML queries using views was studied in [CR02, DT03a, ODPC06],

but without considering intersection. Fan et al [FGJK07] define views using DTDs

instead of queries and study the problem of rewriting an XPath using one view

DTD.

Containment and satisfiability for several extensions of XPath with inter-

section have been previously investigated, but all considered problems were at least

NP-hard or coNP-hard. For our language, containment is also intractable, but the

equivalence test used in the rewriting algorithm is in PTIME for practically rele-

vant restrictions. Satisfiability of XPath in the presence of the intersect operator

and of wildcards was analyzed in [Hid03], which proved its NP-completeness. As

noticed in [BFG05], there is a tight relationship between satisfiability and con-

tainment for languages that can express unsatisfiable queries. If containment is in

the class K, satisfiability is in coK and if satisfiability is K-hard, containment is
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coK-hard. We give even stronger coNP completeness results for the containment of

an XPath p1 into an XPath p2, by allowing intersection only in p1 and disallowing

wildcards. Satisfiability is analyzed in [BFG05] for various fragments of XPath,

including negation and disjunction, which could together simulate intersection,

but lead to coPSPACE-hardness for checking containment. Richer sublanguages

of XPath 2.0, including path intersection and equality, are considered in [tCL07],

where complexity of checking containment goes up to EXPTIME or higher. None

of these studies tries to identify an efficient test for using intersection in query

rewriting. A different approach, taken by [GBG06] is to replace intersection by

using a rich set of language features, and then try to simplify the expression using

heuristics.

Finally, closure under intersection was analyzed in [BFK05] for various

XPath fragments, all of which use wildcard. We study the case without wildcard

and prove that union-freedom (equivalence between an intersection of XPaths and

an XPath without intersection or union) is coNP-hard. However, under restric-

tions similar to those for the rewriting problem, union-freedom can be solved in

polynomial time. Thus, we also answer a question we previously raised in [CAM07]

regarding whether an intersection of XPath queries without wildcard can be re-

duced in PTIME to only one XPath.

APPENDIX TO THE CHAPTER

3.A Completeness Proofs

Proof: (Theorem 3.3.2(1)) If there is a DAG d equivalent to the query q,

then q v d, and then, by Lemma 3.2.2, there must be a containment mapping from

d into q. Thus, if there is a rewriting of the form I or I/comp or I//comp, where I
is an intersection, in particular there must be a root-mapping from unfold(I) into

q. Then, looking for all rewrite plans amounts to testing for all prefixes of MB(q) if

there is an intersection of views, with possibly some compensation on each branch,

that map their main branches into that prefix, then add the compensation below
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the prefix, which will guarantee a containment mapping from the unfolding into

the entire q.

Step 1 in Rewrite tries all prefixes of MB(q) and for each such prefix it

finds all views that map their main branch inside that prefix. Hence, for each I
as before, there will be a I ′, built at step 4, of the form I ∩ J , where J , possibly

empty, is an intersection of other views (with maybe compensation) that map their

main branches inside the same prefix. But then q v I ′ v I, so I is a rewriting iff

I ′ is one.

We argue next that in order to test whether r′ = compensate(r, q,OUT(p))

is an equivalent rewrite plan (which amounts here to testing that unfold(r′) v q)

it is sufficient (and obviously necessary) to test that d v p (in Rewrite at line

7). In other words, if the test d v p fails, then r (potentially compensated) cannot

yield an equivalent rewriting.

The test for d v p amounts to (a) testing that d is union-free, with some

interleaving i such that i ≡ d, and (b) testing that i v p. If d is union-free, then

the statement unfold(r′) v q iff d v p can be proven in straightforward manner.

We will now show that d′ = unfold(r′) cannot be union-free if d is not

union-free.

Claim 3.A.1. d′ is union-free only if d is union-free.

Proof of the claim. Let d ≡ i1∪. . . ik, for i1, . . . , ik being the non-reducible

interleavings of d (for each ij we cannot build another, i.e. non-equivalent, inter-

leaving that contains ij). For each ij, let i′j denote the compensated interleaving

i′j = compensate(ij, q,OUT(p)).

First, it is straightforward to show that

d′ ≡
⋃
j

i′j

by showing containment mappings in both directions.

We show next that if d is not union-free, then
⋃
j i
′
j is not union-free either

(there is no query in this union that contains all other queries). We will rely on

the following two observations:
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1. The compensation applied on d’s interleavings will only extend the main

branch, but will not bring (or qualify) new predicates for the existing main

branch nodes, hence yielding no new mapping opportunities in this sense.

This is because the node OUT(p) in prefix p is assumed to have already

“inherited” the rest of q as a predicate (p is a lossless prefix).

In other words, if there exists a containment mapping between i′j and i′l, then

there must exist a root-mapping between the corresponding ij and il.

2. We can partition the interleavings of d into two classes:

(a) those that have a “minimal” (or certain) result token (essentially ob-

tained after applying R1 rewrite steps on the result tokens of d’s parallel

branches),

(b) the remaining ones, which by definition must have a result token that

cannot map in the result token of interleavings of the first kind (the

result token has a longer main branch or some predicates that are not

necessarily present in all interleavings1).

The first class cannot be empty, the second one may be empty.

By the first observation, for any two interleavings of d, ij and il, knowing

that ij 6v il, we can have i′j v i′l only if there exists already a root-mapping φ from

il into ij which fails to be a full containment mapping only because the image of

OUT(il) is not OUT(ij). If such an root-mapping does not exist then surely we

have that i′j 6v i′l.

By the second observation, for interleavings of the first kind, their result

token will always map in the result token of any other interleaving (of both kinds)

such that the image of the output node is the output node in the other interleaving.

Putting everything together, since the first class cannot be empty, in order

to prove the claim it is now sufficient to show that a query i′l corresponding to an

interleaving il of the second kind cannot reduce (contain) a query i′j corresponding

1Since this is the result token and everything else can be put “above” it, it is easy to obtain
this minimal, certain result token.
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to an interleaving ij of the first kind. Let ij and il be the two interleavings, with toj

and tol denoting their result tokens, such that there exists a root-mapping φ which

takes OUT(il) into some main branch node that is not part of toj (by the definition

of the two kinds of interleavings tol cannot map into toj).

We will show that this leads to a contradiction, namely that ij is not mini-

mal, in the sense that a main branch node of ij can be removed, obtaining another

valid interleaving of d which contains ij but is not equivalent to it.

Since all the branches in parallel in d (denoted hereafter x) must have a

containment mapping ψx into il (and a containment mapping τx into ij as well),

we obtain by φ ◦ ψx a root-mapping from each branch x into ij. Importantly, the

image of OUT(x), n = φ(ψx(OUT(x))), is some main branch node of ij above toj .

This means that we can also map (by a root-mapping) each x branch into

ij somewhere higher than the result token toj . But this hints that we can in fact

simplify ij into an interleaving having a shorter main branch, yet containing ij.

More precisely, this interleaving of the parallel branches x, described by a code-

mapping pair (i, fi), can be obtained as follows:

1. take as the code i the main branch of ij without n,

2. define fi as (a) for the main branch nodes of each x except those of the result

token, by the φ ◦ ψx mapping, (b) for the main branch nodes of the result

token of x by τx.

It is easy to check that the interleaving obtained in this way has a contain-

ment mapping into ij based on the “identity” mapping for the main branch nodes.

End of the claim

Finally, since the algorithm is sound (Theorem 3.3.1), any rewrite plan that

is output is indeed a rewriting.

Observation for the restricted PTIME fragments. Note that for

a given a query q in XPesor XP//, its lossless prefixes may not remain in the

fragment. This can be easily be avoided in order to enable the same Rewrite
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execution without additional changes, by adapting the definition of lossless prefix

as follows:

1. for the fragment XPes: (a) if q is of the form p/t//r (where t is not empty

and r may be empty), add only as side branch on OUT(p) the t subpattern,

(b) if q is of the form p//r (for r not empty), no additional predicates need

to be added on OUT(p).

2. for the fragment XP//: (a) if q is of the form p/t//r (where t is not empty

and r may be empty), add as side branches on OUT(p) the t subpattern and

the //t//r subpattern, (b) if q is of the form p//r (for r not empty), add as

side branch the //r subpattern.

It is easy to check that with this adjustment the lossless prefixes remain in the

corresponding fragment and, importantly, the necessary property “if there exists

a containment mapping between i′j and i′l, then there must exist a root-mapping

between the corresponding ij and il” remains true (no new predicate matching

opportunities are brought by the compensation step).

Proof: (Theorem 3.3.2(2)) If q is minimal, all the subtrees added by the

function compensate are also minimal, hence the rewritings that are produced are

minimal. It is left to prove that All-Rewrites finds them all. We already

saw that if there is a rewriting, Rewrite tries one which is equivalent to it.

All-Rewrites does even more: it really tries all the rewrite plans, because it

considers all subsets of views that map down to a certain position in MB(q), at

line 2′. Any other compensation comp that may be needed is copied from q in the

call to compensate from the return clause (line 8). It is easy to prove that a tree

pattern is minimal iff one cannot drop subtrees from it (which is the definition of

minimality in [MS05]). Therefore, if q is minimal, all its subtrees are also minimal.

3.A.1 Cases Leading to PTIME Completeness

For the polynomial time cases, we remind some of the definitions from

Section 3.3.2 and introduce a few new ones.
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A //-predicate is a predicate subtree connected by a //-edge to the main

branch.

A tree skeleton is a tree pattern without //-edges in predicate subtrees.

Given a pattern d, by its extended skeleton we denote the XPes pattern s(d)

obtained from p by pruning out the //-predicates that do not obey the condition

for XPes .

In the following, for simplicity, by the skeleton of a tree or DAG pattern

we denote its extended skeleton. Unless stated otherwise, all the patterns are from

XP// .

For a pattern p, we call t1, the token starting with ROOT(p), the root token

of p. The token tk, which ends by OUT(p), is called the result token of p. The

other tokens are denoted intermediary tokens, and by the intermediary part of

a tree pattern we denote the sequence of intermediary tokens. Note that a tree

pattern may have only one token, if it does not have //-edges in the main branch.

By a token-suffix of p we denote any tree pattern defined by a suffix of the sequence

of tokens (t1, . . . , tk). Symmetrically, we introduce the notion of token-prefix of p.

Lemma 3.A.1. Two patterns in XP are equivalent iff they are isomorphic after

minimization.

Proof: It is a direct consequence of Theorem 1 from [MS05], because equiva-

lence in XP (we remind that our language XP has no wildcard) is always witnessed

by containment mappings in both directions.

Lemma 3.A.2. A DAG pattern d is union-free only if its skeleton DAG pattern,

s(d), is union-free.

Proof: The proof is based on the following property: modulo //-predicates,

the sets of tree patterns interleave(d) and interleave(s(d)) are the same. More

precisely, for each pi ∈ interleave(d) there exists p′i ∈ interleave(s(d)) such that

s(pi) = p′i and the other way round. Supposing that s(d) is not union-free, let us

assume towards a contradiction that d is union-free. Let pi denote the interleaving

such that pi ≡ d and let p′i denote the associated interleaving from s(d), p′i = s(pi).

Since s(d) is not union-free, there exists some p′j ∈ interleave(s(d)) such that
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Figure 3.4: Skeletons and mappings.

p′j 6v p′i. Then there is pj ∈ interleave(d) such that s(pj) 6v s(pi). Finally, since

pj v pi we also have pj v s(pi).

Suppose for the sake of contradiction that pj v s(pi) and s(pj) 6v s(pi) both

hold. Then any containment mapping ψ from s(pi) into pj should use some of the

predicates of pj starting with a //-edge (otherwise we would have a containment

mapping from s(pi) into s(pj) as well). But this is not possible since for any //-

subpredicate st, its incoming /-path l is incompatible (does not map) with the

path l′ following the main branch node (see Figure 3.4).

Lemma 3.A.3. Given two skeleton patterns v1, v2 such that their root and result

tokens have the same main branch, the DAG pattern d = dag(v1∩v2) is union-free

iff Algorithm Apply-Rules rewrites d into a tree.

Proof: Let us first consider what rule steps may apply in order to refine d.

First, since we are dealing with patterns with root and result tokens having the

same main branch, R1 steps will first apply, coalescing the root and result tokens

of the two branches. At this point, the only rules that remain applicable are R6

and R7. This is because we don’t have nodes with incoming (or outgoing) /-edges

and //-edges simultaneously and R5 will only apply to predicates starting by a

//-edge.

We continue by the following claim:
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Claim 3.A.2. d is union-free iff rule R7 applies.

Note that since we only have 2 parallel branches an application of rule R7

would immediately yield a tree. So the if direction is straightforward. For the

only if direction, if R7 does not apply this translates into

(†) there is no mapping (not necessarily root-mapping ) between the inter-

mediary part of v1 and the intermediary part of v2.

Assuming that (†) holds, rule R6 remains the only option. So, possibly after

some applications of R6, followed by applications of R1 collapsing entire tokens,

we obtain a refined DAG d as illustrated in Figure 3.5 (only the main branches of

d are illustrated). pr has the common main branch following the root (may have

several tokens if R6 applied) and to denotes the result token. t1 and t2 denote the

two sibling /-patterns for which R6 no longer applies. Since t1 and t2 are dissimilar

we have that t1 6≡ t2.

t2
t1

ROOT(d)

OUT(d)

p4
p3

pr

to

p1 p2

Figure 3.5: DAG pattern d after (possibly) applying R6 and R1.

We show that d is not union-free by the following approach: we build two

interleavings, p′ and p′′, that do not contain one another, and then show that by

assuming the existence of a third interleaving p that contains both we obtain the

contradiction t1 ≡ t2.

We will use the following claim:

Claim 3.A.3. Given two /-patterns t1 and t2 from XPes, if t1 does not map in t2

then, for any tree pattern q of the form . . . //t′2// . . . with t′2 being an isomorphic
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copy of t2, we have that t1 does not map into t′2

Proof: Follows easily from the restriction on // usage in predicates.

The following steps will implicitly use the claim above.

Let p1 = t1//p3 denote the left branch and let p2 = t2//p4 denote the right

branch in d. Because of (†), there is no mapping (not necessarily root-mapping)

between p1 and p2.

Let sf1 denote the maximal token-suffix of p1 that can map into p2, and

let pr1 denote the remaining part (i.e., a token-prefix). Note that pr1 cannot be

empty. So we can write p1 as p1 = pr1//sf1.

Similarly, let sf2 denote the maximal token-suffix of p2 that can map into

p1, and let pr2 denote the remaining part, non-empty as well. So we can write p2

as p2 = pr2//sf2.

We build p′ as

p′ = p′r//pr
′
2//p

′
1//t

′
o = p′r//pr

′
2//pr

′
1//sf

′
1//t

′
o

and p′′ as

p′′ = p′′r//pr
′′
1//p

′′
2//t

′′
o = p′′r//pr

′′
1//pr

′′
2//sf

′′
2 //t

′′
o .

where the #′, #′′ parts are isomorphic copies of the # parts of d.

Note that pr′1 (resp. pr′′2) starts by token t′1 ≡ t1 (resp. t′′2 ≡ t2).

These two queries are obviously in interleave(d). Moreover, there can be

no containment mapping between p′ and p′′ since, by the way sf1 and sf2 were

defined, pr′1 (resp. pr′′2) could only map in pr′′1 (resp. pr′2).

So neither p′ nor p′′ can be the interleaving that reduces all the others. We

show in the following that no other interleaving p of d can reduce both p′ and p′′

unless t1 ≡ t2.

Let us assume that such a p exists. Without loss of generality, let p be of

the form

p = pr//m//to.

(interleavings that are not of this kind will not remain in the normal form of d).

We assume a containment mapping φ′ from p into p′ and a containment

mapping φ′′ from p into p′′. Obviously, v1, v2 must have containment mappings
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into p, since p ≡ v1 ∩ v2. In particular, their sub-sequences p1 and p2 have images

in the m part of p. Let ψ′ and ψ′′ be these containment mappings.

With a slight abuse of notation, let ψ′(pr1) denote the minimal token-prefix

of m within which the image under ψ′ of the pr1 part of v1 occurs. ψ′(pr1) is well

defined because v1 and v2, and hence p1 and p2, are in XPes, hence the image of

a token of p1 and of its predicates is included into a token of m. In other words,

ψ′(pr1) starts with the first token of m and ends with the token into which the

last token of pr1 maps. Similarly, let ψ′′(pr2) denote the minimal token-prefix of

m within which the image under ψ′′ of the pr2 part of v2 occurs.

We can thus write p as

p = pr//ψ
′(pr1) . . . ψ′(sf1)//to

and also as

p = pr//ψ
′′(pr2) . . . ψ′(sf2)//to.

Next, we argue that in the containment mapping φ′′ of p in p′′, we must have

φ′′(ψ′(pr1)) = pr′′1 . Similarly, we must have that φ′(ψ′′(pr2)) = pr′2. This follows

easily from the way sf1 and sf2 were defined. (For instance, no node of ψ′(pr1) can

map below pr′′2 in p′′, otherwise sf1 would not be maximal. And MB(pr) = MB(p′′r)

and |ψ′(pr1) ≥ pr′′1 |, hence no node of ψ′(pr1) can map higher than pr′′1 either,

otherwise pr would not map into p′′.) And it then implies that ψ′(pr1) ≡ pr1 and

ψ′′(pr2) ≡ pr2.

But since m starts by both the token-prefix ψ′(pr1) and by ψ′′(pr2), hence

by token-prefixes pr1 and pr2, it means that pr1 and pr2 should at least start by

the same token. Hence t1 ≡ t2, which is a contradiction.

Thus, we proved that d is union-free iff, after a certain sequence of rule

application, R7 applies, transforming the pattern into a tree. As we know from

Lemma 3.3.4 that Apply-Rules also terminates, it follows that d is union-free iff

Apply-Rules rewrites d into a tree.

For d = v1 ∩ v2, where v1 and v2 are two skeleton patterns such that their

root and result tokens have the same main branch, with the previous notations,

we can also easily prove the following claim:
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Claim 3.A.4. All the interleavings of nf(d) are of the form

pr// . . . //to.

In conclusion, we know for now that the intersection d of two skeleton

queries such that their root and result tokens have the same main branch is union-

free iff Apply-Rules rewrites d into a tree. Moreover, this happens iff there is a

mapping between the intermediary part of one into the intermediary part of the

other. Then, if d is not union-free, the result is a union of queries having the same

root and result tokens, as described in Claim 3.A.4.

Lemma 3.A.4. Given n skeleton patterns v1, . . . , vn such that their root and result

tokens have the same main branch, the DAG pattern d = dag(v1∩· · ·∩vn) is union-

free iff Algorithm Apply-Rules rewrites d into a tree. If the skeletons are of the

form vi = pr//pi//to, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then d is union-free iff there is a query among

them, vj, having an intermediary part pj such that all other pi map into pj.

Proof: We prove this result by induction on the number of patterns.

Lemma 3.A.3 already proves this result for n = 2.

As in the case of Lemma 3.A.3, we first rewrite d by rule R1, coalescing the

root and result tokens of the parallel branches. At this point, the only rules that

remain applicable are R6 and R7.

Let us now assume that some run of Apply-Rules terminates on d without

outputting a tree. Then, it is easy to check that Apply-Rules will also stop in

the particular run, in which we start by applying only R7 until it does not apply

anymore. We show in the following that d resulting from this run is not union-free.

We continue with d obtained, as we said, possibly after some applications

of R7 that removed some of the branches in parallel, yielding a DAG pattern as

the one illustrated in Figure 3.6. 2 ≤ k ≤ n denotes the number of remaining

branches in parallel and i1, . . . ik denote these branches. W.l.g., let these be the

intermediary parts of v1, . . . , vk respectively.

Note that we are now in a setting in which d ≡ v1∩· · ·∩vk and the following

holds:
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ROOT(d)

OUT(d)
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…

Figure 3.6: DAG pattern d after (possibly) applying R7.

(†) there is no mapping (not necessarily root-mapping ) between the inter-

mediary parts of any v1, . . . , vk.

Next, starting from the DAG pattern d in Figure 3.6, by (†), only rule R6

is applicable. For convenience, we assume that R6 steps are applied by a slightly

different strategy: we take an R6 step only if it applies to all the parallel branches

simultaneously. At some point, this process will stop as well and we obtain a

refined d as illustrated in Figure 3.7 (only the main branches are given). The ti

tokens cannot all be equivalent.

Let pi = ti//ri denote the branches in parallel.

t2t1

ROOT(d)

OUT(d)

r2
r1

pr

to

p1
p2

tk

rk

pk…

Figure 3.7: DAG pattern d after R6 steps applied to all branches.

Let us assume towards a contradiction that d is union-free and let q be

the interleaving such that q ≡ d. W.l.g., let q be of the form

q = pr//t//m//to
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where t is the token immediately following pr (the m part might be empty). W.l.g.,

let us assume that t1 6≡ t (we know that there must be at least be one such

token among t1, . . . , tk.) We will show that by assuming q ≡ d we arrive at the

contradiction that t ≡ t1.

For p1 chosen in this way, let d′ denote the DAG pattern obtained from d

by removing its p1 branch. Introducing for each i the pattern

v′i = pr//pi//to,

by (†) all incomparable, note that d′ can be seen as

d′ = dag(v′2 ∩ · · · ∩ v′k)

and note also that

d ≡ d′ ∩ v′1 = d′ ∩ (pr//t1//r1//to).

By the inductive hypothesis, d′ is not union-free, i.e. there are m ≥ 2 and some

patterns qi, which are some incomparable interleavings of d′ (such their root and re-

sult tokens have the same main branch), all of the form pr// . . . //to (by induction,

from Claim 3.A.4), such that

d′ ≡ q1 ∪ · · · ∪ qm.

We can thus conclude that

d ≡ v′1 ∩ (q1 ∪ q2 ∪ · · · ∪ qm) = (v′1 ∩ q1) ∪ (v′1 ∩ q2) ∪ · · · ∪ (v′1 ∩ qm).

Note now that we cannot have v′1 v qi, for any qi, since this would mean

that v′1 v v′2, . . . , v
′
k, in contradiction with †.

In the following, we will proceed by doing an exhaustive case analysis:

Case 1: for all qi, we have qi 6v v′1.

In this case, each intersection of two given above will not be union-free.

This follows easily from Lemma 3.A.3 and its Claims since v′1 and qi have the same

root tokens and result tokens (since there is no containment mapping between

them there can be no mapping between their intermediary parts).
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Hence any interleaving resulting from some DAG pattern di = dag(q1 ∩ v′i)
cannot even reduce all the other interleavings of di, so d cannot be union-free in

this case, since d = ∪idi. This case can be thus discarded.

Case 2: at least two interleavings of d′, say q1 and q2, are such that

q1 v v1 and q2 v v1.

We can thus reformulate d as

d ≡ q1 ∪ q2 ∪ (v′1 ∩ q3) ∪ · · · ∪ (v′1 ∩ qm).

Now, each DAG pattern v′1∩ qj is not union-free and, moreover, their interleavings

cannot contain q1 or q2 (since q1, q2 6v qj in the first place). Also, obviously, q2 6v q1

and q1 6v q2. So again d can not be union-free and this case can be discarded as

well.

Case 3: exactly one of the interleavings of d′ , call it q1, is contained in

v′1 (q1 v v′1).

In this case, d can be reformulated as

d ≡ q1 ∪ (v′1 ∩ q2) ∪ · · · ∪ (v′1 ∩ qm)

and cannot be union-free unless it is in fact equivalent to q1. This means that

for all other qi’s we must have v′1 ∩ qi v q1. Of course, q1 should be equivalent

(isomorphic modulo minimization, by Lemma 3.A.1) to q, the interleaving of d for

which we supposed d ≡ q, i.e.

q1 ≡ pr//t//m//to.

We continue by assuming for instance that v′1 ∩ q2 v q1.

Recall that v′1 is of the form

v′1 = pr//p1//to

and let q2 be of the form

q2 = pr//m2//to.

Now, since q2 6v v′1 and they have the same root token and result token,

there is no mapping from p1 into m2. Consequently, let sf1 denote the maximal
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token-suffix of p1 that can map into m2, and let pr1 denote the remaining part

(i.e., a token-prefix). Note that pr1 cannot be empty. So we can write v′1 as

v′1 = pr//pr
′
1//sf1//to

where pr′1 is an isomorphic copy of pr1.

Let us now consider the interleaving u of v′1 ∩ q2, of the form

u = pr//pr
′′
1//m2//to.

where pr′′1 is an isomorphic copy of pr1 as well.

Since we assumed that u v v′1 ∩ q2 v q1, there must exist a containment

mapping ψ from q1 into u.

Since q1 v v′1, let φ be a containment mapping from v′1 into q1. So we have

v′1
φ−→ q1

ψ−→ u.

In particular, φ must map the pr′1//sf1 part of v′1 in the t//m part of q1.

With a slight abuse of notation, let φ(pr′1) denote the minimal token-prefix of

t//m within which the image under φ of pr′1 occurs. In other words φ(pr′1) starts

with the first token of t and ends with the token into which the last token of pr′1

is mapped. (Again, φ(pr′1) is well defined because all patterns are skeletons and

tokens can only map strictly inside tokens.)

We can thus write q1 as

q1 = pr//φ(pr′1) . . . φ(sf1)//to.

Next, we argue that in the containment mapping ψ of q1 into u, we must

have ψ(φ(pr′1)) = pr′′1 . (This follows easily from the definition of sf1.) And this

implies that φ(pr′1) ≡ pr′′1 ≡ pr1. Hence q1 and v′1 start by the some common

non-empty token-prefix. Since one of them starts by t and the other by t1 this

means in the end that t ≡ t1. This is a contradiction.

Finally, we can generalize Claim 3.A.4 by the following claim:

Claim 3.A.5. All the interleavings of nf(d) are of the form

pr// . . . //to.
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In conclusion, we know for now that Apply-Rules is complete for the case

of DAG patterns that are defined as the intersection of skeleton queries when their

root and result tokens have the same main branch. Such an intersection is union-

free iff there is a query vi among them having an intermediary part into which all

the other intermediary parts map. If this is not the case, the DAG is equivalent to

a union of interleavings having the same root tokens and result tokens, as described

in Claim 3.A.5.

Lemma 3.A.5. Given 2 extended skeletons v1, v2, where v1 has only one token,

then dag(v1 ∩ v2) is union-free iff Apply-Rules rewrites it into a tree.

Proof: The case in which v2 has only one token is trivial: we can just apply

rule R1 for all edges. Let us assume that v2 has at least one //-edge in the main

branch i.e. it has more than one token.

Suppose that the output of the rewriting algorithm, call it d′, is not a tree

pattern. It is easy to see that there is a subpattern sd in d′ that is not a tree and

it has a //-edge, otherwise R1 (plus maybe R7) would have reduced that subgraph

to a tree. Then there must be a node n1 in d′ such that there are 2 main branch

paths going out of n1: one starting with a /-edge n1/n2 and another one starting

with a //-edge n1//n3, such that the 2 paths meet again starting from a node n4.

We can also infer that on the n1//n3 branch, the last edge before n4 is a //-edge

n5//n4, as in Figure 3.8, otherwise R1.ii would have applied or the pattern would

have been unsatisfiable.

Since R2 did not apply, it means that n2 and n3 are collapsible. Let p2 be

the main branch of the token starting with n3 in its branch. Let p1 be the main

branch path (with only /-edges) between n2 and n4. As n2 and n3 are collapsible,

it means that either p2 is a prefix of p1 or p1 is a prefix of p2. Since R3 did not

apply, it means that either (i) p1 is a strict prefix of p2 or (ii) that p2 is a prefix of

p1, but there is a predicate Q attached to a node n7 of p2 that does not map into

p1. (i) leads to immediate unsatisfiability (a /-path longer than a parallel one). In

case (ii), Q must be a predicate that satisfies the definition of extended skeletons

but does not satisfy the conditions of R5. Suppose the DAG were union-free. Then

there is one interleaving i1 that contains all others, and, in i1, n7 is collapsed into a
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n1

n3n2

n4

n7[Q]n8

n5

n'8

p2

p1

Figure 3.8: Subgraph sd (when one query has 1 token).

node n8 of p1. If there were only one choice, n8, for collapsing n7 into p1, R8 would

have applied. Hence, we have at least one more choice for mapping the branch of

n7. There is only one case that could make Q not satisfy the conditions of R5.

This is when some other collapse choice n′8 of n7 into p1, leading to a pattern d′,

pattern(λd(n8)[Q]) does not have a root mapping into SPd′(n8). This immediately

implies that i1 does not subsume all other collapse choices. Hence the graph cannot

be union free.

Lemma 3.A.6. Given n extended skeletons v1, v2, . . . , vn, where v1 has only one

token, dag(v1 ∩ v2 ∩ · · · ∩ vn) is union-free iff Apply-Rules rewrites it into a tree.

Proof: As for Lemma 3.A.5, w.l.o.g we can consider that

v2, v3, . . . vn have more than one token.

Also, we can infer the existence of a subgraph sd with main branches start-

ing in n1/n2, n1//n3 and ending in n4, with n5//n4 on the same branch as n1//n3.

An important observation is that, since the n1/n2 branch has no //, the DAG can

be union free only if the branch with n1//n3, and in fact any other parallel main

branch, maps into the branch of n1/n2.

Consider as before the maximal /-path p2 starting at n3.

Case A: Suppose first that p2 forms a tree subpattern in d, but TPd(p2)

does not map into SPd(n2) because of a predicate Q on a node n7 that prevents any
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mapping into p1. And assume the pattern d is union-free, implying the existence

of an interleaving i1 of sd that contains the others. In i1, n7 is collapsed with a

node n8 of p1. Reasoning as for Lemma 3.A.5, since R5 did not apply, Q does not

satisfy the condition required by R5: there is a collapse choice n9 of n7 into p1,

leading to a pattern d′, such that pattern(λd(n8)[Q]) does not have a root mapping

into SPd′(n8). Let i2 be the interleaving in which n7 merges with n9. (Please note

that all interleavings are /-patterns, because the main branch of one of the queries,

v1, has only /-edges.)

As i1 (in which Q is on node n7,8) maps into i2 (in which Q is on node n7,9),

the mapping of Q has to be made possible by some predicate Q’ of a node n10 from

another main branch, neither the one of p1, nor the one of p2. n10 is merged, in i2,

somewhere below n8, into a node n11. Thus, Q maps its prefix into i2 in the path

between n8 and n10,11, and then continues to map in Q’, as in Figure 3.9 (n7,9 can

be either above or below n10,11).

  

n2,3

n10,11[Q']

n7,8[Q]

i2i1

n10,12[Q']

n7,9[Q]
n'[Q(n)]

n4 n4

n2

n8

Figure 3.9: Interleavings with a 1-token query.

But Q’ does not verify the conditions from R5, otherwise it would have

already been copied at n10. Moreover, there is at least another node n12 of p1

in which n10 can collapse, otherwise R8 would have applied and Q’ would have

already been added on n10, making also Q verify the conditions of R5 (contra-

diction with the previous assumptions). And in order to have an image for Q’ in

the other interleavings, we will need another predicate Q” and so forth. We can

repeat the same argument and show by induction on the number of main branches,
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that eventually we find a predicate Q(n) of i1 that cannot be mapped in all other

interleavings, because the number of main branches is finite. Hence there is no

interleaving i1 that makes the pattern union-free.

Case B: Suppose now that p2 does not form a tree subpattern in d. Let m1

be the node closest to n3 in p2 that intersects another main branch.

Case B.I: Consider the case when there is a downward edgem1//m2 starting

another main branch path. Then the path between n3 and m1 is a subtree pattern

and we can reduce to Case A.

Case B.II: Suppose there is an edgem2//m1, wherem2 belongs to a different

main branch than that of p2. Then the main branch of m2//m1 intersects the main

branch of n1/n2 at the bottom in n4 and at the top in a node n′1. Let p′2 be the

main branch path following n′1 in the main branch leading to m2. If p′2 is a subtree

pattern, then we can apply Case A to conclude the graph is not union free. If p′2

is a subtree pattern, then either there is another main branch path starting from

one of its nodes and going downwards, and then Case B.I would apply, or there is

another main branch path that ends in one of its nodes (as for m2//m1). Since the

number of views is finite, we can iterate this process until either Case A or Case

B.I applies.

XP fragment for PTIME. Now we are ready to give the completeness

proof for skeletons.

Proof: (Theorem 3.3.5)

We will show that, given n (extended) skeletons v1, . . . , vn,

Apply-Rules is complete for deciding union-freedom for the DAG pattern d =

dag(v1 ∩ · · · ∩ vn).

We first rewrite d by R1 steps. We obtain after this phase a DAG pattern

d in which the root token of d may have several main branch nodes with outgoing

//-edges. Similarly, the result token may have several nodes with incoming //-

edges. If this is not the case, neither for the root token nor for the result token,

then we know that the Apply-Rules is in this case complete by Lemma 3.A.4.

Let us assume that some run of Apply-Rules ends without a tree. We

can easily prove that in this case the the following run Apply-Rules would also
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stop without yielding a tree:

• first refine by rules R2, R3 and R4 the root token and the result token w.r.t.

their outgoing/incoming //- edges,

• then rewrite out some of the branches in parallel by applying R7.

We continue assuming that we do not obtain a tree by the above run. At

this point, d is a DAG pattern as the one illustrated in Figure 3.10, where tr denotes

the root token (ending with node nr) and to denotes the result token (starting with

no). Rules R2, R3 and R4 no longer apply, hence each //-edge outgoing from a

node of tr that is ancestor of nr cannot be refined into connecting it to a lower

node in tr. The same observation holds for //-edges incoming for nodes of to that

are descendants of no.

ROOT(d)

OUT(d)

i
2

i
1

t
r

t
o

i
k

… i
k+1 i

k+l
…

nr

no

Figure 3.10: DAG pattern d for extended skeletons.

The intermediary branches i1, . . . , ik denote those that start from nr and

end at no (we use this notation, even if there may be no such i1, . . . , ik and k = 0).

The other branches in parallel, ik+1, . . . , ik+l, denote those that do not obey both

conditions. If l = 0, i.e. there are no such branches, we fall again in the case

handled by Lemma 3.A.4, for which the Algorithm is complete. We continue with

the assumptions that k ≥ 0 and l ≥ 1 as well.

We next prove that d is not union-free.

We introduce some additional notation. For each ij, k + 1 ≤ j ≤ k + l,

such that ij starts above nr, let nrj denote the node in tr that is sibling of the

first node in ij (i.e., nrj and the first node in ij have the same parent node, a node
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in tr). Note that nrj is ancestor-or-self of nr. Let noj denote the node of to that

is “parent-sibling” of ij (they have the same child node). noj is defined if ij ends

below no and it is descendant-or-self of no.

For each ij, by prj we denote its maximal token-prefix that can map in

TPd(n
r
j/ . . . /nr). Similarly, for each ij by sfj we denote the maximal token-suffix

that can map in TPd(no/ . . . /n
o
j).

Note that prj and sfj cannot overlap since in this case ij would have been

rewritten away by R7. We can thus write each ij as

ij = prj//mj//sfj, for k + 1 ≤ j ≤ l + 1.

Now, we consider a second DAG pattern d′ obtained from d by replacing each

ij branch by the branch mj, connected this time by //-edges to nr and no (see

Figure 3.11), instead of the parent of nrj and the child of noj .

ROOT(d’)

OUT(d’)

i
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i
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… m
k+1 m

k+l
…

nr

no

Figure 3.11: DAG pattern d′ (for extended skeletons).

We can prove the following:

Claim 3.A.6. The set of interleavings of d′ is included in the set of interleavings

of d (set inclusion) and d is union-free only if d′ is union-free. If d′ ≡ p, for an

interleaving p, then p is the only candidate for d ≡ p.

Proof of Claim 3.A.6: It is straightforward that all the interleavings of d′

are interleavings of d as well. The particularity of d′ is that its interleavings do

not modify the tokens tr and to. More precisely each interleaving will be of the

form tr// . . . //to. Moreover, by the way d′ was defined and given that no R2, R3

or R4 steps applied on d, we argue that all other interleavings of d will either (a)
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be redundant, i.e. contained in those of d′, (b) add some predicate on tr or to or

(c) have a longer root token (resp. result token) than tr (resp. to).

But this means that an interleaving p ∈ nf(d) − nf(d′) cannot have a con-

tainment mapping into an interleaving of the form tr// . . . //to. Hence it cannot

be equivalent to d. So the only interleaving p candidates for p ≡ d are those of

nf(d′). From this it follows that d can be union-free only if d′ is union-free.

We continue the proof of Theorem 3.3.5. Note that by Lemma 3.A.4 d′ is

union-free iff there exists some mj into which all i1, . . . , ik and all other mi’s map.

This is because of the assumption that among i1, . . . , ik there is no branch ij into

which all other ii’s map.

We continue towards showing that d is not union-free with this assump-

tion and let m denote the branch into which all others map. Note that among

mk+1, . . . ,mk+l there can be more than one “copy” of m (i.e., equivalent to m).

By mc we denote all these copies. Among i1, . . . , ik there is no copy of m (otherwise

R7 would have triggered).

Let d′ ≡ p = tr//m//to, for m = t//m′. We build next an interleaving w

of d such that w 6v p.

W.l.g. let us assume that all the mc copies of m are connected in d to a node

that is strict ancestor of nr
2. Since R2 or R4 did not apply on these copies of m, it

means that a strict prefix of the main branch of m’s first token t maps in a suffix

of the main branch of tr, when the possibly non-empty preceding token-prefix prj

is collapsed somewhere “higher”.

Let ψ denote the partial mapping from t into tr that uses the maximal

possible prefix of t across all the copies mc. Let t be t = t′/t′′, where t′ is this

maximal prefix (not empty).

2The remaining cases when

• all the mc copies of m are connected in d to a node that is strict descendant of no, or

• all the mc copies of m but one (we cannot have more than one, otherwise R7 would have
triggered leaving only one) are connected in d to a node that is strict ancestor of nr and
all the mc copies of m but one are connected in d to a node that is strict descendant of
no,

can be handled similarly.
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We are now ready to build w.

We build first the root token t′r of the w interleaving as follows: let t′r denote

an interleaving of tr and t defined by the code i = MB(tr)/MB(t′′), and fi defined

as “identity” on tr and t′′, and fi(n) = ψ(n) for the main branch nodes of t′.

We build the intermediary part p of the w interleaving as follows: starting

from ix ∈ {i1, . . . , ik,m′}, (or simply from ix ∈ {i1 . . . , ik} in the case m′ is empty),

, let us interpret them as the intermediary parts of the following skeleton patterns

sx = start//ix//end.

Let also s denote the pattern

s = start//m//end.

Let us now consider now the DAG pattern d′ = dag(∩xsx). Since none

of the sx patterns is equivalent to s, from Lemma 3.A.4 we have that d′ 6≡ s.

Moreover, since s v d′ (because sx v s), we must have that d′ 6v s. In other

words, there must exist an interleaving w′ of d′, of the form start//p//end such

that w′ 6v s. Finally, this means p is such that while all the i1, . . . ik,m
′ map into

it, we have that m does not map into it.

Finally, we define w:

u = t′r//p//to

It is easy to check that u is an interleaving of d (d has a containment mapping into

u) but u 6v p = tr//t//m
′//to. Hence d is not union-free.

In order to finish the proof, we also need to handle the case in which one

of the skeleton queries has only one token. This is done by Lemma 3.A.6.

Let us summarize the conclusions of the proof of Theorem 3.3.5: After

R1 steps, followed eventually by R2, R3 and R4 steps, we obtain the branches in

parallel i1, . . . , ik starting from the last node of the root token (tr) and ending with

the first node of the result token (to). Other branches in parallel may exist in d,

but connected to other nodes of tr and to. Then, by eventually some R7 steps,

the DAG pattern must become a tree, otherwise it is not union-free. The resulting

tree is tr//i1//to, where i1 is one of the branches in parallel (into which all other,

i2, . . . , ik map).
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We go now beyond extended skeletons, taking into account predicates that

start by a //-edge. We adopt the following approach: assuming that the DAG

rewriting process stops outputting a DAG pattern d that is not a tree, we identify

a set of candidate interleavings c ∈ interleave(d) such that d is union-free only if

one of them is equivalent to d. Then, for each candidate c we build an interleaving

w ∈ interleave(d) that is not contained in c. This is sufficient to conclude that d

cannot be union-free, hence the Algorithm is also complete.

Rewrite-plans for PTIME. Now we are ready to give the completeness

proofs for akin patterns.

Proof: (Theorem 3.3.6)

We will show that, given n akin tree patterns v1, . . . , vn, Apply-Rules

decides union-freedom for d = dag(v1 ∩ · · · ∩ vn).

Let each vj be defined as vj = tjr//ij//t
j
o.

Special case. We start by considering the special case when the patterns

have the same main branch for their result tokens as well.

By Lemmas 3.A.2 and 3.A.4, we know that d is union-free only if the inter-

mediary parts ij are such that their skeletons map in the skeleton of one of them.

Without loss of generality, let us assume that all s(ij) map in s(i1). continue with

this assumption.

First, the initial R1 steps coalesce the root and result tokens of the n

branches, yielding a DAG pattern similar to the one illustrated in Figure 3.6.

Then, the only rules that may be applicable are R6 and R7. Let us assume that

Apply-Rules stops outputting a pattern that is not a tree. We show that d is

not union-free.

If the algorithm Apply-Rules stops without outputting a tree in some

run, then it will also stop without outputting a tree in the following particular

rewriting strategy

• we first apply R6 on the “biggest”branches in parallel ij, ik such that s(ij) ≡
s(ik) ≡ s(i1). It is straightforward that R6 must apply for these branches,

coalescing entirely the two branches into one branch. After this phase, there
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will be no other parallel branch with skeleton s(i1), besides i1 itself.

• Then, R6 is applied only on all the branches in parallel at once. This phase

will terminate with a refined d similar to the one illustrated in Figure 3.7,

where 2 ≤ k ≤ n, pr denotes the common part following the root (may have

several tokens if R6 was applied) and t1, . . . tk denote the sibling tokens on

which R6 no longer applies (i.e., they are not all similar hence they do not

all have the same skeleton).

Also, rule R7 is applied freely, and it can rewrite out some of the branches

in parallel.

After this phase, while there exists a mapping from each s(pi) into s(p1),

there is no mapping from pi into p1 . Note also that, by the first phase of

the rewriting strategy, we cannot have the opposite mapping from s(p1) into

s(pi).

• Finally, rule R6 is applied only between p1 on the one hand, and other

branches pi on the other hand, while R7 is still applied freely.

We obtain in the end a DAG pattern similar to the one illustrated in Fig-

ure 3.12. Let us assume that besides p1 there are l remaining branches in parallel,

connected by a //-edge either to pr or to various tokens of p1.

Let p1 = t1// . . . //tm. For each i = 1, l, let p′i = t′i//r
′
i denote now these

branches in parallel with (part of) p1. For each i = 1, l, let t1i denote the token in

p1 that is sibling of the token t′i. Note that t′i and t1i must be dissimilar, hence will

have different skeletons. Let sf 1
i denote the token-suffix of p1 that is in parallel

with p′i and let pr1
i denote the rest of p1 (a token-prefix). For each i = 1, l, we can

thus reformulate p1 as p1 = pr1
i //sf

1
i , where the first token of sf 1

i is t1i . Note that

for each i we have that s(p′i) maps into s(sf 1
i ), while the opposite is not true.

Next, we can prove the following claim:

Claim 3.A.7. d can be union-free, for some c such that d ≡ c, only if c is of the

form c = pr//m//to where s(m) = s(p1).
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Figure 3.12: DAG pattern d′ (for rewrite plans).

Proof of the claim. This is the minimal skeleton for an interleaving.

All the candidate interleavings c will be defined by the code i =

MB(pr//m//to) and some function fi : MBN(d) → i. What distinguishes the

various c’s is the definition of the fi function on the nodes of the branches, p′1, . . . , p
′
l

(since the other main branch nodes in d have only one possible image). We will

show that for any such fi and associated interleaving c we can build the w witness

such that w 6v c.

Let fi be fixed and let c denote the corresponding interleaving for code i

and function fi. Note that we can interpret fi as a series of rewrite steps over

d that collapse the pairs of nodes (n, fi(n)), for all the nodes n in the p′1, . . . , p
′
l

branches, outputting as end result the tree pattern c. These steps do not modify
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the skeleton of p1, hence can only bring some new predicates starting by //-edge.

Next, we describe how the interleaving w 6v c is built, from the current

DAG pattern d of Figure 3.12.

Let nc ∈ MB(c) denote the lowest main branch node in c’s m part which

has a subtree predicate st that is not present (in other words, cannot be mapped)

at the associated node n1 in the p1 part of d. st must start with a //-edge and must

come from a node of some (maybe several) branches p′i. (We know that such a

node nc must exist, otherwise the p′i branches would fully map in the corresponding

branch in parallel sf 1
i and rule R7 would have applied).

Without loss of generality, let n′i1 , . . . , n
′
is , for {i1, . . . , is} ⊆ {1, . . . , l}, de-

note the nodes from the branches p′i1 , . . . , p
′
is that are the “source” of st3. So we

have fi(n1) = fi(n
′
i1

) = · · · = fi(n
′
is) = nc and we can say that nc is the result of

coalescing n1 with n′i1 , . . . n
′
is .

Now, we can see the left branch p1 as being divided into two parts, the one

down to the token of n1 (that token included), denoted p11, and the rest, denoted

p12. So we can write p1 as

p1 = p11//p12.

Similarly, for each x ∈ {i1, . . . , is} we can see each main branch pr1
x//p

′
x as being

divided into two parts, the one down to the token of n′x (that token included),

denoted p′x1, and the rest, denoted p′x2. So we can write each main branch pr1
x//p

′
x

of d as

pr1
x//p

′
x = p′x1//p

′
x2.

Note that by the way nc was chosen (as the lowest node) we can conclude

that by fi (on the main branch nodes) we can fully map TPd(p
′
x2) into SPd(n1),

for all x (i.e., there are no other added predicates below n1’s level). It is also easy

to see that while s(p′x1) maps in s(p11) (by fi), the opposite is not true, otherwise

R6 steps would have applied up to this point.

We are now ready to construct w. First, we obtain a part p of the w

interleaving as follows: starting from the set of skeleton queries s(p′x1), for all

x ∈ {i1, . . . , is}, let us interpret them as the intermediary parts of the following

3They have a predicate st′ into which st maps.
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skeleton patterns

sx = start//s(p′x1)//end.

Let also s denote the skeleton pattern

s = start//s(p11)//end

Let us now consider the DAG pattern d′ = dag(∩xsx). Since none of the

skeleton patterns sx is equivalent to s, from Lemma 3.A.4 we have that d′ 6≡ s.

Moreover, since s v d′ (because s v sx, by the way c was defined), we must have

that d′ 6v s. In other words, there must exist an interleaving w′ of d′, of the form

start//p//end such that w′ 6v s. Finally, this means p is such that while all the

s(p′x1) map into it, we have that s(p11) does not map into it. We will use this

property. For each p′x1, let fx1 denote a mapping from s(p′x1) into p.

Next, we obtain a second part of w as follows. Let pr11 denote the maximal

token-suffix of p11 such that s(p11) can map in p, and let sf11 denote the remaining

part. sf11 cannot be empty, so it is formed by at least the last token of p11, the

one with node n1. So we can see p11 as

p11 = pr11//sf11.

Let fp denote a partial mapping from s(p11) into p that exhibits sf11.

We will define w by a code i′ and function f ′i as follows:

• i′ = λ(pr//p//sf11//p12//to),

• f ′i maps nodes of MBN(d) into i′ positions as follows:

– f ′i is “identity” for the main branch nodes of pr, to, for the sf11 part of

the p11 prefix of p1 and for the p12 suffix of p1,

– for the remaining main branch nodes n in p11 (i.e., those of pr11), f ′i(n) =

fp(n),

– for the main branch nodes n of the p′x1 prefix of the pr1
x//p

′
x branch in

d, for x ∈ {i1, . . . , is}, f ′i(n) = fx1(n)
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– for the remaining nodes n in the pr1
x//p

′
x branches (i.e. those in p′x2),

f ′i(n) = f ′i(fi(n)).

– finally, for all the main branch nodes of the remaining branches p′y, for

y 6∈ {i1, . . . , is}, f ′i(n) = f ′i(fi(n)).

(they go where their images under fi go.)

Claim 3.A.8. w is an interleaving of d and w 6v c.

Proof of the claim. First, it is easy to check that w is an interleaving for d.

Recall that c is such that

s(c) = s(pr//p1//to) = s(pr//pr11//sf11//p12//to).

Second, it is also easy to check that c can have a containment mapping in

w iff its sf11 part maps in the sf11 of w. But this is not possible because the st

subtree predicate is not present on the f ′i(n1) node of w (which is found somewhere

in the last token of the sf11 part).

General case. We now consider the general case, when the result tokens do

not necessarily have the same main branch. After the possible rewrite R1(i) steps

on the root tokens, and after the possible rewrite steps of R1(ii), R2(ii), R3(ii)

and R4(ii) on the result tokens, we may now obtain a DAG pattern in which the

branches in parallel may not be “connected” to to at its highest node (no), but at

some other node that is strict descendant of no. If this is not the case, then we are

back to the special case discussed previously.

Otherwise, let us now consider the DAG pattern d′ obtained from d by

connecting the endpoints of the branches in parallel at no. We can easily see that

the interleavings of d′ are all among those of d and moreover, d is union-free only if

d′ is union-free, with d′ ≡ d ≡ p, for some p ∈ interleave(d′). This is because the

interleavings of d that are not interleavings of d′ as well are those that add some

predicates on to that are not present in all the interleavings.

By Lemmas 3.A.2 and 3.A.4, we know that d is union-free only if the in-

termediary parts ij are such that their skeletons map in the skeleton of one of
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them, which in addition, in the current d pattern, must start at nr and end at no.

Without loss of generality, let us assume that this is i1 (note that the i1 branch

will not be affected by the transformation from d to d′).

From the special case, we know under what conditions d′ is union-free, and

it is immediate that, when they hold, the interleaving p is obtained from i1 possibly

by adding some predicates of the form [// . . . ] to some of its main branch nodes.

Importantly, each such predicate is added on the highest possible main branch

node of i1.

Finally, it is now easy to check that an interleaving p of d′ obtained in this

way will always have a containment mapping in any interleaving p′ of d: everything

except the added predicates will map (by identity), while the added predicates (of

the form [// . . . ]) will map in their respective occurrence in p′ (by necessity, found

at a lower main branch node then in the one in p).

This ends the completeness proof for akin patterns in XP//.

3.B Beyond Tractability

We give first the proofs for Theorem 3.3.7 (1) and (2). Then we show how

we construct similar reductions to prove Theorem 3.3.8 (1) and (2).

Proof: (Theorem 3.3.7 (1)) To show that our problem is in coNP we use

the following approach: we show that one can always build an interleaving pc that

is the unique candidate for pc ≡ d. Then, we can use an argument similar to the

one used in the proof of Theorem 3.3.3, to check in coNP if d v pc.

We start with d being a DAG pattern as the one illustrated in Figure 3.10

(after R1 steps on the root and result tokens). We have some branches in parallel

i1, . . . , ik, ik+1, . . . , ik+l, starting and ending at various nodes of tr and to. We

proceed towards building pc.

If l = 0 (i.e. all the branches start from the last node of tr and end at first

node of to) we can jump directly to after the claim, with d′ = d.

If not, we will do first some manipulations on d. We use the same notation

as in the proof of Theorem 3.3.5. For each ij, j = k+ 1, k+ l, nrj denotes the node
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in tr that is sibling of the first node in ij, and noj denotes the node of to that is

“parent-sibling” of ij (they have the same child node).

Now, for each ij, j = k+ 1, k+ l, by prj we denote its maximal token-prefix

such that its extended skeleton s(prj) maps in TPd(n
r
j/ . . . /nr). Note that some

of the predicates, among those starting by a //-edge, may no map so we may not

have a full mapping from s(prj) as well.

Then, for each ij by sfj we denote the maximal token-suffix such that sfj

fully maps in TPd(no/ . . . /n
o
j).

We can thus write each ij as

ij = prj//mj//sfj, for j = k + 1, l + 1.

If, for some ij, prj and sfj overlap then in this case the mj part is considered

empty.

Now, we consider a second DAG pattern d′ obtained from d by replacing

each ij branch by the branch mj, connected this time by //-edges to nr and no

(similar to Figure 3.11), instead of the parent of nrj and the child of noj .

We can prove the following:

Claim 3.B.1. d is union-free only if d′ is union-free. If d′ ≡ pc, then pc is the

only interleaving candidate for pc ≡ d.

Proof of the claim: This is because all other interleavings are either sub-

sumed by those of d′, or change the extended skeleton of tr, or add some predicates

on to that will not be present in all interleavings (the candidate must end exactly

by //to).

To simplify presentation let us in the following rename mk+1, . . . ,mk+l as

ik+1, . . . , ik+l and then let m = k + l. So we now have the branches in parallel

i1, . . . , im.

Next, we know that d′ can be union free only if there exists some branch,

w.l.g. i1, such that s(ij) maps into s(i1) for all j = 1,m. Moreover, it is now easy

to see that pc can only have an extended skeleton of the form s(tr)//s(i1)//s(to)
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(this is the minimal skeleton). So, all the branches map their extended skeletons

into the branch i1, while predicates starting by a //-edge may not map.

Note that several choices for mapping each s(ij) into i1 may be available,

and interleavings that do not use one of these choices cannot lead to pc (again,

they will modify the candidate extended skeleton).

Among those that do not modify the candidate extended skeleton, it now

easy to obtain pc:

For each ij let ψj denote the mapping of s(ij) in i1 that uses the highest

possible image for each token in s(ij). We build pc from d′ by transformation steps

that coalesce main branch nodes as follows: for each n ∈MB(ij), we coalesce the

node n with the node ψj(n).

We argue that the tree pattern pc obtained in this way is the only inter-

leaving candidate for pc ≡ d′ (and for pc ≡ d).

Claim 3.B.2. d is union-free only if pc ≡ d.

Proof of the claim: This is because all other interleavings that do not

modify the candidate extended skeleton will be subsumed (as contained interleav-

ings) by this one. This is because all the predicates that were missing from i1

and were added by coalesce steps must start with a //-edge. If they would be put

below the first possible image of their main branch node, they would anyway be

inherited to the main branch nodes above.

The proof that union-free is coNP-easy for XP// is almost done. Now,

since we have a clear candidate pc, obtained in polynomial time, we can guess a

witness interleaving pw of d such that pw 6v pc in polynomial time.

coNP-hardness. The hardness part is proven by reduction from tautology

of 3DNF formulas, which is known to be coNP-complete. We start from a 3DNF

formula φ(x̄) = C1(x̄)∨C2(x̄)∨. . . Cm(x̄) over the boolean variables x̄ = (x1, . . . xn),

where Ci(x̄) are conjunctions of literals.

Out of φ, we build patterns p0, p1, . . . , pn ∈ XP// over

Σ = {x1, . . . , xn, a, c, yes, out}
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Figure 3.13: The construction for coNP-hardness of union-freedom (XP//).

such that the DAG pattern d = p0 ∩ p1 ∩ · · · ∩ pn is union-free iff φ is a tautology.

We build the patterns p0, p1, . . . , pn, based on the gadgets

P, Pyes, PC1 , . . . PCm ,M,QC1 , . . . , QCm , C,Q,

and PX where X can be any set of one, two or three variables (see Figure 3.13).

More precisely, these gadgets are defined as follows:

1. the linear pattern with m+ 1 c-nodes, c/c/ . . . /c (denoted M)

2. the pattern x1/x2/ . . . /xn (denoted P )

3. the pattern x1[yes]/x2[yes]/ . . . /xn[yes] (denoted Pyes)

4. patterns PX , where X is a set of variables of size at most 3, obtained from P

by putting a [yes] predicate below the nodes labeled by the variables in X.

5. for each clause Ci, the pattern PXt [true]/a/M/PXf [false]/a/M/P//out, where

Xt is the set of positive variables in Ci and Xf is the set of negated variables
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in Ci (this pattern is denoted PCi ). For instance, for Ci = (x1 ∧ x̄2 ∧ x5), we

have the pattern PCi = P{1,5}[true]/a/M/P{2}[false]/a/M/P//out.

6. for each clause Ci, QCi denotes the predicate [c/c/c/ . . . /c[PCi ]], with m−i+1

c-nodes,

7. for each Ci, the predicate Qi = [QC1 , . . . QCi−1
, QCi+1

, . . . , QCm ], that is the

list of all QCj predicates for j 6= i.

8. the pattern c[Q1]/c[Q2]/c[Q3]/ . . . c[Qm]/c (denoted C)

9. the predicate Q = [QC1 , . . . , QCm ]

The n+ 1 patterns are then given the last section of Figure 3.13.

First, note that no inheritance of predicates occurs in these patters. QCi

predicates are not inherited in the C part of p0 because that would require some

x1-label to be equated with the c-label. Similarly, the Pyes part of the main branch

does not put implicit QCi predicates at c-nodes either.

We argue that the candidate interleaving pc such that pc ≡ d is unique: pc

is obtained by the code i corresponding to the main branch of p0, and the function

fi that maps the first a-node (the one with a predicate [.//Q]) of each pattern

p1, . . . , pn in the same image as the third a-node of p0 (the parent of the C part).

This is the interleaving that will yield the “minimal” extended skeleton (namely

the one of p0), since nodes with a [yes] predicate are coalesced with p0 nodes having

already that predicate. All others would at least have additional [yes] predicate

branches and even longer main branches and thus cannot not map into pc. Hence

no other interleaving can contain pc.

We show in the following that pc will contain (and reduce) all other inter-

leavings of p0∩· · ·∩pn iff φ is a tautology. Moreover, it is easy see that pc contains

some interleaving p if and only if its [.//Q] predicate can be mapped at the third

a-node from the root in p.

Note now that pc will contain all interleavings p that for at least some

pattern pj “put” its first a-node either below or in the third a-node of p0. This
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is because [.//Q] would be either explicitly present at the third a-node in p or it

would be inherited by this node from some a-labeled descendant.

So, the interleavings that remain be considered are those described by a

function f ′i which takes all the first a-nodes from p1, . . . , pn higher in p0, i.e. in

either the first or the second a-node of p0. Each of these interleaving will basically

make a choice between these two a-nodes.

For some pj, by choosing to coalesce its first a-node with the first a-node

of p0 we get an [yes] predicate at the xi node of the true P part of p0. Similarly,

by coalescing with the second a-node we get an [yes] predicate at the xi node of

the false P part of p0. So, these n individual choices of where to coalesce a-nodes

amount to a truth assignment for the n variables, and in each interleaving the yes

predicate will indicate that assignment.

Recall that in order for pc to contain such an interleaving p, it must be

possible to map the predicate [.//Q] of the third a-node of pc at the third a-node

of p.

We can now argue that p0 ∩ p1 ∩ · · · ∩ pn v pc iff φ is a tautology. The

if direction (when each truth assignment t makes at least one clause Ci true) is

immediate. For a truth assignment with clause Ci being true, in the corresponding

interleaving p, the PCi predicate will hold at the last c-node in the C part, hence

the QCi predicate will hold at the ith c-node in C. Since all other QCj predicates,

for j 6= i, were already explicitly present at this ith c-node, it is now easy to see

that the [.//Q] predicate would be verified at the a-labeled ancestor. Hence there

exists a containment mapping from pc into p.

The only if direction is similar. If for some truth assignment, none of the

clauses is true (in the case φ is not a tautology), then it is easy to check that pc

will not have a containment mapping into the interleaving p corresponding to that

truth assignment. This is because the [.//Q] predicate would not map at the third

a-node in p. This concludes the proof.

Proof: (Theorem 3.3.7 (2)) The proof is similar to the one of Theo-

rem 3.3.7 (1).
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Proof: (Theorem 3.3.8 (1)) First, let us prove the upper bound. For each

node of MB(q) in which some of the views V1 ⊆ V map, it is enough to guess one

interleaving of
⋂
V1
vj in which q does not map. If we put together a polynomial

number of polynomially large witnesses, they make up a polynomial witness for

the entire problem. In other words, one can verify in polynomial time that there

is no rewriting.

For coNP-hardness, we will use the same construction as in the proof of

Theorem 3.3.7(1), for a reduction from tautology of a formula φ. We define n+ 1

views, v0 = p0, v1 = p1, . . . , vn = pn. We define q as q = pc, for pc being the unique

candidate interleaving for the DAG d = dag(unfold(v0 ∩ v1 ∩ · · · ∩ vn)). Moreover,

it is easy to see that the only rewrite plan that has chances to be a rewriting is

r = v0 ∩ v1 ∩ · · · ∩ vn (the output node of each view can only be mapped in the

output node of q). From this, it follows that r is an equivalent rewriting iff d ≡ q

iff d is union-free iff the formula φ is valid. This shows that deciding the existence

of an equivalent rewriting r for queries and view from XP//is coNP-hard.

Proof: (Theorem 3.3.8 (2)) The fact that the problem is in coNP was

already discussed (see proof of Theorem 3.3.8(1)).

For coNP-hardness, we will use the same construction as in the proof of

Theorem 3.3.7(2), for a reduction from tautology of a formula φ.

Chapter 3, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in WebDB

2008. Cautis, Bogdan; Deutsch, Alin; Onose, Nicola.



Chapter 4

Compactly Encoded Relational

Views

ABSTRACT OF THE CHAPTER

In this chapter, I revisit a classical setting in which the user queries are con-

junctive queries and the source publishes families of conjunctive queries specified

as the expansions of a (potentially recursive) Datalog program with parameters. I

present the first study of expressibility and support for sources that satisfy integrity

constraints, which is generally the case in practice.

I identify practically relevant restrictions on the program specifying the

views that ensure decidability under a mix of key and weakly acyclic foreign key

constraints, and beyond. I show that these restrictions are as permissive as possi-

ble, since their slightest relaxation leads to undecidability. I present an algorithm

that is guaranteed to be sound when applied to unrestricted input and in addition

complete under the restrictions.

As a side-effect of this investigation, I settle two problems left open by prior

work even while ignoring constraints. First, I improve the previously best known

upper bound for deciding support in the constraint-free case, characterizing for the

first time the problem’s complexity. Second, I establish the precise relationship

between expressibility and support: I show them to be inter-reducible in PTIME

in both the absence and the presence of constraints.
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4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we revisit the setting of [LRU99, VP00], in which the appli-

cation queries are conjunctive queries and the source accepts families of possibly

parameterized conjunctive queries specified as the expansions of a (potentially re-

cursive) Datalog program. The program is said to generate these services, which

we will also called views. As argued in [LRU99, VP00] and illustrated below,

the choice of Datalog as the service specification formalism enables concise yet

expressive descriptions of large (even infinite) sets of services over a given schema.

As in Chapter 1, we say that query Q is expressible by the program P if it

is equivalent to some view generated by P . Expressible queries can therefore be

evaluated at the source, requiring no post-processing at the adapter or client. Q is

supported by P if it has an equivalent rewriting R using some finite set V of views

generated by P . Note that finding such R and V witnessing support enables the

following execution plan at the adapter: call the Web services implementing the

queries in V , materialize their results locally and run query R over the materialized

database.

The challenge in deciding expressibility and support lies in the fact that

the family of views to pick from can be very large or even infinite. This renders

infeasible any systematic enumeration of views. Remarkably, the two problems

were previously shown to be decidable [LRU99], however only when ignoring any

knowledge of constraints satisfied by the source. In this work, we investigate the

effect of source constraints.

The following example shows that source constraints generate new opportu-

nities for detecting support, calling for algorithms which exploit them. (Example

4.1.1 illustrates a limited-query-capability setting and will be our running example

in this chapter.)

EXAMPLE 4.1.1. Consider a travel information source conforming to the fol-

lowing schema:

flight(origin, destination) shuttle(origin, destination)
train(origin, destination) bus(origin, destination).
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The source admits only views concerning arbitrary-length itineraries by plane,

such that Paris is reachable by train or bus from the destination airport. This

family of views is described as the set of all expansions of the distinguished IDB

predicate ans in program P below:

ans(A,B) :− f(A,C), ind(C,B)

ind(C,B) :− f(C,B), b(B, “Paris”)

ind(C,B) :− f(C,C ′), ind(C ′, B)

ind(C,B) :− f(C,B), t(B, “Paris”)

This example is essentially the same as the example from Section 1.2.3, but

written more compactly, for presentation purposes.

Consider a query that asks for 2-leg itineraries ending in an airport from

which Paris is reachable by train, bus and shuttle.

Q : q(A,B) :− f(A,C), f(C,B), t(B, “Paris”),

b(B, “Paris”), s(B, “Paris”)

Clearly, Q is neither expressible nor supported by P because the views gen-

erated by P do not even mention shuttle information. However, suppose we knew

the following constraint to hold on the source (stating that any city pair connected

by train and bus is also connected by shuttle):

∀A,S t(A,S) ∧ b(A,S) −→ s(A,S). (4.1)

Then we would like the wrapper to find the rewriting

(R) r(A,B) :− V b
1 (A,B), V t

1 (A,B)
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where {V b
i }i≥1 (resp. {V t

i }i≥1) are families of views generated by P, returning

endpoints of itineraries of i flight legs where the destination has a bus link (resp.

a train link) to Paris. Indeed, it can be checked that R is equivalent to Q on all

databases satisfying (4.1). Therefore Q is supported by P when (4.1) holds.

The problem of deciding support is also of interest for implementing security

policies. For security reasons, a source would only allow data access via a set

of authorized views, which are meant to enforce security policies and check user

credentials [Mot89, RMSR04]. This type of access control is provided in particular

by the so-called “non-Truman” access control model [RMSR04], in which the only

allowed queries are those that are equivalent to authorized views or a combination

thereof. The difference with respect to the previous scenario is that the system does

not actually need to build a rewriting, as it will run the original query, provided

that support holds.

Authorized views may be parameterized. For example, a security policy

may require that a physician access a patient record only after providing the cor-

responding record identifier (see Example 4.1.2). In the so-called non-Truman

access control model [RMSR04], a user query is considered legal only if it has

an equivalent rewriting based on authorized views, or, in our terminology, if it is

supported. Illegal queries are rejected by the source.

EXAMPLE 4.1.2. Consider a source for medical data, which grants access to

patient records only under some conditions. The source conforms to the following

schema (where the recordNumber attribute refers to patient visit record number):

mrecord(patientId, recordNumber)
visit(symptoms, diagnosis, recordNumber)
nextVisit(vID, vID’)

and assume that recordNumber is a key for the visit relation.

A physician may have access to a limited amount of information concerning

patients whose medical records belong to other colleagues, as described by the policy:

“A physician can access the diagnosis for patients only as follows. (1) He

can obtain the diagnosis provided he knows the patient identifier and the visit record

number. (2) He can also access the diagnosis of visits for patients with symptoms
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similar to those of a patient whose id and visit record number he knows, as well

as of any other follow-up visits. (3) However, the physician can access neither the

patient id, nor the visit number for the visits from (2).”

Parts (1) and (2) of the policy could be implemented by separate services,

whose authorized views are represented by expansions of distinguished IDB pred-

icate ans1 and ans2 respectively in program P ′ below (the ? annotation denotes

parameters):

ans1(S,D) :− mrecord(?N, ?R), visit(S,D, ?R),

ans2(D) :− mrecord(?N, ?R), visit(S,D′, ?R),

ind1(S,D,R′)

ind1(S,D,R) :− visit(S,D′, R), ind2(D,R)

ind1(S,D,R) :− visit(S,D,R)

ind2(D,R) :− nextV isit(R,R′), ind2(D,R′)

ind2(D,R) :− visit(S,D,R)

The physician wants to find the symptoms for the visit with record number r1

of a patient identified by pid1, together with the diagnosis D1 for any visit with

similar symptoms, and the diagnosis D2 for a subsequent visit. A conjunctive

query that is supported by P ′ and provides the information needed is q′ below. The

primary key constraint is needed to validate the authorization because otherwise

there would be no correlation between the information about symptoms used by the

views witnessing support.

q′(S,D1, D2) :− mrecord(pid1, r1), visit(S,D0, r1),

visit(S,D1, R1), visit(S,D′1, R
′
1),

nextVisit(R′1, R2), visit(S2, D2, R2)

Note that the system rejects any query trying to retrieve patient ids or visit record

numbers, conforming to part (3) of the policy.

Contributions. In this chapter, we carry out the (to the best of our

knowledge) first study of the problems of expressibility and support under source
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constraints. In particular, our contributions include:

Most permissive restrictions for decidability. We identify practically rele-

vant restrictions on the program which ensure decidability under a mix of key and

weakly acyclic foreign key constraints and beyond. The restrictions are particu-

larly useful as they enable decidability via a reduction to the constraint-free case,

which allows one to modularly “plug in” any existing algorithm to this end (such

as those in [LRU99, VP97, VP00] or the one we propose here for an improved

upper bound). We show that these restrictions are as permissive as possible, since

their slightest relaxation leads to undecidability in the presence of even a single

key constraint. This result is counter-intuitive, since the existence of a rewriting

of a conjunctive query using a finite set of non-parameterized conjunctive query

views under key constraints (and beyond) is known to be decidable in NP.

A widely-applicable sound test. It is unsatisfactory in practice to refuse to

test support and expressibility when the decidability restrictions are violated. A

more useful approach consists in devising an algorithm which functions as a deci-

sion procedure under these restrictions, yielding only a best-effort “approximation”

otherwise. One pragmatic articulation of what “approximation” could mean in this

context is the following: the algorithm should be sound (i.e. no false positives) yet

it may return false negatives (i.e. is not complete) for inputs that do not obey the

decidability restrictions. We present such an algorithm for both expressibility and

support, applicable to arbitrary programs under weakly acyclic sets of embedded

dependencies [AHV95], which are sufficiently expressive to capture key and foreign

key constraints and beyond. The algorithm runs in deterministic exponential time

in the size of the query, the size of the program and the maximum size of a con-

straint, which is as good as the best algorithm for rewriting queries using a finite

list of views.

As a side-effect of our investigation, we settle two open problems left from

prior work in the constraint-free setting.
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Improved, practically tight upper bounds. We improve the previously best

known upper bounds for deciding support in the constraint-free case: from non-

deterministic exponential time in [VP00] and doubly-exponential time in [LRU99],

to deterministic exponential time in combined query and program size. Notice that

in a practical implementation, the non-deterministic exponential time upper bound

of [VP00] would still result in a doubly-exponential algorithm. The improvement

is achieved using the sound algorithm mentioned above, which provably acts as an

exponential-time decision procedure in the absence of constraints. We show our

algorithm to be optimal in the program size (we give a deterministic EXPTIME

lower bound for fixed query) and optimal for practical purposes in the query size

(we give an NP lower bound for fixed program). The question of the tightness of

this NP lower bound remains open. An interesting consequence of our new up-

per bound is that, in practical implementations, rewriting using an infinite set of

views is no more expensive than using finitely many views listed individually (still

deterministic exponential time).

The relationship between expressibility and support. We establish that ex-

pressibility and support are inter-reducible in PTIME in both the absence and the

presence of constraints. This enables us to characterize the complexity of express-

ibility as well, and to employ the same algorithm for solving both problems. The

result comes as a pleasant surprise, since prior work reports distinct upper bounds

for these problems, suggesting (in line with intuition) that finding a rewriting of

the query using program expansions is harder than finding a single equivalent ex-

pansion.

A one-size-fits-all solution. It is remarkable (and practically appealing)

that all our upper bound results are based on the same algorithm for support,

which serves simultaneously as (i) an essentially optimal decision procedure in the

constraint-free case, improving prior upper bounds, (ii) a decision procedure under

constraints in all known decidable cases, (iii) a sound procedure in general, and (iv)
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all of the above for the problem of expressibility, due to our inter-reducibility result.

Chapter outline. After introducing preliminary concepts, results and no-

tation in Section 4.2, in Section 4.3 we establish the PTIME inter-reducibility

of expressibility and support. Section 4.4 presents decidable restrictions and Sec-

tion 4.5 contains a sound algorithm in the case of general constraints. We also show

there the improved upper bounds for the constraint-free setting (Section 4.5.1).

For presentation simplicity, throughout these sections we ignore the presence of

parameters in the views generated by the program. We map the boundaries of

decidability in Section 4.6 and show how parameters are handled in Section 4.7.

Finally, we discuss related work in Section 4.8.

4.2 Preliminaries

We denote with CQ the language of conjunctive queries.

Constraints. We consider constraints ξ of the form

∀ū∀w̄ φ(ū, w̄) −→ ∃v̄ ψ(ū, v̄)

where φ (the premise) and ψ (the conclusion) are conjunctions of relational or

equality atoms. Such constraints are known as embedded dependencies and are suf-

ficiently expressive to specify all usual integrity constraints, such as keys, foreign

keys, inclusion, join, multivalued dependencies, EGDs, TGDs etc. [AHV95]. We

call φ the premise and ψ the conclusion. If v̄ is empty, then ξ is a full dependency.

If ψ consists only of equality atoms, then ξ is an equality-generating dependency

(EGD). If ψ consists only of relational atoms, then ξ is a tuple-generating depen-

dency (TGD). If the premise and conclusion of a TGD contain one atom each, we

call it an inclusion dependency (IND). An IND in which the variables ū appear

precisely in the key attributes of the relation mentioned in the conclusion is a for-

eign key constraint. A key constraint on relation R can be expressed by the EGD

∀ū, v̄1, v̄2 R(ū, v̄1)∧R(ū, v̄2) −→ v̄1 = v̄2. We write A |= C if the instance A satisfies

all the constraints in C.
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Containment and Equivalence. Query Q1 is contained in query Q2

under the set C of constraints (denoted Q1 vC Q2) iff Q1(D) ⊆ Q2(D) for every

database D |= C, where Q(D) denotes the result of Q on D. Q1 is equivalent to

Q2 under C (denoted Q1 ≡C Q2) iff Q1 vC Q2 and Q2 vC Q1.

Mappings. A partial mapping from CQ query Q1 to CQ query Q2 is a

function h from the variables and constants of Q1 to the variables and constants

of Q2 such that (i) h is the identity mapping on all constants, and (ii) for every

relational atom (also called subgoal) R(X̄) of Q1, if h is defined for all variables

in (X̄), then R(h(X̄)) is a subgoal of Q2. A homomorphism from a set of subgoals

C1 to a set of subgoals C2 is a partial mapping from the query Q1() :− C1 to the

query Q2() :− C2 which is defined on all variables of Q1. A containment mapping

from CQ query Q1 with tuple of head variables X̄1 to CQ query Q2 with tuple of

head variables X̄2 is a homomorphism h from Q1 to Q2 such that h(X̄1) = X̄2.

We represent mappings as sets of pairs associating variables with either variables

or constants, and use the notation X : Y for the pair (X, Y ). The union of two

mappings is simply the union of their sets of pairs. A mapping is consistent if

it does not map the same variable to two distinct values. A set of mappings is

compatible if their union is consistent. Composition of mappings is the standard

function composition, denoted by the operator ◦.
Expansion using views. Given a CQ query R formulated in terms of

a set of view names V(where the views are also CQs), the expansion of query R

w.r.t. the views in V (denoted expandV(R)) is the query E obtained as follows:

every subgoal V (X̄) in R is replaced by a copy of the body of V , in which the head

variables of V are renamed to X̄ and all other variables are replaced by variables

occurring in no other view bodies introduced during the expansion. It is easy to see

that this variable renaming defines a homomorphism h from V into the expansion

E, which we refer to as the expansion homomorphism.

Rewriting using views. We say that a conjunctive query R formulated

in terms of view names V is a rewriting of a query Q using V under a set C of

dependencies iff Q ≡C expandV(R).
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Equivalence under views and constraints. Given queries R1, R2 for-

mulated in terms of the view names in V and a set of dependencies C, we say

that R1 is equivalent to R2 under V and C, denoted R1 ≡VC R2, if and only if

expandV(R1) ≡C expandV(R2).

The chase. We will use the classical chase procedure for rewriting con-

junctive queries using a set of embedded dependencies [AHV95]. For arbitrary

sets C of dependencies, the chase is not guaranteed to terminate. The least re-

strictive condition on C known to date which is sufficient to ensure termination

of the chase with C regardless of the query Q is called weak acyclicity [FKMP03]

(see also [DT03b]). Weak acyclicity of C implies termination of the chase of Q

with C in time polynomial in the size of Q and exponential in the size of C. As-

suming termination of the chase, we denote with chaseC(Q) the query obtained

by chasing conjunctive query Q with C to termination (this query is unique up to

equivalence). Besides introducing new variables (for instance due to chasing with

TGDs), the chase may equate the original variables of Q to constants or to each

other (for instance due to chasing with key constraints) [AHV95]. Denoting this

variable renaming with r, it is a well-known fact that r is a homomorphic mapping

from Q into chaseC(Q), also called the chase homomorphism [AHV95].

Datalog expansions. A finite expansion (in short “expansion”) of an

IDB predicate p of a Datalog program P is a CQ query with head p(X̄) and body

obtained as follows: initialize the body to body := p(X̄), then apply the following

expansion step a finite number of times until no more IDBs are left in the body:

for every IDB goal gi in the body, pick a rule ri in P defining gi and collect all

picked rules in a list V . Treating V as views, replace body with expandV(body),

where each gi is expanded using ri. The set of expansions of P is infinite if P is

recursive.

Convention. In the remainder of this chapter, unless explicitly stated

otherwise, all queries and views are conjunctive queries, all programs are Datalog

programs, and all dependencies are embedded dependencies.
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4.3 Expressibility Versus Support

We say that a view V is generated by program P when V is a CQ expansion

of P .

Definition 4.3.1. Given a Datalog program P, a conjunctive query Q and a set

of embedded dependencies C, we say that

1. Q is supported by P under C (denoted SuppCP(Q)), iff there is a finite set

of views V generated by P and a conjunctive query rewriting of Q using V
under C.

2. Q is expressible by P under C (denoted ExprCP(Q)), iff Q is equivalent under

C to some view V generated by P.

In previous work, the problems of support and expressibility were intro-

duced separately (in [LRU99], respectively [VP00]). They were shown to be de-

cidable, yet their reported complexity upper bounds were different even in the ab-

sence of constraints: doubly-exponential deterministic time for support [LRU99],

and EXPTIME for expressibility [VP00]. These results seemed to follow the intu-

ition that finding a rewriting of the query using some expansions of the program

is harder than finding a single equivalent expansion.

We establish a counter-intuitive relationship between the two problems,

showing them to be inter-reducible in polynomial time even in the presence of

dependencies.

Theorem 4.3.1. Let C be a weakly acyclic set of embedded dependencies. Then

there is a reduction from the problem of support of a query Q by a program P under

C to an instance of the expressibility problem, which is in PTIME in the size of Q

and P and in EXPTIME in the size of C.

Given Q, P and C, we construct a new query Q′, program P ′ and set of

dependencies C ′, such that Q is supported by P under C iff Q′ is expressible by P ′

under C ′.
The reduction starts from the following result, which generalizes a result of

[LMSS95b] to the presence of dependencies:
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Lemma 4.3.1. Let C be a weakly acyclic set of embedded dependencies. Then

SuppCP(Q) holds iff there is a rewriting R of Q under C using views generated by

P, where R has no more variables than chaseC(Q).

Proof: [of Theorem 4.3.1] It was shown in prior work [DLN05] that, if C is

weakly acyclic, then chaseC(Q) contains v variables, where v is upper-bounded by

a polynomial in the number of goals in Q and exponential in the maximum arity

of a relation appearing in the conclusion of a dependency in C.
From this, we will build in PTIME in the size of chaseC(Q) and P a new

program P ′ that basically enumerates all possible conjunctions of expansions of

Pusing at most v variables.

For this proof, it helps to consider Q and conjunctions of expansions as

rectified. More precisely, no constants are allowed in predicate subgoals, and no

variable appears twice in subgoals. Instead, joins are made explicit by subgoals

equals(X, Y ), and selections with a constant c by subgoals equals(X, c). Note that

we can pass from any conjunctive query to its rectified version and vice-versa in

linear time.

Given Q, denote with aQ the arity of Q (the number of its distinguished

variables). Assume w.l.o.g. that the distinguished predicate of P is ans, of arity

aP . We add a new IDB predicate ans′, as well as a new unary EDB predicate D.
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We build the following program, of distinguished predicate ans′:

ans′(V1, . . . , VaQ) :− pick(V1, X1, . . . , Xv),

pick(V2, X1, . . . , Xv), . . .

pick(VaQ , X1, . . . , Xv),

temp(X1, . . . , Xv)

temp(X1, . . . , Xv) :− D(X1), . . . , D(Xv)

temp(X1, . . . , Xv) :− ans(Y1, Y2, . . . , YaP ),

pick(Y1, X1, . . . , Xv),

pick(Y2, X1, . . . , Xv), . . .

pick(YaP , X1, . . . , Xv),

temp(X1, . . . , Xv)

pick(V,X1, . . . , Xv) :− equals(V,X1),

D(V ), D(X1), . . . , D(Xv)

pick(V,X1, . . . , Xv) :− equals(V,X2),

D(V ), D(X1), . . . , D(Xv)
...

pick(V,X1, . . . , Xv) :− equals(V,Xv),

D(V ), D(X1), . . . , D(Xv)

+

modified rules of P with D atoms for all variables

The rules of P appear in P ′ modified as follows. Each rule of P of the form

headi(X̄i) :− bodyi(X̄i, Ȳi)

is transformed into a rule

headi(X̄i) :− bodyi(X̄i, Ȳi),

D(X1), . . . , D(Xni), D(Y1), . . . , D(Ymi)
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The rules added in addition to those of P have the task of expressing all

possible conjunctive queries with aQ head variables and at most v variables in

total, formulated against the distinguished goal of P , ans. The ans subgoals are

then expanded into views generated by P (plus D subgoals), due to the inclusion

of the (modified) rules of P into P ′.
Note that the temp subgoal lists the pool of v variables the expansions of

P ′ will use. Each temp subgoal expands into arbitrarily many ans subgoals which

will build the body of the rewriting. The variables appearing in the head ans’ and

in the various ans subgoals in the body are each associated with pick subgoals.

The pick subgoal has v possible expansions, each having the role of picking one of

the v variables in the pool to equate with the variable in its first argument. In

this way, every assignment of variables from the pool to variables of (the head and

body of) the conjunctive query over ans subgoals is realizable by some expansion

of the pick subgoals.

The D predicate is introduced for technical purposes, to avoid generating

unsafe Datalog rules for the pick goal. Its effect is that each view generated by P ′

has a D subgoal for each of its variables. This does not influence expressibility as

long as we add such subgoals for all variables appearing in the query and in the

dependencies. Indeed, if Q has the form

Q(Z1, . . . , ZaQ) :− body(Z1, . . . , ZvQ)

with body a conjunction of subgoals, we build a new boolean query

Q′(Z1, . . . , ZaQ) :− body(Z1, . . . , ZvQ),

D(Z1), . . . , D(ZvQ)

Finally, we construct a new set of dependencies C ′ by adding in the con-

clusion of each dependency σ from C the predicate D(X) for every variable X

appearing in σ.

Notice that C ′ and Q′ are obtained in linear time from C and Q, respectively.

P ′ is obtained in PTIME from P and v, where the latter is polynomial in the size of

Q but exponential in the maximum arity of a relation appearing in the conclusion

of some dependency from C.
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It is now easy to show that SuppCP(Q) holds if and only if ExprC
′

P ′(Q
′) does.

We consider the “if” direction. Assuming that ExprC
′

P ′(Q
′) holds, let V

denote some expansion of P ′ such that V ≡C′ Q′. First, it is easy to check that for

the query V ′ obtained from V by removing all D subgoals we have V ′ ≡C Q. Note

also that V was generated by first expanding an ans′ goal into a conjunction of ans

and D subgoals (via some intermediary pick and temp steps), and then expanding

each ans subgoal using the modified versions of P ’s rules (adding a D subgoal

for each new variable). Therefore, its V ′ part is isomorphic with the expansion

of some conjunctive query over P expansions. Hence V ′ represents a witness for

SuppCP(Q).

The “only if” direction is similar. Recall that ans′ goals can expand into

any conjunction of ans subgoals using at most v variables (plus the corresponding

D subgoals). Therefore, any rewriting R of Q over views generated by P and using

at most v variables expands into a query that is isomorphic with some expansion

of P ′, modulo missing D subgoals. Such a rewriting R would thus be a witness for

ExprC
′

P ′(Q
′). Since by Lemma 4.3.1 we can apply this upper-bound on the number

of variables in a rewriting, we can conclude that SuppCP(Q) implies ExprC
′

P ′(Q
′).

Corollary 4.3.1. If the size of the schema (with dependencies) is bounded by a

constant, then there is a PTIME reduction from support to expressibility provided

the set of embedded dependencies is weakly acyclic.

Corollary 4.3.2. In the absence of dependencies, there is a PTIME reduction

from support to expressibility.

The next result shows the existence of a polynomial-time reduction in the

other direction, requiring no restrictions on the embedded dependencies.

Theorem 4.3.2. Expressibility reduces in PTIME to support.

Proof: Given Q,P and C, we construct a boolean query Q′′, boolean program

P ′′ and set of dependencies C ′′, such that Q is expressible by P under C iff Q′′ is

supported by P ′′ under C ′′.
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For presentation simplicity, we first show a first-cut solution which works

only if the query graph is connected, then we explain how the reduction can be

adapted to arbitrary queries.

Denote with aQ the arity of Q and assume w.l.o.g. that Q has the form

Q(Z1, . . . , ZaQ) :− body(Z1, . . . , ZvQ)

with body a conjunction of subgoals and vQ ≥ aQ the total number of variables

appearing in Q. We build the boolean query

Q′() :− head(Z1, . . . , ZaQ), body(Z1, . . . , ZvQ)

using a fresh EDB relation head of arity aQ.

Assume w.l.o.g. that the distinguished IDB of P is ans. Notice that, for Q

to be expressible by P , ans must have the same arity as Q. P ′ is constructed by

adding to the rules of P a new rule defining a fresh, boolean IDB predicate ans ′:

ans ′() :− ans(X1, . . . , XaQ), head(X1, . . . , XaQ).

The distinguished IDB predicate of P ′ is ans ′.

Note that the views generated by P ′ are in one-to-one correspondence to

those generated by P : any view V ′ generated by P ′ simply extends the body of

some view V generated by P with a head subgoal containing the head variables of

V . Q is equivalent to V if and only if Q′ is equivalent to the corresponding view V ′:

the head subgoals appearing in both Q′ and V ′ ensure the desired correspondence

between the distinguished variables of Q and those of V . We have thus proven

Claim 1. ExprCP ′(Q
′) iff ExprCP(Q).

Also note that, since each view generated by P ′ is boolean, any rewriting

using such views is really a Cartesian product thereof. We therefore make the

following claim:
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Claim 2. Consider a boolean query Q′′ and the set of embedded dependen-

cies C ′′. If

(a) Q′′ performs no Cartesian products (i.e. if its hypergraph [AHV95] is con-

nected), and

(b) all constraints in C ′′ have premises with connected hypergraph,

then Q′′ is equivalent under C ′′ to some boolean conjunctive query R iff it is equiv-

alent under C ′′ to a connected subquery of R. �
Proof of Claim 2. The “if” direction is immediate, we prove the “only if”

direction next.

Let Q′′ be connected, and R() :− V1(), V2(), where the hypergraphs of V1

and V2 are disjoint.

Assume toward a contradiction that V1 6vC′′ V2 and V2 6vC′′ V1. Then

there must exist two databases, DB1, DB2, with disjoint active domains, such

that both DB1, DB2 satisfy C ′′, and such that V1(DB1) = true, V2(DB1) = false,

V1(DB2) = false and V2(DB2) = true. Since Q′′ is equivalent to R under C ′′, we

obtain that Q(DB1) = Q(DB2) = false.

Let DB3 be the database obtained by unioning the two:

DB3 := DB1 ∪DB2.

We claim that DB3 satisfies C ′′ as well: the components DB1, DB2 do so

by hypothesis, and their disjoint union cannot violate any constraint in C ′′ because

all constraint premises are connected and thus cannot match across the databases.

Note that Q′′(DB3) = false, as Q′′ has no match into any of DB1, DB2,

and no match across them because it is connected. Also note that R(DB3) = true,

as V1 and V2 have a match against the sub-databases DB1 and DB2, respectively.

We have thus exhibited a database DB3 |= C ′′ such that R(DB3) = true,

but Q′′(DB3) = false, contradicting the equivalence of Q to R under C ′′. Therefore,

either of V1, V2 must be contained in the other under C ′′, so R can be minimized

under C ′′ to just one component. The reasoning extends to arbitrarily many com-

ponents by induction.

End of proof of Claim 2.
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By Claim 2, we have that, under restrictions (a) and (b), all rewritings

of Q′ under C using views generated by P ′ contain a single view goal or can be

minimized to a single view goal. This implies that ExprCP ′(Q
′) holds if and only if

SuppCP ′(Q
′) does. Considering also Claim 1, we obtain SuppCP ′(Q

′) iff ExprCP ′(Q
′)

iff ExprCP(Q).

We now refine the reduction, lifting restrictions (a) and (b). To this end, we

obtain fromQ′,P ′ and C, Q′′,P ′′ and C” such that ExprCP(Q) holds iff ExprC
′′

P ′′(Q
′′)

does, and such that Q′′ and the premises of all constraints in C ′′ are connected.

Then Claim 2 will apply to Q′′ and C ′′, completing the proof.

The head of Q′′ is the same as that of Q′. The distinguished IDB of P ′′ is

the same as that of P ′. Every remaining goal and subgoal of Q′ and P ′, say G(X̄)

of arity a, is extended to an a + 1-ary goal G(X̄, U), where U is a fresh variable

shared across all goals.

We replace in the same way all subgoals appearing in dependencies in C:
for every σ ∈ C of form

∀X̄ premise(X̄)→ ∃Ȳ conclusion(X̄, Ȳ ),

we construct σ′′ of form

∀X̄∀U premise′′(X̄, U)→ ∃Ȳ conclusion′′(X̄, Ȳ , U),

where premise” and conclusion” are obtained from premise and conclusion, respec-

tively, by extending the goals with the new variable U , as done above for Q′ and P ′.

Claim 3. ExprCP ′(Q
′) holds iff ExprC

′′

P ′′(Q
′′) does.

The theorem follows from Claims 1, 3 and 2.

In particular, since dependency-free support is known to be decidable [LRU99],

Theorem 4.3.2 implies decidability of dependency-free expressibility, with the same

complexity.
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4.4 Decidable Cases

In this section, we give restrictions under which the problems of express-

ibility and support are decidable under constraints. As will be seen in Section 4.6,

the restrictions are needed because the two problems are in general undecidable,

and they are fairly tight, in the sense that even slight relaxations thereof lead to

undecidability.

Because it is interesting in its own right, we show a particular route to

decidability based on reducing to the dependency-free setting, which is known to

be decidable [LRU99]. However, this does not yet provide the improved upper

bound, which requires improving prior results for the dependency-free case. We

shall do so in Section 4.5, obtaining a more general result: a novel algorithm

that does not rely on reduction to the dependency-free case, but serves as an

optimal decision procedure when dependencies are absent or when they satisfy

the restrictions presented in this section, and gracefully degenerates to a sound

procedure otherwise.

We introduce properties of the program and of the views it generates that

suffice for our reduction to the dependency-free case. The idea is to pre-process the

program to explicitly incorporate into it the knowledge about the dependencies,

so that these can then be ignored, thus reducing the problem to dependency-

free expressibility and support for the new program. The pre-processing technique

relies on the chase procedure. This was a natural choice, as the chase tool has been

traditionally employed successfully to reduce classical decision problems (such as

query equivalence or implication of dependencies [AHV95]) from the presence of

dependencies to their absence. We start with expressibility.

Given a Datalog program P , we denote with chaseC(P) the program ob-

tained by chasing each rule of P with C.

Definition 4.4.1 (C-Local Program). Let C be a weakly acyclic set of dependencies.

We say that a program P is C-local iff for every view V generated by P there is

a view W generated by chaseC(P), and for every view W generated by chaseC(P)

there is a view V generated by P, such that chaseC(V ) is equivalent to W even in

the absence of dependencies.
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The intuition behind C-locality is as follows. Recall that when checking

expressibility under C, one needs to exhibit some view V generated by P , such

that Q ≡C V . By the chase theorem [AHV95, MMS79], if the chase terminates,

the equivalence under C reduces to the following equivalence in the absence of

dependencies (i.e. under the empty set of dependencies): chaseC(Q) ≡∅ chaseC(V ).

C-locality ensures that the chase of view V can be avoided by simply searching

among the views generated by chaseC(P). These must include some W with W ≡∅
chaseC(V ), so the existence of V as above is equivalent to the existence of W

generated by chaseC(P), with chaseC(Q) ≡∅ W . This in turn is by definition

dependency-free expressibility of query chaseC(Q) by program chaseC(P). Indeed,

we can show the following.

Theorem 4.4.1. Let Q be a conjunctive query, C a weakly acyclic set of dependen-

cies, and P a C-local program. Then ExprCP(Q) holds iff Expr∅chaseC(P)(chaseC(Q))

holds.

Proof: Let V be the view generated by P , witnessing ExprCP(Q), i.e.

Q ≡C V (4.2)

Because C is weakly acyclic, the chase with it is guaranteed to terminate, so (4.2)

is equivalent to

chaseC(Q) ≡ chaseC(V ) (4.3)

Since P is C-local, there is W generated by chaseC(P) with

chaseC(V ) ≡ W. (4.4)

By (4.4) and (4.3) and by transitivity of ≡ relation, we obtain

chase(Q) ≡ W (4.5)

and thus W witnesses Expr∅chaseC(P)(chaseC(Q)).

The opposite direction is analogous.
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The reduction of support to the dependency-free case requires an additional

restriction on the views generated by the program. In this case, we need to exhibit

a set V of views generated by P and a rewriting R of Q in terms of V . Again by the

chase theorem [AHV95, MMS79], this is equivalent (provided the chase terminates)

to exhibiting V and R such that chaseC(Q) ≡∅ chaseC(expandV(R)). The idea

behind the reduction is to require the views to be such that no matter how they

are used in R, chasing R’s expansion gives the same result as first chasing each view

individually and then expanding R with the chased views: chaseC(expandV(R)) ≡∅
expand{chaseC(V1),...,chaseC(Vn)}(R). Now if P is C-local, then the chased views are

equivalent to some views W = {W1, . . . ,Wn} generated by chaseC(P), and we

have chaseC(Q) ≡∅ chaseC(expandW(R)), which is the definition of dependency-

free support of chaseC(Q) by chaseC(P ). We formalize this intuition next.

Definition 4.4.2 (C-Independent View Set). Let C be a weakly acyclic set of

dependencies. We say that a set of views V = {V1, . . . , Vn} is C-independent iff,

for every query R′ formulated in terms of V, there exists query R also formulated

in terms of V, such that

(i) R′ ≡VC R,

(ii) and such that

chaseC(expand{V1,...,Vn}(R))

is equivalent even in the absence of dependencies to

expand{chaseC(V1),...,chaseC(Vn)}(R).

Notice that we do not require property (ii) in Definition 4.4.2 to hold for

all queries R′ over V , since there are potentially many equivalent forms of R′. It

suffices if one of them satisfies (ii). In that case, we can show the following.

Theorem 4.4.2. Let Q be a conjunctive query, C a weakly acyclic set of dependen-

cies, and P a C-local program. Then, if the views generated by P are C-independent,

then SuppCP(Q) iff Supp∅chaseC(P)(chaseC(Q)).
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Proof: Assume w.l.o.g. that SuppCP(Q) is witnessed by the views V =

{V1, . . . , Vn} generated by P and the rewriting R in terms of V . By C-locality of

P , there are W1, . . . ,Wn generated by chaseC(P) such that Wi ≡ chaseC(Vi) for

every 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We therefore have:

Q ≡C expandV(R), (4.6)

which is equivalent (due to weak acyclicity of C) to

chaseC(Q) ≡ chaseC(expandV(R)), (4.7)

By C-independence of V there must be another query R′ over the view schema

such that

chaseC(expandV(R′)) ≡ expand{chaseC(V1),...,chaseC(Vn)}(R
′) (4.8)

and

expandV(R′) ≡C expandV(R) (4.9)

hence again by weak acyclicity of C,

chaseC(expandV(R′)) ≡ chaseC(expandV(R)) ≡ chaseC(Q) (4.10)

From (4.8) and (4.10), we infer:

chaseC(Q) ≡ expand{chaseC(V1),...,chaseC(Vn)}(R
′), (4.11)

which is equivalent to

chaseC(Q) ≡ expand{W1,...,Wn}(R
′) (4.12)

because the semantics of a query composition is preserved under replacement with

equivalent queries.

But then {W1, . . . ,Wn} and R′ witness

Supp∅chaseC(P)(chaseC(Q)).
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We next provide various syntactic restrictions on the dependencies in C and

on P to guarantee C-independence and C-locality.

Theorem 4.4.3. Let C be a weakly acyclic set of inclusion dependencies. Then

any Datalog program P is C-local and every finite subset of its generated views is

C-independent.

Proof:

Let α be a conjunctive query whose body contains both EDB and IDB

relations of P . We say that β is obtained in one expansion step with rule r,

denoted

α
r

=⇒ β,

iff β is obtained by expanding with r one of α’s subgoals that uses the IDB relation

defined by r. Given a sequence of expansion steps

ans(X̄) = α0
r1=⇒ α1 . . .

rn=⇒ αn

where each ri is a rule of P and ans is a distinguished IDB of P , we call each αi

a partial expansion of P .

To prove the theorem, we claim more specifically that the result of chasing

any partial expansion α of P can be alternatively obtained by replacing the rules

in the derivation of α with their chased form (these are rules of chaseC(P)):

Claim 1. For every n, and every sequence of expansion steps

ans(X̄) = α0
r1=⇒ α1 . . .

rn=⇒ αn,

there is a sequence of expansion steps

ans(X̄) = β0
chaseC(r1)

=⇒ β1 . . .
chaseC(rn)

=⇒ βn

such that for every 0 ≤ i ≤ n, βi is isomorphic to chaseC(αi).

Notice that, if the claim holds, then any partial expansion αn of P can be

obtained (up to isomorphism) as an expansion βn of chaseC(P). This immediately

gives C-locality for the particular case of full expansions (which are the generated
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views): to find the view W generated by chaseC(P) that corresponds to view V

generated by P , retrace the derivation of V by P using the chased rules instead.

Proof of Claim 1. The claim is proven by induction on n, using for the

induction step the observation that INDs have only one atom in the premise, so

the EDB goals in αi cannot cooperate with the new EDB goals introduced in αi+1

to enable a chase step. The chase of αi+1 therefore progresses in isolation on the

goals appearing in αi, and on the new goals introduced by the expansion step.

Its effect is therefore alternatively achievable by expanding chaseC(αi) in one step

using the chased rule chaseC(ri+1).

End of proof of Claim 1.

C-independence of the views follows from essentially the same observation

about INDs, which actually gives a stronger result:

Claim 2. Any set V of views (regardless of whether generated by some

program or not) is C-independent if C consists only of INDs.

Indeed, any join of renamed copies of view bodies (corresponding to the

expansion of some rewriting), when chased, gives the same result as chasing the

view bodies in isolation and then joining them. This is because the single-atom

premises of the INDs preclude the interaction (w.r.t. enabling chase steps) of goals

from distinct view bodies.

Theorems 4.4.1, 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 immediately imply that for weakly acyclic

sets of inclusion dependencies, expressibility and support reduce to the dependency-

free versions:

Corollary 4.4.1. If C is a weakly acyclic set of inclusion dependencies, then for

any program P and query Q, ExprCP(Q) iff Expr∅chaseC(P)(chaseC(Q)) and

SuppCP(Q) iff Supp∅chaseC(P)(chaseC(Q)).

EXAMPLE 4.4.1. Consider a source for travel data using the following schema:
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train(origin, destination, operator)
bus(origin, destination,operator)

where each origin-destination pair is connected by a non-stop leg. It accepts queries

for train itineraries with arbitrary many legs in which the same operator is used. It

returns the origin, the destination, one intermediary stop and the operator. This

family of queries is described by program P:

(P) ans(A,B,C,O) :− ind(A,B,O), ind(B,C,O)

ind(B,C,O) :− t(B,B′, O), ind(B′, C,O)

ind(B,C,O) :− t(B,C,O)

Let Q be an application query searching for a one-way trip with connection in

Paris, such that starting from Paris one can either continue the trip by bus, and

stay with the first operator, or take another train with any available operator.

(Q) q(A,B) :− t(A,C,O1), b(C,B,O1), t(C,B,O2), C = “Paris”

Notice that Q is not supported by P in the absence of constraints (the source

does not even allow views mentioning the bus predicate): Supp∅P(Q) does not hold.

Assume that the source satisfies C which contains the inclusion dependency

(4.13) below, stating that an operator will also cover by bus any leg important

enough to be covered by train.

∀X,Y,O t(X,Y,O) −→ b(X,Y,O) (4.13)

Since C is (trivially) a weakly acyclic set of INDs, by Corollary 4.4.1 SuppCP(Q)

holds if and only if so does Supp∅chaseC(P)(chaseC(Q)).

Chase steps apply on the extensional parts of the second and third rules of

P, yielding the new rules (we underline the newly added tuples):
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ind(B,C,O) :− t(B,B′, O), b(B,B′, O), ind(B′, C,O)

ind(B,C,O) :− t(B,C,O), b(B,C,O)

The new program chaseC(P) generates the views Vij denoting the expansion

with i legs from the origin to the intermediary point and j legs from the interme-

diary point to the destination. This includes the view V11, which gives the shortest

itineraries:

(V11) v(A,B,C,O) :− t(A,B,O), b(A,B,O), t(B,C,O), b(B,C,O)

By chasing also the query, we obtain Q′ = chaseC(Q):

(Q′) q(A,B) :− t(A,C,O1), b(A,C,O1), b(C,B,O1),

t(C,B,O2), b(C,B,O2), C = “Paris”

Observe that Supp∅chaseC(P)(chaseC(Q)) (and SuppCP(Q)) still does not hold

because all the views Vij require that only one operator be used. To enforce this re-

quirement on Q′, one would need a constraint enforcing that the subgoals b(C,B,O1)

and b(C,B,O2) from Q′ refer to the same operator, making the equality O1 = O2

hold.

Key safety. We next introduce the notion of a program being “key-safe”,

which guarantees C-locality and C-independence in the presence of key constraints.

LetR be a relation with an n-attribute composite key and let P̄ = (p1, . . . , pk)

be an ordered sequence of k distinct values in the range 1 to n. We say that a

rule of P outputs the key of R, by positions P̄ , into the sequence of head variables

X̄ = (Xi1 , . . . , Xik) if X̄ appears in the rule body either
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• in the positions p1, . . . , pk of the key attribute sequence of some R-subgoal,

with the remaining n−k positions (if any) of the key being bound to constant

values, or

• in the positions j1, . . . , jk of some p-subgoal, where p is an IDB predicate

with at least one rule that in turn outputs the key of R by key positions P̄

into the sequence of head variables with indices j1, . . . , jk.

We say that a subgoal g outputs the key of R, by positions P̄ = (p1, . . . , pk),

into the sequence of variables X̄ = (Xi1 , . . . , Xik) if

• g uses EDB predicate R and X̄ appears in positions p1, . . . , pk in the key

attributes of g, with the remaining n− k positions (if any) of the key being

bound to constant values, or

• g uses IDB predicate p and there exists some rule defining p which outputs

the key of R, by the key positions P̄ , into variables X̄.

We say that a rule is safe for the key constraint on R if whenever one of

its IDB subgoals outputs the key of R by some sequence of k key positions P̄ into

k variables X̄ = (Xi1 , . . . , Xik), no other subgoal does the same (for the same key

positions P̄ ). Notice that several EDB subgoals may output the key of the same

R by the same key positions and into the same sequence of variables X̄, as long as

no IDB goal does.

EXAMPLE 4.4.2. Suppose that, in Example 4.4.1, C contains also a key con-

straint on the b table, stating that bus operators cover disjoint legs:

∀X,Y,O b(X,Y,O), b(X,Y,O′) −→ O = O′ (4.14)

Notice that chaseC(P) is the same as in Example 4.4.1 because no chase

step applies with the key constraint.

The rules in chaseC(P) are safe. Indeed, in the second rule, b outputs the

key into the sequence B,B′, while ind outputs it into B′, C. The two subgoals

in the first rule also output the key, but into different sequences: A,B and B,C

respectively.
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Intuitively, safety of the rules in a program P is designed to guarantee C-
locality. It disallows two IDB goals in a rule from outputting the key of some EDB

R into the same variables because this could lead, in the expansion of the rule, to

two R goals agreeing on the key attributes and thus triggering a chase step with

the key constraint. Since the R goals would come from the expansion of distinct

IDB goals in the rule, the effect of this chase would not be reproducible by chasing

the program rules in isolation (as in the definition of chaseC(P )).

We now give a condition ensuring that every set of views generated by P
is C-independent. This requires additional restrictions on the rules of the distin-

guished predicates.

Definition 4.4.3. A program P is key-safe for a set of key constraints K if

1. each rule is safe for all key constraints in K, and

2. for all distinguished predicates ans of P, all defining rules r of ans, and all

relational symbols R in the schema, if r outputs the key attributes Ā (as

defined above) of some goal R(Ā, B̄), it also outputs all non-key attributes B̄

(by the same definition that applied to the key attributes).

If I is a set of weakly acyclic INDs, we say that P is key-safe for C = K∪I
if chaseI(P) is key-safe for K.

Note that key-safety can be checked in PTIME in the size of P and K.

EXAMPLE 4.4.3. Continuing Example 4.4.2, we observe that distinguished pred-

icate ans outputs the pairs of key attributes A,B and B,C, but it also outputs O,

the only non-key attribute. Therefore, P is key-safe.

Intuitively, the key safety condition on the distinguished predicates ensures

that, given query R′ in terms of some views V generated by P , there is query

R ≡VC R′ such that no chase step with a key constraint will apply to expandV(R).

This is because, if two view atoms in R′ happen to output the key of some EDB

goal G into the same variables Ā, then by key-safety they each must also output

all non-key attributes of G, say in variables B̄1, respectively B̄2. But then there

is a query R, equivalent to R′, obtained by adding to R′ the equalities B̄1 = B̄2.
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This equality is preserved in expandV(R), so the chase step with the key constraint

does not apply on expandV(R). More formally, we can show the following.

Theorem 4.4.4. Let C consist of key constraints and an acyclic set of inclusion

dependencies. Any Datalog program P that is key-safe for C is also C-local and all

views generated by it are C-independent.

Proof: C-locality follows from the fact that Claim 1 in the proof of Theo-

rem 4.4.3 holds also for C = I ∪ K, where I is a set of INDs, and K a set of key

constraints.

The proof is similar, using for the induction step a few additional observa-

tions about the chase with key constraints and INDs.

A first observation is that the chase of any query α with C yields a result

that is equivalent to that obtained by first chasing with I, then with K:

chaseC(α) ≡ chaseK(chaseI(α)),

as the key constraints from K never introduce new variables or new relational

atoms.xo

A second observation is the following. Since P is key-safe for C, this means

by definition that chaseI(P) is key-safe forK. This in turn implies that the result of

chaseK(chaseI(αi)) can be alternatively obtained by expanding chaseK(chaseI(αi−1))

with chaseC(ri). This is because the chase steps with INDs, as shown in the proof

of Theorem 4.4.3, are triggered by single subgoals and not by the interaction of

the EDB goals in αi−1 and the new goals in αi. The same isolation property holds

for the chase steps with key constraints. Key constraints (when expressed as de-

pendencies) do have two goals in the premise, but due to the key safety restriction

(see condition 1 in the definition of key-safety), the image of the premise can never

span the EDB goals in αi−1 and the new EDB goals in αi.

C-independence follows similarly. Say that the set of generated views is V ,

and CR is a canonical rewriting of query Q using V .

The way in which views are joined in CR depends on Q, and therefore CR

could conceivably contain two view subgoals both of which output the key of some
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relation into the same variables X̄. But then by construction of the canonical

rewriting, Q itself joins two R-goals on the key, R(X̄, Ȳ ) and R(X̄, Ū). But then

the key constraint applies when chasing Q (and this is a step in constructing

the canonical rewriting), so Ū must be the same variables as Ȳ in chaseC(Q),

and therefore in CR. Since by key-safety of P , all views that output keys must

also output the non-key attributes, the equality of Ȳ and Ū is guaranteed in the

expansion of CR, and the chase step of CR with R’s key constraint does not apply.

In summary, we obtain that

chaseC(expandV(CR)) =

chaseK(chaseI(expand chaseC(V)(CR))) = (4.15)

chaseI(expand chaseC(V)(CR)) = (4.16)

expand chaseI(chaseC(V))(CR) = (4.17)

expand chaseC(V)(CR). (4.18)

Here, (4.17) follows from Claim 2 in the proof of Theorem 4.4.3, since any set

of views, including chaseC(V) is I-independent. (4.18) follows from the fact that

chaseC(V) yields views on which no further chase step with any constraint in C
applies, in particular with the constraints in I ⊆ C.

Corollary 4.4.2. If C consists of key constraints and an acyclic set of INDs and

P is key-safe for C, then for any query Q, ExprCP(Q) iff Expr∅chaseC(P)(chaseC(Q))

and

SuppCP(Q) iff Supp∅chaseC(P)(chaseC(Q)).

EXAMPLE 4.4.4. Continuing Example 4.4.3, a chase step with (4.14) applies on

Q′, introducing the equality atom O1 = O2. With this, Supp∅chaseC(P)(chaseC(Q))

holds, as witnessed by the rewriting

q(A,B) :− V11(A, “Paris”, B,O).

4.4.1 Refined Version of Key-Safety

The notion of key-safety presented above keeps only track of the positions

bound to constants, ignoring the actual constant values that may appear in these
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positions. As a consequence, it may fail to detect decidable instances of express-

ibility or support, where the constraints can still be ignored after the program and

the query have been chased. We give in this section a refined definition for the

key-safety restriction that addresses this problem, allowing us to solve strictly more

cases by reduction to the dependency-free case. This refined notion of key-safety

is implied by the one described above and detects strictly more decidable cases.

Let R be a relation with an n-attribute composite key. By a template of

constants (in short, template) for the key of R we denote a sequence of values

T = (v1, . . . , vn), where each vi can be either a constant value or a special value

denoted blank. By the variable positions of T we denote the ordered sequence of

positions P̄T = (p1, . . . , pk) of T that are occupied by blank.

We say that a rule of P outputs the key of R, by template T , into the

sequence of head variables X̄ = (Xi1 , . . . , Xik) if X̄ appears in the rule body either

• in the positions P̄T = (p1, . . . , pk) of the key attribute sequence of some R-

subgoal, with the remaining n− k positions (if any) of the key being bound

to the constant values given in T .

• in the positions j1, . . . , jk of some p-subgoal, where p is an IDB predicate

with at least one rule that in turn outputs the key of R by the template T ,

into the sequence of head variables with indices j1, . . . , jk.

We say that a subgoal g outputs the key of R, by template T , into the sequence

of variables X̄ = (Xi1 , . . . , Xik) if

• g uses EDB predicate R and X̄ appears in positions P̄T = (p1, . . . , pk) in the

key attributes of g, with the remaining n − k positions (if any) of the key

being bound to the constant values given in T , or

• g uses IDB predicate p and there exists some rule defining p which outputs

the key of R, by the template T̄ , into variables X̄.

We say that a rule is safe for the key constraint on R if whenever one of its IDB

subgoals outputs the key of R by some template of constants T into k variables

X̄ = (Xi1 , . . . , Xik), no other subgoal does the same (for the same template T ).
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Notice that several EDB subgoals may output the key of the same R by the same

template and into the same sequence of variables X̄, as long as no IDB goal does.

A program P is key-safe for a set of key constraints K if

• each rule is safe for all key constraints in K, and

• for all distinguished predicates ans of P , all defining rules r of ans, and all

relational symbols R in the schema, if r outputs the key attributes Ā, by some

template, of some goal R(Ā, B̄), it also outputs all non-key attributes B̄, by

some template (using the same definition that applied to the key attributes).

If I is a set of weakly acyclic INDs, we say that P is key-safe for C = K ∪ I if

chaseI(P) is key-safe for K. Notice that this new definition of key-safety can still

be checked in PTIME in the size of P and K.

EXAMPLE 4.4.5. Assuming the schema and constraints of Example 4.4.3, con-

sider the following modified program P ′

(P ′) ans(A,B,C,O) :− ind(A,B,O), ind′(B,O)

ind(B,C,O) :− t(B,B′, O), ind(B′, C,O)

ind(B,C,O) :− t(B,C,O)

ind′(B,O) :− indP (B,O), indSD(B,O)

indP (B,O) :− t(B, “Paris”, O)

indSD(B,O) :− t(B, “SanDiego”, O)

Notice that P ′ is not key-safe under the weaker restriction, since the rule

defining ind′ is not safe. But we can easily see that the two constants appearing in

the second attribute of the key cannot be equated during the chase, and P ′ is indeed

key-safe under the refined definition.

More precisely, in the sixth rule, b outputs the key into the sequence of

variables B, by the template

T1 = (blank, “SanDiego”).

Similarly, in the fifth rule, b outputs the key into the sequence of variables B, by

the template

T2 = (blank, “Paris”).
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Since T1 and T2 are different, the rule defining ind′ is safe. Then, in the first

rule, the ind′ subgoal outputs the key in B, by any of these two templates. Finally,

ans outputs the key attributes in A,B (by the ind subgoal) and in B (by the ind′

subgoal) but in both cases it also outputs O, the non-key attribute.

4.4.2 Inter-reducibility Preserves Decidability Restrictions

According to the results presented so far in this section, and in Section 4.3,

under the decidability restrictions (C-independence and C-locality), we can solve

expressibility under C even by using our favorite solver for dependency-free sup-

port (first reduce to dependency-free expressibility, then reduce to dependency-

free support). Symmetrically, we can solve support under C using any solver for

dependency-free expressibility. It turns out that the same cross-use of solvers can

be achieved by first reducing from expressibility under C to support under C (using

Theorem 4.3.2), and then to dependency-free support (using Theorem 4.4.1) (and

symmetrically for support), as the reductions preserve restrictions for decidability.

Proposition 1. Let Q be a conjunctive query, C a weakly acyclic set of dependen-

cies, and P a C-local Datalog program. Let Q′, C ′ and P ′ be obtained, in PTIME,

as in the reduction used in the proof of Theorem 4.3.1 such that we have SuppCP(Q)

iff ExprC
′

P ′(Q
′). Then (i) P ′ is C ′-local and (ii) if any finite set of views generated

by P is C-independent, then the views generated by P ′ are C ′-independent.

Please also note that, as in Theorem 4.4.3, if C is a weakly acyclic set of

inclusion dependencies, then so is C ′, hence P ′ is also C ′-local and the views it

expresses are C ′-independent.

Proof: In the following, for a queryQ, we will denote by bodyQ the conjunction

of atoms in the body of Q.
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(i) Any view V ′ generated by P ′ is of the form

ans′(Z1, . . . Zm) :− equals(Z1, Xi1), . . . , equals(Zm, Xim),

D(X1), . . . , D(Xm),

bodyV1
(Y

(1)
1 , . . . , Y

(1)
k1
, U

(1)
1 , . . . , U

(1)
l1

),

equals(Y
(1)

1 , X
(1)
j1 ), . . . , equals(Y

(1)
k1
, X

(1)
jk1

),

D(Y
(1)

1 ), . . . , D(Y
(1)
k1

), D(U
(1)
1 ), . . . , D(U

(1)
l1

),

. . . bodyVn(Y
(n)

1 , . . . , Y
(n)
kn
, U

(n)
1 , . . . , U

(n)
ln

),

equals(Y
(n)

1 , X
(n)
j1 ), . . . , equals(Y

(n)
kn
, X

(n)
jkn

),

D(Y
(n)

1 ), . . . , D(Y
(n)
kn

), D(U
(n)
1 ), . . . , D(U

(n)
ln

)

where Vi(Y
(i)

1 , . . . , Y
(i)
ki

) are views generated by P . Let us write it shortly

ans′(Z̄) :− extra(Z̄, X̄, Ȳ , Ū), bodyV1
(Ȳ1, Ū1), . . . bodyVn(Ȳn, Ūn)

where Ȳ and Ū are the union of all Ȳi and all Ūi variables, respectively. Since

there are no D atoms in C ′, we have that chaseC′(V
′) is obtained by chasing only

bodyVi , i.e.

extra(Z̄, X̄, Ȳ , Ū), chaseC′(bodyV1
(Ȳ1, Ū1)), . . . ,

chaseC′(bodyVn(Ȳn, Ūn))

which is of the form

extra(Z̄, X̄, Ȳ , Ū),

chaseC(bodyV1
(Ȳ1, Ū1)), D(F

(1)
1 ), . . . D(F (1)

p1
), . . .

chaseC(bodyVn(Ȳ1, Ū1)), D(F
(n)
1 ), . . . D(F (n)

pn )

for some sets of variables F̄ (i) ⊂ Ūi ∪ Ȳi.
Since P is C-local, for each Vi, there is a view Wi generated by chaseC(P)

such that chaseC(Vi) ≡ Wi. If we denote

w′i = bodyWi
(Ȳi, Ūi), D(F

(i)
1 ), . . . D(F (i)

pi
)
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we have that

chaseC′(V
′) ≡ extra(Z̄, X̄, Ȳ , Ū), w′1(Ȳ1, Ū1), . . .

w′n(Ȳn, Ūn).

Hence chaseC′(V
′) is equivalent to a view W ′ generated by chaseC′(P ′) be-

cause chase steps only apply on the rules of P ′ obtained from the rules of P (by

adding D atoms) and all the w′i can be obtained by chasing the rules inherited

from P .

For the converse, we consider a view W ′ generated by

chaseC′(P ′). Using the same observation, W ′ has the subgoals from the bodies

of n views W1, . . .Wn generated by chaseC(P) (for some n ≥ 1) plus the ones

in the conjunction extra defined above and some other D atoms introduced by

the chase. As P is C-local, for each Wi there is a view Vi generated by P such

that chaseC(Vi) ≡ Wi. Reasoning in the same manner as above, we can put all

the Vi views together and obtain a view V ′ generated by chaseC′(P ′) such that

chaseC′(V
′) ≡ W ′.

(ii) Consider n views V ′1 , . . . , V
′
n expressed by P ′. Each V ′i is of the form

V ′i (Ȳi) :− V
(i)

1 (Ȳ
(i)

1 ), . . . , V
(i)
ki

(Ȳ
(i)
ki

), extrai(Z̄i, X̄i, Ȳi, Ūi)

where
⋃ki
j=1 Ȳ

(i)
ki

= Ȳi and extrai is a conjunction of D and equals predicates, similar

to extra from (i). Let extra be the conjunction of all the extrai and R be a query

over {V ′1 , . . . , V ′n}. Please note that the chase with C ′ of expand{V ′1 ,...,V ′n}(R) will

only apply to the bodies of the V
(i)
j views generated by P . It follows that

chaseC′(expand{V ′1 ,...,V ′n}(R))

is equivalent to a query having a body of the form

extra(Z̄, X̄, Ȳ , Ū), chaseC′
(
expand{V1,...,Vn}(conjP(Ȳ , Ū))

)
,

where extra is a conjunction of extrai subqueries and conjP is a conjunction of

views Vi generated by P .

Since C ′ is obtained from C by adding D atoms in the conclusions, the latter

conjunction is equivalent to:
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extra(Z̄, X̄, Ȳ , Ū), chaseC
(
expandV(conjP(Ȳ , Ū))

)
,
∧
D(Fijk)

where the D(Fijk) subgoals are added by the conclusions of dependencies from C ′.

But we assumed the views generated by P to be C-independent. Hence

there is a query T ≡VC conjP (T outputs all the variables of conjP) such that

chaseC(expand{V1,...,Vn}(T )) ≡

expand{chaseC(V1),...,chaseC(Vn)}(T ). (4.19)

Let T ′ be the query obtained from T in the following way. We replace every

view atom Vi (from V) with a V ′j , (from V ′) such that

• V ′j is constructed using only one expansion of the second rule (from program

P ′) for the temp IDB predicate, such that the variables X̄ of the ans predicate

are the output variables of the Vi(X̄) atom;

• notice also that the equalities between pairs of output variables of V ′j (X̄) are

already satisfied in T because those equalities are needed in order for conjP

to map into T .

From T ≡VC conjP , it follows that

chaseC(expandV(T )) ≡ chaseC(expandV(conjP)).

The mappings witnessing the latter equivalence can be extended to show that

chaseC′(expandV ′(T
′)) ≡ chaseC′(expandV ′(R)),

proving that R ≡V ′C′ T ′. We can extend the mapping because chasing with C ′

instead of C only brings D goals that can be inferred using bodies of views from

V (there is no D goal in the premise of a rule from C ′). Hence expandV ′(T
′) and

expandV ′(R) will behave the same way during the chase, since their subqueries

based on V views, expandV(T ) and conjP respectively, are equivalent. The rest of

the subgoals are D atoms coming from the expansions of the views from V ′ (which

are formed by bodies of views from V plus D atoms).

From equivalence (4.19) we can also infer that

chaseC′(expand{V ′1 ,...,V ′n}(T
′)) ≡

expand{chaseC′ (V ′1),...,chaseC′ (V
′
n)}(T

′)
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because the D atoms, including those from the bodies of V ′ views, are not involved

in the chase and because chasing with C ′ is only different from chasing with C in

that D atoms are added. But, by construction of C ′, the variables in these D atoms

are variables that already existed in (4.19) hence the mappings witnessing (4.19)

extend to the D atoms.

Since R ≡V ′C′ T ′, we can conclude that the views generated by P ′ are C ′-
independent.

Proposition 2. Let Q be a conjunctive query, C a weakly acyclic set of dependen-

cies, and P a C-local Datalog program. Let Q′′, C ′′ and P ′′ be obtained, in PTIME,

as in the reduction used in the proof of Theorem 4.3.2 such that we have ExprCP(Q)

iff SuppC
′′

P ′′(Q
′′). Then (i) P ′′ is C ′′-local and (ii) if every finite set of views gener-

ated by P is C-independent, then the views generated by P ′′ are C ′′-independent.

Proof: Notice that the constraints do not mention head predicate used in the

definition of Q′, hence the head atoms are not involved in the chase.

Let V ′′ be a view generated by P ′′ of the form

V ′′() :− head(X̄), bodyP ′′(X̄, Ȳ , U).

One can see that if we replace all EDB predicates of bodyP ′′ with predicates that

do not use the U variable, we obtain the unfolding of a view V generated by P ,

whose body is a conjunction bodyP(X̄, Ȳ ).

Under the assumption that P is C-local, for every view V generated by P ,

there is a view W generated by chaseC(P) such that chaseC(V ) ≡ W . We can

prove by induction on the length of the chase sequence that there is a terminating

chasing sequence for bodyP ′′(X̄, Ȳ , U) similar to the one for bodyP(X̄, Ȳ ) modulo

the transformation of the EDB predicates. Hence there is also a view W ′′ produced

by chaseC′′(P ′′) with chaseC′′(V
′′) ≡ W ′′.

To conclude (i), we can show that, conversely, for each view W ′′ generated

by chaseC′′(P ′′) there is a corresponding W generated by chaseC(P) and a V gen-

erated by P such that W ≡ chaseC(V ) implies W ′′ ≡ chaseC′′(V
′′), where body

of V ′′ is formed by body of V and a head atom. For that, we can use the same

argument, namely the isomorphism between the two chase sequences.
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To prove (ii), let R′′ be a query formulated in terms of views V ′′. Let R′ be

a query in terms of V , obtained from R′′ by removing the head predicates and the

replacing the subgoals with corresponding subgoals on the original schema, by re-

moving the U variable. Since the views produced by P are C-independent, there is a

query R ≡CV R′ such that chaseC(expandV(R)) ≡ expand{chaseC(V1),...}(R). Let then

T be the query obtained from R by introducing back all the head atoms that were

removed and by replacing the other subgoals with predicates that have one more

variable, U . By extending the mappings that witness R ≡CV R′ to predicates with

the arity increased by one and to the head subgoals, we can also show that T ≡CV R′′.
We conclude by noticing that chaseC′′(expandV ′′(T )) ≡ expand{chaseC′′ (V ′′1 ),...}(T ) fol-

lows from the similar property satisfied by R.

4.5 A Widely Applicable Sound Test

We next present a sound algorithm for testing support, applicable to any

program and set of weakly acyclic dependencies. It is a decision procedure (no false

negatives) under the decidability restrictions of Section 4.4, and in the dependency-

free case (where it provides an exponentially better upper bound than previous

work).

Our solution is based on the following overall strategy. Since a systematic

enumeration of all (potentially infinitely many) views generated by a program P is

infeasible, we instead “describe the behavior” (in a sense formalized shortly) of any

view generated by P w.r.t. a decision procedure (described below) for the existence

of a rewriting under C using finitely many views. This description will abstract

away from the view body, focusing on how the view behaves in essential tests

performed by this decision procedure. As it will turn out, under our decidability

restrictions, there are only finitely many distinct behaviors, each exhibited by a

possibly infinite set of views. It suffices therefore to find one representative view

from each set, thus reducing the problem of checking support by P to checking the

existence of a rewriting using the finitely many representatives. This problem is

known to be decidable under weakly acyclic dependencies (Lemma 4.5.1 below).
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We start by describing the associated decision procedure.

Canonical Rewriting Candidate. Given a finite set of views V , an

acyclic set of constraints C, and a query Q, call the canonical rewriting candidate

of Q using V under C, denoted CRC CV(Q), the query obtained as follows: (i) it

has the same head variables as Q, and (ii) its body is constructed by evaluating

each view V ∈ V over the body of chaseC(Q) (viewed as a symbolic database, also

known as the canonical instance [AHV95]) and adding the subgoal V (t) for every

tuple t in the result of the evaluation.

We show next that the canonical rewriting candidate yields a decision proce-

dure for the existence of a rewriting. This result reformulates a theorem in [DT03b]

(see also [DPT06])1:

Lemma 4.5.1 (Corollary of [DT03b]). Q has a rewriting using V under C iff

CRC CV(Q) is one. Moreover, this in turn holds iff (a) CRC CV(Q) is safe (its head

variables appear in its body), and (b) there is a containment mapping from Q into

the result of chasing with C the expansion of CRC CV(Q):

chaseC(expandV(CRC CV(Q))) v Q.

EXAMPLE 4.5.1. Revisiting Example 4.1.1, consider the following set of views

V = {V1, V2}:

(V1) ans1(Z1, Z2) : − f(Z1, X), f(X,Z2), t(Z2, “Paris”)

(V2) ans2(Z1, Z2) : − f(Z1, Y ), f(Y,Z2), b(Z2, “Paris”)

generated (among others) by P. We will follow, step by step, the rewriting algo-

rithm from [DT03b]. The first step consists in finding mappings from the view

queries into the body of Q and adding, to Q, atoms corresponding to the head

of the view query. V1 is mapped into Q by m1 = {Z1 : A;X : C;Z2 : B},
which leads to adding ans1(A,B). Similarly, for V2 we discover the mapping

1Lemma 4.5.1 is a corollary of [DT03b], where it is also proven that there are only finitely
many rewritings of Q using V that are minimal under C, and that all of them are subqueries of
CRC C

V(Q).
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m2 = {Z1 : A;Y : C;Z2 : B} and add ans2(A,B). We stop here, since no

more mappings can be inferred. The result is an expanded query

U : q(A,B) :− f(A,C), f(C,B), t(B, “Paris”),

b(B, “Paris”), s(B, “Paris”),

ans1(A,B), ans2(A,B)

in which the newly added atoms are underlined. U is called the universal plan

in [DT03b], and it is guaranteed that any exact rewriting of Q is a subquery of U .

R = CRC CV(Q) is then obtained from U by keeping only the atoms from the

view schema:

R(A,B) :− ans1(A,B), ans2(A,B).

R is equivalent to Q under dependency (4.1), as can be verified by first constructing

the expansion E = expandV(CRCCV(Q)) as:

E(A,B) :− f(A,X ′), f(X ′, B), t(B, “Paris”),

f(A, Y ′), f(Y ′, B), b(B, “Paris”)

which chases with (4.1) to query (cE):

cE(A,B) :− f(A,X ′), f(X ′, B), t(B, “Paris”),

f(A, Y ′), f(Y ′, B), b(B, “Paris”),

s(B, “Paris”)

into which there is a containment mapping from Q, cmq = {A : A,B : B,C : X ′}.
The reverse containment also holds, as witnessed by the containment mapping from

cE into Q, cme = {A : A,B : B,X ′ : C, Y ′ : C}, hence R is indeed a rewriting.

Note that both views contribute to the rewriting, since both t and b atoms

are needed as images of the t and b atoms from Q. The contribution of V1 consists

in mv1, a partial mapping of Q into cE, obtained by restricting the domain of cmq

to the first three atoms of Q:

mv1 = {A : A,B : B,C : X ′}.
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In this case, the image of mv1, E1, is the entire expansion of ans1:

E1 = f(A,X ′), f(X ′, B), t(B, “Paris”).

The contribution of V2 is enabled by a partial mapping

mv2 = {B : B}

from (the b atom of) Q into the expansion of ans2, with the image

E2 = b(B, “Paris”).

mv1 and mv2 agree on the common B variable, and, since together they cover the

whole of the body of Q, we obtain by combining them the containment mapping

cmq that maps the entire Q into cE.

Redundant views Let us add now to program P a new rule, corresponding

to the definition of the view V3 given below:

(V3) ans3(Z1, Z3) :− f(Z1, T ), f(T,Z2), b(Z3, “Paris”).

Running the same rewriting algorithm as above on the set V ′ = {V1, V2, V3},
we discover that V3 maps into Q by m3 = {Z1 : A, T : C,Z2 : B,Z3 : B}, which

leads to a rewriting candidate CRC CV ′(Q) of the form

R′(A,B) :− ans1(A,B), ans2(A,B), ans3(A,B).

V3 does not modify the way in which the expansion query (which already had t and

b atoms) chases, hence the resulting chased expansion of R′ is:

cE′(A,B) :− f(A,X ′), f(X ′, B), t(B, “Paris”),

f(A, Y ′), f(Y ′, B), b(B, “Paris”),

f(A, T ′), f(T ′, T ′′), b(B, “Paris”),

s(B, “Paris”)

We can argue here that V2 and V3 are mutually redundant w.r.t. finding a rewriting

of Q. The partial mapping mv3 = {B : B} from Q into the expansion of ans3, with
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the image b(B, “Paris”), is isomorphic to the partial mapping mv2 from Q into

the expansion of ans2. To this, add the fact that both mappings from the bodies of

the two views into Q, v2 and v3, agree on the images of the distinguished variables,

mapping them into variables A and B of Q. Without going into further details,

this would be enough to allow us to discard one of the two views and to obtain as

a rewriting either ans1(A,B), ans2(A,B) or ans1(A,B), ans3(A,B).

According to Lemma 4.5.1 and the observations above, in order for a view

to contribute to the rewritability of Q

(i) it must generate a subgoal g of the canonical rewriting candidate

e.g. V1 generates ans1(A,B), introduced by the mapping m1 from V1 into Q;

(ii) g’s expansion may participate in the chase with C of the expansion E of the

canonical rewriting candidate

e.g. the expansion E1 of ans1(A,B) contains the atom t(B, “Paris”), which,

together with the expansion of V2, E2 = b(B, “Paris”), allows a chase step

with dependency (4.1) to apply;

(iii) since Q maps into the chase of E, the expansion of g must include (after the

chase) the image of a partial map from Q

e.g. E1 is the image of mv1.

We shall therefore describe a view V with respect to its behavior for (i), (ii) and

(iii), using the notion of descriptor.

Normalized program. For uniformity of treatment, we will assume from

now on w.l.o.g. that the program P is normalized as follows. For every k-ary

IDB predicate p, every rule for p has the head variables Z̄ = Z1, . . . , Zk, in that

order. Furthermore, for every EDB predicate e, introduce a new IDB e′, replace

each occurrence of e in P with e′, and add the rule e′(Z̄) :− e(Z̄). The normalized

program has only two kinds of rules: those whose bodies consist of a single EDB

subgoal (called EDB rules), or solely of IDB subgoals (called IDB rules). For

technical reasons, we additionally compute (as in [LRU99]), the closure of the

program, which consists in adding for every rule r in P all rules obtained from r

by systematically equating in all possible ways the head variables of r with each

other and with the constants in Q.
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Definition 4.5.1 (Descriptors). For a query Q and a program P, E(p(t),fr) is called

a descriptor w.r.t Q and P iff

• p is an IDB predicate from P,

• E is a conjunctive query body over EDBs from P,

• P generates as expansion of p a query of head variables Z̄, p(Z̄) :− body,

• there is a homomorphism to : body → chaseC(Q) s.t. to(Z̄) = t,

• fr is a partial variable mapping from Q into chaseC(body) such that the image

of Q under fr is E.

We call E the expansion fragment described by the descriptor, and (p(t), fr) the

adornment of E. We call variables {Z1, . . . , Zk} (where k is the arity of p) the

distinguished variables of the descriptor, while all other variables in the range of

fr are hidden.

In the following, when referring to a descriptor we will omit the program P
and the query Q if they are obvious from the context.

EXAMPLE 4.5.2. In the setting of Example 4.5.1, d1 =

E
(p1(t1),fr1)
1 and d2 = E

(p2(t2),fr2)
2 below are descriptors for the views V1 and V2,

respectively:

d1 : E1 = [f(Z1, X), f(X,Z2), t(Z2, “Paris”)],

p1(t1) = ans(A,B), fr1 = {A : Z1, C : X,B : Z2}

d2 : E2 = [b(Z2, “Paris”)],

p2(t2) = ans(A,B), fr2 = {B : Z2}

Note that, though the two views contribute the same

ans(A,B) goal to the canonical rewriting candidate, the two descriptors distinguish

among V1 and V2 by the images of Q into the view bodies (E1 includes the image

of Q’s t and two f goals, E2 only the b goal).

Before explaining in detail how descriptors are found, we show how they can

be used to soundly infer support. Intuitively, a descriptor represents the fragment
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of a chased view generated by P that serves as image of the partial mapping from

Q. Our goal is to put together such fragments in a consistent way to create (if it

exists) the image of Q under a containment mapping.

Partial rewriting candidate. More formally, consider a finite set of de-

scriptors w.r.t. to query Q, program P and dependencies C: D = {E(pi(ti),fri)
i }1≤i≤n,

where all pi are (not necessarily distinct) distinguished IDBs of P . Introduce for

each predicate pi a fresh predicate pii (using the rank i of the predicate in an ar-

bitrary ordering of the descriptor set) such that pii 6= pjj for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i 6= j.

Assuming w.l.o.g. that Q’s tuple of head variables is X̄, we call the query

R(X̄) :− p1
1(t1), . . . , pnn(tn)

the partial rewriting candidate described by D. The set V := {VFi : pii(Z̄) :

− Ei}1≤i≤n is called the view fragments described by D. The view fragments VFi

are not necessarily safe queries, if not all the head variables serve as image of the

partial mapping fri.

EXAMPLE 4.5.3. For the set of descriptors D = {d1, d2} from Example 4.5.2,

the fresh view goals are ans1, ans2 respectively. The partial rewriting candidate

described by D is

R(A,B) :− ans1(A,B), ans2(A,B)

(it happens to coincide with the canonical rewriting candidate shown in Exam-

ple 4.5.1). The view fragments are

(VF1) ans1(Z1, Z2) :− f(Z1, X), f(X,Z2), t(Z2, “Paris”)

(VF2) ans2(Z1, Z2) :− b(Z2, “Paris”).

Notice how VF1’s,VF2’s bodies are isomorphic to fragments of the bodies of

V1, respectively V2 from Example 4.5.1. Also, VF2 is not safe as variable Z1 does

not appear in the body.

The following result allows us to test support, as in Lemma 4.5.1, but using

descriptors instead of explicit views. The key idea is to use the partial rewriting

candidate instead of the canonical rewriting candidate.
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Corollary 4.5.1 (of Lemma 4.5.1). Let D be a finite set of descriptors w.r.t. query

Q, program P and dependencies C: D = {E(pi(ti),fri)
i }1≤i≤n. Denote with

• R the partial rewriting candidate described by D,

• V the view fragments described by D,

• E the expansion expandV(R).

If (a) R is safe and (b) there exists a containment mapping cfr from Q into

chaseC(E), then Q is supported by P under C.

We say that any set D as in Corollary 4.5.1 witnesses support. Notice that

conditions (a) and (b) in Corollary 4.5.1 reformulate the corresponding conditions

from Lemma 4.5.1 in terms of descriptors.

EXAMPLE 4.5.4. The set of descriptors D in Example 4.5.3 witnesses support

for the query, program and dependency in our running Example 4.1.1. Indeed, if

we apply the test of Corollary 4.5.1 to the partial rewriting candidate R and the

view fragments VF1 and VF2 described by D(shown in Example 4.5.3), we obtain

• the expansion

EF(A,B) :− f(A,X ′), f(X ′, B), t(B, “Paris”),

b(B, “Paris”)

• the result (cEF) of chasing EF with dependency (4.1),

cEF(A,B) :− f(A,X ′), f(X ′, B), t(B, “Paris”),

b(B, “Paris”), s(B, “Paris”)

Notice that EF and cEF are fragments of E, respectively cE from Example 4.5.1.

Let cfr be the mapping {A : A,B : B,C : X ′}. Observe that (a) R is safe; and (b)

cfr is a containment mapping from Q into cEF, thus satisfying the conditions of

Corollary 4.5.1.
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The number of descriptors is infinite due to the unbounded set of hidden

variables, but there are only finitely many isomorphism types of descriptors modulo

renaming of the hidden variables, in the following sense:

Definition 4.5.2 (Similarity). Two descriptors

E
(p1(t1),fr1)
1 and E

(p2(t2),fr2)
2 are similar iff p1 = p2 (and hence the distinguished vari-

ables of the descriptors are the same), t1 = t2, and there is an isomorphism i

between the ranges of fr1 and fr2 which is the identity on the distinguished vari-

ables, and i witnesses the isomorphism of E1 and E2.

Intuitively, the condition on fr1 and fr2 ensures that the partial containment

mapping of Corollary 4.5.1, restricted to the view fragment, is the same for both

descriptors. It is easy to see that similarity is an equivalence relation, and that

there are only finitely many equivalence classes of descriptors under similarity.

Indeed in E(p(t),fr), p is a predicate from P ; t a tuple of variables and constants

from chaseC(Q), thus the number of distinct values it can take is polynomial in

the size of chaseC(Q) and exponential in the arity of p; the number of distinct (up

to isomorphism) partial mappings fr is exponential in the number of variables in

Q.

Similarity plays a key role in our support test. Indeed we can show that

any representative of a similarity equivalence class is as good as any member of

the class for the purpose of witnessing support, in the following sense:

(†)

if descriptor d1 is similar to d2,

then for any set D of descriptors,

D ∪ {d1} is a support witness if

and only if D ∪ {d2} is one.

Algorithm findDescriptors. We next present a bottom-up algorithm for

computing representatives of descriptor equivalence classes under similarity. The

algorithm findDescriptors consists in initializing a set of descriptors D to the

empty set, then repeatedly carrying out the rule steps described below until D
reaches a fixpoint (under similarity), finally returning D.
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EDB rule step. Consider an EDB rule

e′(Z1, . . . , Zk) :− e(Z1, . . . , Zk)

For every variable mapping to from Z1, . . . , Zk into Q’s variables and con-

stants, such that the goal e(to(Z1), . . . , to(Zk)) appears in chaseC(Q); and every

partial variable mapping fr from the variables of Q to {Z1, . . . , Zk} (including the

empty-domain one), add to D the descriptor E(e(to(Z̄)),fr), where E = e(Z̄). Note

that descriptors with empty-domain mappings capture the situation when none of

the query goals maps into the described e goal2.

IDB rule step. Consider an IDB rule

p(X̄) :− p1(X̄1), . . . , pn(X̄n)

If there exists a homomorphism h from the rule body into chaseC(Q), and

a set of descriptors

E
(p1(h(X̄1)),fr1)
1 , . . . , E(pn(h(X̄n)),frn)

n

in D, then:

Construct the views Vi : pi(Z̄i) : − Ei. Denote with E the expansion

of the rule body using these views, and with xhi the corresponding expansion

homomorphism xhi : Ei → E (i.e. the variable renaming performed on each Vi

during expansion). Chase E with C and denote with ch the corresponding chase

homomorphism ch : E → chaseC(E). If the set {ch ◦ xhi ◦ fri}1≤i≤n of partial

mappings from Q into chaseC(E) is compatible, construct the combined mapping

cfr :=
⋃n
i=1 ch ◦xhi ◦ fri, otherwise exit the rule step. For every partial mapping fr

from Q into chaseC(E) which extends cfr (including the trivial extension fr = cfr)

by mapping additional variables of Q into fresh variables added during the chase,

compute the descriptor d = F (p(h(X̄)),fr), where F is the image under fr of all goals

in Q such that fr is defined on all their variables. If d is not similar to any descriptor

in D, add it to D.

2Technically, descriptors for EDB rule IDBs using empty-domain partial mappings do not
fully conform to Definition 4.5.1 as the expansion fragment contains a goal that is not the image
under the partial mapping. As seen in the IDB rule step, the definition holds for all other IDBs,
which are the pre-normalization IDBs.
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EXAMPLE 4.5.5. We next illustrate the rule steps of algorithm findDescrip-

tors for Example 4.1.1 showing how descriptors d1 and d2 from Example 4.5.2 are

derived. First, observe that no chase step applies on Q, so Q = chaseC(Q).

For brevity, we work on the unnormalized program P. Applications of EDB

rule steps produce (among others) the following descriptors:

d3 = [f(Z1, Z2)](f(A,C),{A:Z1,C:Z2})

d4 = [f(Z1, Z2)](f(A,C),{})

d5 = [f(Z1, Z2)](f(C,B),{C:Z1,B:Z2})

d6 = [f(Z1, Z2)](f(C,B),{})

d7 = [t(Z1, “Paris”)](t(B,“Paris”),{B:Z1})

d8 = [b(Z1, “Paris”)](b(B,“Paris”),{B:Z1}).

Notice that for the same match of EDB goal f(Z1, Z2) into goal f(A,B) of chaseC(Q),

several partial mappings from the query are considered. We show only two here (in

descriptors d3 and d4, where the latter uses the empty mapping, meaning that no

query variable is mapped into its fragment).

An IDB rule step for the fourth P rule combines the descriptors d5 and d7

yielding a new descriptor:

(d9) [f(Z1, Z2), t(Z2, “Paris”)](ind(C,B),{C:Z1,B:Z2})

which combines with d3 using the first rule of P, yielding d1.

Descriptors d6 and d8 combine via an IDB rule step with the third rule in

P to

(d10) [b(Z2, “Paris”)](ind(C,B),{B:Z2})

which combines with d4 using the first rule of P, yielding d2.

We next prove that the inflationary process for descriptor discovery imple-

mented by algorithm findDescriptors always terminates for weakly acyclic sets

of constraints.
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Lemma 4.5.2. If C is weakly acyclic, then algorithm findDescriptors is guaran-

teed to

(a) terminate in time exponential in the sizes of P, C, and Q.

(b) output only descriptors, which are all pairwise dissimilar.

Proof: (a) Notice that the initialization stage and each individual rule step

terminate, since the chase terminates when C is weakly acyclic. The set D must

saturate, as there are only finitely many dissimilar descriptors. Their number is

upper bounded by an exponential in the maximum arity of a predicate in P and the

size of Q, which bounds the number of rule step applications. At every rule step,

finding that the rule applies involves matching it against the set of descriptors,

which is exponential in the rule size. By Proposition 1 from [DT03b], the ensuing

chase terminates in time exponential in the size of C and polynomial in the size of

the descriptor.

(b) An easy proof by induction on the structure of the derivation tree of

each descriptor.

Algorithm testSupport. Our algorithm for testing support amounts to

deciding if the descriptors computed by algorithm findDescriptors give a support

witness (in the sense of Corollary 4.5.1). According to Corollary 4.5.1, the existence

of such a witness is sufficient for support, but, due to our undecidability results,

when the program is unrestricted (see Section 4.6), it is not always a necessary

condition. That is why algorithm testSupport is in general only sound.

algorithm testSupport

input: query Q, program P, set of dependencies C;

begin

N := the normalization of P;

D := findDescriptors(Q,N , C);
D′ := all descriptors from D pertaining to

distinguished predicates of N ;

if D′ witnesses support (tested as in in Corollary 4.5.1)

then return true;

else return false;
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end

Algorithm testSupport satisfies the following properties.

Theorem 4.5.1. If C is weakly acyclic, the following hold: (1) algorithm test-

Support is sound for testing support, and (2) it runs in time exponential in the

size of P, C, and Q.

Proof: (1.) follows from Lemma 4.5.2(b) and Corollary 4.5.1.

(2.) follows from Lemma 4.5.2(a) and Corollary 4.5.1, noticing that the

containment mapping cfr can be computed in EXPTIME in the size of Q and in

PTIME in the size of the result of chasing the partial rewriting candidate. In turn,

the size of the chase result is exponential in the maximum arity of a constraint in C
and polynomial in that of the partial rewriting candidate [DT03b]. The size of the

partial rewriting candidate is given by the maximum number of distinct descriptors

that can be built, which by Lemma 4.5.2(a) is worst-case exponential in the size of

Q, C, and the maximum arity of a predicate in N (which remains unchanged during

normalization, so it coincides with the maximum arity of a predicate in P). Notice

from the proof of Lemma 4.5.2 that only the maximum arity a of the program N ,

and the size s of its rules may appear in the exponent. The number of rules in

N does not appear in the exponent. It is easy to check that the normalization

process affects only the number of rules (which blows it up exponentially from P
to N ) and preserves the values a and s from P .

Algorithm testSupport produces strictly less false negatives than the ap-

proach of reducing away dependencies described in Section 4.4. First, it is a deci-

sion procedure whenever the reduction succeeds:

Theorem 4.5.2. If C is weakly acyclic and P is a C-local program generating

C-independent views, then algorithm testSupport is a decision procedure for sup-

port.

Proof: We will show that, under the assumptions of the theorem, there is

a rewriting of a query Q in terms of the views produced by P iff testSupport

returns true. The if direction was proven as part of Theorem 4.5.1. We still
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need to prove the only if part, i.e. for P-local programs generating C-independent

views, the algorithm is also complete.

Suppose there is a rewriting RW of Q: Q ≡C expandV(RW). Since the

views are C-independent, there is a query R over V such that RW ≡VC R and

chaseC(expandV(R)) ≡ expand{chaseC(V1),...,chaseC(Vn)}(R)

By C-locality, it follows that there are views W = {W1, . . .Wn} generated by

chaseC(P) such that chaseC(Vi) ≡ Wi. Let T be the query obtained from R by

substituting every Vi with the corresponding Wi. Then:

expandW(T) ≡ chaseC(expandV(R)) ≡ chaseC(Q) (4.20)

where the last equivalence follows from RW ≡VC R.

This means in particular there is a containment mapping m1 from Q into

expandW(T ) formed by combining partial mappings mi
1 from Q into the expansion

of each view Wi. From (4.20) we also know there is a containment mapping m2

from expandW(T) into chaseC(expandV(R)), hence m3 = m2 ◦m1 =
⋃
im2 ◦mi

1 is

also a containment mapping from Q into chaseC(expandV(R)).

By running algorithm testSupport for query Q and program chaseC(P),

we obtain a proof of Supp∅chaseC(P)(chaseC(Q)). This follows from the existence of

the containment mapping m1 (which is a mapping in the absence of constraints)

and can be proven by induction on the structure of the views. For each view subgoal

Wi of T , the algorithm will compute a descriptor for which the partial mapping

from Q is mi
1. By combining them, we obtain m1 as a containment mapping from

Q into the expansion of T using view fragments fromW . The way T was built out

of R and the C-independence of V guarantee that when applying testSupport this

time for P(instead of chaseC(P)) we obtain all possible descriptors corresponding

to the subgoals of R (because the chase only applies locally to each view body and

not across views). And (4.20) guarantees there is a containment mapping from

Q into chaseC(expandV(R)), hence also into the chased expansion that uses only

view fragments. This implies that testSupport returns true also when called for

program P and the set of constraints C.
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Corollary 4.5.2. If C is a weakly acyclic set of key and foreign key constraints,

and chaseC(P ) is safe for the keys in C, then testSupport is a decision procedure

for support.

Second, the setting of Example 4.1.1 exhibits a case in which the restrictions

required in Section 4.4 for reduction to the dependency-free case do not apply

(they involve keys and foreign keys, while dependency (4.1) is neither). Indeed,

it is easy to check that the chased program does not support the chased query in

the absence of dependencies. We therefore need a qualitatively better approach,

which is provided by algorithm testSupport: Example 4.5.5 shows that the call

to findDescriptors yields (among others) the descriptors d1, d2, which, according

to Example 4.5.4, witness support.

Algorithm testExpressibility. While we could use the reduction from

expressibility to support used in Theorem 4.3.2, the following variation on test-

Support constitutes a direct test: call findDescriptors, keep only the descriptors

for distinguished IDB predicates, and perform the test of Corollary 4.5.1 only on

singleton sets of descriptors. The soundness of this algorithm follows directly from

the soundness of testSupport.

Finding the actual views. So far, we have only provided algorithms

for deciding support and expressibility. To turn them into algorithms exhibiting

the actual views generated by P as well as the rewriting using it requires extra

bookkeeping. All we need to do is to carry along with a descriptor d the actual

expansion built during its derivation, noticing that the derivation tree of d coincides

with the expansion tree of the expansion described by d.

Finding minimized witnesses for support. Let us note that while

the partial rewriting candidate described by D′ in algorithm testSupport may

contain redundant atoms, in security applications we only need to check if a query is

supported by authorized views [RMSR04], which amounts to checking the existence

of a rewriting without ever using it. Instead, the original query is executed once

it is authorized. For non-security applications in which the wrapper needs to find

and execute the rewriting in order to service a user application, one can plug in any

technique for minimization under constraints already studied in the literature. One
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of them is the backchase minimization [DPT06] which starts from the rewriting

candidate (corresponding to R from Corollary 4.5.1) and considers subsets of view

atoms at a time. This technique is amenable to further optimization by reusing

the information from the partial mappings stored in the descriptors: find subsets

of descriptors whose partial mappings are compatible and yield a total mapping

from the query into the partial rewriting candidate. The presentation of such an

optimization algorithm combining the discovered descriptors more efficiently goes

beyond the scope of this dissertation.

4.5.1 Revisiting the Dependency-free Case

Based on algorithm testSupport, we now improve the previously best-

known upper bound for checking support in the dependency-free setting. [LRU99]

reported a deterministic doubly-exponential upper bound in the size of the query

and program. We obtain an exponentially improved upper bound, implied by

Theorem 4.5.2 and Theorem 4.5.1:

Corollary 4.5.3. In the absence of dependencies, algorithm testSupport

(a) is a decision procedure for support of a query Q by an arbitrary program P,

and

(b) runs in deterministic EXPTIME in the sizes of P and Q.

We next show that this upper bound is tight in the program size, and tight

for practical purposes in the query size.

Theorem 4.5.3. Supp∅P(Q) is NP-hard in the size of Q and EXPTIME-complete

in the size of P.

Proof: The NP lower bound follows from a reduction from the problem of

checking conjunctive query equivalence (NP-complete by [CM77]), via the problem

of checking expressibility. Given conjunctive queries Q1, Q2, we have that Q1 ≡ Q2

iff Q1 is expressible by the single-rule Datalog program Q2. The latter reduces in

PTIME to the problem of support by Theorem 4.3.2.

The EXPTIME lower bound is obtained by a reduction from the problem of

checking containment of a query Q in a Datalog program P , known to be PTIME
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in the size of Q and EXPTIME-complete in the size of P [RSUV89]. First, we

carry out a reduction to the problem of checking expressibility, then compose it

with the PTIME reduction from expressibility to support given by Theorem 4.3.2:

Given query Q(X̄) :− body(X̄, Ȳ ) and program P of distinguished pred-

icate ans (necessarily of the same arity as the query), we construct program P ′

which includes all rules of P , the additional rule ans′(Z̄) :− ans(Z̄), body(Z̄, Ȳ )

and pick ans′ as the new distinguished predicate of P ′. Notice that P ′ generates all

intersections of Q with views generated by P , whence we have that Q is contained

in P iff Expr∅P ′(Q) holds.

4.6 Boundaries of Decidability

We next justify the restrictions of Section 4.4 by exploring the boundaries of

decidability for the problems of expressibility and support. To calibrate our results,

we start with the following: allowing unrestricted sets of constraints immediately

leads to undecidability even if the program expresses a single view. This result

is unsurprising given that unrestricted sets of embedded dependencies notoriously

lead to undecidability of many fundamental database decision problems, such as

equivalence of queries and implication of dependencies [AHV95]:

Theorem 4.6.1. If C contains arbitrary embedded dependencies, ExprCP(Q) and

SuppCP(Q) are undecidable even if P expresses a single view.

Proof: The undecidability of support follows from the undecidability of ex-

pressibility and the reduction of Theorem 4.3.2. As for the undecidability of ex-

pressibility, it follows from a reduction from query containment under embedded

dependencies (known to be undecidable [AHV95]) to support of a query by a non-

recursive Datalog program which expresses a single view.

Theorem 4.6.1 shows that decidability requires the set of constraints to conform

at least to the restrictions yielding decidability in the single-view case. The most

permissive restriction known to date requires C to be a weakly acyclic set of em-

bedded dependencies [DT03b, FKMP03]. As we show below, weak acyclicity turns

out to be too generous for sets of views described by unrestricted programs.
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Indeed, it turns out that the interaction of recursion in the program and

the presence of dependencies leads to undecidability even under strong restrictions

on the dependencies and on the program which are known to lead to decidability

in many classical decision problems as long as recursion and dependencies are mu-

tually exclusive. For instance, query rewritability using finitely many views (listed

explicitly, not described by a program) is known to be decidable under weakly

acyclic dependencies [DT03b], in particular under only functional dependencies

(which include key constraints), or only full TGDs. In the absence of dependencies,

expressibility and support for arbitrary recursive programs is decidable [LRU99].

Moreover, many classical undecidable Datalog-related problems, such as contain-

ment and boundedness (undecidable by [GMSV93]) are known to become decidable

for recursive monadic programs [CGKV88]. However when considering recursion

and dependencies together, we obtain surprisingly strong undecidability results.

Recall that a program is monadic if all its IDB predicates have arity 1, and

it is linear if each rule body contains at most one intentional subgoal.

Theorem 4.6.2. If P is recursive and not key-safe, then

ExprCP(Q) is undecidable even if C consists of a single key constraint, and P is a

linear monadic program.

Proof: The proof is by reduction from the Post Correspondence Problem

(PCP), known to be undecidable [UH79, AHV95]. Let {vi}1≤i≤n, {wi}1≤i≤n be the

PCP instance, where vi, wi are words over alphabet {a, b}. This is a “yes” instance

iff there exists a natural number l and a sequence of integers σ ∈ {1, . . . , n}l such

that

vσ(1) ◦ vσ(2) ◦ . . . ◦ vσ(l) = wσ(1) ◦ wσ(2) ◦ . . . ◦ wσ(l)

where σ(i) denotes the ith integer in the sequence, and ◦ is the word concatenation

operator. Any such σ is called a solution of the PCP problem. Any sequence σ

(regardless of whether it is a solution) determines a word obtained by concatenating

the corresponding w-words, and one obtained by concatenating the corresponding

v-words.

We construct a monadic, linear (recursive) Datalog program P , the single-

ton set C comprising a key constraint, and a query Q such that the PCP problem
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has a solution iff ExprCP(Q).

We use only one EDB relation e(X, l, Y ), intended to denote a directed

edge with source X, target Y and label l. The (boolean) query Q is the following,

where all lower-case letters (e.g. l, r, a, b, c, d) are constants, and upper-case letters

are variables:

Q() :− e(A, l, B), e(A, r, C), e(D, c, A),

e(D, a,D), e(D, b,D), e(D, d,D).

The program P is constructed as follows (again, lower-case letters are con-

stants and upper-case letters are variables). P consists of

• the rule V () :− C(X);

• the rule

Cr(X) :− e(X, d, Y ),

e(X, c,X ′), e(X ′, l, Z),

e(Y, c, Y ′), e(Y ′, r, T ),

e(U, a, U), e(U, b, U), e(U, d, U),

e(U, c,X ′);

• for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, assuming w.l.o.g. that

vi = αi1 . . . α
i
ki

and wi = βi1 . . . β
i
li
, the rules

C(X) :− e(X,αi1, X1), . . . , e(Xki−1, α
i
ki
, Xki),

e(X, βi1, Y1), . . . , e(Yli−1, β
i
li
, Yli),

e(Xki , d, Yli), Cr(Xki);

Cr(X) :− e(X, d, Y ),

e(X,αi1, X1), . . . , e(Xki−1, α
i
ki
, Xki),

e(Y, βi1, Y1), . . . , e(Yli−1, β
i
li
, Yli),

e(Xki , d, Yli), Cr(Xki);
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C comprises just one key constraint, stating that the source and label of an

edge determine its target:

∀X,L, Y, Y ′ e(X,L, Y ) ∧ e(X,L, Y ′)→ Y = Y ′.

P is designed to generate, for every sequence σ of integers from {1, . . . , n},
an expansion which encodes the two concatenations of v-words and w-words de-

termined by σ. A word is encoded by a chain of edges, each edge label encoding a

character in the word. The expansion thus contains two chains of words (one for

the vi’s, one for the wi’s), each of them ended by a c-labeled edge followed by an

l-edge, respectively an r-edge. The chains start from the same node (according to

the C rule), and continue in parallel, chaining together pairs of subchains which

correspond to pairs of words (vi, wi) for some i (this is the role of the repeated

expansions of IDB Cr according to the rule for i). The expansion is ended by a

subgraph given by the expansion of the first rule of Cr, whose role will be explained

shortly.

To enable mappings from the arbitrarily long chains of the expansions into

the query, Q contains cycles into which every pair of chains can map. Indeed, it

is easy to see that any expansion of P has a containment mapping into Q. Since

the cycles in Q cannot map into the straight chains in the expansions of P , the

v-chain is ended by the cycles generated by the first rule of Cr.

We therefore have that ExprCP(Q) holds iff P expresses some view V such

that V vC Q (since the opposite containment holds for every expansion, even in

the absence of constraints). Because C contains only a key constraint, the chase

with it is guaranteed to terminate, and V vC Q holds iff chaseC(V ) v Q [AHV95].

Observe that successive expansions of the Cr IDB chain only the v-words

together; the vi-words in the expansion of each rule start from variable X which is

also the end of the previous vj-word in the concatenation, but the wi-words start

from the fresh variable Y which is not connected to the end Ykj of the previous

wj-word. Connecting the successive w-words explicitly would require IDB Cr to be

binary, carrying both ends of v and w-words. To use only monadic rules, we rely

instead on the key constraint: the variable beginning any w-word and the variable
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ending the previous w-word in the chain are both targets of d-edges emanating

from the junction of the previous and current v-word. The chase with the key

constraint will “glue” the two chain segments corresponding to the w-words.

The intuition behind the construction is that, if we log for each one-step

expansion of IDB Cr the i corresponding to the rule used, the obtained sequence

of integers is the candidate for the solution of the PCP problem. All possible

sequences of one-step expansions thus generate all possible solution candidates.

The theorem follows from the following claim, stating that a candidate so-

lution is verified as a true solution only by finding a containment mapping from Q

into the chase result of the corresponding expansion:

Claim. There is some view V generated by P such that

chaseC(V ) v Q

iff V encodes a solution of the PCP problem. �
Proof. Notice that the chase of any expansion E with the key constraint

can only start at the common origin of the v- and w-chains, and can only continue

as long as the labels in the chains situated at the same distance from the origin

coincide. The chains are determined by a solution to the PCP problem if and only

if they match on their entire length, which is equivalent to the chase proceeding

to collapse the chains all the way to their ends. This is detected by the fact that

the l- and the r-edges eventually share the same source, which in turn is the only

way in which the query pattern can map into the chase result of E.

End of proof of claim.

This justifies our key-safety restriction, showing that it is maximally per-

missive. Theorems 4.6.2 and 4.3.2 immediately yield:

Corollary 4.6.1. If P is recursive and not key-safe, then SuppCP(Q) is undecidable

even if C consists of a single key constraint and P is a linear monadic program.

Sets of full TGDs are trivially weakly acyclic, and yet we have:
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Theorem 4.6.3. If P is recursive, then ExprCP(Q) is undecidable even if C con-

tains only full TGDs and P is a monadic program.

Proof: We use a reduction from PCP, adapting the construction from the

proof of Theorem 4.6.2. The main difficulty here is to control that the two chains

of v- and w-words are determined by the same sequence of integers, and that the

chains match each other in length and labels. This was achieved in the proof of

Theorem 4.6.2 by chasing with the key constraint.

We introduce fresh edge labels, 1, . . . , n, for n being the number of PCP

words. We also use the labels sync, end, up, down.

We construct a monadic, (recursive) Datalog program P , the set C com-

prising three families of TGDs, and a query Q such that the PCP problem has a

solution iff ExprCP(Q).

The Datalog program P contains:

• a rule for the distinguished IDB predicate ans: ans() :− C(X);

• for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, assuming w.l.o.g. that

vi = αi1 . . . α
i
ki

and wi = βi1 . . . β
i
li
, the rules

C(X) :− e(X, sync,X),

e(X,αi1, X1), . . . , e(Xki−1, α
i
ki
, Xki),

e(X, βi1, Y1), . . . , e(Yli−1, β
i
li
, Yli),

e(X, i,Xki), e(X, i, Yli),

Cv(Xki), Cw(Yli);

Cv(X) :− e(X,αi1, X1), . . . , e(Xki−1, α
i
ki
, Xki),

e(X, i,Xki), Cv(Xki);

Cw(X) :− e(X, βi1, Y1), . . . , e(Y ′li−1, β
i
li
, Yli),

e(X, i, Yli), Cw(Yli);
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• the rules

Cv(X) : − e(X, end, Y ), e(Y, up, Z)

Cw(X) : − e(X, end, Y ), e(Y, down, Z)

e(X, a,X), e(X, b,X),

e(X, 1, X), . . . , e(X,n,X),

e(X, sync,X)

The program expands into chains that are not necessarily synchronized. We

control synchronization by constraints. More precisely, we use TGDs to control

that the two chains are determined by the same sequence of integers, and to control

that the two chains match. C comprises:

• for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the full TGD

∀X, Y, Z, T (4.21)

e(X, sync, Y ) ∧ e(X, i, Z) ∧ e(Y, i, T )→ e(Z, sync, T )

• for each l, l′ ∈ {a, b}, the full TGD

∀X, Y, Z, T (4.22)

e(X, l, Y ), e(X, l, Z), e(Y, l′, T )→ e(Z, l′, T )

• for each l ∈ {a, b}, the full TGD

∀X, Y, Z, T, U, V,W (4.23)

e(X, l, Y ), e(X, l, Z), e(Z, end, T ),

e(Y, end, V ), e(T, up, U), e(V, down,W ),

e(Y, sync, Z)→ e(V, up, U)

Intuitively, an expansion has an end-edge to signal the end of each chain,

then an up-edge to signal the end of the chain of v-words, and a down-edge to

signal the end of the chain of w-words.
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The sync edges are added by the chase of the expansion with the family of

TGDs (4.21), to mark the pairs of nodes on the two chains which represent chain

prefixes determined by the same sequence of integers from {1, . . . , n}.
Since the two chains of the expansion have a common origin (due to the

expansion of IDB C), the chase with the family of TGDs (4.22) can only start at

the origin, and continues down the chains only as far as the labels of the chain

prefixes match. The two chains match entirely if and only if the chase with (4.22)

stops at the chain ends (marked by end-edges).

If the chase with both families of TGDs (4.21) and (4.22) goes all the way

to the end of the two chains, then both the sequence of integers and the sequence

of labels coincide, hence the chains encode a PCP solution. This is detected by

the family of TGDs (4.23), which apply only in that case, recording this fact by

copying the up-edge from the end of the v-chain to the end of the w-chain, thus

creating a node with both up and down edges emanating from it.

This is precisely what the query checks for:

Q : q() :− e(T, a, T ), e(T, b, T )

e(T, 1, T ), . . . , e(T, n, T ),

e(T, sync, T ),

e(T, end,X), e(X, up, Y ), e(X, down, Z)

Similar to proof of Theorem 4.6.2, in order to enable mappings from the

arbitrarily long chains of the expansions into the query, Q contains cycles into

which every pair of chains can map. Indeed, it is easy to see that any expansion of

P has a containment mapping into Q. Since the cycles in Q cannot map into the

straight chains in the expansions of P , the w-chain is ended by the cycles generated

by the second rule of Cw.

It is easy to verify that Q can be mapped into the result of chasing some

expansion of P with C iff the expansion encodes a PCP solution.

Corollary 4.6.2. If P is recursive, then SuppCP(Q) is undecidable even if C con-

tains only full TGDs and P is monadic.
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Since INDs are a particular case of TGDs, it is interesting to contrast Theorem 4.6.3

and Corollary 4.4.3. Notice that there is no contradiction here, as weakly acyclic

sets of INDs and sets of full TGDs have incomparable expressive power: weakly

acyclic sets of INDs can express non-full TGDs, but INDs allow only one atom in

the premise, while full TGDs allow multiple atoms.

4.7 Parameters

Our solutions to checking expressibility and support can be extended to

the case when sources implement parameterized queries, expecting applications to

provide the parameter values (recall Example 4.1.2).

There are two kinds of query evaluation plans one may adopt in the pres-

ence of parameters. The straightforward execution consists in the wrapper issuing

in a first stage a series of service calls to the source without inspecting any in-

termediate results to determine how to instantiate parameters for the other calls.

Once all call results come in, during the second stage the rewriting query is run

over them and the result passed to the application query. This is the approach

taken in [LRU96, LRU99]. We shall call this approach the two-stage evaluation. A

more sophisticated evaluation strategy is based on the idea of interleaving query

execution at the wrapper with service calls to the source. The evaluation of a sub-

query of the rewriting can thus provide parameter values for the subsequent calls

needed by the non-evaluated part of the rewriting. This approach is used in [VP97]

and, for finite sets of parameterized views, in [FLMS99], where it is known as the

dependent-join evaluation.

If only two-stage evaluation is considered, there is an immediate reduction

to the problem of non-parameterized views, based on the following observation:

Lemma 4.7.1. In two-stage evaluation, for the views to be relevant to the prob-

lem of support or expressibility, their parameters must be filled in with constants

appearing in the query or the source dependencies.

This result follows immediately from Lemma 4.5.1 and generalizes a simi-

lar observation from [LRU96] to the presence of dependencies. It implies that it
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suffices to generate a new program in which the parameters are replaced in all

possible ways by the (bounded) set of constants in Q and C, and test support and

expressibility for the new program. In practice, an efficient implementation would

extend the rewriting algorithm as suggested in [LRU96], by mapping parameters

into constants from the query.

We next present expressibility and support under the more advanced dependent-

join evaluation strategy. Our solution comes with no complexity overhead, in the

sense that in the dependency-free case, our decision procedures have the same

complexity as in the parameter-less case. This is non-trivial since the number of

parameters that can occur in an expansion is a priori unbounded.

We start by introducing some auxiliary notions.

Notation. For parameters we adopt the ?X notation of [LRU96, LRU99],

enabling the generation of parameterized views. We stress that by this notation,

an input variable ?X will be considered different from some other variable X

appearing in the same program rule.

Access patterns. An access pattern for a view V (X1, . . . , Xk) is an ex-

pression α in {o, i}k. We say that the Xj is an output (resp. input) variable if

α(j) = o (resp. α(j) = i). A view with access pattern α is denoted V α(X1, . . . , Xk).

Views generated by a Datalog program with parameters will be presented using

this notation, by introducing an input head variable for each parameter.

Executable query. Notice that, for a (rewriting) query whose atoms have

access patterns, there may not always be a way to satisfy the bindings for the

input variables, i.e. the query is not executable. Following [NL04a, DLN05], we

say that a query R formulated in terms of view names with binding patterns V is

executable if the access patterns of R are such that every input variable appears

first in an output position of some previous goal.

Expressibility / Support. We are now ready to extend the definitions of

expressibility and support in the presence of parameterized views. We say that a

query Q is expressible by a program P iff the query is equivalent to a query obtained

from an expansion of P by replacing all input variables by constants. Note that

this is the natural choice, since expressibility captures the cases in which a query
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can be fully answered by just one “service call”, without any post-processing. We

say that Q is supported by P iff there exists an executable rewriting R using some

finite set V of views with access patterns generated by P .

Before going into the specific details, we first give a brief outline on how

the solutions of the previous section can be extended to deal with parameterized

programs. As before, we aim at reducing these problems to query answering using

only a finite family of the specified views, defined by descriptors. First, since by

the dependent-join mechanism input variables play an important role in how view

goals interact in a rewriting, we need to keep track in descriptors of their query-

view and view-query mappings. While this leads to descriptors of unbounded size

(since the number of input variables is not bounded), we show that only a finite set

of descriptors needs to be considered. Then, we extend algorithm testSupport

to find an executable ordering of a rewriting in terms of descriptors. For this

phase, we show that an expensive ordering search can be avoided, by relying on a

canonical executable rewriting candidate. In conclusion, similar to the case without

parameters, we obtain a sound, exponential-time algorithm for expressibility and

support, which becomes complete in the absence of constraints or under restrictions

on the interaction between program and constraints.

Modifying Example 4.1.1, the running example in this section is the follow-

ing:

EXAMPLE 4.7.1. Consider the schema from Example 4.1.1 extended with a

relation airport(name) and the set of views specified by the parameterized Datalog

program P ′′, with 2 distinguished IDB predicates (ans1 and ans2):

ans1(A) :− a(A)

ans2(A,B) :− f(A,C), ind(C,B)

ind(C,B) :− f(C,C ′), ind(C ′, B)

ind(C, ?B) :− f(C, ?B), b(?B, “Paris”)

ind(C, ?B) :− f(C, ?B), t(?B, “Paris”)
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Note that the program differs from the one of Example 4.1.1 in two aspects:

(a) the source admits direct access to the airport relation (by ans1) and (b) the

destination of views concerning itineraries (by ans2) is an input variable.

Besides dependency (4.1)

∀A,S t(A,S) ∧ b(A,S) −→ s(A,S)

we assume the source verifies also the dependency

∀A b(A, “Paris”), t(A, “Paris”) −→ a(A) (4.24)

which guarantees that any airport with a bus and train connection to Paris

can be found in the airport relation.

Consider that the user asks the same query as in Example 4.1.1, i.e.,

itineraries of length 2 ending in an airport from which Paris is reachable by all

the three transportation means

(Q) q(A,B) :− f(A,C), f(C,B), t(B, “Paris”),

b(B, “Paris”), s(B, “Paris”).

We recall that this query was supported in the setting of Example 4.5.1, as

witnessed by the rewriting

(R) r(A,B) :− V1(A,B), V2(A,B).

However, under the given access patterns, R no longer witnesses support

since the conjunction of V oi
1 (A,B) and V oi

2 (A,B) is not executable. But by adding

to this rewriting U o(B) as a first subgoal, where U is the one view generated by

predicate ans1, the query becomes executable:

(R′) r(A,B) :− Uo(B), V oi
1 (A,B), V oi

2 (A,B),
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and moreover equivalent to Q. Indeed, the values for B are now passed by the

dependent-join, and it can be easily checked that R′ is equivalent to Q under the

two dependencies, since the airport goal of the rewriting maps in the result of

chasing Q with (4.24).

We next discuss the decision procedure for view-based query answering

using a finite set of parameterized views, under dependencies. This procedure will

be then adapted to a finite set of view descriptors.

Answerable part. Given a query R formulated in terms of view names

with access patterns V , we call the answerable part of R (denoted ans(R)) the

executable query with the same head as R and the body built one goal at a time

from body(R) as follows:

• start with an empty set of bounded variables, B, then repeatedly

• find the first view goal gα(X̄) in R not added to ans(R) such that all the

input variables of g are in B; add this goal to ans(R) and add its head

variables X̄ to B.

Clearly, ans(R) is an executable query and this procedure runs in quadratic time.

Executable Canonical Rewriting Candidate. Given a finite set of

views with access patterns V , an acyclic set of constraints C, and a query Q, we

call the executable canonical rewriting candidate of Q using V under C, denoted

ECRC CV(Q), the query obtained as follows:

(i) compute CRC CV(Q) (as described in Section 4.5),

(ii) find its answerable part, ans(CRC CV(Q)).

Similar to Lemma 4.5.1, results from [DLN05] guarantee the following:

Lemma 4.7.2 ([DLN05]). If V is a set of parameterized views, then Q has a rewrit-

ing using V under C iff ECRC CV(Q) is itself one. This holds iff (a) ECRC CV(Q) is

safe and (b) chaseC(expandV(ECRC CV(Q))) v Q.

EXAMPLE 4.7.2. Revisiting Example 4.7.1, we know that the views V1, V2, U ,

generated (among others) by P ′′, give an executable rewriting for Q, under C =

{(4.1), (4.24)}.
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Assume that an additional distinguished predicate is present in P ′′, defined

by the rule:

ans3(A,B) :− f(A, ?C), ind(?C,B)

This rule generates, among others, two views that have the same subgoals

as V1 and V2, but in which the intermediary stop is an input variable, too. Hence

these views, denoted W1 and W2, will have one output and two inputs, their access

pattern being (o, i, i).

Consider the set of views V = {V1, V2, U,W1,W2}, which can all be mapped

into chaseC(Q). By evaluating them on the body of chaseC(Q), we obtain the

intermediary CRC CV(Q):

R(A,B) :− V oi
1 (A,B), V oi

2 (A,B), Uo(B),

W oii
1 (A,C,B),W oii

2 (A,C,B)

which is not executable since no value can be assigned to the C input variable.

However, by computing ans(CRC CV(Q)), we eliminate the last two goals and reorder

the rewriting, obtaining the ECRC CV(Q):

R(A,B) :− Uo(B), V oi
1 (A,B), V oi

2 (A,B)

which we know is indeed an executable rewriting of Q.

Testing expressibility and support. Similarly to the case without access

patterns, we capture the usefulness of a view in the executable rewriting candidate

by a descriptor, which takes also into account parameters and the access pat-

terns they impose. Once the set of descriptors is obtained, checking expressibility

amounts to checking if one of them denotes a view which becomes equivalent to Q

after replacing input variables by constants. For testing support, we first construct

the partial rewriting candidate, as described in Section 4.5. Since this candidate

may not be executable, we need to compute its answerable part, which we call
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the executable partial rewriting candidate. Finally, we check as in Corollary 4.5.1

whether this candidate is equivalent to Q under the dependencies, starting from

the corresponding view fragments.

Finding descriptors. Since now we need to describe also the role of view

goals in the answerable part of the rewriting candidate, we enrich the descriptor

definition by taking into account input variables. More precisely, (a) input variables

are treated as head variables, and (b) we add the corresponding access patterns to

each descriptor, thus discriminating among views which are similar according to

Definition 4.5.2 if they have distinct access patterns.

Definition 4.7.1. For a query Q and a parameterized program P, E(pα(t),fr) is

called a descriptor w.r.t Q and P iff

• E(p(t),fr) is a descriptor in the sense of Definition 4.5.1, i.e. ignoring access

patterns

• either p is not a distinguished predicate and α is empty, or p is a distinguished

predicate and α is its corresponding access pattern.

Definition 4.7.2. Two descriptors (computed for a query Q and a parameterized

program P) E
(pα1 (t1),fr1)
1 and E

(pβ2 (t2),fr2)
2 are similar iff E

(p1(t1),fr1)
1 and E

(p2(t2),fr2)
2

satisfy the conditions of Definition 4.5.2 and their access patterns, α and β, are

identical.

EXAMPLE 4.7.3. In the setting of Example 4.7.2, the descriptor for the view V oi
1

has, besides the components given in Example 4.5.2, the access pattern α1 = (o, i).

Similarly, the descriptor for the view W oii
1 has the components

E1 = [f(Z1, Z2), f(Z2, Z3), t(Z3, “Paris”)]

p1(t1) = ans(A,C,B)

fr1 = {A : Z1, C : Z2, B : Z3}

α2 = (o, i, i)

One difficulty in extending descriptors in this way comes from the fact that

there may be no bound on the number of input variables of generated views, leading

to an unbounded number of descriptors and excluding any rewriting approach
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based on descriptors. However, we know from [RSU95] that, in the absence of

constraints, if a rewriting using views with binding patterns exists, then one with

at most n (the number of variables of Q) distinct variables exists. This can in fact

be extended to the case with constraints, showing that if a rewriting with a finite

set of views exists, then there is also one in which the view atoms have at most n

input variables, n being the number of variables of chaseC(Q). The intuition for

this is that if a view with more than n parameters appears in a rewriting, then

for sure some of those parameters will be bound to the same value. Hence it is

sufficient to consider only descriptors with at most n inputs. Moreover, it was

shown in previous work [DT03b], that if the constraints C are weakly acyclic, n is

upper-bounded by a polynomial in the size of Q whose largest exponent depends

only on C.
Therefore, the procedure findDescriptors can easily be extended to take

parameters into account. The bottom-up step will infer descriptors in which the

binding pattern component may contain up to n distinct input variables and it

will also record the access pattern α for a descriptor E(pα(t),fr). We obtain then a

similar result to Lemma 4.5.2, using essentially the same proof.

Lemma 4.7.3. If C is weakly acyclic, procedure findDescriptors extended with

parameters outputs all pairwise dissimilar descriptors and is guaranteed to termi-

nate in time exponential in the sizes of P, C and Q.

To adapt procedure testSupport to parameterized programs, we only need

to change the test for witnessing support to be based on Lemma 4.7.3 instead of

Corollary 4.5.1. The new tests consist in building the executable partial rewrit-

ing candidate, testing that it is safe and that the query has a mapping into its

expansion using the view fragments.

We can define decidability restrictions for parameterized views, as we did in

Section 4.4 for the case without parameters. The definition of C-locality is similar

to Definition 4.4.1, but in addition to those conditions, we require that the views

V and W have the same access patterns. For C-independence of parameterized

views, we reformulate Definition 4.4.2 to consider only queries R′ and R that are

executable.
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The results of theorems 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, then also of theorems 4.5.1 and 4.5.2

extend to parameters.

Theorem 4.7.1. If C is weakly acyclic, procedure testSupport for parameterized

programs is a sound algorithm for checking support and runs in time exponential

in the sizes of P, C and Q. It becomes a complete decision procedure if P is a

C-local program generating C-independent views.

Proof: Compared to the case without parameters, the bound on the maximum

number of descriptors is multiplied by a factor that is exponential in the maximum

arity of the views (without increasing the complexity), but the rest of the soundness

proof is the same as for Theorem 4.5.1.

The proof of completeness under restrictions is the same as in the proof

of theorem 4.5.2, with the observation that, by the definition of C-locality, the W
have the same access patterns as the corresponding V views, hence the query over

W is executable iff the one over V is. Thus we can still infer support of Q using P
based on the support that uses chaseC(P).

4.8 Related Work

The necessity of describing infinite families of views exported by the source

was first argued in [PGGMU95] and the problem of deciding support first solved

(in the absence of constraints) in [LRU96, LRU99]. [LRU99] pioneers the idea of

reducing support to rewriting the query using finitely many views. Views generated

by the program are compared for interchangeability: V1 and V2 are interchange-

able if in every rewriting R of Q, by replacing the V1 goals with V2 goals we still

obtain a rewriting. [LRU99] shows that interchangeability induces finitely many

equivalence classes on the set of all views generated by the program, and gives an

algorithm to find one representative of each class. This finite set of representa-

tive views is then used to check for a rewriting. The resulting algorithm runs in

doubly-exponential deterministic time. We can show however that interchangeabil-

ity under dependencies yields infinitely many equivalence classes, thus precluding
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the reduction from [LRU99] (see Example 4.A.1 in Appendix 4.A). Even in the ab-

sence of dependencies, we observe that interchangeability is unnecessarily strong,

leading to a refinement of the view equivalence classes that yields exponentially

more representatives than truly needed. Intuitively, instead of interchangeability

in every rewriting of Q, the descriptor similarity condition (†) from Section 4.5

detects interchangeability with respect to only the canonical rewriting. This al-

lows us to manipulate mapping/partial mapping pairs rather than sets thereof as

in [LRU99], which yields the upper bound improvement from doubly-exponential

to single-exponential time.

In the dependency-free setting, [VP00] improves the upper bound for sup-

port of [LRU99] to non-deterministic exponential time in the combined query and

program size. However for practical purposes this still yields implementations that

run in doubly-exponential time. In addition to the extension to constraints, our

solution improves on [VP00] even in the dependency-free case, by achieving an

exponentially better upper bound, proven to be essentially tight.

The problem of support strictly extends that of rewriting queries using

finitely many views. The latter was treated in depth in the literature, consider-

ing various extensions pertaining to the language of queries and views [LMSS95b,

ALM02, ACGP06, CNS06], to adding limited access patterns for the views [FLMS99,

NL04b], to adding constraints (see the references in [DPT06]), and to mixing

such extensions [DLN05]. The problem is NP-complete in the size of the query

and views, in practice leading to deterministic exponential-time implementations,

which is no better than for support. Prior work on information integration [LC00]

studied answering queries using a finite set of views with limited access patterns

with a different goal, namely finding maximally contained answers.

APPENDIX TO THE CHAPTER
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4.A Interchangeability Is Unhelpful Under De-

pendencies

The following example shows that under dependencies, there are infinitely

many equivalence classes of views with respect to interchangeability. This pre-

cludes the reduction described in [LRU99] from the problem of support to that

of rewriting using finitely many views, as it involves focusing on representatives of

the equivalence classes.

EXAMPLE 4.A.1. We have a program P that produces unary views as follows:

V (X) : − e(X, a, Y ), Cr(Y )

Cr(X) : − e(X, a, Y ), Cr(Y )

Cr(X) : − e(X, b, Y ), e(Y ′, b, Y ), e(Y ′, a, Y ′),

e(Y, up, Z)

Cr(X) : − e(X, b, Y ), e(Y ′, b, Y ), e(Y ′, a, Y ′),

e(Y, down, Z)

Expansions are chains of a-labeled edges ending with a b-labeled edge and

one of up or down.

Consider the query Q:

Q() : − e(D, a,D), e(D, b, A),

e(A, up,B), e(A, down,C)

The source obeys also one key constraint for each l ∈ {a, b}:

∀X, Y ′, Y ′′ e(X, l, Y ′), e(X, l, Y ′′) −→ Y ′ = Y ′′.

We write Vn for the expansion with n a-labeled edges and ending with up.

We write Un for the expansion with n a-labeled edges and ending with down.
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We can see that, for any n, the rewriting Rn defined as

Rn() :− Vn(X), Un(X)

is an equivalent rewriting of Q.

However, replacing in Rn the Vn goal with any other view (Vi or Ui) would

not yield another equivalent rewriting. So each Vn (and each Un) is in its own

equivalence class w.r.t. interchangeability in rewritings for Q. There are therefore

infinitely many such equivalence classes.

Chapter 4 is currently being prepared for submission for publication of the

material as it may appear in Theory of Computing Systems, 2009. Cautis, Bogdan;

Deutsch, Alin; Onose, Nicola.

Chapter 4, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in ICDT 2009.

Cautis, Bogdan; Deutsch, Alin; Onose, Nicola.



Chapter 5

Compactly Encoded XML Views

ABSTRACT OF THE CHAPTER

This chapter addresses the problem of querying XML data sources that publish

very large (potentially infinite) families of XPath queries. To compactly specify

such families of data services I adopt the Query Set Specifications [PDP03] (QSS),

a formalism close to context-free grammars.

I extend the definition of expressibility and support to QSS encoded ser-

vices. A query Q is expressible by the specification P if it is equivalent to some

expansion of P . Q is supported by P if it has an equivalent rewriting using some

finite set of P ’s expansions. I study the complexity of expressibility and support

and identify large classes of XPath queries for which there are efficient (PTIME)

algorithms. The study considers both the case in which the XML nodes in the

results of the queries lose their original identity and the one in which the source

exposes persistent node ids.

5.1 Introduction

We continue our investigation of expressibility and support and this time

look at XML sources that publish a very large set of data services (possibly expo-

nential in the size of the schema or even infinite), precluding explicit enumeration

by the source owner as well as full comprehension by the client query developer.

238
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The new technical challenge (compared to chapters 2 and 3) is that the system

is responsible for automatically identifying and extracting from the compact en-

coding a finite set of data services–which we also call views–that can be used to

answer the client query.

As mentioned in Chapter 4, this problem has been the object of several

recent studies in a relational setting [LRU99, VP00, CDO09], but has not been

addressed for sources that publish XML data (as is the case for most current Web

Services). Since our focus is on practical algorithms, we consider sources that

make XML data available through sets of views belonging to an XPath fragment

for which the basic building blocks of rewriting algorithms, namely containment

and equivalence, are tractable [MS04]. As a formalism for compactly represent-

ing large sets of such views, we adopt a variation of the Query Set Specification

Language(QSSL) [PDP03], a grammar-like formalism for specifying XPath view

families (see also [NÖ04] for its application to tree structured query interfaces).

In Chapter 3 we discussed the new opportunities for rewriting created by the

recent industrial trend towards enhancing XPath queries with the ability to expose

node identifiers and exploit them using intersection of node sets (via identity-based

equality). In this chapter, we consider both the case in which the XML nodes in

the results of the queries lose their original identity (hence a rewriting can only

use one view) and the one in which the source exposes persistent node ids (and

rewritings using multiple views are possible).

EXAMPLE 5.1.1. Throughout this chapter we consider the example of a tourism

agency that allows to find organized trips matching user criteria. The set of al-

lowed queries are specified using a compact QSS encoding (to be described shortly,

in Section 5.2). On the schema of the views published by the source, the client

formulates a query q1, asking for museums during a tour in whose schedule there

is also a slot for taking a walk and which is part of a guided secondary trip:

q1: doc(T)//vacation//trip/trip[guide]//tour[schedule//walk]/museum

The system analyzes the query and the specification and finds two views

that may be relevant for answering q1. These are v1, which returns museums in

secondary trips for which there is a guide:
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v1: doc(T)//vacation//trip/trip[guide]//museum

and v2, which returns museums on a tour in which there has been also scheduled a

walk:

v2: doc(T)//vacation//trip//tour[schedule//walk]/museum

q1 cannot be answered just by navigating into the result of v1 or into the

result of v2. The reason is that q1 needs both to enforce that the trip has a guide

and that the tour has a walk in the schedule. v1 or v2 taken individually can enforce

one of the two conditions, but not both, and navigation down into the view does

not help either, since the output node museum is below the trip and tour nodes.

Since no other views published by the source can contribute to rewriting q1, in the

absence of ids, the system will reject q1, as it is neither expressed, nor supported

by the source.

However, if the views expose persistent node ids, we will show that q1 can

be rewritten as an intersection of v1 and v2.

XPath. We consider a tree pattern representation for XPath, as we

defined it in Section 3.2

EXAMPLE 5.1.2. Figure 5.1 shows the tree patterns corresponding to v1, v2 and

q1 from Example 5.1.1. Each node has a label and a unique node symbol, written

inside parenthesis. Output nodes are distinguished in the graphical representation

by a square.

Contributions. We study the complexity of expressibility and support

and identify large classes of XPath queries for which there are efficient (PTIME)

algorithms. For expressibility, we give a PTIME decision procedure that works

for any QSS and for any XPath query from a large fragment allowing child and

descendant navigation and predicates. We show that support in the absence of ids

remains in PTIME, for the same XPath fragment for which we studied express-

ibility. However, for this fragment, support in the presence of ids becomes coNP-

hard. This is a consequence of previous results [CDO08], showing that rewriting

XPath using an intersection of XPath views (a problem subsumed by support) is

already coNP-hard. This is a major difference with respect to the relational case,
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Figure 5.1: Tree patterns of queries v1, v2 and q1

in which support and expressibility were proven inter-reducible [CDO09]. Since

our focus is on practical algorithms, we propose a PTIME algorithm for id-based

support that is sound for any XPath query, and becomes complete under fairly

permissive restrictions on the query, without further restricting the language of

the views. Our results are in stark contrast with previous results in the relational

setting [LRU99, VP00], where already the simple language of conjunctive queries

leads to EXPTIME completeness of expressivity and support [CDO09], but on the

other hand is closed under intersection, which poses no additional problem.

Notation For the definitions of various XPath flavors we use, as well as tree

patterns and operations on tree patterns, please consult Section 3.2. In addition,

we introduce the following notation. We refer to main branch nodes of a pattern

p by their rank in the main branch, i.e. a value in the range 1 to |MB(p)|, for 1

corresponding to ROOT(p) and —MB(p)— corresponding to OUT(p). For a rank

k, by p(k) we denote any pattern isomorphic with the subtree of p rooted at the

main branch node of rank k. By nodep(k) we denote the node of rank k in the

main branch of p.

A prefix p′ of a tree pattern p is any tree pattern that can be built from p by

setting ROOT(p) as ROOT(p′), setting some node n ∈ MBN(p) as OUT(p′), and

removing all the main branch nodes descendants of n along with their predicates.

A suffix p′ of a tree pattern p is any subtree of p rooted at a node in MBN(p).
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We associate a name to each predicate in a pattern p (in lexicographic

order). For a given predicate P , by nP we denote the main branch node that is

parent of P in q. By rP we denote P ’s position on the main branch, i.e., the rank of

the node nP . By qP we denote the pattern formed by the node nP , as ROOT(qP ),

the pattern of P , and the edge connecting them. By rootP we denote the node of

p representing the root of P ’s pattern.

Chapter outline. The chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.2 de-

scribes the query set specifications (QSS). The problem of expressibility is analyzed

in Section 5.3. The problem of support is studied starting from Section 5.4, first

in the absence of persistent ids and then in their presence (Sections 5.5, 5.6, 5.7).

QSS and rewriting language extensions are presented in Sections 5.8 and 5.9. Sec-

tion 5.10 discusses related work.

5.2 Query Set Specifications

We consider sets of XPath queries encoded using a grammar-like formalism,

Query Set Specifications (QSS), similar to [PDP03].

Definition 5.2.1. A Query Set Specification (QSS) is a tuple

(F,Σ, P, S) where

• F is the set of tree fragment names

• Σ, with Σ ∩ F = ∅ is the set of element names

• S ∈ F is the start tree fragment name

• P is a collection of expansion rules of the form

f() → tf or f(X) → tf.

where f is a tree fragment name, tf is a tree fragment and X denotes the

output mark. Empty rules, of the form f → (no tree fragment) are also

allowed.

f is called the left-hand side (abbreviated as LHS) and

tf is called the right-hand side (RHS) of the rule.

A tree fragment is a labeled tree that may consist of the following:

• element nodes, labeled with symbols from Σ,
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• tree fragment nodes n labeled with symbols from F ,

• edges either of child type, denoted by simple lines, or of descendant type,

denoted by double lines,

• the output mark X associated to one node (of either kind).

In any rule, in the RHS one unique node may have the output mark (X) if and

only if that rule has the output mark on the LHS.

As a notation convention, we serialize QSS tree fragments as XP expres-

sions with an output mark (X), if present.

QSS expansions. A finite expansion (in short expansion) of a QSS P is

any tree pattern p having a body obtained as follows:

• starting from a rule S(X)→ tf,

• apply on tf the following expansion step a finite number of times until no

more tree fragment names are left: for some node n labeled by a tree fragment

name f , pick a rule defining f (i.e., f is the LHS) and replace n by the RHS

of that rule; if n has the output mark, use only rules with LHS f(X).

• set the node having the output mark as OUT(p).

We say that p is generated by P . Note that the set of expansions can be infinite

if the QSS is recursive.

Definition 5.2.2 (Expressibility and Support). For an XP query q, a QSS P,

and a rewriting language LR we say that

1. q is expressible by P iff q is equivalent to an expansion of P.

2. q is supported by P in LR iff there is a finite set V of XP queries generated

by P, with corresponding view documents DV , such that there is a rewriting

of q formulated in LR that navigates only in documents from DV .

The definition of support given above depends on the language LR in which

the rewritings can be expressed. If rewritings are expressed in XP , then all one

can do is navigate inside one view. However, if the source exposes persistent node

ids, it becomes possible to intersect view results. In this case, one can choose LR
to be XP∩ and use several views in more complex rewritings.
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EXAMPLE 5.2.1. The QSS P below generates queries returning information

about museums that will be visited on a guided trip or as part of a tour in whose

schedule there is also allotted time for taking a walk. Trips that appear nested are

secondary trips.

(P) f0(X)→ doc(T )//vacation//f1(X)

f1(X)→ trip/f1(X)

f1(X)→ trip[guide]//museum(X)

f1(X)→ trip//tour[schedule//walk]/museum(X)

It can be checked that v1 and v2 introduced before are among the expansions

of P. When considering v1 and v2 as user queries, we can also say they are

expressed by P.

Consider the following client query q2, asking for museums that have tem-

porary exhibitions and are visited in secondary trips:

q2: doc(T)//vacation//trip/trip[guide]//museum[temp].

q2 is obviously not expressed by P(there is no temp element node in P). However,

it is enough to filter the result of v1 by the predicate [temp] to obtain the same

result as q2, hence q1 is supported by P:

q2 ≡ doc(v1)/v1/museum[temp]

Consider the user query q1 from Example 5.1.1. It can be checked that q1

cannot be answered simply by navigating into a single view. Suppose now that the

views expose persistent node ids. Using the algorithm from Chapter 4, the support

of q1 is witnessed by v1 and v2:

q1 ≡ doc(v1)/v1/museum ∩ doc(v2)/v2/museum.

Intuitively, this holds because q1 is one of the interleavings of v1 and v2 and all

other interleavings are contained in q1.

Normalization For ease of presentation, we introduce additional normal-

ization steps. First, the set of tree fragment names that have the output mark (de-

noted unary) is assumed disjoint from those that do not have it (denoted boolean).

Second, we equivalently transform all rules such that, in any RHS, tree fragments
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have depth at most 1, and the nodes of depth 1 can only be labeled by tree frag-

ment names (i.e., a root and possibly some tree fragment children, connected by

either /-edges or //-edges). For that, we may introduce additional tree fragment

names. After normalization, for l being a label in Σ, c1, . . . , cn, and d1, . . . , dm be-

ing two (possibly empty) lists of tree fragment names and g being a tree fragment

name as well, any non-empty rule falls into one of the following cases:

f() → l[c1(), . . . , cn(), .//d1(), . . . , .//dm()]

f(X) → l(X)[c1(), . . . , cn(), .//d1(), . . . , .//dm()]

f(X) → l[c1(), . . . , cn(), .//d1(), . . . , .//dm()]/g(X)

f(X) → l[c1(), . . . , cn(), .//d1(), . . . , .//dm()]//g(X)

For any fragment name f and rule

f(X)→ l[c1(), . . . cn, .//d1(), . . . , .//dm()] edge g(X),

by vf we denote any possible expansion of f via that rule. By v′f we denote any

pattern that can be obtained from the rule by (i) expanding g into the empty

pattern, and (ii) expanding the cis and the gjs in any possible way. Note that v′f

has only one main branch node.

EXAMPLE 5.2.2. The result of normalizing the QSS P from Example 5.2.1 is

the following specification:

f0(X)→ doc(T )//f1(X), f1(X)→ vacation//f2(X)

f2(X)→ trip/f2(X), f2(X)→ trip[guide]//f5(X)

f2(X)→ trip//f3(X), f3(X)→ tour[f4()]/f5(X)

f4()→ schedule//f6(), f5(X)→ museum(X)

f6()→ walk

5.3 Expressibility

We consider in this section the problem of expressibility: given a query q

and a QSS P encoding a set of views, decide if there exists a view v generated by

P that is equivalent to q.
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Conceptually, in order to test expressibility, one has to enumerate the set of

views and, for each view, check its equivalence to q. This is obviously unfeasible in

our setting, since the set of views is potentially infinite. But the following obser-

vation delivers a näıve algorithm: only views that contain q have to be considered,

and there are only finitely many distinct (w.r.t. isomorphism) candidates since

containment mapping into q limits both the maximum length of a path (by the

maximal path length in q) and the set of node labels (by the ones of q). Therefore,

one can decide expressibility by enumerating all the candidate views and checking

for each candidate if (a) it is equivalent to q, and (b) it is indeed an expansion

of P . However, this solution has limited practical interest beyond the fact that it

shows decidability for our problem, since it is non-elementary in time complexity.

Our main contribution here is to provide a PTIME decision procedure for

expressibility. The intuition behind our algorithm is the following. We do not

enumerate expansions, and instead we group views and view fragments (which are

assembled by the QSS to form a view) into equivalence classes w.r.t. their behavior

in the algorithm for checking equivalence with q. Since there are fewer (only poly-

nomially many) possible behaviors, manipulating such equivalence classes instead

of explicit views or fragments thereof enables our PTIME solution.

As a compact representation for equivalence classes, we use descriptors.

Informally, we use two kinds of descriptors for views or view fragments:

• mapping descriptors, which record if some expansion of a tree fragment name

maps into a subtree of q,

• equivalence descriptors, which record if some expansion of a tree fragment

name is equivalent to a subtree of q.

The rest of this section is organized as follows.

We first observe that equivalence for tree patterns is reducible to equiv-

alence for a different flavor of patterns, boolean tree patterns ([MS04]). These

are tree patterns of arity 0 (no output node) that test if evaluating a pattern

over an XML document yields an empty result or not. Following this observa-

tion, for presentation simplicity, we solve expressibility for boolean tree patterns

(Section 5.3.1).
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Then, in Section 5.3.2, we show how expressibility for tree patterns (arity

1) can be reduced to expressibility for boolean tree patters.

5.3.1 Expressibility for boolean tree patterns

We study in this section expressibility for boolean tree patterns. Their

semantics, based on the same notion of embedding, can be easily adapted from

the case of arity 1: the result of applying a boolean tree pattern p to an XML tree

t is either the empty set ∅ or the set {ROOT(t)}. In the first case, we say that

the result is false, in the latter, we say it is true. Containment and equivalence for

boolean tree patterns are also based on mappings, with the only difference that

there is no output node.

In the remainder of this section all patterns (queries and views) are boolean

tree patterns. A QSS will have either rules of the form

f()→ l[c1(), . . . , cn(), .//d1(), . . . , .//dm()]

or empty rules.

In order to clarify the role of descriptors and the equivalence classes they

might stand for, let us first consider how one can test equivalence between a query

q and view v. The classic approach for checking this is dynamic programming,

bottom-up, using boolean matrices that bookkeep mappings in each direction:

M(n1, n2) is true if the subtree rooted at n1 contains the one rooted at n2.

We prefer instead a variation on this approach, which will enable our

PTIME solution. Since wildcard is not used, equivalence between a query q and a

view v translates into q and v being isomorphic modulo minimization. Assuming

that q is already minimized, this means that v has to be q plus some redundant

branches, i.e.

• q is isomorphic to (part of) v, i.e. there is a containment mapping ψ from q

into v, and the inverse ψ−1 is a partial mapping from v into q,

• the partial mapping ψ−1 can be completed to a containment mapping from

v into q
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In the above, no two nodes of q can have the same image under ψ. In other words,

some nodes of v have an “equivalence role”, and there must be one such node

corresponding to each node of q, while the remaining nodes are redundant and

must only have a “mapping role”. This suggests that it is enough to build bottom-

up only one matrix M , for containment from subtrees of v into subtrees of q, if in in

parallel we bookkeep in another matrix details about equivalence between subtrees.

A field in the equivalence matrix, E(n1, n2), for n1 ∈ NODES(v), n2 ∈ NODES(q),

indicates that the subtree v(n1) is equivalent with the subtree q(n2).

With these two matrices, checking v ≡ q by a bottom-up pass is straight-

forward, by applying the following steps until fix-point:

A) For each pair (n1, n2), n1 ∈ NODES(v), n2 ∈ NODES(q),

set M(n1, n2) to true if:

1. for each /-child n of n1 there exists a /-child n′ of n2 s.t. M(n, n′) = true,

2. for each //-child n of n1 there exists a descendant n′ of n2 s.t. M(n, n′) =

true.

B) Similarly, for each pair of nodes (n1, n2), n1 ∈ NODES(v),

n2 ∈ NODES(q), set E(n1, n2) to true if:

1. for each /-child n of n2 there exists a /-child n′ of n1 s.t. E(n, n′) = true,

2. for each //-child n of n2 there exists a descendant n′ of n1 s.t. E(n, n′) = true,

3. for each /-child n of n1 that was not referred to at step (1), there exists a

/-child n′ of n2 s.t. M(n, n′) = true,

4. for each //-child n of n1 that was not referred to at step (2), there exists a

descendant n′ of n2 s.t. M(n, n′) = true.

We are now ready to present our PTIME algorithm for expressibility. We

will adapt the above approach for testing equivalence, which builds incrementally

(bottom-up, one level at a time) the mapping and equivalence details, to the setting

when views are generated by a QSS by expanding fragment names. We will use

mapping and equivalence descriptors to record for each tree fragment name if some
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of its expansions witnesses equivalence with or existence of mapping into a part of

the query. More precisely,

Definition 5.3.1. For a fragment name f of a QSS P, a mapping descriptor is

a tuple map(f, n), where n ∈ NODES(q), indicating that f has an expansion vf in

P that root-maps in the subtree of q rooted at node n.

An equivalence descriptor is a tuple equiv(f, n), where n ∈ NODES(q),

indicating that f has an expansion vf in P that is equivalent with the subtree of q

rooted at node n.

For a fragment name f , a descriptor equiv(f, n) will also tell us where the

expansion it stands for maps (or not) in q. In other words, once we have an

equivalence descriptor for a fragment name expansion, we can infer all mapping

descriptors for it.

EXAMPLE 5.3.1. Suppose that the data source publishes a modified version of

the QSS from Example 5.2.2, enforcing the possibility of taking a walk on trips

that contain tours. This translates into replacing the last rule for f2 with the rule

(unnormalized):

f2(X)→ trip[.//f6()]//f3(X).

A client interface generates and sends a query identical to v2 of Example 5.1.2 to

this source.

The proof of expressibility will consist in finding an equivalence descriptor

for the root of the tree pattern. To infer the existence of this descriptor, we com-

pute descriptors going bottom up in the pattern and in the normalized QSS from

Example 5.2.2.

We start with the leaves, for which we find d1 = equiv(f5, nm2) and d2 =

equiv(f6, nw1). Using d2, we can infer the descriptor d3 = equiv(f4, ns1), which,

together with the descriptor for nw1, enables a descriptor d4 = equiv(f3, nto1).

Since nw1 is a descendant of ntr3, we can use d2 and d4 to build a descriptor

equiv(f2, ntr3). This in turn enables a descriptor equiv(f1, nv2), which leads to in-

ferring a descriptor for the root: equiv(f0, nd2).

Thus we can check that expressibility holds, even if v2 is not isomorphic to

any expansion of the QSS (since it has no predicate on the node labeled with trip).
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Our algorithm for testing expressibility mimics the two steps (A) and (B) above,

but applies them instead on QSS rules and fragment nodes via descriptors. Given

descriptors for the fragment names in the RHS, we infer new descriptors for the

fragment name on the LHS. The only notable difference with respect to the ap-

proach for checking equivalence is for steps (B.1) and (B.2). For a fragment name f

and node n ∈ NODES(q), fragment names children of f in a rule may have several

equiv descriptors, referring to different nodes of q. We must choose one among

them in a way that does not preclude the inference of a descriptor equiv(f, n),

when one exists. For that, we use a function tf-cover, which takes as input a set of

nodes N , a set of tree fragment names C and an array L such that for every n ∈ N ,

L(n) ⊆ C. It returns true if there is a way to pick a distinct tree fragment name

from each L(n), for all n ∈ N . This function is based on a max-flow computation

and its running time is O((|C|+ |N |) ∗ |C|). We refer the reader to Appendix 5.A

for the detailed definition of tf-cover.

The computation of descriptors (algorithm findDescExpr) starts with the

productions without tree fragment nodes on the RHS. Then it continues to infer

descriptors, using all productions, until a fixed point is reached. It runs in polyno-

mial time because (a) there are only polynomially many descriptors (their number

is proportional to the size of the QSS multiplied by the size of the query), and (b)

each step for inferring a new descriptor runs in polynomial time.

Algorithm findDescExpr(q, P):

A. Start with an empty set of descriptors R.

B. For each rule f()→ (), node n ∈ NODES(q), add to R the

descriptor map(f, n).

C. For each rule f()→ l (i.e., the RHS has only one node) and

each node n ∈ NODES(q) labeled by l, add to R the descriptors

equiv(f, n) and map(f, n).

Repeat until R unchanged:
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D. For each rule f()→ l[c1(), . . . , cn(), .//d1(), . . . , .//dm()],

add to R a descriptor map(f, n) if n is labeled by l and

• for each fragment name ci there exists a descriptor

map(ci, n
′) s.t. n′ is a /-child of n,

• for each fragment name dj there exists a descriptor

map(dj, n
′) s.t. n′ is a descendant of n.

E. for each rule f()→ l[c1(), . . . , cn(), .//d1(), . . . , .//dm()]:

add to R the descriptors equiv(f, n) and map(f, n) if

1. tf-cover(N1, C, L) returns true,

where N1 is the set of /-children of n, C ⊆ {c1, . . . , cn} is the set of fragment

names that have a descriptor equiv(ci, n
′) for n′ ∈ N1 and, for each n′ ∈ N1,

L(n′) ⊆ C is the set of fragments names that have a descriptor equiv(ci, n
′).

2. tf-cover(N2, D, L) returns true,

whereN2 is the set of //-children of n, D ⊆ {d1, . . . , dm} is the set of fragment

names that have a descriptor equiv(dj, n
′) for n′ ∈ N2 and, for each n′ ∈ N2,

L(n′) ⊆ D is the set of fragments names that have a descriptor equiv(dj, n
′).

3. for each fragment name ci 6∈ C, there exists a descriptor map(ci, n
′) s.t. n′ is

a /-child of n,

4. for each fragment name dj 6∈ D there exists a descriptor map(dj, n
′) s.t. n′

is a descendant of n.

We can prove the following:

Theorem 5.3.1. A boolean tree pattern q is expressed by a QSS P iff findDescExpr(q,

P) outputs a descriptor equiv(S,ROOT(q)), for S being the start fragment name

of P. findDescExpr runs in polynomial time in the size of the query and of the QSS.

Proof: [Sketch] If the input query q is minimized, an expansion equivalent

to it is made of a pattern isomorphic to q plus some additional branches or sub-

branches that all map into q. Equivalence descriptors witness the parts that are
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isomorphic to q. Mapping descriptors guarantee that the additional predicates (or

sub-predicates) also map into q. We can prove by induction on the length of the

longest path in q that the algorithm outputs a descriptor an equivalence descriptor

(for the root of q) equiv(S,ROOT(q)) if and only if P expresses q.

Remark. The assumption that the input query q is minimized is important for

our algorithm. It allows us to avoid a bottom-up approach that might also have

to bookkeep mappings from the query into views. That would require descriptors

that pair a set of subtrees from q with an expansion, yielding a descriptor space

of exponential size. Since no two nodes of q can have the same image under the

ψ function described above, it suffices to use simpler descriptors, that relate only

one subtree of q with an expansion.

5.3.2 Expressibility for tree patterns

We now consider expressibility for standard tree pattern queries (patterns

with an output node).

It is well known from previous literature that one can reduce problems

such as tree pattern containment and equivalence to containment, respectively

equivalence, for boolean patterns. This is based on the following translation: let

s be a new label (denoting selection), and for a tree pattern p let p0 denote the

boolean tree pattern obtained from p by (i) adding a /-child labeled s below the

output node of p, and (ii) removing the output mark. From [MS04], for two tree

patterns p and p′, we have that p ≡ p′ iff p0 ≡ p′0.

A similar transformation can be applied for expressibility. Given a QSS P ,

let P0 be the QSS obtained from P by (i) plugging a /-child labeled s below each

node having an explicit label and the output mark, and (ii) making all rules and

tree fragment names boolean by removing their output mark. (Since P ’s sets of

unary and boolean tree fragment names were assumed disjoint, the newly obtained

QSS P0 generates only boolean tree patterns having exactly one s-labeled node.)

Using Theorem 5.3.1, we can immediately prove the following:

Theorem 5.3.2. A tree pattern query q is expressed by a QSS P iff the boolean

tree pattern q0 is expressed by the QSS P0.
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5.4 Support

For the problem of support, the fact whether the source enables persistent

node ids (that are then exposed in query results) or not has a significant impact on

the rewrite plans one can build. In both settings, with or without node ids, rewrit-

ing under an explicitly listed set of views has been studied in previous literature.

We will now revisit them for support.

In the first setting, the identity of the nodes forming the result of a query

is not exposed in query results. By consequence, the only possible rewrite plans

consist in accessing a view result and maybe navigating inside it (via query com-

pensation). This setting was considered in [XÖ05], and the rewriting problem was

shown to be in PTIME for XP . We study support in the absence of ids in Sec-

tion 5.4.1. Our main result is that support reduces to expressibility, which allows

us to reuse the PTIME algorithm given in Section 5.3.

In the second setting, for which rewriting under an explicit set of views was

studied in Chapter 4, data sources expose persistent node ids. This enables more

complex rewrite plans, in which the intersection of view results plays a crucial role.

We revisit this setting, for the support problem, in Section 5.5. As our general

approach, we will apply the same kind of reasoning that was used for expressibility.

We will group views into equivalence classes w.r.t. crucial tests for support and

we will manipulate classes (encoded as view descriptors) instead of explicit views.

This will enable us to avoid the enumeration of a potentially large space of views

and rewrite plans.

5.4.1 Support in the absence of ids

When persistent identifiers are not exposed, a rewrite plan consist in ac-

cessing a view’s result and maybe navigating inside it, and this navigation is called

compensation. This is why expressibility and support in the absence of ids remain

strongly related, as support simply amounts to finding a candidate view v which,

via compensation, becomes equivalent with the input query.

Let us first introduce as notation for this operation the compensate func-
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tion, which performs the concatenation operation from [XÖ05], by copying extra

navigation from the query into the rewrite plan. For a view v ∈ XP , an input

query q, and a main branch rank k in q, compensate(v, q, k) returns the query

obtained by deleting the first symbol from x= xpath(q(k)) and concatenating the

rest to v. For instance, the result of compensating v = a/b with x = b[c][d]/e is

the concatenation of a/b and [c][d]/e, i.e. a/b[c][d]/e.

We can reformulate the result from previous literature as follows:

Theorem 5.4.1 ([XÖ05]). Given a set of explicit views V, a query q can be an-

swered by V if and only if there exists a view v and main branch rank k in q such

that compensate(v, q, k) ≡ q.

Going now to views encoded as QSS expansions, we will reduce the problem

of support to expressibility, following the idea that support amounts to express-

ibility by a certain “compensated” specification.

From a given QSS P , we will build a new QSS that generates, besides P ’s

expansions, all their possible compensated versions w.r.t. q. More precisely, given

an input query q and a QSS P , let comp(P , q) denote the QSS obtained from P
as follows:

For any rule yielding the output node, i.e., of the form

f(X)→ l(X)[c1(), . . . , cn(), .//d1(), . . . , .//dm()],

for each rank k in q, add a new rule, of the form (with a little departure from the

normalized QSS syntax):

f(X)→ compensate(l[c1(), . . . , cn(), .//d1(), . . . , .//dm()], q, k)

We can prove the following:

Theorem 5.4.2. A query q is supported by a QSS P if and only if it is expressed

by the QSS comp(P , q).

EXAMPLE 5.4.1. An example of support in the absence of persistent ids has

already been given in Example 5.2.1: q2 can be rewritten by compensating v1 with

a temp predicate.
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5.5 Support in the presence of Ids

We consider in this section the problems of support in the presence of node

ids, denoted in the following id-based support. First, deciding the existence of a

rewriting for an XP query under an explicit set of XP views becomes coNP-hard,

as it was shown in Chapter 4.

Since our focus is on efficient algorithms for support, we next investigate

the tightest restrictions for tractability. We consider the fragment of extended

skeletons (XPes), for which the rewriting problem was shown to be tractable in

[CDO08]. The restrictions imposed by the XPes fragment on the input query were

shown to be necessary for tractability, as their relaxation leads to coNP-hardness.

It is therefore natural to ask whether the support problem is also tractable for

input queries from this fragment. Note that one cannot do better, i.e., obtain a

decision procedure for input queries outside this fragment, since the problem of

support subsumes the rewriting problem.

The remainder of this chapter is dedicated to studying support for extended

skeletons, focusing on efficient (PTIME) solutions that are sound in general (i.e.,

for any XP input query) and complete under fairly general conditions, and this

without restricting the language of views (which remains XP ). We show that id-

based support exhibits a complexity dichotomy: the sub-fragment of XPes repre-

senting queries that have at least one //-edge in the main branch, denoted hereafter

multi-token, continues to be in PTIME (Theorem 5.6.5), but the complementary

sub-fragment that represents queries with only /-edges in the main branch, denoted

hereafter single-token, interestingly, is NP-hard (see Theorem 5.7.1).

The fragment of multi-token queries is particularly useful in practice since

often, for reasons such as conciseness or generality in the presence of schema het-

erogeneity, one does not want to write queries that specify all the navigation steps

in a document.

Extended skeletons (XPes). We will focus on the language XPes, de-

fined in Section 3.3.2. In short, this fragment limits the use of // in predicates, as

follows: a main branch node n of a pattern p will not have predicates that may

become redundant in some interleaving p might be involved in. For instance, ex-
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pressions such as a[b//c]/d or a[b//c//d]/e/d are in XPes, while a[b//c]/b, a[b//c]//d,

or a[//b]/c are not. XPes does not restrict in any way the usage of //-edges in the

main branch or the usage of predicates with /-edges only.

We study in Section 5.6 support for multi-token queries and, in Section 5.7,

support for single-token queries.

5.6 Multi-token queries

We consider in this section id-based support for XPes multi-token queries.

For presentation simplicity, we first limit the discussion to rewrite plans that are

intersections of views (no compensation before the intersection step). The exten-

sion to general XP∩ plans, i.e., intersections of (possibly compensated) views, is

detailed in Section 5.6.4.

As in the case of expressibility, we think of views as grouped into equiv-

alence classes w.r.t. to crucial tests for support. We manipulate such classes,

which are represented by view descriptors, instead of explicit views, avoiding the

enumeration of a potentially large space of views and rewrite plans. Given that

a QSS constructs views by putting together fragments, we have to construct our

view descriptors from fragment descriptors, which represent equivalence classes for

fragment expansions.

This section is organized as follows. In order to clarify the role of view de-

scriptors and the equivalence classes they stand for, we first revisit in Section 5.6.1

the PTIME algorithm from Chapter 4 for deciding if an XPes multi-token query

q can be rewritten by an intersection of explicit XP views V already known to

contain q. That algorithm was based on applying DAG-pattern rewrite steps to-

wards a tree pattern and then checking equivalence with q. We reformulate it into

an algorithm (testEquiv) that applies individual tests on the view definitions in-

stead. Then, in Section 5.6.2, we introduce equivalence classes for views w.r.t. the

tests of testEquiv, and view descriptors as a means to represent such classes. We

reformulate the testEquiv algorithm into a new algorithm, testEquivDesc, that runs

on view descriptors instead of explicit view definitions. Finally, in Section 5.6.3
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we give a PTIME sound and complete algorithm for computing descriptors for the

expansions of a QSS.

5.6.1 Rewriting with an explicit set of views

Let the input multi-token query q be of the form q = ft//m//lt where ft

denotes the first token, lt denotes the last token and m denotes the intermediary

part (m may be empty). Let V = {v1, . . . , vk} denote a set of views such that

q v vi for each view vi. Let each view vi be of the form vi = fti//mi//lti.

Notation. Let ftV denote the query obtained by “combining” ft1, . . . , ftn

as follows: start by coalescing their roots, then continue by coalescing top-down

any pair of main branch nodes that have the same parent and the same label. This

process yields a tree pattern because each first token fti maps in the first token of

q, ft, hence each MB(fti) is a prefix of MB(ft). Let ltV denote the query obtained

by “combining” lt1, . . . , ltn similarly: start by coalescing the output nodes, then

continue by coalescing bottom-up any pair of main branch nodes that have a

common child and the same label.

EXAMPLE 5.6.1. For instance, for two views V = {v′, v′′},

v′ = doc(T )/vacation/trip[guide]//tour/museum,

v′′ = doc(T )/vacation[//walk]//museum[gallery],

the result of combining their first tokens, respectively last tokens is

ftV = doc(T )/vacation[//walk]/trip[guide],

ltV = tour/museum[gallery].

Given MB(ft), MB(lt), if there exists a minimal (non-empty) prefix prq of

MB(lt) that is isomorphic with a suffix of MB(ft), let MB(lt)′ denote the pattern

obtained from MB(lt) by cutting out prq. Then, let lq denote the linear pattern

MB(ft)/MB(lt)′. If lq is undefined by the above (i.e., there is no prq), by convention

it is the empty pattern.

EXAMPLE 5.6.2. For instance, for the query
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q = doc(T )/vacation[//walk]/tour//tour/museum,

lq is well-defined, as lq = doc(T )/vacation/tour/museum.

Given MB(ft) and MB(m), if there exists a minimal (non-empty) suffix

of MB(ft) that is isomorphic with a prefix of MB(m), let MB(ft)m denote the

pattern obtained from MB(ft) by cutting out this suffix. If MB(ft)m is undefined

by the above, by convention it is the empty pattern. Similarly, given MB(lt) and

MB(m), if there exists a minimal (non-empty) prefix of MB(lt) that is isomorphic

with a suffix of MB(m), let MB(lt)m denote the pattern obtained from MB(lt) by

cutting out this prefix. If MB(lt)m is undefined by the above, by convention it is

the empty pattern.

We are now ready to present our reformulation of the PTIME algorithm of

Chapter 3, which will test that ∩V v q. By Lemma 3.2.4, q must contain each

possible interleaving i of the set V or, in other words, for each i ∈ interleave(V)

the following should hold:

• the first token of q can be mapped in the first token of i s.t. the image of

ROOT(q) is ROOT(i),

• the last token of q can be mapped in the last token of i s.t. the image of

OUT(q) is OUT(i),

• the images of these two tokens in i are disjoint,

• the intermediary part m (if non-empty) of q can be mapped somewhere

between the two images in i.

We can prove the following:

Theorem 5.6.1. For an XP query q and a set of XP views V, testEquiv is a

sound PTIME procedure for testing q ≡ ∩V.

Proof: [Sketch] The first condition ensures that any interleaving i starts by a

/-pattern into which ft has a containment mapping and ends by a /-pattern into

which lt has a containment mapping.

Let us now consider the case when q’s intermediary part m is empty, i.e., q

is of the form ft//lt.
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Algorithm 1 testEquiv(V , q)
1: let each vi = fti//mi//lti

2: let q = ft//m//lt

3: begin

4: compute the patterns ftV and ltV

5: compute the pattern lq

6: compute the patterns MB(ft)m and MB(lt)m

7: if ftV ≡ ft and ltV ≡ lt then

8: if m is empty then for each vi ∈ V
9: if MB(vi) does not map into lq then output true

10: else (m non-empty) for each vj ∈ V
11: if vj can be seen as prefixj//m

′//suffixj s.t.

12: m′ ≡ m

13: MB(prefixj) does not root-map into MB(ft)m

14: MB(suffixj) does not output-map into MB(lt)m

15: then output true

16: end

In this case, condition (line 9) guarantees that in any interleaving i the

images of ft and lt (by the containment mappings mentioned above) are disjoint

(i.e., they do not map into the same token): If lq is the empty pattern, this is

immediate. Otherwise, since lq 6v MB(vi), this means that (a) no interleavings

with main branch lq can be built, and furthermore (b) no interleavings with an

even shorter main branch (that would be obtained by cutting a bigger prefix from

MB(lt)) can be built either. By the fact that these two containment mappings

have disjoint images, their union yields a containment mapping from q into i,

hence i v q.

We now consider the case when m is not empty.

For this case, besides the fact that in any interleaving i the images of ft and

lt must be disjoint, the rest of q (the m part) must also map somewhere between

these images. All this is guaranteed by the conditions of lines 11-14.

First, vj has a sub-query m′ which, considered in isolation, is equivalent (i.e.
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isomorphic modulo minimization) with m. Then, conditions (lines 13-14) imply

that in any interleaving i of the views, nodes from the m′ part of vj cannot be col-

lapsed with nodes from the first or last tokens of the various views. More precisely,

they imply that the minimal prefix (resp. suffix) of MB(lt) (resp. MB(ft)) cannot

be collapsed with the part of MB(m′) to which it is isomorphic (by the definition of

MB(ft)m and MB(lt)m). By the minimality property, if there are some coalescing

opportunities, the ones that are ruled out here must be among them. Hence the

part ftV (by which i starts) and the part ltV (by which i ends) are disjoint, and

there are at least |m′| main branch nodes in between.

Then, the rest of q, m, will also map in between, sincemmaps in any pattern

resulting from the interleaving of m′ with other view parts (we can compose the

mapping from m to m′ with the onto function by which i is built). It follows easily

that q has a containment mapping into any interleaving i of ∩V .

We now consider how one can verify conditions (lines 9, 11-14) in polynomial

time. For (line 9), the non-existence of a containment mapping between two linear

paths could be easily translated into a containment mapping test.

Then, conditions (lines 11-14) amount to the following:

• find the views that have a sub-query equivalent to m (an equivalence test)

and, for each of them,

• check the non-existence of the two mappings (even though prefixj root-maps

into ft, hence MB(prefixj) also root-maps into MB(ft), and suffixj output-

maps into lt, hence MB(suffixj) also output-maps into MB(ft)).

The first item is immediate. Then, for lines 13-14, since we are dealing again with

linear patterns, testing if the two mappings fail can be done using a bottom-up

(in the case of MB(suffixj)) respectively top-down (in the case of MB(prefixj))

procedure as the one described in Section 5.6.3, advancing one token at a time.

For XPes multi-token queries, we can also prove completeness:

Theorem 5.6.2. For an XPes multi-token query q and a set of XP views V,

testEquiv is complete for testing q ≡ ∩V.
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Proof: The proof is essentially a reformulation of the part of the proof of

Theorem 3.3.5 that concerns multi-token queries. The difference is that testEquiv

does not use rewriting rules, but verifies directly conditions that are necessary for

the existence of a rewriting.

Let us go through all the checks performed by testEquiv. The test at Step 7

is necessary because, as we saw in Chapter 3, if there is a rewriting, it can be

obtained by collapsing the view patterns. And the final result of collapsing them

would need to have the same main branch as the query.

If q has only 2 tokens (i.e., the middle part m is empty), then MB(q) is of

the form MB(ft)//MB(lt). We saw in the proof of Theorem 5.6.1 that the test at

line 9 is sufficient for the existence of a rewriting. If the test does not hold, then it

means that lq cannot be empty, otherwise no view could map into it. It also means

that all view main branches are shorter in length than MB(q), hence there is an

interleaving i with |MB(i)| < |MB(q)|. This implies that q does not map into i,

hence q cannot have a rewriting using the intersection of the views.

Suppose that q has more than 2 tokens (m is non-empty). Let {v′i} be the

patterns obtained from V by replacing, for each view vi its first token with ftV and

its last token with ltV . By Lemma 3.A.4, the DAG d formed by intersecting all v′i

is union-free iff there is a v′j (obtained from a view vj), with a middle part mid ′,

such that the middle parts of all other views map into it. If d is not union-free,

then there is no rewriting, because d cannot be equivalent to q. Hence d is union-

free, and its middle part is mid ′. If d ≡ q, if follows that m ≡ m′, where m′ is a

subpattern of mid ′. Since mid ′ is a subpattern of vj, m
′ is also a subpattern of vj.

Suppose that MB(prefixj) root-maps into MB(ft)m. This also means that

MB(ft)m is not empty, hence there is an overlap between MB(ft) and MB(m).

By the way ftV was constructed, there must be a view vk whose first token has the

main branch as ftV . Since ftV ≡ ft, there is at least one interleaving i starting with

MB(ft)m and continuing with m′ (we say that it is an interleaving that collapsed

the overlapping parts betwen MB(ft) and MB(m′)). But q does not map into i

because there is no mapping for the suffix of ft that follows after MB(ft)m.

Similarly, we can show that there is a rewriting only if MB(suffixj) does not
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output-map into MB(lt)m.

5.6.2 View descriptors

We detail in this section how one can perform the tests of algorithm testEquiv

even when abstracting away from the view definitions. The key idea is that one

does not need the complete definitions but only some particular details touched

by these tests. With respect to these details, views can be seen as grouped into

equivalence classes and views from the same class will be equally useful in the

execution of the algorithm. This idea will be exploited by our view descriptors. We

then reformulate testEquiv in terms of view descriptors in algorithm testEquivDesc.

More precisely, assuming we are dealing with expansions of a QSS P with start

fragment name S,

For line 7 of testEquiv. For the part ftV ≡ ft: a first-token descriptor will

be a tuple ft(S,p), where p denotes any pattern that can be built from q’s first

token ft by removing all its predicates, except eventually for one. Such a descriptor

indicates that there exists an expansion v s.t. q v v and v’s first token is of the form

p, plus eventually other predicates (ignored in the descriptor). These descriptors

represent partitions (equivalence classes) of the space of views containing q w.r.t.

their first tokens and the predicates on them. Each view will belong to at least

one such class, but may belong to several (for different choices of predicates).

Similarly, for the part ltV ≡ lt: a last-token descriptor is a tuple lt(S,p),

where p denotes any pattern that can be built from q’s last token lt by removing

all its predicates, except eventually for one. Such a descriptor indicates that there

exists an expansion v s.t. q v v and v’s last token is of the form p, plus eventually

other predicates (ignored in the descriptor).

It is easy to see that the ft and lt view descriptors allow us to compute the

patterns ftV and ltV , provided they verify ftV ≡ ft and ltV ≡ lt, without requiring

the actual first and last tokens. The domain of these descriptors is quadratic in

the size of q.

For line 9 of testEquiv. An l-descriptor is a tuple l(S), indicating that there

exists an expansion v verifying q v v and lq 6v MB(v). (This type of descriptor is
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an alias for the condition of line 9, denoting a partition of the space of views into

two complementary equivalence classes.)

For lines 11−14 of testEquiv. An m-descriptor is a tuple m(S), indicating

that there exists an expansion v verifying q v v and all the conditions of lines

11− 14. (This type of descriptor is also an alias, denoting a partition of the space

of views into two complementary equivalence classes.)

We are now ready to reformulate testEquiv into an algorithm that runs

directly on the set of view descriptors D, instead of the explicit views V to which

they correspond. Unsurprisingly, the new algorithm follows closely the steps of

testEquiv, since the descriptors are tailored to its various tests.

Algorithm 2 testEquivDesc(D, q)

1: begin

2: for all descriptors ft(S,p) ∈ D
3: compute the pattern ftV

4: for all descriptors lt(S,p) ∈ D
5: compute the pattern ltV

6: if ltV ≡ ft and ltV ≡ ft then

7: if m is empty then

8: if there exists a descriptor l(S) ∈ D then output true

9: else if there exists a descriptor m(S) ∈ D then output true

10: end

We can prove the following:

Theorem 5.6.3. For an XP query q, a finite set of XP views V and their corre-

sponding descriptors D, testEquiv(q,V) outputs true if and only if testEquivDesc(q,

D) does so.

Proof: The fragments of patterns in the set of ft and lt descriptors computed

by testEquivDesc contains all the main branches and predicates of first and last

tokens of views. It follows immediately that testEquiv and testEquivDesc compute
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the same ftV and ltV patterns. The tests at lines 8–9 are trivially equivalent, by

the definition of l and m descriptors.

EXAMPLE 5.6.3. For the query q1 in Example 5.1.1, ft = doc(T),

m = vacation//trip/trip[guide] and lt = tour[schedule//walk]/museum.

For the QSS P from Example 5.2.1 and its two expansions v1 and v2, v1

can be represented by the descriptors ft(S, doc(T)), lt(S,museum) and, since v1

has the required form pref1//m//suff1, by m(S) too.

Similarly, v2 can be represented by the descriptors ft(S, doc(T)) and

lt(S, tour[schedule//walk]/museum).

Running on these descriptors, testEquivDesc will confirm that there exists an

equivalent rewriting for q1 using {v1, v2}.

5.6.3 View descriptors from a QSS

We present in this section a bottom-up algorithm (findDescSupp) that runs

on a QSS and a multi-token query q, computing view descriptors (w.r.t. q) for

the expansions of the QSS. Our algorithm is sound and complete, running in

polynomial time. Via Theorems 5.6.3 and 5.6.1, findDescSupp delivers a sound

PTIME algorithm for support when the input queries are multi-token from XP .

Moreover, via Theorems 5.6.3 and 5.6.2, it delivers a PTIME decision procedure

for support when the input queries are multi-token from XPes.

We will describe findDescSupp by separate subroutines, one for each of the

four kinds of view descriptors: first-token descriptors in Section 5.6.3, last-token

descriptors in Section 5.6.3, l-descriptors in Section 5.6.3 and m-descriptors in

Section 5.6.3.

Since a QSS constructs views by putting together fragments, we construct

our view descriptors via fragment descriptors, which represent equivalence classes

for fragment expansions. Intuitively, fragment descriptors bookkeep in the bottom-

up procedure certain partial details, on the expansions of fragment names, details

that allow us to test incrementally the various conditions of testEquiv.

To better clarify our choices for fragment descriptors, let us first detail how

the tests of testEquiv can be done in incremental manner.
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Mapping and equivalence tests are naturally done bottom-up, one node at

time, and this translates easily into procedures that run on the QSS and rely on

descriptors. We already presented in Section 5.3 how one can test in this way the

existence of containment or equivalence with q or parts thereof. We will handle the

tests of lines 7 and 12 in testEquiv similarly, by descriptors which record mapping

/ equivalence details.

For line 9, the non-existence of a containment mapping between linear paths

needs a slightly different approach. One can test incrementally if a linear path l1

is contained in a linear path l2 as follows:

• test if the last token of l2 maps in the last token of l1, such that OUT(l1)

is the image of OUT(l2). Let k denote the start rank (the upmost node) of

this mapping image.

• bottom-up, for each intermediary token t of l2, map t in the lowest possible1

available (i.e. above k) part of l1. If no such mapping exists, we can conclude

the non-existence of a containment mapping from l2 in l1. At each step,

bookkeep in k the start rank of that image of t in l1.

• finally, if the previous pass did not yield a negative answer already, a con-

tainment mapping of l2 in l1 does not exist if and only if the first token of

l2 cannot be mapped in l1 s.t. (i) ROOT(l1) is the image of ROOT(l2), and

(ii) the image of this first token of l2 is above the current rank k.

The approach above advances one token at a time, and not one node at a time

(which would have fitted nicely with how views are built in a QSS). This is because

in order to test the non-existence of a certain mapping we need to check that all

possible partial mappings fail sooner or later to go through to a full containment

mapping (for line 9), root-mapping (for line 13), respectively output-mapping (for

line 14). And the only way to ensure that no mapping opportunity is prematurely

discarded is to settle on a mapping image in a descriptor, the lowest (resp. highest)

possible one, only when a token is complete (i.e., it has an incoming //-edge).

A similar incremental approach, advancing one token at a time, can be used

for the tests in lines 13 and 14, as we are dealing again with linear patterns. More

1Since we handle one token at a time, choosing the lowest available mapping image preserves
all the opportunities to go through to a full containment mapping.
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precisely, a bottom-up approach as above can be used in the case of MB(suffixj)

and, symmetrically, a top-down one can be used in the case of MB(prefixj).

We are now ready to detail how view descriptors are computed in the al-

gorithm findDescSupp. We start by assuming that all equiv and map descriptors

are pre-computed for the boolean fragment names (as described in Section 5.3).

In the same style, we compute containment and equivalence descriptors for unary

fragment names (i.e. fragment names with an output mark). More precisely, a

descriptor contain(f, n), for n ∈ MBN(q), (resp. equiv(f, n)) denotes that some

expansion vf contains (resp. is equivalent to) the suffix of q rooted at the main

branch node n. Other types of fragment descriptors will also be introduced.

Computing first-token descriptors

For this part, we will use prefix descriptors for fragment names:

Definition 5.6.1. Syntax: For a unary fragment name f , a prefix descriptor is

a tuple pref(f, p, k), for k being a rank in the range 1 to |MB(ft)| and p denoting

any pattern that can be obtained from ft by keeping (a) a substring of the main

branch, starting at the rank k, and (b) eventually, one predicate on that substring.

Semantics: There exists an expansion vf s.t. (a) vf has a containment

mapping in the subtree of q rooted at the ft node of rank k, and (b) vf has a first

token which is of the form p plus additional predicates, if any (they are ignored in

the descriptor).

Step 1 of findDescSupp(q, P). Iterate the following steps:

1. For f(X)→ l[c1(), . . . cn(), .//d1(), . . . , .//dm()]//g(X),

add a prefix descriptor pref(f , l,k) for each rank k, 1 ≤ k ≤ |MB(ft)|, for

which we can infer that vf contains the pattern ft(k), by the following tests:

• nodeft(k) has label l,

• for each fragment name ci there exists a descriptor

map(ci, n), for n being a /-child of nodeft(k),
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• for each fragment name dj there exists a descriptor

map(dj, n), for n being a descendant of nodeft(k)

• there exists a containment descriptor contain(g, n) for n being any main

branch node of rank k′ > k in q.

Moreover, if for a /-predicate (resp. //-predicate) P on

nodeft(k) we have a descriptor equiv(ci, rootP ) (resp.

equiv(dj, rootP )), add the descriptor pref(f , l[P],k).

2. For f(X)→ l[c1(), . . . cn(), .//d1(), . . . , .//dm()]/g(X),

given a prefix descriptor pref(g, p′, k′), add a prefix descriptor pref(f , l/p′,k),

for k = k′ − 1, if we can infer that vf contains the pattern ft(k), by the fol-

lowing tests:

• nodeft(k) has label l,

• for each fragment name ci there exists a descriptor

map(ci, n), for n being a /-child of nodeft(k),

• for each fragment name dj there exists a descriptor

map(dj, n), for n being a descendant of nodeft(k)

Moreover, if for a /-predicate (resp. //-predicate) P on

nodeft(k) we have a descriptor equiv(ci, rootP ) (resp.

equiv(dj, rootP )), add also pref(f , l[P]/MB(p′),k).

3. Whenever a descriptor pref(f,p,1) is obtained, for f = S, add ft(S,p) to the

set of view descriptors.

Computing last-token descriptors

We use for this part two kinds of fragment descriptors: suffix descriptors

and full-suffix descriptors.

Definition 5.6.2. Syntax: For a unary fragment name f , a suffix descriptor is a

tuple suff(f, p), for p denoting any pattern that can be obtained from lt by keeping

(a) a suffix of the main branch, and (b) eventually, one predicate on that suffix.
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Semantics: This descriptor says that (a) vf is a single-token query, of the

form p plus maybe other predicates (ignored by the descriptor), and (b) vf contains

the subtree of lt rooted at the main branch node of rank |MB(lt)| − |MB(p)|+ 1.

Definition 5.6.3. Syntax: For a unary fragment name f , a full-suffix descriptor

is a tuple fsuff(f, p, k), for k denoting a rank in q, and p being a pattern as defined

in Definition 5.6.2 above.

Semantics: There exists an expansion vf s.t. (a) vf has a last token of the

form p plus other predicates (if any), and (b) vf maps in the subtree of q rooted at

the main branch node of rank k.

Step 2 of findDescSupp(q, P): summary.

We compute suffix descriptors similarly to the prefix ones. From them, full-

suffix descriptors are then computed bottom-up, by simple containment mapping

checks. If a descriptor fsuff(f, p, 1) is obtained, for f = S, we add lt(S,p) to the

set of view descriptors. We give below the detailed explanation of the algorithm.

For any rank k in p, by cut(p, k) we denote the prefix of p having k main

branch nodes.

Step 2 of findDescSupp(q, P):

A. We compute suffix descriptors by iterating the following steps:

1. For f(X)→ l(X)[c1(), . . . cn(), .//d1(), . . . , .//dm()],

add a descriptor suff(f , l) if we can infer that vf contains the subtree of lt

rooted at OUT(lt).

if for a /-predicate (resp. //-predicate) P on OUT(lt) we have a descriptor

equiv(ci, rootP ) (resp. equiv(dj, rootP )), add also suff(f , l[P]).

2. For f(X)→ l[c1(), . . . cn(), .//d1(), . . . , .//dm()]/g(X),

given a descriptor suff(g, p′), add a descriptor suff(f , l/p′) if, for k =

|MB(q)| − |p′|, we can infer that vf contains the pattern lt(k).

if for a /-predicate (resp. //-predicate) P on nodelt(k) we have a descriptor

equiv(ci, rootP ) (resp. equiv(dj, rootP )), add also suff(f , l[P]/MB(p′)).
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B. Compute full-suffix descriptors by iterating the following:

1. For f(X)→ l[c1(), . . . cn(), .//d1(), . . . , .//dm()]//g(X),

given a suffix descriptor suff(g, p), add a full suffix descriptor fsuff(f ,p,k)

for each rank k < |MB(q)| − |MB(p)| s.t. we can infer that vf contains the

pattern q(k).

2. For f(X)→ l[c1(), . . . cn(), .//d1(), . . . , .//dm()]/g(X),

given a full-suffix descriptor fsuff(g, p, k′), add a descriptor fsuff(f ,p,k), for

k = k′ − 1, if we can infer that vf contains the pattern q(k).

3. For f(X)→ l[c1(), . . . cn(), .//d1(), . . . , .//dm()]//g(X),

given a full-suffix descriptor fsuff(g, p, k′), add a descriptor fsuff(f ,p,k) for

each rank k < k′ s.t. we can infer that vf contains the pattern q(k).

4. Whenever a descriptor fsuff(f, p, 1) is obtained, for f = S, add lt(S,p) to

the set of view descriptors.

Computing l-descriptors

We have seen in Section 5.6.3 an incremental procedure that tests the non-

existence of a containment mapping bottom-up, one token at a time. In order to

run a similar test directly on the QSS (whose expansions are revealed one node

at a time), we need some additional bookkeeping, allowing us to chose mapping

images one token at a time. For this, we record at each step in the bottom-up

process the following: (i) the current first token of vf , and (ii) the lowest possible

mapping image for only the rest of vf (except its first token). This allows us to

settle on the lowest possible mapping (in a descriptor) only when the token is

complete (i.e., we have its incoming edge and it is a //-edge). To this end, we use

partial l-descriptors.

Definition 5.6.4. Syntax: For a unary fragment name f , a partial l-descriptor

is a tuple pl[f, k1, (k2, p)], where k1 is a rank in q, k2 is a rank in lq and p is any

substring of lq.
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Semantics: There exists an expansion vf s.t. (a) vf contains the subtree of

q rooted at the main branch node of rank k1, (b) the main branch of the first token

of vf is p, and (c) k2 is the start (upmost rank) of the lowest possible output-

mapping image of the rest of the main branch of vf (i.e., except p) into lq. By

convention, this rank is |lq| + 1 when vf has only one token (the one described by

p) and is 0 when there is no such mapping.

Step 3 of findDescSupp(q, P). Iterate the following steps:

1. For rules f(X)→ l(X)[c1(), . . . cn(), .//d1(), . . . , .//dm()],

if we can infer that vf contains the subtree of q rooted at OUT(q), add a

descriptor pl[f , |MB(q)|, (|lq|+ 1, l)]

2. For f(X) → l[. . . ]/g(X), given a descriptor pl[g, k′1, (k
′
2, p
′)], if we can infer

that vf contains the pattern q(k′1 − 1):

• if f is not the start fragment name, add the descriptor

pl[f ,k′1 − 1, (k′2, l/p
′)].

• otherwise, if there is no mapping of l/p′ into lq whose image starts at

ROOT(lq) and ends above k′2, add the descriptor l(S) to the set of view

descriptors.

3. For f(X)→ l[. . . ]//g(X) and a descriptor pl[g, k′1, (k
′
2, p
′)], for each rank k1,

1 ≤ k1 < k′1, s.t. we can infer that vf contains the pattern q(k1):

• if f is not the start fragment name, find the lowest rank k2, s.t. p′ has

a mapping into lq whose image starts at k2 and ends above k′2, where if

k′2 = |lq|+ 1 above means at k′2 − 1; if no such value exists, set k2 to 0.

Output the descriptor pl[f ,k1, (k2, l)].

• otherwise, if there is no mapping of l//p′ into lq whose image starts at

ROOT(lq) and ends above k′2, add the descriptor l(S) to the set of view

descriptors.
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Computing m-descriptors

For this part, we need to check that some view vj can be seen as being of

the form prefixj//m
′//suffixj, s. t. m′ ≡ m and

• prefixj root-maps into ft but MB(prefixj) cannot root-map into MB(ft)m,

• suffixj output-maps into lt, but MB(suffixj) cannot output-map into MB(lt)m.

Each of these aspects of an expansion is captured by a different type of

fragment descriptor. They enable us to output a view descriptor m(S) when a

rule f(X) → l[. . . ]//g(X) is available and when (via fragment descriptors) we

have that:

• g has expansions that give us the part m′//suffixj,

• there exist views generated via that rule and g, s.t. the part above g’s

expansion (in other words, the view obtained by expanding g in the empty

pattern) has the properties for prefixj.

We can use separate subroutines for each of these two items, and then the

overall step above will combine their individual results.

For the suffixj part, we use below m-descriptors :

Definition 5.6.5. Syntax: For a unary fragment name f , a below m-descriptors

is a tuple bm[f, k1, (k2, p)], where k1 and k2 denote ranks in q, and p denotes any

substring of MB(q).

Semantics: There exists an expansion vf s.t. (a) vf contains the subtree of

ft rooted at the node of rank k1, (b) p is the main branch of the first token of vf ,

and (c) k2 is the start of the lowest possible output-mapping image of the main

branch of the rest of vf (besides p) into MB(lt)m; by convention, k2 is |MB(q)|+ 1

when vf has only one token and is 0 when there is no such mapping.

Then, for the m part, we use partial m-descriptors :

Definition 5.6.6. Syntax: For a unary fragment name f , a partial m-descriptor

is a tuple pm(f, k), where k is a number in the range 1 to |MB(m)|, indicating a

suffix of m.

Semantics: This descriptor says that (a) vf is of the form m′//suffixj, s.t.

m′ is equivalent with m’s suffix having k main branch nodes, and (b) suffixj has
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the properties described above.

For the prefixj part, we use above m-descriptors :

Definition 5.6.7. Syntax: For a unary fragment name f , an above m-descriptor

is a tuple am[f, k1, (k2, p)], where k1, k2 denote ranks in q and p is any substring

of MB(q).

Semantics when p is empty (denoted hereafter ‘–’): there exists an expansion

v of the QSS s.t.

(a) v is of the form rest//vf , for vf being an expansion of f ,

(b) rest root-maps into ft such that its image ends at the rank k1, and

(c) the end (bottommost node) of the highest possible root-mapping image of

MB(rest) into MB(ft)m is k2; if no such mapping exists, by convention k2

is |MB(ft)m|+ 1.

Semantics when p 6= ‘–’: there exists an expansion v of the QSS s.t.

(a) v is of the form rest//p′/vf , for p = MB(p′),

(b) rest//p′ root-maps into ft such that the image of p′ ends at the rank k1, and

(c) the end (bottommost node) of the highest possible root-mapping image of

MB(rest) into MB(ft)m is k2; by convention, if no such mapping exists, k2

is |MB(ft)m|+ 1; when rest is empty k2 is 0.

Given a rule f(X) → l[. . . ]/g(X) or f(X) → l[. . . ]//g(X), we will use an

am-descriptor for f to infer one for g.

Step 4 of findDescSupp(q, P): summary.

Below m-descriptors are computed by a similar approach (one token at

time) as the one used for partial l-descriptors. The above m-descriptors are ob-

tained similarly, but in top-down manner. Starting from below-m descriptors, the

partial m-descriptors are computed bottom-up, by simple equivalence checks.
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If for some fragment name g we computed both an above m-descriptor

am[g, k1, (|MB(ft)m| + 1,−)] and a partial m-descriptor pm(g, |MB(m)|), we can

add a descriptor m(S) to the set of view descriptors.

Here is the detailed presentation of how m-descriptors are computed.

Step 4 of findDescSupp(q, P). Apply the the following steps:

A. Compute below m-descriptors by iterating the following steps:

1. For rules f(X)→ l(X)[c1(), . . . cn(), .//d1(), . . . , .//dm()],

if we can infer that vf contains the subtree of q rooted at OUT(q), add a

descriptor bm[f , |MB(q)|, (|MB(q)|+ 1, l)].

2. For f(X) → l[. . . ]/g(X) and a descriptor bm[g, k′1, (k
′
2, p
′)], if we can infer

that vf contains the pattern lt(k′1−1), add the descriptor bm[f ,k′1 − 1, (k′2, l/p
′)].

3. For f(X) → l[. . . ]//g(X), a descriptor bm[g, k′1, (k
′
2, p
′)], for each rank k1,

k1 < k′1, s.t. we can infer that vf contains the pattern lt(k1),

find the lowest possible rank k2 in MB(lt)m s.t. the token p′ has a mapping

into MB(lt)m starting at k2 and ending above k′2, where if k′2 = |MB(q)|+ 1

above means at k′2 − 1; if no such rank is found, set k2 to 0.

add a below m-descriptor bm[f ,k1, (k2, l)].

B. Compute partial m-descriptors by iterating the following steps:

1. For f(X)→ l[. . . ]//g(X), given a below m-descriptor

bm[g, k′1, (k
′
2, p
′)] s.t. (i) k′2 is already 0, or (ii) p′ cannot be mapped anywhere

above k′2 in MB(lt)m

if we can infer that v′f is equivalent with m’s suffix of size 1, add the partial

m-descriptor pm(f ,1).

2. For either f(X)→ l[. . . ]/g(X) or f(X)→ l[. . . ]//g(X)

given a partial m-descriptor pm(g, n′): if we can infer that the query cut(vf , n
′+

1) is equivalent with the suffix of m of size n = n′ + 1, add a descriptor

pm(f ,n).
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C. Compute above m-descriptors by iterating the following steps:

1. From start fragment names f and either rules

f(X)→ l[. . . ]/g(X) or f(X)→ l[. . . ]//g(X)

if we can infer that v′f root-maps into ft, add a descriptor am[g,1, (0, l)]

(respectively am[g,1, (1,−)]).

2. For f(X)→ l[. . . ]/g(X) and a descriptor am[f, k′1, (k
′
2, p
′)]:

• if p′ is not ‘-’: if we can infer that v′f root-maps in ft(k′1 + 1), add a

descriptor am[g,k′1 + 1, (k′2,p
′/l)]

• if p′ is ‘-’: for each rank k1, k1 > k′1, s.t. we can infer that v′f root-maps

in the pattern ft(k1),add a descriptor am[g,k1, (k
′
2, l)].

3. For f(X)→ l[. . . ]//g(X), a descriptor am[f, k′1, (k
′
2, p
′)]:

• if p′ is not ‘-’: if we can infer that v′f root-maps in the pattern ft(k′1+1),

add a descriptor

am[g,k′1 + 1, (k2,−)]

for the highest rank k2, k′2 < k2 ≤ |MB(ft)m|, s.t. p′/l has a mapping

into MB(ft)m starting below k′2, where if k′2 = 0 below means rank 1,

and ending at k2; if no such mapping exists set k2 to |MB(ft)m|+ 1.

• if p′ is ‘-’: for each rank k1, k1 > k′1, s.t. v′f root-maps in the pattern

ft(k1), add

am[g,k1, (k2,−)]

for the highest rank k2, k′2 < k2 ≤ |MB(ft)m|, s.t. the token l has a

mapping into MB(ft)m at rank k2; if no such mapping exists set k2 to

|MB(ft)m|+ 1.

D. Finally, for a fragment name g, given both

• a partial m-descriptor pm(g, |MB(m)|),

• an above m-descriptor am[g, k1, (|MB(ft)m|+ 1,−)],
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add a descriptor m(S) to the set of view descriptors.

We can now prove the following:

Theorem 5.6.4. Given a QSS P and a query q, algorithm findDescSupp is sound

and complete for computing the descriptors for P’s expansions. findDescSupp runs

in polynomial time in the size of the query and of the QSS.

Proof: [Sketch]

First-token descriptors. Step 1 of findDescSupp computes, bottom up,

all suffixes of a prefix plus, eventually, one predicate. It stores them in the second

field of the pref descriptor. When the position k = 1 is reached, it means that

a main branch of a first token, plus maybe a predicate, has been computed. This

justifies the inference of an ft descriptor that has the same p pattern as the pref(f ,

p, 1) descriptor. We infer all such descriptors because we explore bottom-up all

paths that could represent the first-token in an expansion of the QSS.

Last-token descriptors. This case is symmetrical to the first-token de-

scriptors.

l-descriptors. Partial l-descriptors are computed starting from the base

case of rules that have no tree fragment names (Step 1). Then it records bottom

up patterns and ranks in q and lq, inferring partial l-descriptors that satisfy Defi-

nition 5.6.4. It infers all such descriptors because, intuitively, a partial l-descriptor

for smaller ranks in q and lq exists only if there are partial l-descriptors for higher

ranks, i.e., corresponding to “lower” fragments of the main branches of the tree

patterns. And, by the same reasoning, if no mapping can be inferred while going

“up” in the pattern (case in which an l descriptor is inferred), it guarantees the

non-existence of a containment mapping.

m-descriptors. Below m-descriptors are computed in a very similar

way to partial l-descriptors. And, using similar arguments, it can be shown that

the algorithm computes all below m-descriptors. The computation of partial m-

descriptors follows exactly the conditions in their definition. Above m-descriptors

are also computed as a bottom-up evaluation, checking the conditions from Defi-

nition 5.6.7. Finally, having a partial m-descriptor pm(g, |MB(m)|) and an above

m-descriptor am[g, k1, (|MB(ft)m| + 1,−)] justifies the introduction of an m de-
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scriptor, as it guarantees that some views generated by the QSS satisfy the condi-

tions from lines 11-14 in Algorithm testEquiv.

It can easily be verified that the number of descriptors is polynomial, as they

are defined using positions, subpatterns or patterns constructed in PTIME from

the query and the specification. The computation of each descriptor is PTIME, as

it amounts to simple tests on polynomial size patterns. Hence the computation of

all descriptors is done in PTIME.

By Theorems 5.6.4, 5.6.3 and 5.6.1, for a multi-token XP query q and

QSS P , given the descriptor set D := findDescSupp(q,P), q is supported by P if

testEquivDesc(q, D) outputs true.

Moreover, by Theorem 5.6.2, if q is from XPes, it is supported by P (con-

sidering for now only rewrite plans that intersect some of the views) if and only if

testEquivDesc(q, D) outputs true. We generalize these two observations to support

in XP∩ in the next section.

5.6.4 Support with compensated views

We consider in this section general XP∩ rewrite plans for support that,

before performing the intersection step, might compensate (some of) the views.

We show that support in this new setting can be reduced to support by rewrite

plans which only intersect expansions of a QSS. This allows us to reuse the PTIME

algorithms given in Section 5.6 (testEquivDesc and findDescSupp) and to find strictly

more rewritings, namely those that would not be feasible without compensation.

Thus we obtain a sound algorithm for support on XP multi-token queries in the

rewrite language XP∩ . This algorithm becomes complete when the input query is

from XPes.

Our reduction relies on the same QSS transformation, comp(P , q), used in

Section 5.4.1, which builds expansions with compensation.

EXAMPLE 5.6.4. Suppose that the QSS of the source in Example 5.2.1 is mod-

ified to return the guided trips themselves instead of the museums of those trips,

by changing the third rule into rule R3:

(R3) : f1(X)→ trip(X)[guide].
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and obtaining a new QSS P2. Then, one of the expansions of P2 is:

v3: doc(T)//vacation//trip/trip[guide]

A query plan that rewrites q2 using compensated views is

doc(v3)/v3/trip/museum ∩ doc(v2)/v2/museum.

We can infer this rewriting by compensating R3 with a navigation to a museum

child, which leads to a QSS identical to P.

We can prove the following:

Theorem 5.6.5. Given a QSS P and a multi-token XP query q, let D :=

findDescSupp(q, comp(P , q)).

1. Algorithm testEquivDesc(q, D) is sound for support in XP∩ , i.e., q is sup-

ported by P in XP∩ if testEquivDesc(q, D) outputs true.

2. Algorithm testEquivDesc(q, D) is also complete if q belongs to XPes, i.e., q is

supported by P in XP∩ if and only if

testEquivDesc(q, D) outputs true.

Proof: [Sketch]

1. Soundness follows from the observation that follows after Theorem 5.6.4 and

from the fact that comp(P , q)) generates compensated views.

2. Follows from Theorem 5.6.2 and from the fact that comp(P , q)) generates

views having all the compensation that may be used by a mapping from q

into an interleaving of views.

5.7 Single-token queries

We consider in this section the remaining sub-fragment of XPes, namely

single-token queries. We show that id-based support becomes NP-hard (Theorem
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5.7.1). Contrast this with both id-support for queries that have at least one //-

edge in the main branch, and the rewriting problem for single-token XPes queries

under an explicit set of views, for which PTIME decision procedures exist.

Theorem 5.7.1. For an XPes single-token query q and a QSS P, deciding if q is

supported by P in XP∩ is NP-hard.

Proof: We use a reduction from the minimum set-cover problem [GJ79].

Let (U ,S, k) be an instance of this problem, with U = {e1, . . . , en} denoting the

universe, S = {S1, . . . Sm} denoting the sets s.t. Si ⊂ U for each Si. We want to

know whether there exists a subset S ′ of S, of size at most k, that can cover U
(i.e. each element of U belongs to at least one set of S ′).

The reduction takes as input the set U and S (size |S| × |S|) and the value

k (size lg(k)).

Let p be the biggest exponent s.t. 2p ≤ k and let bpbp−1 . . . b0 be the binary

representation of k.

We build the following instance of the support problem. We define the QSS

as follows:

• the tree fragments

F = {S, set, f, g, fs, fpp , fp−1
p , . . . , f 0

p , f
p−1
p−1 , f

p−2
p−1 , . . . ,

f 0
p−1, . . . , f

1
1 , f

0
1 , f

0
0}

• the alphabet Σ = {root, out, a, b, e1, . . . , em}

• S is the start fragment

• the set of productions P defined as follows:

1. the start productions

S(X)→ root/f(X)

and

S(X)→ root//g(X)
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2. f(X)→ a/a/a[Q]/a/out(X)

Where Q denotes the pattern obtained as follows: let Li, i = 0, p, denote

the pattern formed by i + 2 nodes labeled b followed by the predicate

[e1, . . . , en]. For example, L0 = b[b[e1, . . . , en]].

Then, we define Q as

Q = b[Lp][Lp−1] . . . [L1][L0].

3. g(X)→ a[b[//e1, . . . , //en]]/a[fs]/a//out(X)

4. fs → b[fpp , f
p−1
p−1 . . . , f

1
1 , f

0
0 ]

5. ∀i = 0, p s.t. bi = 1, we have the productions

fki → b[fk−1
i ][fk−1

i ]∀k = 0, i

f 0
i → b[set]

6. ∀i = 0, p s.t. bi = 0, we have the production

f ii → ()

7. ∀Sj = {el1 , . . . , elj} ∈ S we have the production

set→ b[el1 , . . . , elj ]

8. finally we have the production

set→ ()

This QSS produces two families of views. The first one, by the fragment name f ,

contains only one member (vf ), which has a main branch root/a/a/a/a/out, and

a Q predicate on the third a-node.

The views from the second family of views, by the fragment name g, have

the main branch root//a/a/a//out, the predicate b[//e1, //e2, . . . , //en] on the first

a-node and a predicate produced by fs on the second a-node. fs produces branches

of length at most p+ 2 followed by elements e1, . . . , en.
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Let now q be the single-token XPes query

q = root/a/a[b[//e1, //e2, . . . , //en]]/a[Q]/a/out.

It is easy to see that all the views generated by the QSS contain q: vf maps

obviously in q and all the other views have a containment mapping into q since,

by construction, any pattern produced by fs can be mapped into Q.

We now consider if q is supported, which amounts here to testing if the

intersection of all the views is contained in q. Note that q will contain any inter-

leaving which, for at least one view vg, collapses the third a-node of vg with the

fourth a-node of vf . This is because such an interleaving would be of the form

root/a/a[b[//e1, //e2, . . . , //en]][. . . ]/a[Q][Q′][. . . ]/a/out

where Q′ is produced by fs and is actually redundant (can be minimized away).

So the only interleavings that remain to consider are those in which all

the third a-nodes of vg views are collapsed with the third a-node of vf . These

interleavings are of the form

root/a[b[//e1, //e2, . . . , //en]]/a[Q′][. . . ]/a[Q]/a/out

We can see now that q contains these interleavings if and only if among the pred-

icates Q′ produced by fs there is one into which the pattern b[//e1, . . . , //en] can

map. But this is possible if and only if all the elements e1, . . . , en are present in

Q′, and this happens if and only if there exists a cover of maximal size k for the

set U .

The surprising dichotomy between support for single-token and multi-token

extended skeletons is rooted in their differences on the respective tests for equiva-

lence with an intersection of views.

First, for the single-token case, it is easy to see that support can hold only

if the main branch of some view is equivalent to q’s main branch. Otherwise, one

could easily exhibit interleavings that do have //-edges in their main branch, hence

cannot be contained in q. With this, building interleavings amounts basically to

deciding where to collapse main branch nodes from the various views on a linear
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path with /-edges only. Intuitively, it is now less a matter of how to order main

branch nodes of the views, and more of choosing for each node a coalescing option

among the few available. By consequence, a candidate interleaving i (i.e., one that

is equivalent to q and contains all other interleavings) might combine (put under

the same main branch node) predicates coming from different views at all levels of

the main branch. When q has several tokens, this is true only for the candidate’s

first and last tokens (built by combining in the only possible way the first and

last tokens of the views), while the section in between has to be entirely present

(isomorphic modulo minimization) in some view. In the following, we describe

a sound, tractable procedure for support when the user query q is a single-token

XPes query. We show how it can be extended to an exponential-time sound and

complete algorithm for this problem.

For presentation simplicity, we first limit the discussion to rewrite plans

that are intersections of views (no compensation before the intersection step). We

start by considering how one can check the existence of a rewriting using a finite

set of explicitly listed views.

For the to-be-rewritten query q and a predicate P in q, for a view v let

NP
v denote the set of main branch nodes of v having a predicate P ′ s.t. (i) the

pattern of P ′ is equivalent to some subtree of q, and (ii) the pattern qP contains

the pattern vP ′ .

We are now ready to formulate a sound, tractable algorithm which, for a set

of explicitly listed views V , tests if an equivalent rewriting exists for a single-token

query q.

The tests we present ensure that the opposite containment mapping holds,

i.e., that q contains each possible interleaving of the views. Section 5.7.1 details

how one can verify these properties even when abstracting away from the view

definitions, by using view descriptors, and in Section 5.7.2 we show how descriptors

can be inferred when views are defined as the expansions of a QSS.

For a view vj verifying the conditions of lines 7-9, we say that vj contributes

P in the intersection. We can prove the following:
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Algorithm 3 testEquivSingle(V , q)
1: begin

2: for each predicate P in q and each view vj ∈ V
3: compute the set of nodes NP

vj

4: if there exists a view vi ∈ V s.t. MB(vi) ≡ MB(q) then

5: if for all predicates P in q

6: there exists a view vj ∈ V s.t.

7: for all containment mappings ψ from MB(vj) into MB(q)

8: the node nP is an image under ψ

9: the node n ∈ vj for which ψ(n) = nP is in NP
vj

10: then output true

11: end

Theorem 5.7.2. For an XP single-token query q and a set of XP views V
containing q, testEquivSingle is a sound PTIME procedure for deciding if q ≡ ∩V.

Proof: [Sketch] When q has only /-edges in the main branch, among the views

of V there must be at least one having the same main branch as q. With this,

the intersection yields only interleavings having as main branch that linear path

with /-edges only. The only remaining issue is whether all of q’s predicates will

be “present” at each interleaving, thus enabling a containment mapping from q.

This follows from conditions (lines 7-9) which imply that, in any interleaving i, a

predicate into which P can map will be present at i’s main branch node of rank

rP .

Testing conditions (lines 7-9) for each predicate P in q can be easily trans-

lated into a containment mapping test.

5.7.1 Descriptors

Again, the key idea for checking support when views are defined by a QSS

is that, in order to test the conditions of the algorithm testEquivSingle, one does not

need the detailed definitions of the views but only some particular details on them.

This idea will be exploited by our view descriptors. More precisely, assuming we
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are dealing with expansions of a QSS P with start fragment name S,

For the condition of line 4. For a view v containing q, a view descriptor

mb(S) will indicate that the pattern representing the main branch of v is equivalent

with MB(q).

For the conditions of lines 7-9. A direct but expensive (complexity-

wise) solution for this part would be specify in a descriptor the set of predicates P

the view contributes, according to lines 7 − 9. But it suffices instead to consider

predicates individually. By a descriptor pred(S,P) we denote a view v which

contains q and contributes predicate P . The fact that a certain view may contribute

several predicates is irrelevant, as it is enough to know that there exist covering

views for each of them (not necessarily distinct).

Note that descriptors partition the set of views into equivalence classes

with respect to the tests of testEquivSingle: two views having different definitions

but yielding the same descriptors will be equally useful for these tests.

Now, we can easily rephrase testEquivSingle into an algorithm that runs

directly on the set of view descriptors D, instead of the explicit views V to which

they correspond.

Algorithm 4 testEquivSingleDesc(D, q)

1: if there exists a descriptor mb(S) ∈ D then

2: if for all predicates P in q

3: there exists a descriptor pred(S,P) ∈ D
4: then output true

5: end

We can prove the following:

Theorem 5.7.3. For a single-token query q, a finite set of views V containing

q and their corresponding descriptors D, testEquivSingle(q,V) outputs true if and

only if testEquivSingleDesc(q,D) does so.
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5.7.2 Descriptors from a QSS program

We present in this section a bottom-up algorithm that computes, for a QSS

and a single-token query q, all the view descriptors for all the QSS expansions.

As before, we need fragment descriptors in order to perform incrementally

the tests of testSupp. While this is straightforward for the test of line 4, the

conditions of lines 7− 9 require special treatment. More precisely, given a view vj

and a query q, we rephrase this part into testing the non-existence of a containment

mapping (with a twist) between MB(vj) and MB(q) (i.e., linear patterns). Note

that this is something we already know how to do from the multi-token case. For

that, since there is always at least one containment mapping from MB(vj) into

MB(q), we will change some of the labels in MB(vj) and MB(q) in order to test if

there are mappings violating the conditions of lines 7− 9.

Assuming that the set of nodes NP
vj

is not empty, let lP denote the label of

nP and let l′P denote a new label derived from it. For this new label, let us consider

the following variation to the usual definition of a mapping: a node of label l′P can

map into a node of label lP . This variation will be called hereafter P -mapping.

Based on this, containment P -mapping is then defined in the usual way. Using

this new label, let relabel(P, vj) denote the pattern obtained from vj by relabeling

with l′P the nodes that were labeled lP in vj and were not in the set NP
vj

. Also, let

q′ denote the pattern obtained from q by relabeling the node nP by l′P .

It is now easy to see that testing the conditions of lines 7 − 9 amount to

testing the non-existence of a containment P -mapping from MB(relabel(P, vj))

into MB(q′). And this can be done on an explicit view vj by the same bottom-up

approach, which advances one token at a time, described in Section 5.6.3.

For each predicate P , we describe a subroutine that finds the descriptors

pred(P). The mb() one will be obtained as a side-effect of these subroutines.

We assume that the map, equiv, contain descriptors are already pre-computed.

Besides those, we will use only one kind of fragment descriptors, called intermediary

descriptors.

Definition 5.7.1. Syntax: An intermediary descriptor w.r.t. a fixed predicate P

in q for a unary fragment name f is a tuple interm[f, k1, (k2, p)], where k1 and k2
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are ranks in the main branch of q, and p denotes any linear substring of MB(q) or

MB(q′).

Semantics:

• vf contains the subtree of q rooted at the main branch node of rank k1,

• p is the main branch of the first token of relabel(P, vf ),

• k2 is the start rank (i.e., the upmost node) of the lowest possible output P-

mapping image of the rest of the main branch of relabel(P, vf ) (besides t)

into MB(q′); by convention, k2 is |MB(q)| + 1 when vf has only one token

(the one described by t) and is 0 when there is no such P-mapping.

We remind that for a tree pattern p and a node n ∈ MBN(p), by SPp(n)

we denote the subtree rooted at n in p.

Algorithm findDescriptors:

For each predicate P in q, repeat until fix-point:

1. for rules f(X)→ l(X)[c1(), . . . cn, .//d1(), . . . , .//dm()],

if we can infer that vf contains the subtree of q rooted at OUT(q), add a

descriptor interm[f , |MB(q)|, (|MB(q) + 1|, l)].

2. for rules f(X)→ l[c1(), . . . cn, .//d1(), . . . , .//dm()]/g(X),

given a descriptor interm[g, k′1, (k
′
2, p
′)], for k1 = k′1 − 1, if we can infer that

vf contains the subtree q(k1), then

(a) if l 6= lP , add a descriptor interm[f ,k1, (k
′
2, l/p

′)],

(b) if l = lP : add a descriptor interm[f ,k1, (k
′
2, lP/p

′]

(i) if P is a /-predicate and there exists a descriptor equiv(ci, n) s.t.

• the pattern qP contains the pattern l/xpath(SPq(n)),

• the pattern SPq(n) root-maps in the subtree of q rooted at some

/-child of nodeq(k1),

or (ii) if P is a //-predicate and there is a descriptor equiv(dj, n) s.t.
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• the pattern qP contains the pattern l//xpath(SPq(n)),

• the pattern SPq(n) root-maps in the subtree of q rooted at some

descendant of nodeq(k1).

(c) otherwise, add the descriptor interm[f ,k1, (k
′
2, l
′
P/p

′)].

If f is the start fragment name S, if k′1 − 1 = 1 and if we can infer that vf

contains q,

(a) if k′2 = 0 or the token l/p′ does not have a P -mapping image in MB(q′)

starting at ROOT(q′) and ending above k′2, where if k′2 = |MB(q)| + 1

above means at k′2 − 1, add a view descriptor pred(P)

(b) moreover, if |l/p′| = |MB(q)| (which here means

MB(vf ) ≡ MB(q)), add also the descriptor mb(S) to the set of view

descriptors.

3. for f(X)→ l[c1(), . . . cn, .//d1(), . . . , .//dm()]//g(X),

given a descriptor interm[g, k′1, (k
′
2, p
′)], for each rank k1, 1 ≤ k1 < k′1, s.t.

we can infer that vf contains q(k1),

find also the lowest possible rank k2, 1 ≤ k2 < k′2, such that the token

p′ P -maps into MB(q′) starting at k2 and ending above k′2, where if k′2 =

|MB(q)|+ 1 above means at k′2 − 1; if no such rank is found, set k2 to 0.

(a) if l 6= lP , add a descriptors interm[f ,k1, (k2, l)],

(b) if l = lP : add the descriptor interm[f ,k1, (k
′
2, lP]

(i) if P is a /-predicate and there exists a descriptor equiv(ci, n) s.t.

• the pattern qP contains the pattern l/xpath(SPq(n)),

• the pattern SPq(n) root-maps in the subtree of q rooted at some

/-child of nodeq(k1),

or (ii) if P is a //-predicate and there is a descriptor equiv(dj, n) s.t.

• the pattern qP contains the pattern l//xpath(SPq(n)),
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• the pattern SPq(n) root-maps in the subtree of q rooted at some

descendant of nodeq(k1).

(c) otherwise, add the descriptor interm[f ,k1, (k
′
2, l
′
P)].

When f = S, if the token l does not P -map into MB(q′) starting at rank 1

and ending above k2 (i.e., k2 = 0 or k2 = 1), add a descriptor pred(S,P) to

the set of view descriptors.

Theorem 5.7.4. Given a QSS P and a single-token query q, algorithm findDe-

scriptors is sound and complete for computing the descriptors for P’s expansions.

It runs in polynomial time in the size of the query and of the QSS.

5.7.3 Decision procedure for support

We describe in this section a sound and complete algorithm for support on

single-token XPes queries which runs in exponential time in the size of the query.

For this, we relax the definition of the NP
v set as follows: for the to-be-rewritten

query q and a predicate P in q, for a view v, NP
v now denotes the set of main

branch nodes of v having a predicate P ′ s.t. the pattern qP contains the pattern

vP ′ .

With this adjustment, let decideSuppSingle denote the corresponding proce-

dure. We can prove the following:

Theorem 5.7.5. For an XPes single-token query q and a set of XP views V, in

which each view contains q, decideSuppSingle is a sound and complete procedure for

q ≡ ∩V.

Proof: All the arguments for the soundness of testEquivSingle are also valid

for decideSuppSingle. The test at lines 8–9, as in testEquivSingle, guarantees that

the node n ∈ vj has a predicate P ′ into which the predicate P of q maps. The

difference is that in decideSuppSingle we are not looking only for predicates P ′ that

are equivalent to a subtree of q; we just check that all predicates of q have an

image. Completeness is guaranteed by try all possibilities of finding mappings for

the predicates of q.
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Then, the approach based on view descriptors instead of view definitions

remains the same. Regarding support, in order to access the necessary details w.r.t

NP
v , we introduce a new kind a fragment descriptor that records what nodes of q

map in an expansion of a tree fragment name. More precisely,

Definition 5.7.2. For a fragment name f , a set C of /-siblings in q, a set D

of //-siblings in q, and a node n from q, a q-mapping descriptor denotes a tuple

q-map(f, C,D, n). It says that (i) there exists an expansion vf which root-maps in

the subtree of q rooted at n, (ii) for each ni ∈ C, there exists a root-mapping mi

of the subtree of q rooted at ni into vf , and (iii) for each nj ∈ D, there exists a

mapping mj of the subtree of q rooted at nj into vf .

Any of the three components C, D or n might be empty.

Note that the space of q-map descriptors is exponential in the size of q.

They can be computed, in worst-case exponential time, in bottom-up manner

straightforwardly.

With these descriptors, we modify findDescriptors as follows:

• For the steps (2.b.i) and (3.b.i): if there is a descriptor q-map(ci, C,D, n) s.t.

rootP ∈ C and n is a child of nodeq(k1).

• For the step (2.b.ii) and (3.b.ii): if there is a descriptor q-map(dj, C,D, n)

s.t. rootP ∈ D and n is a descendant of nodeq(k1).

findDescriptors is sound and complete for computing the descriptors of

the QSS expansions. It thus enables a sound and complete algorithm for support

(via testEquivDesc).

Dealing with compensated views. We use the same comp(P , q) con-

struction to deal with plans that intersect compensated views.

5.8 QSS with parameters

We consider now an extension to QSS with input parameters for text values

(denoted QSS#) and correspondingly, an extension of XP to text conditions. We

modify the grammar of XP as follows:
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pred ::= ε | [rpath] | [rpath = C] | [.//rpath] |

[.//rpath = C] | pred pred

where C terminals stand for text constants. Every node in an XML tree t is

now assumed to have a text value text(t), possibly empty. The duality with tree

patterns is maintained by associating to every predicate node n in a pattern p a test

of equality test(n), that is either the empty word or a constant C. The notions of

embedding, mapping and containment can be adapted in straightforward manner

to take into account text equality conditions.

The definition of QSS# can be obtain from Definition 5.2.1 by adding the

following: “a leaf element nodes may be additionally labeled with a parameterized

equality predicate of the form = #i, where #i is a parameter and i is an integer”.

EXAMPLE 5.8.1. Let us add to P from Example 5.2.1 the rule

f1(X)→ trip[maxprice = #1]//museum(X)

Using this rule, we can generate the view v4 that retrieves museums on trips for

which the maximum price is a parameter #1:

v4: doc(T)//vacation//trip/trip[maxprice=#1]//museum

A user query q3 that asks for museums with temporary exhibitions on sec-

ondary trips that cost at most $1000

q3: doc(T)//vacation//trip/trip[maxprice=1000]//museum[temp]

is then supported by the QSS, because it can be rewritten as

doc(v4)/v4/museum[temp](1000)

where the parameter #1 is bound to the value in parenthesis (1000).

We can show that all the tractability and hardness results presented in the

previous sections remain valid when text conditions and parameters are added to

the setting. Only a minor adjustment is necessary in order to reuse the exact same

PTIME algorithms for expressibility and support (modulo the new XP syntax

and the adapted definitions of mapping and containment). Given a query q, the
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input QSS# will be transformed into a QSS P ′ by replacing each = #i param-

eter occurrence by an explicit text equality condition = C, for each constant C

appearing in q. Further details are omitted.

5.9 Tractability boundaries

We consider now extensions to the rewrite language and to the query set

specifications, asking whether the efficient algorithms of the previous sections can

be adapted to deal with them.

Compensated rewriting plans. We consider in this section more com-

plex rewrite plans for support, beyond XP∩ , taking the compensation idea one

step further. More precisely, we consider the rewrite language XP∩,c which, after

the intersection step, might compensate again for equivalence with the input query.

We capture XP∩,c by adding the following rules to the grammar of XP :

ipath ::= cpath | (cpath)| (cpath)/rpath | (cpath)//rpath

cpath ::= apath | apath ∩ cpath

Revisiting Definition 3.2.12, a rewriting r in the language XP∩,c is now of

the form I = (
⋂
i,j uij), I/rpath or I//rpath, with each uij being of the form

doc(vj)/vj/pi or doc(vj)/vj//pi.

EXAMPLE 5.9.1. Query q4 below extracts temporary exhibitions from the data

about museums visited on the same tour trips as in query q1:

q4: doc(T)//vacation//trip/trip[guide]//tour[schedule//walk]/museum/temp

There is no rewriting of q4 using only an intersection of views generated by

P, since there is no mention of temporary exhibitions in P. However, if we allow

the intersection to be compensated, q4 can be rewritten as the intersection of v1 and

v2, followed by a one-step navigation:

(doc(v1)/v1/museum ∩ doc(v2)/v2/museum)/temp.

We prove that support in XP∩,c becomes NP-hard even for multi-token XPes

queries:
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Theorem 5.9.1. For a multi-token XPes query q and a QSS P, deciding if q is

supported by P in XP∩,c is NP-hard.

The intuition behind this result is that an XP∩,c rewriting r for a query q

amounts to finding a rewriting r′ in the simpler language XP∩ for a prefix of q

and then compensating r′ with the remainder of q. Even if q were multi-token, r′

may correspond to a prefix of q that is in fact single-token, hence the complexity

jump.

The proof of Theorem 5.9.1 is similar to the one of Theorem 5.7.1.

We also provide a sound and complete procedure for support on XPes

queries in XP∩,c.

To that purpose, we introduce additional notation. A lossless prefix p of

q is any pattern obtained from a prefix pref as q as follows: if q is of the form

pref/t//r (where t is not empty and r may be empty), add as a side branch on

OUT(pref) the t pattern. Note that this means that part of the main branch

becomes a side branch, hence a predicate. Also note that if q is from the XPes

fragment then its lossless prefixes remain in this fragment.

We can prove the following:

Theorem 5.9.2. An XPes query q is supported by a QSS in XP∩,c iff some lossless

prefix of q is supported by that QSS in XP∩ .

This enables the following EXPTIME decision procedure for support in

XP∩,c: test XP∩ support for each lossless prefix, using either the PTIME decision

procedure of Section 5.6 (if the prefix is multi-token), or the EXPTIME one of the

previous section (if the prefix is single-token).

QSS with forest RHS. We consider now an extension to the query set

specifications, which allows forests of tree fragments on the RHS, i.e., expansion

rules of the form f → tf1, . . . , tfk.

We call the set specifications in this language QSS+. With this added

feature, we show that expressibility and support become NP-hard, even for very

restricted tree patterns, without //-edges.
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Theorem 5.9.3. Expressibility is NP-hard for QSS+, even for XP queries and

views without //-edges.

Proof: We start with expressibility. We detail our proof for boolean tree

patterns. The one for patterns of arity 1 is similar.

We use a reduction from the minimum set-cover problem [GJ79]. Let

(U ,S, k) be an instance of this problem, with U = {e1, . . . , en} denoting the uni-

verse, S = {S1, . . . Sm} denoting the sets s.t. Si ⊂ U for each Si. We want to know

whether there exists a subset S ′ of S, of size at most k, that can cover the entire

U (i.e. each element of U belongs to at least one set of S ′).

The reduction takes as input the set U and S (size |S| × |S|) and the value

k (size lg(k)).

Let p be the biggest exponent s.t. 2p ≤ k and let bpbp−1 . . . b0 be the binary

representation of k.

We build the following instance of the expressibility problem. We define

the QSS as follows:

• the tree fragments

F = {S, set, fpp , fp−1
p , . . . , f 0

p , f
p−1
p−1 , f

p−2
p−1 , . . . , f

0
p−1,

. . . , f 1
1 , f

0
1 , f

0
0}

• the alphabet Σ = {a, e1, . . . , em}

• S is the start fragment

• the set of productions P defined as follows:

– the start production

S → a(X)[fpp , f
p−1
p−1 . . . , f

1
1 , f

0
0 ]

– ∀i = 0, p s.t. bi = 1, we have the productions

fki → fk−1
i , fk−1

i ,∀k = 0, i

f 0
i → set
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– ∀i = 0, p s.t. bi = 0, we have the production

f ii → ()

– ∀Sj = {el1 , . . . , elj} ∈ S we have the production

set→ el1 , . . . , elj

– finally we have the production

set→ ()

The QSS grammar builds boolean queries having a root node labeled a with

children nodes having e-labels. It is easy to see that the generated queries have

branches corresponding to a choice of at most k sets from S (outputted by the

expansion of the at most k set fragment names).

Let now q be the boolean tree pattern a[e1][e2] . . . [en].

First, note that all the queries generated by the QSS program contain q. In

order for q to be expressed by this program, there must exist a choice of at most

k sets from S that covers all the elements, e1, . . . , en. Hence expressibility holds if

and only if we can find in S a cover of U of maximal size k.

Theorem 5.9.4. Support is NP-hard for QSS+, even for XP queries and views

without //-edges in predicates.

Proof: For support, we adapt the previous reduction from the minimum

set-cover problem as follows:

The start production is now

S(X)→ b//a[fpp ][fp−1
p−1 ] . . . [f 1

1 ][f 0
0 ]//c(X),

while fragment names expand as before. This program generates views having a

main branch b//a//c and having various [ei] predicates on the a node.

The query q for which we want to test support is

b//a[e1] . . . [en]//c.
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It is easy to see that all the views contain q, hence q is supported if and only if

the intersection of all the generated views is (i) union-free and (ii) equivalent to

q. By using results from Chapter 4, this intersection is union-free if and only if

one of the views, call it v, contains all others views. When this is the case, v is

equivalent to q if and only if its a node has all the predicates [e1], . . . [en]. But one

such view exists if and only if there exists a cover of maximal size k.

In the remainder of this section, we also show that expressibility can be

solved in exponential time for views encoded by a QSS+.

5.9.1 Expressibility for QSS+

We show that the NP lower bound for expressibility is tight for practical

purposes, since expressibility can be decided in exponential time. We can prove

the following:

Theorem 5.9.5. Expressibility can be decided in exponential time in the size of

the query and of the views.

We discuss the approach for deciding QSS expressibility (and support) for

boolean patterns. Dealing with tree patterns by the same algorithm can be then

done in the style of Section 5.3.2.

We now use fragment descriptors defined as follows:

Definition 5.9.1. For a fragment name f and a set N of nodes from q, a map-

ping descriptor for the pair (f,N) (written map(f,N)) says that there exists an

expansion vf (which can be a tree or a forest) and a mapping m of vf into q such

that the roots of trees in vf are mapped into the nodes in N.

Definition 5.9.2. For a fragment name f , a node n ∈ q and a set N of same-edge

sibling nodes children of n, an equivalence descriptor for the pair (f,N) (written

equiv(f,N)) says that there exists an expansion vf (a tree or a forest) satisfying

the following:

• some |N | trees among those in the forest vf are equivalent to the subtrees

rooted at the nodes of N in q,
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• if the nodes N are connected by a /-edge to n, the remaining trees in vf map

into q such that the images of their roots are either among the nodes of N

or among other /-siblings of the nodes of N ,

• otherwise (i.e. the nodes N are connected by a //-edge to n), the remaining

trees in vf map into q such that the images of their roots map below n in q.

Note that in these descriptors we do not bookkeep the number of trees in

the expansion vf . We only keep track of the subtrees of q into which they can

map (for mapping descriptors) or of the sibling subtrees in q with which their are

equivalent (for equivalence descriptors). Also note that an equivalence descriptor

implies a mapping one, for the same fragment name and set of nodes.

The space of distinct descriptors is O(|G| × 2|q|), hence exponential in the

size of the query and polynomial in the size of the program.

5.9.2 Computing descriptors for QSS+

For a given query q and a QSS G, we can compute all the corresponding

descriptors as described below. The computation starts from the productions with

no tree fragment nodes and continues inferring descriptors until a fixed point is

reached, close in spirit to bottom-up parsing as in the CYK algorithm [HU79] or

to bottom-up Datalog evaluation [AHV95]. Each step of this process will run in

time worst-case exponential in the size of q and G.

Algorithm findDescriptors:

1. start with an empty set of descriptors D.

2. for each production f → (), add to D all the descriptors of map(f, {n}), for

n ∈ q.

3. for each tree production f → tf , such that tf has only element nodes, com-

pute (by the definitions) and add toD all the possible descriptors map(f, {nq})
and equiv(f, {nq}).
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4. for each tree production f → tf :

(a) infer new mapping descriptors for f as follows:

For f1, . . . fk being the tree fragment nodes appearing in tf , for all

possible combinations of existing mapping descriptors

c = (map(f1, N1), . . . ,map(f1, N1)),

let tfc denote the tree pattern obtained from tf by replacing each tree

fragment node fi by a set of trees that are isomorphic copies of the

subtrees of q rooted at the nodes listed in Ni.

For each mapping ψ of tfc into q, add to D the descriptor

map(f, {ψ(ROOT(tfc)}).

Note that by a naive iteration over the space of descriptors this step

can be executed in time exponential in the number of tree fragment

nodes, k. But a polynomial time approach is possible by dealing with

the mapping descriptors in bulk (similar to how mappings algorithms

work).

(b) infer new equivalence descriptors for f as follows:

Let c1, . . . , cn be the /-children of ROOT(tf) and let d1, . . . dm be its //-

children (either list can be empty). Using their associated descriptors,

build a new descriptor equiv(f, {nq}) (and implicitly map(f, {nq})) for

each node nq ∈ q such that:

i. there exist some fragment names C = {ci1 , . . . cij} ⊆ {c1, . . . , cn}
and equivalence descriptors

equiv(ci1 , Ni1), . . . , equiv(cij , Nij),

such that the set N/ of /-children of nq satisfies

N/ = Ni1 ∪ · · · ∪Nij ,
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ii. there exist some fragment names D = {di1 , . . . dij} ⊆ {d1, . . . , dm},
and equivalence descriptors

equiv(di1 , Ni1), . . . , equiv(dij , Nij),

such that the set N// of //-children of nq satisfies

N// = Ni1 ∪ · · · ∪Nij ,

iii. all remaining fragment names ci 6∈ C have mapping descriptors of

the form map(ci, N
i
q), for N i

q being a set of /-children of nq

iv. all remaining fragment names dj 6∈ D have mapping descriptors of

the form map(dj, N
j
q ), for N j

q being a set of descendants of nq.

The above step can be done by iterating over the descriptors of the cs

and ds. Hence this step can be completed in worst-case exponential

time in the size of the query and program.

5. for each forest production f → g1, . . . gk:

(a) for any combination of mapping descriptors

map(g1, N1), . . .map(gk, Nk)

add to D the descriptor

map(f,N1 ∪ · · · ∪Nk).

(b) for any combination of descriptors

c = equiv(gi1 , Ni1), . . . equiv(gil , Nil),

map(gjl+1
, Njl+1

), . . . ,map(gik , Nik)

for (i1, . . . , il, il+1, . . . , ik) being any size k permutation, add to D the

descriptors

equiv(f,Ni1 ∪ · · · ∪Nil)

map(f,Ni1 ∪ · · · ∪Nil)

when one of the following conditions is verified:
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i. all the nodes in Ni1 , . . . , Nil , Nil+1
, . . . , Nik are /-siblings in q

ii. all the nodes in Ni1 , . . . , Nil are //-siblings in q, children of some

node nq, while the nodes in the sets Nil+1
, . . . , Nik are all somewhere

below nq in q.

This step can executed in time worst-case exponential in the size of the

query and program.

6. if any new descriptors have been inferred, go back to step 4.

We can prove the following:

Theorem 5.9.6. Expressibility holds iff findDescriptors outputs an equivalence

descriptor for the start tree fragment, of the form equiv(S,ROOT(q)). findDe-

scriptors runs in exponential time in the size of the QSS and of the query.

5.10 Related Work

XPath rewriting using only one view [XÖ05, MS05] or a finite, explicitly

given set of views [BÖB+04, ABMP07, TYO+08, CDO08] was the object of several

studies. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to address the problem of

rewriting XPath queries using a compactly specified set of views. The specifications

are written in the Query Set Specification(QSS) language [PDP03], which was also

the basis for building a QBE-like XPath interface in a software system for managing

biological data [NÖ04]. The QSS language presented in [PDP03] has a different

syntax from the one we adopted here and in Appendix 5.B we show how that

syntax can be compiled into ours.

Expressibility and support were studied in the past for relational queries

and sets of relational views specified by Datalog programs [LRU99, VP00, CDO09].

The work on relational views [CDO09] shares with us the idea of grouping the

views in a finite number of equivalence classes w.r.t their behavior in a rewriting

algorithm. Similar is also the strategy of computing these classes (represented by

what we call descriptors) bottom-up from the specification of the sets of views.
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However, relational and XPath queries exhibit very different behaviors. For

instance, support and expressibility were shown to be inter-reducible in PTIME

for relational queries and views [CDO09], and thus share the same complexity

(EXPTIME-complete). This is no longer the case for XP queries in the presence of

node Ids: expressibility is in PTIME (see Section 5.3), while support is coNP-hard.

The PTIME results we obtain make crucial use of the tree shape of XPath queries

and require problem-specific restrictions that do not follow from the relational

work.

For implementing security policies, a complementary approach to specifying

sets of views consists in annotating the DTD of the source with access annotations

that can be used to allow/disallow access to parts of the input data [FCG04,

FGJK07]. The system then infers one view over the input document that conforms

to the annotations and publishes the DTD of this view. Clients are allowed to ask

any queries over the view DTD. This architecture is designed for security scenarios

and does not extend to querying sources with limited query capabilities.

APPENDIX TO THE CHAPTER

5.A The function tf-cover

We define here the helper function tf-cover, used in the algorithms for de-

ciding expressibility. tf-cover takes as input a set of nodes N , a set of tree fragment

names C and an array L such that for every n′ ∈ N , L(n′) ⊆ C. It returns true if

there is a way to pick a distinct tree fragment name from each L(i), for all i ∈ N .

The function is implemented by solving the following max-flow problem

with integer values. The flow network has a source s and a sink t. Suppose

C = {c1, . . . cn} and L = {L1, . . . Lk}. There are edges with capacity 1 from s to

n nodes c1, c2, . . . cn. There are also k nodes L1, . . . Lk and for each cj such that

cj ∈ Li, there is an edge with capacity 1 from cj to Li. Finally, there is an edge

with capacity 1 from each Li node to the sink t.
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As shown in [CLRS01], if all capacities are integers, the Ford-Fulkerson

algorithm will find a max-flow that assigns an integer to every edge.

If the maximum flow returned is less than n (at least one L(i) is not “cov-

ered”), tf-cover returns false. Otherwise (the max-flow is n), it returns true. If we

want to also keep a view that witnesses expressibility, it is enough to know what

edges between a cj and an Li have a flow of value 1. This is possible because the

Ford-Fulkerson algorithm gives the value of the flow on each edge.

5.B An alternative QSS flavor

In this section, we assume Query Set Specifications given as in [PDP03].

We show that such a QSS can be compiled and normalized in PTIME into the

form that can be given as input to our algorithms for expressibility and support.

We preprocess an input QSS in two stages. In the first stage, we make the output

explicit and in the second one we normalize the specification such that there are

no ?, ∗ or + occurrence constraints.

The result of the compilation stage (subsequently used during normaliza-

tion) is a QSS with bindings, which is similar to a QSS except that instead of result

node names it uses variables to specify the result node (in the style of Datalog for

trees introduced in [AAHM05]). Tree fragment names on the left hand side of a

rule may carry a variables bound in the tree fragments from the right hand side.

A variable from a tree fragment can either be bound to an element node or to a

tree fragment node. If it is an element node, then the variable bindings are given

by the matches of that node into a document and that node will be a result node

when it appears in an expansion. If it is a tree fragment node f , then its variable

bindings come from rules in which f appears on the left hand side. We will also

use a syntax of the form

f(X)→ tf1(Y1), . . . tfk(Yk)

denoting that Yj is empty or it is a variable bound somewhere in the tree fragment

tfj.
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An expansion of a QSS with bindings is obtained in a similar way to one

for a regular QSS, by replacing non-terminals with the body of the rule in which

they appear and keeping the correspondence between variables from the left hand

side and from the right hand side.

Theorem 5.B.1. For any QSS G there is a QSS with bindings G and without ?,

∗ or + occurrence constraints such that G produces the same expansions as G ′.

Proof: We show below the compilation and normalization steps that build

G ′ from G.

5.B.1 Compilation

For the first stage, we start by inferring which tree fragments may contribute

to the output and record this using ‘#’ annotations/flags. A tree fragment that

contains an element whose name is among the result node names, gets the # and

so does the tree fragment name on the left hand side of that production. Then

we propagate # flags, until reaching a fix point: if a tree fragment name has #,

then all its right-hand-side occurrences in the QSS get # (together with the tree

fragment in which they appear); the tree fragment names on the left of those rules

also get a #. The number of #’s is at most the number of tree fragments plus the

number of rules. And each # can be computed in linear time in the size of the

rule in which that tree fragment appears.

Then we replace # flags with variables in the following way.

A rule f → g1, . . . , gn, in which f has no #, is compiled into f() →
g1(), . . . , gn().

For a rule f → g1, . . . , gn in which f has # set, it is slightly more compli-

cated.

Let gi1, . . . , gik be the tree fragments on the right that have #, and contain

a tree fragment node that has a #. For each gip in this set having t tree fragment

nodes with #, enumerated in some fixed order, we add the rule

f(Xpi)→ g1(), . . . , gip(Xpi), . . . , gn(), where 1 ≤ i ≤ t
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where the Xpi variable is bound to the ith tree fragment node of gip having a #.

Let gj1, . . . , gjm the tree fragments on the right that have # and also have

result element nodes.

Then, for every gjp having r result nodes, enumerated in some fixed order,

we create r rules

f(Xpi)→ g1(), . . . , gjp(Xpi), . . . , gn(), where 1 ≤ i ≤ r

in which the variable Xpi is bound to the ith result node of gjp.

The number of rules in the grammar obtained through this compilation

process may increase by at most the number of nodes in the original grammar. Each

new production can be built in linear time in the size of the original production it

comes from.

5.B.2 Normalization

At this stage we have a QSS with output specified by variables, such that

any tree fragment with ? or ∗ occurrence constraint has no output variable. (Those

with + may have output.) We then rewrite this grammar into one without ?, ∗ or

+. The transformation rules are given below:

• ? constraint: Any tree fragment node of the form g()? is replaced by a new

fragment name f() and the rules below are added:

f()→ g() (5.1)

f()→ (5.2)

Any rule containing a g(X)? such that the X is the output of the rule is

replaced by a rule in which g(X) has no occurrence constraint.

• ∗ constraint: Any tree fragment node of the form g()∗ is replaced by a new

fragment name recg() and the rules below are added:

recg()→ g(), recg() (5.3)

recg()→ (5.4)
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Any rule containing a g(X)∗ such that the X is the output of the rule is

replaced by a rule in which g(X) has no occurrence constraint.

• + constraint:

Any tree fragment node of the form g(X)+ is replaced by a new fragment

name recg(X) and the rules below are added:

recg(X)→ g(Y ), recg(X) (5.5)

recg(X)→ g(X), rech() (5.6)

recg(X)→ g(X) (5.7)

rech()→ g(Y ), rech() (5.8)

rech()→ g(Y ) (5.9)

where Y ∩X = ∅ and rech is a new fragment name.

Please note that transformations 5.1-5.9 can be done in linear time in the

size of the QSS. In the following, we will consider that our specification is already

normalized, i.e. there are no occurrence constraints.

Chapter 5, in part, is a reprint of the material as it will appear in VLDB

2009. Cautis, Bogdan; Deutsch, Alin; Onose, Nicola; Vassalos, Vasilis.



Chapter 6

Contributions to the Data Service

Infrastructure

ABSTRACT OF THE CHAPTER

In previous chapters, the main challenge I discussed was how to make ser-

vices available to the user. Making data sources available as services is a related

challenge, as more and more advanced features are required. I extended the stan-

dard service infrastructure with new features, several of which were added to the

Distributed XQuery (DXQ) framework. DXQ is an XML query and scripting lan-

guage with support for side effects, distribution, parallelism, which we also used

as implementation platform for workflow languages.

This chapter is an overview of my work on building data services. First, I

describe how I integrate WSDL and data services and how I optimize service plans

with external functions. Then I present my contributions to DXQ.

6.1 Integrating WSDL and Data Services

WSDL represents the standard Web Service interface used in current ap-

plications. The first step in creating XQuery-based data services was to define a

binding between XQuery and WSDL, described in [OS04] and demoed in [FOS04].

The binding can be used (a) on one hand, to call legacy WSDL services as XQuery

304
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functions and (b) on the other hand, to expose XQuery modules as collections of

WSDL services.

I will exemplify part (b) of the binding, as it shows also how Data Services

can be implemented as a WSDL extension.

Suppose that the data service from Figure 1.4 is implemented as an XQuery

function

module namespace app = ”http://example.net”;

declare function app:getCarByType($type as xs:string)

as element(Quote)

{ ... };

Our xquery2soap tool takes as input this XQuery module and outputs the

WSDL interface from Figure 6.1. Some of the details in the WSDL were skipped

(replaced by dots), for readability.

The input/output signature of the data service is exposed as input/output

messages of an operation (getCarByType) inside a PortType (CarRentalPort). All

schema information is grouped inside the types element. Protocol specific details,

and the URL at which the service can be called are published inside the binding

and service WSDL elements.

To consume the CarRental services, users would either send a SOAP call

using any WSDL/SOAP bindings written for general purpose programming lan-

guages (C#, Perl, Java etc.) or they would call it from withing XQuery using our

import service extension:

import service namespace app = ”http://example.net” name ”CarRental”;

app:getCarByType(”Sedan”)

This extension, described in [OS04], is just a minimal add-on to our XQuery

implementation (Galax [Gal]), as it is internally compiled into a regular module

import.

The WSDL-XQuery binding provides thus a way to publish the input/out-

put signature of a data service in a WSDL format. Publishing a data service, as we

have seen in Chapter 1, also requires publishing the query that defines its public

behavior. This can be easily done by embedding the XQuery code inside the WSDL
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<definitions targetNamespace="http://example.net"
xmlns:tns="http://example.net" ...>

<types>
<xs:schema targetNamespace="http://example.net">

...
<xs:element name="Quote">

<xs:complexType>...</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

</xs:schema>
</types>

<message name="getCarByType">
<part name="type" type="xs:string"/>

</message>

<message name="getCarByTypeResponse">
<part name="result" element="tns:contact"/>

</message>

<portType name="CarRentalPort">
<operation name="getCarByType">
<input message="tns:getContact"/>
<output message="tns:getContactResponse"/>
</operation>

</portType>

<binding name="CarRentalSOAP"
type="tns:UserProfilePort">
<soap:binding style="rpc"
transport="schemas.xmlsoap.org/..."/>

<operation name="getCarByType">
...

</operation>
</binding>

<service name="CarRental">
<port name="CarRentalPort"

binding="tns:UserProfileSOAP">
<soap:address
location="http://example.net/services/app.xqs"/>

</port>
</service>

</definitions>

Figure 6.1: WSDL interface for the car rental data service

document. Moreover, it does not go against the current WSDL specifications, as

WSDL allows for arbitrary extensions.
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6.2 Query Plans with External Function Calls

Data service developers need to be able to call functions implemented in

other programming languages, either because they need features that are not sup-

ported by XQuery or because they want to re-use function libraries written in a

general purpose programming language.

A well-known framework for developing data services is the BEA AquaLogic

Data Services Platform [BCL+06] (ALDSP). An ALDSP application consists of a

hierarchy of functional XQuery views. The base of the hierarchy is made up of

physical services that are wrappers over the data sources. In order to leverage the

power of underlying database systems, one has to be able to take advantage of

their query capabilities. But many applications perform transformations, typically

changes of data format, using functions that are not supported by the sources.

This leads to producing non transparent query plans that cannot be pushed to

the database engine and require that more work be done on the mediator, which

usually has less resources for processing large amounts of data.

My contribution in this domain was to add the capacity of rewriting ex-

pressions that contain externally defined functions by registering corresponding

inverse functions and transformations that define where the inverses can be used

[OBC07, BCL+06]. Thus, the query optimizer is able to infer equivalent query

plans and to choose the one which is better suited for the capabilities of each

source.

6.3 Distributed XQuery(DXQ)

The goal of the DXQ project [FJM+07b, FJM+07a] is to support devel-

opment of reliable, extensible, and efficient distributed resource-management pro-

tocols. Our strategy to meet these requirements is to provide a high-level, dis-

tributed, and optimizable query language for implementing distributed resource-

management protocols. By using a high-level language, a protocol’s semantics

is transparent, not hidden in the implementation, which supports the reliability

requirement. In addition, the implementation is optimizable by general query opti-
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mization techniques. Automating optimization supports the efficiency requirement

and permits implementors to focus more on functionality and less on performance.

Figure 6.2: Galax XQuery architecture

DXQ is implemented in the Galax XQuery architecture (Figure 6.2), which

compiles XQuery programs into an algebraic representation (a query plan) that

is exchanged by DXQ servers. This plan is enclosed into a remote closure which

allows to ship an arbitrary expression and encapsulates whatever context is nec-

essary to evaluate the expression remotely. Galax’s hybrid algebra includes XML

“tree” operators and classic tuple operators. The latter permit efficient implemen-

tation (the Optimizer stage) of common query idioms like join an group-by, which

are expressed by nested FLWOR expressions in XQuery. The optimized plan is

evaluated based on the code selection performed on the server.

The DXQ extension of Galax relies on a simple client-server protocol based

on HTTP that permits the communication between DXQ peers. I will not go into

the details of the network infrastructure, explained in [FJM+07a], and instead I

will present two related projects. The first one consists in the in-depth study and

implementation of XML updates, which we used for supporting DXQ applications.

The second one is a compiler and a runtime architecture that allows running work-

flows with the DXQ engine. The ability to run workflows proved the versatility of

the DXQ platform and its potential for creating rich applications.
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6.3.1 XML Updates

In the study of expressibility and support in this dissertation, I considered

service calls without side effects. However, data services in general, and DXQ

applications in particular, do not perform only queries, but also data updates. To

provide a functional data service platform, my goal was then to enable query plan

optimizations over data services executing both queries and data updates.

The challenge is that most traditional compile rewrites rely on query plans

being free of side effects. Otherwise, rewritings may lead to incorrect results. For

instance, the input of an algebraic operator might not be the same or the number

of updates performed may change.

Rewriting algorithms that consider updates are also useful if we try to push

the study of expressibility and support further. When rewriting queries using

services that perform updates, changing the order of the service calls may lead to

different results for the reasons mentioned above.

The approach I chose was to test the soundness of a rewriting based on static

analysis. Rewrite rules that are provably sound can then be used to optimize query

plans that contain updates.

Some examples of basic static checks are:

• the evaluation of two subplans can change (commutativity),

• applying an operator once has the same effect as applying it twice (idempo-

tency),

• absence of side effects (purity).

Every optimization rule has a set of such conditions that guarantee its

correctness.

We gave the first formalization of an algebra with updates [GORS07] to

lay the theoretical grounds for research on query plans with side effects. Then,

in our SIGMOD paper [GORS08], we showed how we can recover a large class of

database optimizations in the presence of updates. These include most classical

logical optimizations, such as join detection or unnesting, and pipelining.
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6.3.2 Implementing Workflows as Data Services

Workflow languages are the norm when it comes to representing and im-

plementing business processes. With the emergence of Web-enabled workflow lan-

guages, such as BPEL [OAS07], there is an increasing need to support XML pro-

cessing along with those languages. I extended the REST-based [Fie00] workflow

language Bite (that implements the basic functionalities of BPEL) with XQuery

processing capabilities. The resulting language can be implemented on top of a

stand-alone XQuery processor by compiling its core constructs into DXQ, a dis-

tributed extension of XQuery. From an XQuery perspective, this approach demon-

strates the expressiveness of the DXQ framework. From a workflow perspective, it

opens interesting opportunities for light-weight implementations of Web workflows,

cross-activity optimization, and experimentation with distributed workflows.

XML flow 
description

compiler
(XQuery 1.0)

DXQ script

DXQ server

user

HTTP/DXQ
adaptor

DXQ 
request

DXQ 
result

HTTP 
request

HTTP 
response

Figure 6.3: Bite+XQuery: Compilation and Runtime Architecture

Figure 6.3 gives an overview of how we compile and run workflows written

in the XQuery extension of Bite. The compiler implementation consists in 915

lines of standard XQuery 1.0, that I tested with two distinct open source XQuery

processors: Galax [Gal] and Saxon [Sax]. The compiler takes as input a description

of the flow, in XML format, and produces a DXQ module that implements it. The

next step is to generate a special dispatch function that accepts the requests sent
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to a flow and forwards them to the appropriate workflow instance (if the requests

refer to an existing instance) or creates a new instance.

The target platform of our compiler is the DXQ runtime. After compiling a

workflow specification, the resulting DXQ module and interface are run as any DXQ

server. In order to provide an external interface compatible to the protocol used by

Bite (pure REST), I added an adaptor which acts as a proxy between the HTTP

clients and the DXQ runtime. The adaptor is also used to translate non-XML

input, such as the one coming from an HTML form, into an XML encoding. The

reader is referred to our XIME-P paper [OKRS08] for a more detailed description

of this project.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Conclusions

Data services are able to simplify the development and maintenance for

current data-centric Web applications and can enable new features required for

publishing and discovering services that interact with data sources.

The central theme of my dissertation is the study of two problems faced

by Web developers that need to use data services expressed as queries over data

sources. The first one is expressibility (deciding whether a user request is equivalent

to a published service) and the second one is support (deciding whether a user

request is equivalent to a query over the published services). I study these problems

both in the case in which the services are listed individually and when the set of

services published by the source is compactly encoded by a specification such as

QSS or Datalog.

For listed sets of services defined by queries, expressibility is the same as

query equivalence, which has already been extensively studied in previous liter-

ature. Support for XML services on the other hand, reduces to the problem of

rewriting XML queries using views, for which previous solutions were either lim-

ited to very simple classes of queries or were based on heuristics without a formal

study of their applicability.

I present a decision procedure for support that covers a large fragment

of XQuery, including FLWR expressions, equality conditions, existential quanti-
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fiers. This is done by adopting a pattern based formalism called the Nested XML

Tableaux (NEXT). Pattern based representations were also the key for success

in previous research on equivalence and rewriting queries using views: conjunc-

tive queries and tableaux were used for relational queries, tree patterns for XPath

queries.

When going to the full XQuery language, that I represent as NEXT+ pat-

terns, both expressibility and support become undecidable. The good news is that

the rewriting algorithm I propose for NEXT queries extends naturally to a sound

test for NEXT+. Its abilities to find rewritings can be improved by adding rules

that define properties of operators or functions used in the queries.

One operator that deserves to be studied in its right is intersection, as

it is traditionally a basic feature of database query languages. However, while

for relational queries, using intersection in the rewritten queries does not change

the complexity of support, XML queries exhibit a different behavior. Rewriting

tree pattern (XPath) queries using tree pattern views is PTIME in the absence

of intersection, and I show that it is coNP-complete when the rewrite plan can

intersect views. I also show that the related problem, of deciding if an intersection

of XPath queries can be equivalently rewritten as one XPath, without intersection

or union, is hard. I give syntactic restrictions, applicable to large classes of tree

patterns, under which these problems can be solved in PTIME.

For the case of compactly encoded sets of views, previous work [LRU99,

VP00] studied expressibility and support for relational queries and views specified

as expansions of a Datalog program. Continuing this line of work, I go one step

further and look at expressibility and support for infinite sets of relational views,

under constraints on the data source. I identify conditions under which the two

problems are decidable and propose algorithms that are sound in general and

complete under the decidability restrictions. The algorithm for support, if used in

the absence of constraints, yields an exponential factor improvement over previous

algorithms.

The next step is to consider compactly encoded XML queries, as most Web

applications manipulate XML data. I study the problems of expressibility and
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support of an XPath query by XPath views generated as expansions of a Query

Set Specification. Since I focus on efficiency, I consider only PTIME algorithms,

ensuring that they are sound in general and identifying the most permissive restric-

tions under which they become complete. I find that for XPaths corresponding to

the fragment having child and descendant navigation and no wildcard, expressibil-

ity can be solved in PTIME. For support, the complexity analysis is more refined,

as it depends on the rewriting language. Therefore I consider both the case in

which the ids of the nodes are lost when constructing the query result and the

case in which the ids are persistent. For the former case, I give a PTIME decision

procedure. For the latter, I propose a sound PTIME algorithm that also becomes

complete under restrictions.

7.2 Future Work

In the future, the applicability of the techniques I developed can be gradu-

ally enlarged to broader classes of data services. This includes extending the work

on rewriting XPath queries using an intersection of XPath views to the entire

XQuery language. This can be done by designing a sound test for support that

uses the algorithm for XPath to rewrite the navigational part of the queries. Then

the algorithms for expressibility and support by sets of QSSL encoded views could

also be extended from XPath to XQuery. Such a succession follows the approach I

have taken until now of grounding the study of compactly encoded views on results

and intuition coming from the case of explicitly listed views.

Besides data processing, data services typically also perform data updates.

How to publish sets of data services (either listed or compactly encoded) defined

by a mix of queries and updates is then a natural question. To study expressibility

and support in the presence of updates, my research on optimizing query plans

that contain updates [GORS08] is a starting point when looking for intuition and

useful techniques. For instance, the statically checkable conditions from [GORS08],

when applied to plans over data service calls, may enable rewritings that change

the order of updates or their position in the plan.
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As applications become more sophisticated, data services need to become

richer in features, and eventually able to express workflows. An example of such

workflows are the XQuery-enabled business processes ran by the XQuery-based

prototype I implemented over an XML query and scripting framework [OKRS08].

An important challenge, left to future work, is then to extend tests for expressibil-

ity and support (and the accompanying tools for producing the actual rewritten

plans) to services implemented as workflows that perform data manipulations.

Since language features present in workflows and in XQuery easily lead to Turing

completeness, any algorithm would then necessarily be incomplete, i.e., it may

return false negatives. But this was already the case for rewriting just XQuery

queries using XQuery views.

From a software engineering perspective, such an algorithm for rewriting

services defined as workflows can become the centerpiece of a tool for automatic

composition of data-centric workflows that takes into account the data manip-

ulations they perform. Extending the algorithm and the tool to deal also with

scientific workflows is an additional challenge, motivated by the development of

Web-distributed scientific data sets and applications.
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